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 Patent documents are one of the most comprehensive data sources on 
technology development. As such, they provide a unique source of information to 
analyze and monitor technological performance. Although technology indicators 
based on patent documents have certain limitations1, Griliches’ observation of almost 
two decades ago still seems to hold: “In spite of all the difficulties, patent statistics 
remain a unique resource for the analysis of the process of technical change. Nothing 
else even comes close in the quantity of available data, accessibility, and the potential 
industrial, organizational and technological detail.” (Griliches, 1990). Patent 
indicators are now used by companies and by policy and government agencies2 alike 
to assess technological progress on the level of regions, countries, domains3
 
, and even 
specific entities such as companies, universities and individual inventors.  
In addition, from the mid-1980s onwards, a broader conception of the 
dynamics underlying innovative performance, synthesized by the concept of the 
‘innovation system’, has emerged (e.g. Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1993, 
Nelson and Rosenberg, 1993). This concept sees innovative performance on the level 
of regions, nations or industries as driven by industrial innovative activity and the 
pursuit of scientific excellence, both of which are influenced and shaped by 
institutional frameworks. Moreover, interaction among different institutional actors is 
advanced as a further explanation for differences in technological and innovative 
performance. These interactions are seen as critical in the process of knowledge 
generation and diffusion on a national, regional and industrial level.  
 
 A corollary of this conception of innovation dynamics is the need for 
refinements in patent indicators. Sector assignment - i.e. identifying whether patentees 
are companies (private business enterprise), universities and higher education 
institutions, or governmental agencies - thus becomes a necessary condition for 
further analysis of the dynamics underlying technological performance. Within the 
framework of the PATSTAT Task Force on Harmonized Patent Statistics, efforts have 
been launched to produce an exhaustive sector assignment taxonomy. EUROSTAT 
has invited experts from K.U.Leuven to develop such a methodology.  
  
 In this paper, the methodology that we have developed in 2006 (Van Looy, du 
Plessis & Magerman, 2006) will be outlined and updated. It will be shown that the 
methodology proposed is effective both in terms of completeness (over 99% of the 
patent volume for USPTO, EPO, and WIPO are assigned to discrete categories) and 
accuracy (99% of the assigned codes reflect the category correctly). At the same time, 
further improvements are still considered both feasible and relevant. In order to 
ensure that such improvements are put into effect, EUROSTAT and its development 
                                                 
1 Propensities to patent differ among industries, firms and countries.  
2 Patent indicators are now to be found in recurrent publications of the National Science Foundation 
(US), the European Commission (Science and Technology Indicator Reports) and the OECD alike. 
3 Analysis by domains is feasible by using the WIPO International Patent Classification or aggregation 
schemas like the ‘Systematic of OST/INPI/FhG ISI of 5 technology areas and 30 sub-areas’; analysis in 
relation to industries is enabled by concordance schemes based on patent classification, like the MERIT 
concordance table (Verspagen, 1994), the OECD Technology Concordance (Johnson, 2002), or the EC 
DG Research and FhG ISI/OST/SPRU concordance table (Schmoch, Laville, Patel, Frietsch, 2003). 
 
 partners (K.U.Leuven and SOGETI) have deliberately chosen to put the methodology 
into the public domain. This action is, in effect, an invitation to researchers and 
analysts to further build on the methodology and to improve it where feasible. As 
promised in the first methodological paper new improvements are given in this update 
of the methodological paper.  
 
 The paper is structured as follows: in the following section, we first highlight 
previous efforts to arrive at an exhaustive sector assignment of patentee names. This 
overview leads to the conclusion that additional development efforts are indeed 
relevant. In Section 3, we outline the principles followed in developing the 
methodology, and we present the outcomes obtained. This will allow us to draw 
conclusions on performance and to delineate avenues for further improvement in the 
methodology, in Section 4.  
 
2. Existing Sector Typologies 
 
 EUROSTAT aims to allocate one of the following sectors to each patentee:  
(a) individual (private) applicant (b) private business enterprise (c) government 
(agency) (d) university/higher education (e) private non-profit. This classification 
shows similarities with the existing sector classification developed by OECD in the 
context of conducting surveys on research and development, as outlined in the 
Frascati Manual (2002).  
 
 The Frascati Manual builds on the classification of the System of National 
Accounts (SNA). This system distinguishes between the following sectors: non-
financial corporations, financial corporations, general government and non-profit 
institutions serving households, and households. In the OECD Frascati Manual 
(2002), largely based on the SNA 1993, higher education has been designated as a 
separate sector, and households are considered part of the private non-profit sector. 
Five sectors are identified in the Frascati Manual: 
 
(1) Business enterprise 
Includes: (a) all firms, organizations and institutions with the primary activity of the 
production of goods or services for sale to the general public, (b) the private non-
profit institutions mainly serving them. The core of this sector is made up of private 
enterprises. Additionally, this sector includes public enterprises and non-profit 
institutions that are market producers of goods and services other than higher 
education. Examples of these non-profit institutions include: research institutes, 
clinics, hospitals, private medical practitioners, chambers of commerce, and 
agricultural, manufacturing or trade associations. 
 
(2) Government 
The government sector is composed of all departments, offices and other 
administrative bodies which do not normally sell to the community, as well as those 
that administer the state and the economic and social policy of the community. Non-
profit organizations controlled and mainly financed by government but not 
administered by the higher education sector are also included in this sector. 
Furthermore, units associated with the higher education sector but mainly serving the 
government sector should also be included in the government sector. 
 
 (3) Private non-profit 
This sector includes private non-profit institutions serving the general public and 
private individuals or households. 
The following types of private non-profit institution should not be included in this 
sector: 
 Those mainly rendering services to enterprises 
 Those primarily serving government 
 Those entirely or mainly financed and controlled by government 
 Those offering higher education services or those controlled by higher
 education institutions. 
 
(4) Higher education 
The higher education sector includes all universities, colleges of technology and other 
institutions providing post-secondary education, irrespective of their source of 
finance or legal status. Research institutes, laboratories and clinics operating under 
the direct control of, administered by, or associated with higher education institutions 
should also be included in this sector. 
 
(5) Abroad 
This sector consists of all institutions and individuals located outside the political 
borders of a country and all international organizations including facilities and 
operations within the country's borders. 
 
 It should be noted that individual (private) applicants do not show up as a 
separate category in the Frascati classification; in addition, the ‘Abroad’ category 
carries little relevance when classifying patentee names. Finally, whilst the definition 
of categories is generally clear and precise, the matching of name characteristics to 
the different categories is not clear-cut for certain types of organization. For instance, 
hospitals could be classified as either 'business enterprise', 'private non-profit' or 
'higher education' depending on the governance mode under which they operate. As 
demonstrated later in this paper, the sector in which a given organization should be 
classified is not always clear from looking solely at name field information found in 
the patent system. There is also the problem of a given institution being allocated to 
two sectors, e.g. when different objectives are being pursued by one and the same 
organization.  
 
Overview of approaches for sector allocation 
 
 Broadly speaking, one can make a distinction between two approaches for 
assigning sector codes. The first option involves building further on existing efforts 
and classification schemes that already make a distinction between different types of 
actor, and refining them so that they correspond to the targeted classification. The 
second option consists of developing ‘bottom-up’ methods to assign applicants to 
different categories. Given the amount of effort required to assign all applicants to 
categories from scratch, the first option is clearly preferable.  
 
 The most exhaustive effort to allocate patentees to different sectors has been 
undertaken within the framework of the USPTO system. As the USPTO patent system 
already allocates assignees to different categories, this classification provides the 
obvious starting point to further develop a sector classification. It should be noted that 
 a similar codification does not exist in the EPO database. Nevertheless, if the USPTO 
classification proves to be relevant and accurate, the sector information available in 
the USPTO system could be related to the EPO database using harmonized names. 
The NBER patent citation data file (Hall et al, 2001, Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002) also 
classifies USPTO assignees into sectors. A closer inspection of the NBER sectors 
reveals that the same classification as the USPTO database system is used. 
 
 Hence, the first exercise conducted to develop an appropriate sector 
assignment method is related to assessing the accuracy and relevancy of the existing 
USPTO sector classification. We used a sample of patent assignees from USPTO to 
validate the sector classification of the USPTO. The USPTO assignee table provides 
information on all the assignees for each of the granted USPTO patents in the USPTO 
dataset. For each assignee, the USPTO has provided an organizational type code: 
namely, US company (2 or 124
 
), foreign company (3 or 13), US individual (4 or 14), 
foreign individual (5 or 15), US government (6 or 16), foreign government (7 or 17), 
county government (8 or 18), and state government (9 or 19). It should be noted that 
this classification does not coincide with the target categories: Universities and 
private non-profit sector categories are missing. 
 To validate whether the organizational types allocated to the assignees by the 
USPTO are correct, we assessed a sample of 500 assignees for each organizational 
type. As the total number of patentees with sector codes 8 and 9 did not exceed 500, 
all assignees in these two categories have been validated. Table 1 provides a summary 
of the findings. 
 
Table 1: Validation of assignee types given in the USPTO patent database 
 
Assignee Types Number of Assignees 
Incorrectly Assigned to 
Assignee Type* 
Number of Patents 
Incorrectly Assigned* 
2. US Company 65/500 (13 %) 7 419 (4.5 %) 
3. Foreign Company 70/500 (14 %) 6 948 (4.6 %) 
4. US Individual 0/500 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 
5. Foreign Individual 21/500 (4 %) 72 (7.2 %) 
6. US Government 39/500 (8 %) 60 (0.4 %) 
7. Foreign Government 48/500 (10 %) 96 (6.4 %) 
8. County Government 5/9 (56 %) 5 (56 %) 
9. State Government 30/42 (71 %) 56 (68 %) 
* The percentage for the sample analyzed is given in parenthesis. 
 
 As Table 1 demonstrates, the existing sector allocation has certain 
shortcomings. Although the 'individual (private) applicant', 'private business 
enterprise', and 'government' sectors are present, the 'university/higher education' and 
'private non-profit' sectors are not included. In addition, the existing allocation of 
assignees to organizational types includes a considerable level of error, except in the 
case of 'US individuals'. Moreover, the following issues merit our attention:  
                                                 
4 The number one in front of the code identifies part interest. 
 • In the existing USPTO classification, organizations such as hospitals, higher 
education, and private non-profit organizations do not have a unique code to 
identify them. In the sample, universities and hospitals are usually given the types 
2 or 3 to identify US and foreign universities/hospitals respectively. It should be 
noted that a separate list for US universities, developed independently from this 
categorization, is available at USPTO. A similar list is not, however, available for 
foreign universities.  
• Institutes (public/non-profit) are mostly assigned types 2 and 3 for US and foreign 
institutes respectively but are also found in categories 6 and 7; the criteria used to 
arrive at these classifications remain unclear. (Battelle Memorial Institute –type 2; 
Florida Institute of Phosphate Research – type 2; Institut National De La 
Recherche Agronomique – type 3; Fruit Tree Research Station, Ministry Of 
Agriculture, Forestry And Fisheries – type 3; Institut National De La Sante Et De 
La Recherche Medicale (INSERM) – type 6; Commissariat A L'energie Atomique 
– type 6; Stichting Rega Vzw – type 7; Hadasitmedical Research Serv. & Devel. 
LTD. – type 7) 
 
 Having observed that several sectors are in need of refinement and that some 
categories need to be developed in their entirety, we decided to adopt a different 
approach. In this approach, a set of rules will be developed that relates relevant 
information from the name field of patentees to specific sector categories. In applying 
this logic to the full patentee list as identified in the USPTO and EPO patent system, it 
is evident that different types of rules are needed; besides more generic rules that 
relate several patentees to one sector, a set of rules will be required targeted at specific 
organizations. In addition, conditionality will be introduced to minimize the number 
of multiple sector assignments. Without case-based allocation criteria and 
conditionality, accuracy as well as completeness will be negatively affected. 
'Completeness' refers to the extent to which the sector allocation methodology is able 
to assign all patentees to a discrete category. 'Accuracy' refers to the extent to which 




 Developing a methodology with a comprehensive set of rules is a highly 
iterative process in which it is eminently desirable to work on the full set of assignee 
names in order to adequately assess the impact of discrete rules. Accordingly, 
development and production efforts tend to coincide. In order to improve the existing 
the methodology we used the patentee list extracted from PATSTAT September 2009. 
In consequence, the methodology will reflect the particularities of the underlying 
database.  
 
 Whilst the overall logic strives for a maximum number of rules that follow 
logically from information found in the name fields of the patent database, concerns 
about completeness and accuracy point to the need for assessment and a certain level 
of expert involvement. In some cases, the category to which an organization belongs 
is not clear from the patentee information alone because the name gives no real 
indication. In addition, some categories where the governance mode is crucial for 
sector allocation pose specific challenges, as in the case of hospitals, which can be 
private business sector, university/higher education, government or private non-profit. 
 Equally, additional information would be required on whether certain research 
organizations funded by government are administered by the Ministry of Education, 
in which case they would fall within the university/higher education sector. Finally, 
there are cases where clues found in the name fields result in multiple sector 
allocations. Such cases will require a specific assessment resulting in case-based 
decision criteria. Depending on the desired levels of accuracy and completeness, 
additional data verification efforts could become considerable.  
 
Within the framework of the development of this methodology, we targeted levels of 
completeness and accuracy of 99%. This means that in applying all rule-based and 
case-based criteria to the patentee list, 99% of all patents5
 
 must be assigned to just one 
sector, with a degree of error of less than 1%.  
3.1 Methodology 
 
 The first principle underlying the methodology is straightforward; maximize 
the number of generic rules that can translate clues found in patentee names into the 
proper sector code. This rule-based logic works on the assumption that information 
found in the patentee names can provide clues to ‘sector’ membership. Such clues can 
be parts of names, specific words (e.g. government) and/or terms signalling specific 
legal forms (Inc.). If such clues can be identified in a systematic manner, they can be 
integrated into one script, which in itself allows for an automated allocation of sector 
codes. From an efficiency point of view, such an approach is clearly preferable but it 
implies several assumptions. First of all, a sufficient number of patentee names should 
include such clues. Secondly, one-to-one relationships between clues and specific 
sector codes are preferable. Finally, a single name should only contain clues 
pertaining to one specific sector code. As the following sections demonstrate, several 
cases do not meet these ideal criteria. In order to remedy this situation, additional 
principles have been introduced. For patentees characterized by larger patent 
portfolios and for which generic rules do not result in an assignment, sectors are 
allocated on the basis of case-by-case decisions. Moreover, validation efforts – 
applied throughout the process – reveal that generic rules generate occasional errors 
and assign certain patentees to the wrong sector (e.g. GMBH is often found in 
association with companies, but not always). For assignees with more than five 
patents validation efforts have been undertaken, resulting in the development of an 
extensive set of additional case oriented rules. A final principle has been introduced 
in order to address the occurrence of multiple sector assignment. Again, for patentees 
with more than five patents conditional rules6
                                                 
5 Levels of accuracy and completeness have been assessed on patent volume coinciding with allocated 
patentees. As the majority of patentees hold only one patent, striving for accuracy and completeness on 
the level of patentee would involve considerable additional resources, mainly for verification purposes.  
 have been developed that result in a 
proper allocation of specific names (E.g. a patentee name has the words University, 
Foundation and a company legal form e.g. LTD. The sector codes 2, 4 and 6 are 
allocated to the name (Georgia State University Research Foundation, INC.). This is 
corrected by the conditional rule: if University and Foundation are both in the patentee name 
then the sector code 4 should be given; *City Of Hope Research Institute* received sector 
code 3 and 6 correct code is 4 therefore a conditional rule was added to correct for this 
incorrect double sector code assignment). 
6 See Step 8 of appendix one.  
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Figure 1: Diagram of the methodology used to assign sector codes to assignees 
patentees. 
  An exercise of this nature is time consuming since it involves an assessment 
based on secondary sources (mostly web searches); however, it is feasible within a 
limited time frame, if an exhaustive allocation result (100%) is not required. Figure 1 
presents a diagrammatic summary of the approach followed in allocating sector codes 
to patentee names. The starting point is an initial list of keywords that are considered 
indicative of a certain category in the sector classification. Table 2 provides a sample 
of the keywords used for each sector. 
 




(1) Individual "*DIPL.-ING.*"; "*PROF.*"; "*DR.*"; "*DECÉDÉ*"; 
"*DECEASED*"; "*DIPL. ING.*"; "*PH.D*"; "*DIPL.-
GEOGR.*"; "*ING.*"; "*ÉPOUSE *" 
(2) Private Enterprise "* SA *"; "*S.R.L*"; "*HANDELSBOLAGET*"; "*INC."; 
"*LTD."; "*S.A.R.L"; "* BVBA *"; "*S.P.R.L.*"; "*NAAMLOZE 
VENNOOTSCHAP*"; "*AKTIEBOLAG*" 
(3) Public and Private 
Non-Profit 
"*GOUVERNMENT*"; "* MINISTRO*"; "*INSTIT*"; 
"*INSTYTUT*"; "*FONDATION*"; "*FOUNDATION*"; 
"*CHURCH*"; "*TRUST*"; "*KENKYUSHO*"; 
"*STIFTUNG*" 
(4) University "*UNIVERSI*"; "*UNIV.*"; "*COLLEGE*"; "*SCHOOL*"; 
"*REGENTS*"; "*ECOLE*"; "*FACULTE*"; "*SCHULE*"; 
"*UNIVERISTY*"; "*UNIVERSTIY*" 
(5) Hospital "*HOSPITAL*"; "*MEDICAL CENTER*"; "*MEDICAL 
CENTRE*"; "*ZIEKENHUIS*"; "*CLINIQUE*"; 




 These keywords/clues are applied to the full list of unique patentee names. In 
this update of the methodology, the patentee names from PATSTAT September 2009 
are used as source data. This implies a total dataset of 9,310,595 (11,100,882 based on 
person id’s not necessarily unique) unique patentee names of which 349,765 are 
derived from EPO, 1,560,738 from WIPO and 1,250,384 from USPTO. The total 
number of patent documents related to these patentees amounts to 44,383,534 for 
PATSTAT as a whole; 2,089,060 unique patents for EPO, 1,607,554 for WIPO and 
6,032,306 for USPTO. In the update of the methodology an extra field was included 
in the table, which gave the patentee name a code 1 if it ever appeared as inventor. 
This field will be used in a final step to identify individuals which cannot be identified 
with one of the existing rules. 
 
 Patentees were previously assigned to the following six sectors: (1) 
individuals; (2) private enterprises; (3) government; (4) university; (5) hospital; (6) 
research institutes & non-profit. This – more disaggregate - classification is more 
suited to the rule-based methodology adopted here. In a subsequent step, these 
different categories can then be aggregated in accordance with the reporting 
                                                 
7 In Appendix A the total list of SQL queries with keywords used for generic and case oriented rules 
are given. In addition, Appendix B provides an overview of an additional list of (exact) case oriented 
rules (exact matching) that have been included in the methodology. 
 
 objectives sought. However, as will become clear, even this approach will not 
produce a straightforward sector assignment as found in the Frascati Manual. 
Problems increase when considering whether hospitals and research organizations 
(although clearly identifiable as such, in most cases) should be included in the 
government, private business enterprise, or private non-profit sectors depending on 
the organization's funding and governance. Sufficient levels of accuracy, within each 
category, will only be achieved by engaging in extended validation efforts based on 
secondary sources. In other words, the name alone does not reveal sufficient clues to 
arrive at a sector allocation, with sufficient levels of accuracy, for the majority of 
patentees in these categories. For this reason, analyzing information on establishment, 
funding and governance is needed in order to assign patentees correctly, as the 
following section demonstrates. In this update of the methodology we opted for a 
combination of the previous public and private non-profit institution sectors into a one 
‘public and private non-profit’ sector. Hence, we recommend that patentees be 
allocated to 5 sectors: namely, (1) individuals; (2) private enterprises; (3) public and 
private non-profit organizations (4) universities and (5) hospitals. 
 
On a technical level, it should be noted that the order of execution – i.e. which 
category is analyzed first - is also a point of concern since accuracy levels are affected 
significantly. In the methodology developed here, the rules are applied to patentees in 
the following sequence: private enterprises; universities; government & private non-
profit sector; hospitals and finally individuals.  
 
 After application, validation efforts are geared to all possible outcomes. If 
only one sector code is allocated, accuracy of the findings obtained is assessed. Case 
based adaptations are introduced as needed, i.e. when too many false hits are 
generated by a particular rule. If names do not obtain a code, a search for additional 
generic rules is initiated. Moreover, if patent volume for such patentees is 
considerable, case-based decision criteria will be considered. Finally, the occurrence 
of multiple codes is assessed and additional, conditional, rules to remedy the situation 
are introduced. In the appendix we included the new and improved rules for this 
update of the methodological paper; these are given in bold and italics formatting. 
Notice that in the revised methodology, we incorporated the field ‘inventor’ to 
identify more individuals that were placed in the category unknown. If the patentee 
name had a code 1 in this field and was given the code 6 (unknown) then this name 
was identified as individual (e.g. “ITO TAKESHI”; “SATO KOJI” and “KOIKE 
NORIO”). 
 
For the first time we could use the harmonized names of patentees created by 
the method of Magerman et al. (2009 forthcoming) as a final validation step. These 
harmonized names were also used to identify the sectors for patentee names that were 
not yet identified (unknown). For these cases we applied the following rules if the 
patentee names received the same harmonized name but was identified once in the 
sector government & non-profit and once as unknown then the unknown cases were 
identified as belonging to the sector government & non-profit (the same rule apply for 
the sectors university and hospital). If the patentee names received the same 
harmonized name and it was once identified as company and once as unknown then 
the unknown names were then given the sector company if the length of the patentee 
name is longer than 5 characters (for short names there is a large amount of 
 abbreviations and cases that might be incorrectly assigned to companies if this rule is 
applied). Table 3 provides examples of these additional rules.  
 
 Within a next step the refined rules are applied, resulting in a more complete 
and accurate sector allocation which leads to additional validation efforts. These steps 
are repeated until 99% of all patent volume is assigned to a sector and 99% of patents 







Table 3: An example of patentee names with the same harmonized name but allocated once to a sector and once unknown 
 
HARMONIZED NAME UNKNOWN COMPANY GOV NON-PROFIT HOSPITAL UNIVERSITY 
INFOBLOX INFOBLOX INFOBLOX, INC.    
AQUA AIR AQUA AIR AQUA-AIR, INC.    
ALUGLACE ALUGLACE ALUGLACE S.A.    
EUROTUBE EUROTUBE EUROTUBE AB    
EUROFILM EUROFILM EUROFILM SRL    
STADT WIEN * STADT WIEN  STADT WIEN   
SOUTHWEST RES INST SOUTHWEST RES INST  SOUTHWEST RES INST.   
















NATAL SHARKS BOARD NATAL SHARKS BOARD.  NATAL SHARKS BOARD   
L'ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE - 
HOPITAUX DE PARIS 
L'ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE - 
HÔPITAUX DE PARIS 
  LASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE 
- HOPITAUX DE PARIS 
 
FONDAZIONE CENTRO SAN 
RAFFAELE DEL MONTE TABOR 
FONDAZIONE CENTRO SAN 
RAFFAELE DEL MONTE TABOR. 
  FONDAZIONE CENTRO 




WEST, D.B.A. ST. MARY'S 
MEDICALCENTER 
CATHOLIC HEALTHCARE WEST, 
D.B.A. ST. MARY'S 
MEDICALCENTER 
  CATHOLIC HEALTHCARE 
WEST, DBA ST. MARY'S 
MEDICAL CENTER 
 
UNIV BRITISH COLUMBIA * UNIV BRITISH COLUMBIA    UNIV BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
STC.UNM STCUNM    STC.UNM 






   LUDWIG-
MAXIMILIANS-
UNIVERSITÄT 
* A few examples were the unknown cases were not changed to the sector company due to the risk of incorrect sector allocation are: IT (IT:KK); CA (C 
A:KK); KA (YUGEN KAISHA K & A); HP (HP, SPOL. S R.O.) ; CIB (C-I-B-, INC.) ;AL (OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOJ 




3.2 Implementing the rule-based and case-based methodology: Results 
  
 In order to further clarify the principles and logic adopted, Table 4 contains a 
sample of 10 patentees for each category and the sector/s they are assigned to after 
applying an initial set of rules. The table also includes 10 patentees that are not yet 
allocated to a sector. In addition, some patentees are allocated incorrectly to a sector. 
For instance, VITO, a Flemish research organization (public), has been given a 
company code since its name includes a legal form (N.V.) that is mostly associated 
with companies. Likewise, Andreas Stihl is a company and not an individual inventor. 
Finally, it should also be noted that multiple codes occur frequently since one and the 
same name might include clues that suggest different sector allocations. For example, 
Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges obtains a sector code for universities 
(Colleges) and one for private non-profit (Foundation).  
 
These observations justify further efforts. These efforts focus on: 1) creating 
additional rules based on a content analysis of non-assigned patentee names; 2) 
refining rules in order to avoid multiple codes; and 3) verifying whether assigned 
codes are accurate and if not, introduce more refined rules. These refinements will 
imply that certain rules are made conditional.  
 
 After several iterations, a total level of completeness of over 96.02% is 
obtained (see Table 5) for PATSTAT assignees as a whole. For the EPO, USPTO and 
WIPO data respectively, 99.65 %, 98.74% and 99.57% of the patent volume obtains a 
code. The proportion of patentee names with a double count are limited, for the total 
PATSTAT list the number of patentees with more than one sector amounted to 
0.43%; for EPO, USPTO and WIPO the patentee with a double sector were 
respectively 0.26%, 0.40% and 0.29% 
 
 Table 4: An example of 10 patentees in each of the sectors and 10 patentees with 





Individual “DELAFON; JACOB”; “STIHL; ANDREAS”**; “KOIKE; YASUHIRO”; “PREGENZER, 
BRUNO”; “STOBBE, ANATOLI”; “TRAWÖGER, WERNER”; “FREI, SIEGFRIED”; 
“UEGAKI; TATEO”; “IKEDA, TAKESHI”; “NILL, WERNER” 
Private enterprise “SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT”; “INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORPORATION”; “BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT”; “MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC 
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.”; “ALCATEL*”; “L'OREAL*”; “TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED”; “MOTOROLA, INC.”; “CIBA-GEIGY AG”; “VLAAMSE 
INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK, AFGEKORT V.I.T.O., 
ONDERNEMING VAN OPENBAAR NUT ONDER DE VORM VAN EEN N.V.”** 
University “UNIVERSITE DE MONTREAL”; “DREXEL UNIVERSITY”; “CHINESE ACADEMY 
OF SCIENCES”**; “THE GOVERNORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA”; 
“PRESIDENT & FELLOWS OF HARVARD COLLEGE”; “GEORGIA TECH 
RESEARCH CORP.”*; “TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITEIT DELFT”; “YALE 
UNIVERSITY”; “THE UAB RESEARCH FOUNDATION”*; “AUBURN UNIVERSITY” 
Hospital “CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER”; “BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL”; 
“BETH ISRAEL DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER”; “ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE 
HOPITAUX DE PARIS”; “MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL”; “SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR 
CRIPPLED CHILDREN”; “ORTHO-CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS”**; “DANA FARBER 
CANCER INSTITUTE”*; “RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL”; “THE HITCHCOCK 
CLINIC” 
Public and private non-
profit 
“UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY”; “COMMISSARIAT A 
L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE”; “UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY”; 
“NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AGROBIOLOGICAL SCIENCES”; “BATTELLE-
INSTITUT E.V.”; “INSTITUT FRANÇAIS DU PÉTROLE”; “SAGAMI CHEMICAL 
RESEARCH CENTER”; “FOX CHASE CANCER CENTER”; “CSIR”*; “CORNELL 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION”** 
Unknown “F.A.S.”; “DEVICES FOR VASCULAR INTERVENTION”; “STRATOS LIGHTWAVE”; 
“COLAS”; “FIOR DE VENEZUELA”; “INTERAG”; “KENZO”; “WEST POINT 
PEPPERELL”; “FRED”; “SIARC” 
Multiple 
codes*** 
University and public 
and private non-profit 
“CTRC RESEARCH FOUNDATION BOARD OF REGENTS”; “THE KANAGAWA 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION”; “ACADEMY OF 
APPLIED SCIENCE (DIVISION OF ALLOR FOUNDATION)”; “WISCONSIN ALUMNI 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION”; “TRUSTEES OF TUFTS COLLEGE”; STICHTING 
HOGESCHOOL VAN UTRECHT”; “DEUTSCHES WOLLFORSCHUNGSINSTITUT 
AN DER RHEINISCH-WESTFÄLISCHEN TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCHULE AACHEN 
E.V.”; “KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE FACILITIES FOUNDATION”; 
“VIRGINIA FOUNDATION FOR INDEPENDENT COLLEGES”; “TRUSTEES OF 
BOSTON COLLEGE” 
Private enterprise and 
public and private non-
profit 
“INSTITUTE FOR INFORMATION INDUSTRY”; “KOREA INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY”; “INSTITUT FÜR MIKROTECHNIK MAINZ GMBH”; 
“INSTITUT FÜR NEUE MATERIALIEN GEM. GMBH”; “GENETICS INSTITUTE, 
LLC”; “INSTITUT STRAUMANN AG”; “ISTITUTO DI RICERCHE DI BIOLOGIA 
MOLECOLARE P. ANGELETTI S.P.A.”; “INSTITUT CERAC S.A.”; “NEC RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE INC.”; “DANA-FARBER CANCER INSTITUTE, INC.” 
Private enterprise and  
university 
“ABC SCHOOL SUPPLY, INC.”; “IT'S ACADEMIC OF ILLINOIS, INC.”; “COLLEGE 
PARK INDUSTRIES, INC.”; “ACADEMIC PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.”; “F.H. 
SCHULE MÜHLENBAU GMBH”; “CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY TECHNICAL 
SERVICES LIMITED”; “UNIVERSITY PATENTS, INC.”; “IDAHO RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION, INC.”; “TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY”; “HELSINKI 
UNIVERSITY LICENSING LTD. OY” 
* Case-based allocation 
** Incorrectly assigned; corrected by case-based rule 





Table 5: Number of patent assigned after the final round of sector assignments  
 
 Total PATSTAT EPO USPTO WIPO 
























INDIVIDUAL 5011295 17203781 31.28% 132484 166273 7.80% 585602 855868 13.77% 1308914 1289433 47.16% 
COMPANY 2962034 33780383 61.42% 202494 1858881 87.20% 574501 5045703 81.16% 226763 1294396 47.34% 
GOV NON-PROFIT 123758 864013 1.57% 3957 46498 2.18% 12036 110874 1.78% 6507 47495 1.74% 
UNIVERSITY 49587 686189 1.25% 3417 43186 2.03% 7931 94861 1.53% 6041 76962 2.81% 
HOSPITAL 5336 35878 0.07% 348 3795 0.18% 786 6565 0.11% 598 6083 0.22% 
TOTAL SINGLE 
CODE 8152010 52570244 95.59% 342700 2118633 99.38% 1180856 6113871 98.35% 1548823 2714369 99.28% 
COMPANY GOV 
NON-PROFIT 67000 220673 0.40% 1711 5265 0.25% 6535 23523 0.38% 2395 7158 0.26% 
COMPANY GOV 
UNIVERSITY 452 3175 0.01% 33 89 0.004% 92 279 0.004% 49 175 0.01% 
COMPANY 
HOSPITAL 1868 4516 0.01% 75 145 0.01% 200 504 0.01% 140 275 0.01% 
COMPANY 
UNIVERSITY 2222 7922 0.01% 67 109 0.01% 171 318 0.01% 116 273 0.01% 
GOV NON-PROFIT 
UNIVERSITY 483 1110 0.002% 9 12 0.001% 32 44 0.001% 20 33 0.001% 
TOTAL MULTI- 
CODES 72025 237396 0.43% 1895 5620 0.26% 7030 24668 0.40% 2720 7914 0.29% 
UNKNOWN 1087853 2189994 3.98% 5171 7538 0.35% 62527 78127 1.26% 9206 11772 0.43% 





In order to assess accuracy, a random sample of patentees (500 for the smaller 
sectors and 1000 for the larger sectors) in each category have been assessed in terms 
of correctness8
 
, we also focus on the accuracy for the patent EPO, WO and USPTO 
systems separately. Table 6 provides an overview of the findings obtained in terms of 
accuracy. In several categories, the level of accuracy is sufficient, with less than 1% 
of the patent volume incorrectly assigned to the sector. For the hospital sector all the 
mistakes except one are hospitals and therefore not incorrectly assigned as such but 
there governance and funding are situated at a university. 
Table 6: Results on the number of incorrectly assigned organizations from the final 
validation of sector assignment for a random sample of 500 patentees (1000 patentees 
for the individuals and private enterprises) in each sector 
 

















Individual (n = 1000) 5 0.8% 1 0.13% 4 0.57% 0 0% 
Company (n = 1000) 3 0.01% 3 0.05% 2 0.26% 6 0.85% 
Government (n = 
500) 
17 1.27% 1 0.72% 1 0.17% 4 1.21% 
University (n = 500) 3 0.60% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Hospital (n = 500)** 5 0.23% 1 0.17% 0 0% 1 0.09% 
Total sample 33 0.10% 6 0.06% 7 0.25% 11 0.52% 
* For the patent systems a sample of 500 patentee names in the sectors company and 
individual were evaluated and 100 patentee names for the sectors government & non-
profit, university and hospital 
** In the sector hospital there could still be hospitals affiliated to universities but 
looking at the name itself does not identify these hospitals e.g. including the words: 
“Teaching hospital”/“academic hospital”.  
 
 Similar conclusions can be drawn for unassigned patentees and patentees for 
whom applying the methodology produces multiple codes. While the first category 
accounts for just under 4% of the total patent volume, a complete removal of this 
category entails manual verification of 1,087,853 patentee names. The total number of 
patentees obtaining multiple codes amounts to 72,025. Although this is a small 
proportion, the absolute numbers mean considerable resources will need to be 
deployed if a diagnosis based solely on manual verification efforts is to bear fruit. 
Also here, the analyst can opt for further refining cases which receive multiple codes, 
or consider these cases as ‘unknown’.   
 
                                                 
8 This assessment implied for each name a verification of the actual status, based mainly on analyzing 
information found on the websites of the organizations involved.  
 4. Conclusion  
 
 In this contribution, we developed a methodology designed to assign patentees 
to different sectors. This methodology combines both rule-based and case-based logic. 
The rule-based logic works on the assumption that information incorporated in 
patentee names can provide clues on ‘sector’ membership, which can then be 
translated into a set of rules for the automated allocation of sector codes. In practice, 
such a rule-based approach proves to be insufficiently complete and accurate. The 
absence of clues, as well as the simultaneous presence of several clues that suggest 
different sectors, is a common feature. In order to remedy this situation, a second, 
case-based, layer has been introduced. When applied in an iterative and sometimes 
conditional manner, quality levels, both in terms of completeness and accuracy, of 
99% are obtained: less than 1% of the patent volume fails to obtain a sector code; the 
patent volume accurately assigned to a particular sector exceeds 99%.  
 
 Improving the accuracy levels in this category – and for the methodology as a 
whole – is feasible by introducing expert assessments in a systematic manner. Given 
the volume of names involved, such an effort is beyond the current resources of 
EUROSTAT and its partners who developed this methodology (INCENTIM/SOOS, 
K.U.Leuven). At the same time, numerous researchers and analysts are currently 
working on sector allocation with specific samples (e.g. technological fields, 
countries/regions, and sectors). For researchers engaged in such efforts, building on 
this methodology might be helpful; equally, the insights obtained by researchers and 
analysts might be beneficial for further refinement of the current methodology. In 
other words, by sharing the methodology developed among the different communities 
involved in patentee analysis, further improvements could be envisaged. 
Consequently, EUROSTAT and its partners decided to put the complete methodology 
into the public domain. In the appendices, the full set of procedures is made available, 
making allowances for implementation9
 
, verification, and the development of 
appropriate extensions.  
 Furthermore, given its continuous involvement in the PATSTAT Taskforce 
activities, EUROSTAT, in collaboration with the researchers at K.U.Leuven who 
developed this methodology, is committed to making freely available all future 
improvements in this methodology, including those obtained from other researchers 






                                                 
9 If considered more relevant, a version in SQL format is also available from the authors.  
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SQL queries for the rule and case based method to assign sector codes to patentee 
names: 
 
STEP 1.1: COMPANY SEARCH RULE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1 
WHERE ORG_NAME Like "*INC." Or Like "*LTD." Or Like"*LIMITED" Or Like "*COMPANY" Or Like 
"*CORP." Or Like "* LLC" Or Like "*CO." Or Like "* U.S.A." Or Like "*INCORPORATED" Or Like "* AG" 
Or Like "* KG" Or Like "* LTD" Or Like "* AB" Or Like "* INC" Or Like "*B.V." Or Like "*L.L.C." Or Like 
"*A/S" Or Like "* SA" Or Like "* OY" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "* MBH" Or Like 
"*N.V." Or Like "*L.P." Or Like "* PLC" or like "*,PLC" Or Like "*PARTNERSHIP" Or Like "* AS" Or Like "* 
SPA" Or Like "*M.B.H." Or Like "* CORP" Or Like "*K.K." Or Like "*AKTIEBOLAG" Or Like "*AKTIEN" 
Or Like "*P.C." Or Like "*VENNOOTSCHAP" Or Like "*INDUSTRIE" Or Like "*PARTNERS" Or Like 
"*MASCHINENFABRIK" Or Like "*KAISHA" Or Like "A/S *" Or Like "*INC.," Or Like "S.A.*" Or Like 
"S.R.L.*" Or Like "S.A.R.L.*" Or Like "SARL *" Or Like "SOCIETE ANONYME*" Or Like "*S.À.R.L.*" Or 
Like "*SOCIETE ANONYME*" Or Like "*A/S)*" Or Like "*[!a-z]GMBH" or like "*[!a-z]GMBH[!a-z]*" Or 
Like "* SA *" Or Like "*AG. *" Or Like "* AG." Or Like "* AG *" Or Like "* WERKHUIZEN *" Or Like "S/A 
*" Or Like "* S/A" Or Like "*CORORATION*" Or Like "* INTERNATIONAL" Or Like "*LTD.*" Or Like 
"*PARTNERSHIP*" Or Like "*INDUSTRIE*" Or Like "*MANUFACTURE*" Or Like "*GROUP*" Or Like 
"*ETABLISSEMENT*" Or Like "*(S.A.R.L)*" Or Like "*GMBH*" Or Like "*HOLDINGS*" Or Like "*LTD/*" 
Or Like "*B. V.*" Or Like "*LLP.*" Or Like "*S/A" Or Like "*(S.A.*" Or Like "*PRODUCTS*" Or Like 
"*FABRIK*" Or Like "*BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCHAP *" Or Like "*BESLOTEN GENOOTSCHAP *" Or 
Like "*(INTERNATIONAL)*" Or Like "*INC,.*" Or Like "*AKTAINGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*S.R.L.*" 
Or Like "*N.V.*" Or Like "* S.A.*" Or Like "* S. A.*" Or Like "*AKTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"*ACTIENGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*(S.A)*" Or Like "*V.O.F*" Or Like "* K/S *" or like "K/S *"or like "* 
K/S" Or Like "* KS *" Or Like "* KS" Or Like "*S.C.A." Or Like "* SCA" Or Like "* AB,*" Or Like "* AB," Or 
Like "*V.O.F." Or Like "* VOF" Or Like "*V.O.F.*" Or Like "* VOF *" Or Like "* SARL *" Or Like "A.B.*" 
Or Like "A. S.*" Or Like "*(INC.)*" Or Like "*S.R.L" Or Like "* S.L." Or Like "* S.L" Or Like "* SA *" Or 
Like "*INC/*" Or Like "*L.P." Or Like "* PTY" Or Like "*S. P. A.*" Or Like "N. V.*" Or Like "N.V*" Or Like 
"*N.V" Or Like "*& SOHN*" Or Like "*L.C." Or Like "*A.G.*" Or Like "SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE*" Or 
Like "*SOCIÉTÉ INDUSTRIELLE*" Or Like "* OY *" Or Like "* A G *" Or Like "* INDUSTRIES *" Or Like 
"K.K.*" Or Like "* LP" Or Like "* SARL" Or Like "*G.M.B.H.*" Or Like "*COMPAGNIE" Or Like "* A/S*" 
Or Like "*LIMITÉE*" Or Like "*CORPORATION*" Or Like "* CO.*" Or Like "AKTIEBOLAGET*" Or Like 
"*AKTIEBOLAGET*" Or Like "*COMPAGNIE*" Or Like "* SA." Or Like "B.V.*" Or Like "* KG.*" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "* B.V" Or Like "* AG *" Or Like "* S.A. *" Or Like "*K. K.*" Or Like 
"*(SA)*" Or Like "* KG *" Or Like "* INC.*" Or Like "A.G.*" Or Like "* AG *" Or Like "* AB *" Or Like 
"*S.P.A*" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME*" Or Like "* CIE.*" Or Like "AG *" Or Like "*M.B.H" Or Like 
"*M.B.H.*" Or Like "*LTD.," Or Like "*(S.A.)*" Or Like "N.V.*" Or Like "NV *" Or Like "*R.T." Or Like 
"*LIMITED." Or Like "*LIMITED*" Or Like "*COMPANY*" Or Like "*A/G" Or Like "*S.A.R.L" Or Like 
"*B.V.B.A.*" Or Like "*S.P.R.L.*" Or Like "*NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP*" Or Like "*AKTIEBOLAG*" 
Or Like "* RT"  or like "* RT.*" or like "* RT *" Or Like "* K K *" Or Like "* OHG*" Or Like "* O.H.G.*" Or 
Like "* OYJ*" Or Like "* N.V. *" Or Like "* NV *" Or Like "*SA/NV*" Or Like "* A.S." Or Like "* SRL" Or 
Like "* LLP" Or Like "* SOCIETA' PER AZIONI" Or Like "* ASA" Or Like "* SOCIETA PER AZIONI" Or 
Like "* CO" Or Like "* BV" Or Like "* NV" Or Like "AB *" Or Like "* S.A" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELLSCHATT*" Or Like "*AKTIENGELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLCHAFT*" 
Or Like "*AKTIENGSELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*AKTIENBOLAGET*" Or Like "*AKTIE-BOLAGET*" Or 
Like "*AKTIESELSKABET*" Or Like "*AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO*" Or Like "* N V" Or Like 
"*LTDA.," Or Like "*LTÉE" Or Like "*(S.A.R.L.)*" Or Like "* INC," Or Like "*SÀRL*" Or Like "*A.-G.*" Or 
Like "*JOINT VENTURE*" Or Like "* LDA" Or Like "*L.L.C*" Or Like "* AMBA" Or Like "* A.M.B.A." Or 
Like "* A.V.V." Or Like "* A.E." Or Like "* KG *" Or Like "* LDA." Or Like "* KB" Or Like "* AD" Or Like 
"* L.C.C." Or Like "ETS *" Or Like "ETS. *" Or Like "GEBR. *" Or Like "*SOCIETE DITE*" Or Like "* 
CORP. *" Or Like "*ATELIERS*" Or Like "*ATELIER *" Or Like "* KY" Or Like "* P L C *" Or Like "* 
LTD," Or Like "* BVBA*" Or Like "* TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "* TECHNOLOGIES" Or Like "* SOC. COOP. 
A.R.L.*" Or Like "* SOC. COOP. A R.L.*" Or Like "* S A" Or Like "*S. COOP. *" Or Like "* 
INCORPORATED *" Or Like "*WERKHUIZEN *" Or Like "* SPRL" Or Like "A.S. *" Or Like "* PTY LTD*" 
Or Like "* INC:" Or Like "* AKTIEN GESELLSCHAFT *" Or Like "* LIMITEE*" Or Like "*GROUP" Or Like 
"* KFT." Or Like "* KFT" Or Like "*MASCHINENBAU*" Or Like "*D’ENTREPRISE*" Or Like 
"*BEDRIJF*" Or Like "* MFG." Or Like "*APPERATEBAU*" Or Like "* OY." Or Like "*BEDRIJVEN*" Or 
Like "* S.N.C." Or Like "* SNC" Or Like "* S N C" Or Like "*ONDERNEMING*" Or Like "* SC" Or Like "* 
S.C." Or Like "* S/A.*" Or Like "* P L C" Or Like "* KB" Or Like "* KB. KY." Or Like 
"*ESTABLISHMENT*" Or Like "*COMPANIA*" Or Like "*SOCIETÀ A RESPONSABILITÀ LIMITATA*" 
Or Like "* L.T.D." Or Like "CONSTRUCTIONS *" Or Like "* A-G" Or Like "* SOC. COOP. R.L.*" Or Like 
"*SOC. COOP. A R.L.*" Or Like "*S. COOP.*" Or Like "* SOC.COOP. A.R.L.*" Or Like "*S. COOP. LTDA.*" 
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Or Like "*S.COOP.*" Or Like "*SOC. COOP. A RESP. LIM.*" Or Like "*S. COOP., LTDA*" Or Like "*SOC. 
COOP. A R.L.*" Or Like "*COOP. * A R.L.*" Or Like "* A.S" Or Like "* HB" Or Like "* ENTREPRISE*" Or 
Like "* SOCIEDAD ANONIMA*" Or Like "* C.C." Or Like "* CC" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG*" Or Like "* SA," Or Like "*HANDELSBOLAGET*" Or Like "HANDELS*" 
Or Like "*CONSULTING*" Or Like "* KK" Or Like "HB *" Or Like "* B.V. *" Or Like "* LIMITADA" Or 
Like "*SOCIETE CIVILE*" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ CIVILE*" Or Like "* SOCIEDAD ANONIMA*" Or Like "* 
VENTURE*" Or Like "* & SONS*" Or Like "* AND SONS*" Or Like "K K *" Or Like "* BV." Or Like "* 
GEBR.*" Or Like "*KOMMANDITBOLAGET*" Or Like "KS *" Or Like "* A.S. *" Or Like "LABORATOIRE 
*" Or Like "LABORATOIRES *" Or Like "* COMP.*" Or Like "* LTDA-*" Or Like "* ETS. *" Or Like 
"*FIRMA *" Or Like "* CORP.,*" Or Like "* LTEE." Or Like "* AB-*" Or Like "*N.V:" Or Like "O/Y *" Or 
Like "* A/B *" Or Like "* A/B" Or Like "* LIMIDADA" Or Like "* ENGINEERING" Or Like "* 
AKSJESELSKAP*" Or Like "* EN ZONEN*" Or Like "* SCRL" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ À RESPONSABILITÉ 
LIMITEÉ*" Or Like "*SOCIETA A RESPONSABILITA LIMITATA*" Or Like "SA *" Or Like "* SA. *" Or 
Like "*,L.C" Or Like "* LTD:" Or Like "*SOCIEDAD LIMITADA*" Or Like "* B.V.?" Or Like "* 
COMPAGNY" Or Like "* CO:" Or Like "*MAATSCHAPPIJ*" Or Like "* CORPRORATION" Or Like "* 
LLC.," Or Like "*YUGEN KAISHA*" Or Like "*YUGENKAISHA*" Or Like "*YUUGEN KAISHA*" Or Like 
"*YUUGENKAISHA*" Or Like "*SPOLKA Z.O.O*" Or Like "*SPOLKA ZO.O.*" Or Like "* PVBA*" Or Like 
"*GBMH" Or Like "* & SÖHNE*" Or Like "* SP. ZO.O." Or Like "* SP. Z.O.O." Or Like "* CO *" Or Like 
"*HANDELSGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "* MANUFACTURING" Or Like "* A. S." Or Like "* AG," Or Like 
"* S-P.A." Or Like "*COOPERATIVA LIMITADA*" Or Like "*BEPERKTE AANSPREEKLIJKHEID*" Or 
Like "* AG, *" Or Like "* SAS *" Or Like "* SAS" Or Like "* SAS, *" Or Like "*ACTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT*" 
Or Like "*APPARATEBAU*" Or Like "* S.C.R.L." Or Like "* S.C.A.R.L." Or Like "* S.R.O." Or Like 
"*TRADING UNDER*" Or Like "*TRADING AS*" Or Like "BV *" Or Like "*LABORATORIES" Or Like "* 
SNC *" Or Like "* SRL." Or Like "*BVBA/SPRL" Or Like "* LTD *" Or Like "*SOCIETA CONSORTILE 
A.R.L." Or Like "* SRL, *" Or Like "SOCIEDADE * LIMITADA*" Or Like "*SPOL. S.R.O.*" Or Like "*SPOL 
S.R.O.*" Or Like "* S/A." Or Like "*SOCIÉTE ANONYME" Or Like "* S.C.P.A." Or Like "* SOCIETÀ 
COOPERATIVA PER AZIONI*" Or Like "* N.A." Or Like "*SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA A 
RESPONSABILITÀ LIMITATA*" Or Like "* & CO *" Or Like "* P.V.B.A." Or Like "* PVBA" Or Like "* 
SCRL *" Or Like "*SOCIETA' IN ACCOMANDITA SEMPLICE*" Or Like "* S.N.C *" Or Like "* SNC *" Or 
Like "* SPA *" Or Like "* SRL *" Or Like "*SOC. R.L.*" Or Like "* A.M.B.A. *" Or Like "* SOCIETA’ * A 
RESPONSABILITA’ LIMITATA*" Or Like "* A.S. *" Or Like "* D.D. *" Or Like "* D.D." Or Like "* D.O.O. 
*" Or Like "* D.O.O" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT M.B. H." Or Like "* AS." Or Like "* A.S" Or Like 
"*SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE*" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ EN NOM COLLECTIF*" Or Like 
"*SOCIÉTÉ COOPÉRATIVE*" Or Like "* & FILS*" Or Like "* ET FILS*" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ EN 
COMMANDITE SIMPLE*" Or Like "* & ZN.*" Or Like "*ENTERPRISE*" Or Like "* GROEP *" Or Like "* 
GROEP" Or Like "* PTY." Or Like "*GES. M. B. H.*" Or Like "*L.T.D." Or Like "*MET BEPERKTE 
AANSPRAKELIJKHEID*" Or Like "*SOCIETÉ CIVILE*" Or Like "* SARL." Or Like "* SPA." Or Like "* 
KOM.-GES.*" Or Like "*KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "* SOCIETÀ CONSORTILE A.R.L.*" Or 
Like "* SNC." Or Like "* HF" Or Like "* HF." Or Like "* H.F." Or Like "*GEBRÜDER*" Or Like "* SP. 
ZO.O.*" Or Like "* SP. Z.O.O.*" Or Like "*LL.C" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PRIOZVODSTVENNAYA FIRMA*" 
Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PRIOZVODSTVENNOE OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-
PRIOZVODSTVENNOE PREPRIVATIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PRIOZVODSTVENNY KOOPERATIV*" 
Or Like "*P.V.B.A.*" Or Like "*ADVIESBUREAU*" Or Like "*BANK *" Or Like "*BANQUE *" Or Like "* 
BANK*" Or Like "ENTREPRISE *" Or Like "ENTREPRISES *" Or Like "ESTABLISHMENT *" Or Like 
"ESTABLISSEMENTS *" Or Like "ETABLISSMENTS *" Or Like "*FABRYKA *" Or Like "FINANCIERE *" 
Or Like "FINANCIÈRE *" Or Like "*INDUSTRIAS *" Or Like "*INGENIEURBURO *" Or Like 
"*INGENIEURBÜRO *" Or Like "*INGENIEURSBUREAU *" Or Like "*INGENIEURSBÜRO *" Or Like 
"*INGENJÖRSFIRMA *" Or Like "*INGENIÖRSBYRA *" Or Like "*INGENJÖRSFIRMAN *" Or Like 
"INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS *" Or Like "LABORATOIRE. *" Or Like "LABORATORIES *" Or Like 
"LABORATORIE *" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO & OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like 
"*OBSCHESTVO & ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO C 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETCTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVEN NOSTJU*" Or 
Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNPSTJU*" Or 
Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTOU*" Or Like "*OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU*" Or 
Like "*OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*OBSHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU FIRMA*" Or Like "*OBSHESTVO S OGRANNICHENNOJ 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU*" Or Like "*OBSHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU*" Or 
Like "*OBSHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "PHARMACIA*" Or Like 
"PRODUITS *" Or Like "S. A. *" Or Like "SOCIEDAD ANONIMA*" Or Like "SOCIEDAD ANONIMYA*" Or 
Like "SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA*" Or Like "SOCIETÉ ANONYME*" Or Like "SOCIETE CHIMIQUE*" Or 
Like "SOCIÉTÉ COOPÉRATIVE*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'APPLICATIONS GENERALES*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE D'APPLICATIONS MECANIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ D'APPLICATIONS MÉCANIQUES*" Or 
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Like "SOCIETE DE CONSEILS DE RECHERCHES ET D'APPLICATIONS*" Or Like "*S.C.R.A.S*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE DE CONSTRUCTIO*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE FABRICAITON*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE 
FABRICATION*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ DE FABRICATION*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE PRODUCTION ET DE 
RECHERCHES*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'EQUIPEMENT*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ DES TRANSPORTS*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE DES TRANSPORTS*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE D'ETUDE ET DE RECHERCHE EN VENTILATION*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDES ET 
D'ENTERPRISES*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDES TECHNIQUES ET D'ENTREPRISES*" Or Like 
"SOCIÉTÉ DITE*" Or Like "SOCIETE EN NOM COLLECTIF*" Or Like "SOCIETE ETUDES ET 
DEVELOPPEMENTS*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ ETUDES ET DEVELOPPEMENTS*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
GENERALE POUR LES TECHNIQUES NOUVELLE*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE POUR LES 
TECHNIQUES NOUVELLE*" Or Like "SOCIETE GENERALE POUR LES TECHNIQUES NOVELLES*" Or 
Like "SOCIETE METALLURGIQUE*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ NOUVELLE*" Or Like "SOCIETE NOUVELLE*" 
Or Like "SOCIÉTE NOUVELLE*" Or Like "SOCIETE TECHNIQUE D'APPLICATION ET DE RECHERCHE 
ELECTRONIQUE*" Or Like "SOCIETE TECHNIQUE DE PULVERISATION*" Or Like "TEAM *" Or Like 
"*SOCIÉTÉ DITE" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ DITE:" Or Like "*-LP" Or Like "*PRODUKTION" Or Like 
"*SERVICES" Or Like "*TECHNOLOGIES" Or Like "* LABS" Or Like "*PHARMACEUTICALS" Or Like "* 
LC" Or Like "A.S *" Or Like "*SERVICE" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*COMPANIES" Or Like 
"*COPRPORATION" Or Like "*CORPORATIN" Or Like "*AKTIENBOLAG" Or Like "*EQUIPMENT" Or 
Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER" Or Like "* E.G." Or Like "*S.ß.R.L" Or Like "*S. R. L." Or 
Like "*INTERNATIONAUX" Or Like "AG-*" Or Like "*-SARL" Or Like "*+ PARTNER" Or Like "* S RL" Or 
Like "*AKIEBOLG" Or Like "*PRODUCTION" Or Like "AK TIEBOLAGET*" Or Like 
"AKSJESELSKAPET*" Or Like "AKSTIEBOLAGET*" Or Like "AKTIEBOALGET*" Or Like 
"AKTIEGOLAGET*" Or Like "AKTSIONERNAYA *KOMPANIA*" Or Like "AKTSIONERNO 
OBSCHESRYO*" Or Like "AKTSIONERNOE OBCHESTVO*" Or Like "AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHEDTVO*" 
Or Like "AKTSIONERNOE OBSCNESTVO*" Or Like "AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO*" Or Like 
"AKTSIONERNOE OSBCHESTVO*" Or Like "*VERTRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*GESMBH." Or 
Like "* ASSOCIATES*" Or Like "*WERKSTÄTTE" Or Like "*PHARMACEUTICAL" Or Like "*COMPANY" 
Or Like "*ALTIENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*ANLAGENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*CORPORAITON" 
Or Like "*EQUIPEMENT" Or Like "*HANDELEND ONDER*" Or Like "*CORPORATINO" Or Like 
"*CORPORATITON" Or Like "*CROPORATION" Or Like "*CORPORAITON*" Or Like "*PRODUCTIONS" 
Or Like "*PRODUCT" Or Like "*CORPRATION" Or Like "*LABORATORIET" Or Like "*CORPORATED" 
Or Like "*INCROPORATED" Or Like "* SP.A,*" Or Like "*WINKEL" Or Like "*(SOCIÉTÉ À 
RESPONSABILITÉ LIMITÉ)" Or Like "*TRADING*" Or Like "*LABORATORY" Or Like 
"*PATENTVERWALTUNGS-GESELLSCHAFT MBH," Or Like "*PATENTVERWALTUNGS-
GESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "* SALES" Or Like "*SHOP" Or Like "*COMNPANY" Or Like "* N. A." Or Like 
"* N. V." Or Like "* NV." Or Like "*VERSICHERUNGSBÜRO*" Or Like "*SOCIETE EN NOM COLLECTIF" 
Or Like "*LIMTED" Or Like "*DEVELOP." Or Like "* & C." Or Like "*LABORATOIRES" Or Like 
"*BRANDS" Or Like "*HANDELSBOLAG*" Or Like "*INVESTMENT" Or Like "*S.Á.R.L." Or Like 
"*VERARBEITUNG" Or Like "* K.K" Or Like "*KAISHA[!a-z]*" Or Like "*PATENT OFFICE" Or Like 
"*INCORPRATED" Or Like "*(GBR)" Or Like "* GBR" Or Like "* K .K." Or Like "* NV." Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELLSCHGT" Or Like "*AKIEBOLAG" Or Like "*AKTEIBOLAG" Or Like 
"*AKTIELBOLAG" Or Like "*AKTIENBOLAG" Or Like "*AKTIEBOCAG" Or Like "*CORPOORATION" Or 
Like "*PERSONENVENNOOTSCHAP MET BE-PERKTE AANSPRAKELIJKHEID" Or Like "* LAB." Or 
Like "*INGENIEURGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MARKETING" Or Like "*DEVELOPPEMENT" Or Like 
"*GESMBH" Or Like "* S P A" Or Like "*CORPORATOIN" Or Like "*AKTIEBDAG*" Or Like 
"*GESELLSCHAFT * MBH*" Or Like "*WERKE" Or Like "*COMPAGNIN" Or Like "*,BV" Or Like "* 
FIRM*" Or Like "*-SA" Or Like "* ENGINES" Or Like "*COMPANH" Or Like "*AKTEINGESELLSCHAFT" 
Or Like "*AKTIEGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*AKTIENGEGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELLSHAFT" Or Like "*AKTIENGTESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*AKTIENRESELLSCHAFT" 
Or Like "*LTD" Or Like "*SOCIETA PER AXIONI" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFTMIT BESCHRANKTER 
HATFUNG" Or Like "*-AG" Or Like "* COOP" Or Like "*SAARL" Or Like "*GENOSSENSCHAFT" Or Like 
"*CORPOATION" Or Like "*CO." Or Like "*COMMERCIALISATIONS" Or Like 
"*PRODUKTUTVECKLING" Or Like "*AKITENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*AKTIENGESESCHAFT" Or 
Like "*FACTORY" Or Like "*CORPORATIO" Or Like "*COPANY" Or Like "* PLC *" Or Like 
"*CORPORATIION" Or Like "* BMBH" Or Like "*BETRIEBE*" Or Like "*CC." Or Like "*S.N.C" Or Like 
"*EQUIPEMENTS" Or Like "*-KG" Or Like "*FABRICATIONS" Or Like "*INDUSTRI" Or Like "*SALES" 
Or Like "*SOCIETE EN COMMANDITE ENREGISTREE*" Or Like "*SOCIETÀ IN ACCOMANDITA 
SEMPLICE*" Or Like "*SPOL. S R.O." Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT* MBH*" Or Like "* B.V.*" Or Like "*A. 
B." Or Like "*FABRICS" Or Like "*WERK" Or Like "*WERKEN" Or Like "*PRODUKTER" Or Like 
"*CORPORATION" Or Like "*S.R. L." Or Like "* GMBB" Or Like 
"*PATENTVERWERTUNGSGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "* S/A *" Or Like "*AKTIENGESSELSCHAFT" Or 
Like "* S.P. A." Or Like "*IN.C" Or Like "*INDUSTRIJA*" Or Like "*CORPORATION" Or Like "*SOCIÉTE" 
Or Like "*INDUSRTIES" Or Like "*CRPORATION" Or Like "*AG/SA" Or Like "*INDUSTRIALNA*" Or Like 
"* GMBA" Or Like "*LABS." Or Like "*SOCIETA CONSORTILE PER AZION" Or Like "*SOCIETA 
CONSORTILE PER AZIONE" Or Like "*SOCIETA' CONSORTILE PER AZIONI*" Or Like "* LTA." Or Like 
"*CORPO." Or Like "CAMPAGNIE*" Or Like "*CMOPANY" Or Like "* B.V.-*" Or Like "* L.P.*" Or Like 
"*INCORPORATE" Or Like "* LCC" Or Like "*LINITED" Or Like "*FIRMA" Or Like "*COMERCIAL*" Or 
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Like "*SOC. COOOP. A.R.L." Or Like "*PARNTERSHIP" Or Like "*(SOCIETE ANOMYNE)" Or Like 
"*INCOPORATED" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLSHCAFT*" Or Like "* BMBH" Or Like "* GMHB *" Or Like 
"* S.R.I." Or Like "*LMITED" Or Like "*SOCIETA' A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA" Or Like "*PHARM." 
Or Like "*COMPANHIA*" Or Like "*COMPAGNE*" Or Like "*COMPAIGNIE*" Or Like "*A//S" Or Like 
"COMPAGNE*" Or Like "COMPANIE*" Or Like "*CORPORARTION" Or Like "*VAKMANSCHAP" Or Like 
"*SR.L." Or Like "*.SAS" Or Like "*GES.MBH" Or Like "*AKIENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like 
"*AKTIENEGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*CORPOPRATION" Or Like "CONZORZIO*" Or Like 
"COÖPERATIE*" Or Like "COOPERATIE*" Or Like "COÖPERATIEVE*" Or Like "COOPERATIEVE*" Or 
Like "*PARTNERS*" Or Like "CORPORACION*" Or Like "*CORPORATE*" Or Like "*COMPAGNI*" Or 
Like "*CORPORATION" Or Like "*INUDSTRIE" Or Like "*CONSORZIO*" Or Like "*PRODUCTIQUE" Or 
Like "*LIMITE" Or Like "*ENNOBLISSEMENT" Or Like "*CORPORATION" Or Like "*INCORPORATED*" 
Or Like "*SOC.R.L." Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLSCGAFT" Or Like "*COORPORATION" Or Like "*/AS" Or 
Like "*PATNERSHIP" Or Like "*A/.S" Or Like "* SPA'" Or Like "*LABORATORIUM" Or Like 
"*COMPANY" Or Like "*CORPORATINON" Or Like "*SOCIETA' CONSORTILE A RESPONSABILITA' 
LIMITATA" Or Like "*CORPORATAION" Or Like "*CORPORTATION" Or Like "*GEBROEDERS" Or Like 
"*MERCHANDISING" Or Like "*,INC" Or Like "* LAB" Or Like "*AG&CO." Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT 
MBH*" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS 
SIMPLIFIÉE*" Or Like "*ASSOCIATE" Or Like "*& CIE*" Or Like "*SA/AG" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESSELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*INDISTRIES" Or Like "*COMPORATION" Or Like "* AG)" Or 
Like "*SOCIÉTÉ DITE :" Or Like "*FABRICATION" Or Like "*COMANY" Or Like "*LITD." Or Like 
"*LIIMITED" Or Like "*GES. M..B.H." Or Like "* EG" Or Like "*SOCIETA" Or Like "*PTY LIM" Or Like 
"*SOCIETÀ IN NOME COLLETTIVO" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ NOUVELLE" Or Like "*A. G." Or Like 
"*COROPRATION" Or Like "*L.LC." Or Like "*GENOSSENSCHAFT*" Or Like "*AG.G." Or Like 
"*CORPORATIOLN" Or Like "*MBH +CO." Or Like "MBH+CO." Or Like "*CORPOARTION" Or Like "*S.R 
L." Or Like "*L.P.)" Or Like "ENTRE PRISES" Or Like "ENTRE-PRISES" Or Like "*SOCIETE ANOYME" Or 
Like "*ASSOCIATES*" Or Like "*ASSOCIES" Or Like "ESTABILSSEMENTS*" Or Like 
"ESTABLISSEMENT*" Or Like "ESTABLISSMENTS*" Or Like "*,S.A.*" Or Like "*KGAA" Or Like 
"*COROPROATION" Or Like "*.SPA" Or Like "*CROP." Or Like "FABRICA*" Or Like "FABRIQUE*" Or 
Like "FACTORY*" Or Like "*S. COOP" Or Like "* LTC." Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG*" Or Like "*GROEP" Or Like "*HANDESBOLAG" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ DE 
FABRICATION*" Or Like "FIRM*" Or Like "*/A/S" Or Like "*CORPROATION" Or Like 
"*COIRPORATION" Or Like "*& SON" Or Like "*COMPAMY" Or Like "*COPORATION" Or Like "*L. C." 
Or Like "*PARNERSHIP" Or Like "*BRANDS" Or Like "*ENGINEERING" Or Like "*CO-OPERATIVE" Or 
Like "*K.K," Or Like "*SOCIETA' PER AZINOI" Or Like "*SOCIETA' PER AZINONI" Or Like "*SOCIETA' 
PER AZIONA" Or Like "*SOCIETA PER AZIONI:" Or Like "*NAAMLOZE" Or Like "GEBROEDERS*" Or 
Like "*INCORPORTED" Or Like "*CORPFORATION" Or Like "*KONSTRUKTIONEN" Or Like 
"*PRODUKTE*" Or Like "GIE *" Or Like "*AKTIENGESLLSCHAFT" Or Like "*ASSOCIATO" Or Like "*L. 
P." Or Like "*L-P" Or Like "* A[,;/\?.P)(S-]S" Or Like "*INDUSTRIJSKO*" Or Like "* LLC*" Or Like 
"*,LLC*" Or Like "*CORPORATIOM" Or Like "*ATKIENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "GROEP*" Or Like "*-
OY" Or Like "*ENTREPOSE" Or Like "* S A." Or Like "*HANDEL" Or Like "*CO-OPERATIVES" Or Like 
"*BUSINESS" Or Like "*INCORPRORATED" Or Like "*K,K," Or Like "*CORPORAATION" Or Like 
"HANDELABOLAGET*" Or Like "*CORPPORATION" Or Like "*PHARMACEUTICA" Or Like 
"*ENGINEERS" Or Like "*LABORATOIRE" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER 
HAFRUNG*" Or Like "*PARTNER" Or Like "*COMMERCIALE" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLSHAT" Or Like 
"*ASSOCIADOS" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MGH*" Or Like "*S.P,A." Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT M. B. 
H." Or Like "*NV/SA" Or Like "*CAMPANY" Or Like "* GMBG" Or Like "*S.A R.L." Or Like 
"*HANDELORGANISATION" Or Like "* INDUSTRIA *" Or Like "*B.V:" Or Like "*SA A R.L." Or Like 
"*SPOL. S R. O." Or Like "*NV-SA" Or Like "*CORPORTAION" Or Like "*SOCIETE ANANYME" Or Like 
"*SOCIETE ANNOYME" Or Like "*BV/SA" Or Like "*PRODUCTION)" Or Like "*ASSSOCIATES" Or Like 
"*-SARL*" Or Like "*CORPN." Or Like "*S. A R.L." Or Like "*SPOL.S R.O." Or Like "*EN ZN." Or Like 
"*ASSOCIATED" Or Like "* KG,*" Or Like "*COOPERATIEVE VENOOTSCHAP" Or Like "*SÖHNE" Or 
Like "*LIMINTED" Or Like "*AKTIENGESCELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*S.ß.R.L." Or Like "*& BRO." Or Like 
"*& BROTHER" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT M.G.H." Or Like "*GES.MBH." Or Like "*AKTIESELSKAB" 
Or Like "KABAUSHIKI KAISHA*" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFT" Or Like 
"*AKTIBOLAG" Or Like "*AKTIEBOLAQ" Or Like "KABISHIKI KAISHA*" Or Like "KABSUHIKI 
KAISHA*" Or Like "KABUSHI KIKAISHA*" Or Like "KABUSHIBI KAISHA*" Or Like 
"KABUSHIKAISHA*" Or Like "KABUSHIKKAISHA*" Or Like "KABUSHIKU KASISHA*" Or Like 
"KABUSIKI KAISHA*" Or Like "KABUSIKI KAISYA*" Or Like "KABUSIKIKAISHA*" Or Like 
"KAGUSHIKI KAISHA*" Or Like "*KABUSIKI-KAISYA" Or Like "* SÖHNE *" Or Like "*ATKIEBOLAG" 
Or Like "*COPRORATION" Or Like "*UNTERNEHMEN" Or Like "* GBR,*" Or Like "*CORPORATIOIN" Or 
Like "*GESSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAUFTUNG" Or Like "*SNC.," Or Like "*KABUSIKI 
KAISYA" Or Like "*INDUSTRIAL" Or Like "*CORPN" Or Like "*+ SOHN" Or Like "*SOHNE" Or Like "*-
BMBH" Or Like "*SP.A." Or Like "*& ZONEN*" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLSCHRAFT" Or Like "* CC." Or 
Like "*SOCIETE ANONYM" Or Like "* LP." Or Like "*AKTIENEGSELLSCHAFT" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELLSCAFT" Or Like "*ASKTIENGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*CORPORDATION" Or Like 
"*S. N.C." Or Like "LAB *" Or Like "LAB. *" Or Like "LABARATOIRE*" Or Like "LABORATORI*" Or Like 
"*LABO" Or Like "*-LAB" Or Like "*-LABORATORIUM" Or Like "*L. P." Or Like "*LIMITÈE" Or Like 
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"*AKTIENGESELLESCHAFT" Or Like "*INCORPARATED" Or Like "*DORPORATION" Or Like 
"*PHARMACEUTIQUE" Or Like "* L L C" Or Like "*GORPORATION" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER" Or Like "*A-S" Or Like "*(SA *" Or Like "*.SNC" Or Like "*S.P.Z.O.O." Or Like 
"*CORPORATIOPN*" Or Like "*AKTINGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*(SOCIÉTE ANONYME)" Or Like 
"*C{OVERSCORE (O)}RP." Or Like "*FIRM" Or Like "*-COOP*" Or Like "*COMERCIO" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELL-SCHAFT" Or Like "*AKTIENGESILLSCHAFT" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELSCHAFT" Or 
Like "* SA-*" Or Like "*LTD,*" Or Like "*COMPANAY" Or Like "*(SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFÉE)" 
Or Like "*CORPORARION" Or Like "* CORP *" Or Like "*AKTIEBOLOG" Or Like "*(S. A.)" Or Like 
"*SONNER" Or Like "*CORP.)" Or Like "*S/A/*" Or Like "*KABUSHKIKI KAISHI" Or Like "NAAMLOZE 
VENOOTSCHAP*" Or Like "*GMBG" Or Like "*SA.," Or Like "* A /S" Or Like "*LLC" Or Like 
"*COMÉRCIO" Or Like "*A/S" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLSCHART" Or Like "*SOCIETÉ ANONYME" Or 
Like "*SOC. COOP. R. L." Or Like "*B.V," Or Like "OCTROOIBUREAU*" Or Like "*CO," Or Like "*-SA-" 
Or Like "*LABRATIORIES" Or Like "*CORPOATAION" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MB H" Or Like 
"*PHARMACUETICALS" Or Like "OY *" Or Like "OYJ *" Or Like "*INDUSTRIAL COP." Or Like 
"*WERKS" Or Like "*FABRIC" Or Like "*LTDA.*" Or Like "*INCORPOTATED" Or Like "* S.A-*" Or Like 
"*S. À R.L." Or Like "PHARMACIE*" Or Like "*(PLC)" Or Like "*EQUIPAMENTOS" Or Like "*LLC," Or 
Like "PLC *" Or Like "*INTERNATIONALE" Or Like "*S.P A." Or Like "* LC." Or Like "*(NAAMLOSE 
VENNOOTSHAP)" Or Like "*SOCIETE EN COMMANDITE" Or Like "* OYL" Or Like "* OYG" Or Like "* 
LDT." Or Like "*INC ." Or Like "*, INC *" Or Like "* PLANTS" Or Like "* LTS." Or Like "*NAAMLOZE 
VENNOTSCHAP" Or Like "*'SPA" Or Like "PRODUCT *" Or Like "PRODUCTEURS *" Or Like 
"PRODUCTION*" Or Like "PRODURA *" Or Like "PRODUTIS*" Or Like "*CO,." Or Like 
"*LABORATORIA" Or Like "*NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCAP" Or Like "*NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSHCAP" 
Or Like "*FEDERATED" Or Like "*OY/AB/LTD" Or Like "*SERIVICES" Or Like "*WERKSTATT" Or Like 
"*AKTIENGESELLESHAFT" Or Like "*GES. M.H.H." Or Like "*CORPORAION" Or Like "*PRODUCE" Or 
Like "*S.ÀR.L." Or Like "* SOHN" Or Like "*FABRIEKEN" Or Like "*ASSOCIATI" Or Like "*(SARL[!a-z]*" 
Or Like "*CORPORTION*" Or Like "*D'ENTREPRISE" Or Like "*& SON*" Or Like "*P. C." Or Like "*(AG)" 
Or Like "*(S.N.C)" Or Like "*GMBA" Or Like "*COMPNAY" Or Like "S A R L *" Or Like "S A *" Or Like 
"*COMPNY" Or Like "*SOCIETA PER L'INDUSTRIA*" Or Like "*S.À.R.L" Or Like "*GES M.B. H." Or Like 
"*AKTIEGBOLAG" Or Like "*AKITIEBOLAG" Or Like "* & C.*" Or Like "*COOPERATION" Or Like 
"*CORPORATI" Or Like "*AKTIEBLOAG" Or Like "*AKTIEBOALG" Or Like "*ATIBOLAG" Or Like 
"SARL:*" Or Like "*(SOCIETE EN NOM COLLECTIF)" Or Like "*COÖPERATIE*" Or Like "* A G" Or Like 
"*SOCIETA' INDUSTRIA*" Or Like "*INORPORATED" Or Like "*O.Y." Or Like "*NAAMLOZE 
VENOOTSCHAP" Or Like "*SOC. *A.R.L.*" Or Like "*SOCIEDAD* INDUSTRIAL*" Or Like "SOCIEDAD 
LIMITADO*" Or Like "SOCIET CIVILE*" Or Like "SOCIETÀ ANONIMA*" Or Like "*-SPA" Or Like 
"SOCIETA'PER AZIONI*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ À RESPONSABILITÉ DITE*" Or Like "*CORPORQTION" Or 
Like "*-AG *" Or Like "*S.A,." Or Like "*S.A:" Or Like "*AKLIENGISELLSCHAFT" Or Like "* OYI" Or Like 
"*AKTIEBOLAF" Or Like "*GNBH" Or Like "*AKIENGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "* INC *" Or Like 
"*LAB." Or Like "*(LLC)" Or Like "*AKTIENGESELLS" Or Like "*CORPERATION" Or Like 
"*ASSCOIATES" Or Like "*(L.C.)" Or Like "*COROPORTION" Or Like "*INCORORATED" Or Like 
"*SOCIÉTÉ À RESPONSABILITÉE" Or Like "*INCORPORORATED" Or Like "* S/A-*" Or Like 
"*INCORPORATED," Or Like "*CORPARATION" Or Like "* PTY.*" Or Like "THE FIRM*" Or Like 
"*COMAPANY" Or Like "*COFP." Or Like "*WERKZEUGBAU*" Or Like "* BV,*" Or Like "* FILM" Or 
Like "TOHO BUSINESS*" Or Like "*( SARL)" Or Like "* SA,*" Or Like "*.S.A" Or Like "* SOHNE" Or like 
"* SOHNE *" Or Like "UGINE*" Or Like "* COMANY*" Or Like "*COPR." Or Like "USINES*" Or Like 
"*(SCIETE ANONYME)" Or Like "* L.C" Or Like "*(SOCIETE ANONVME)" Or Like "*ASOCIADOS" Or 
Like "VENNOOTSCHAP ONDER FIRMA:*" Or Like "*COMPANIE" Or Like "*SOCIÉTE ANOMYME" Or 
Like "*SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE" Or Like "*EQUIP." Or Like 
"*PRODUKTIONSGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "AKTIESELSKABET*" Or Like "ATELIERS*" Or Like 
"COÖPERATIEVE VERENIGING*" Or Like "COÖPERATIEVE VERKOOP*" Or Like "COOPERATIEVE 
VERKOOP*" Or Like "GROUPEMENT D'ENTREPRISES*" Or Like "LABORATOIRE *" Or Like 
"LABORATOIRES *" Or Like "MANUFACTURE D'ARTICLES*" Or Like "MANUFACTURE DE 
PRODUITS*" Or Like "KUBUSHIKI KAISHA*" Or Like "* K.K.*" Or Like "*KABUSHIKI*" Or Like "*S. S 
R.O." Or Like "*COMPAY" Or Like "*-ETS" Or Like "*SPOL.S.R.O." Or Like "*COOPERATIVA AGICOLA 
A R.L." Or Like "*LT'EE" Or Like "*INCORPATED" Or Like "*SOC. IND. COMM.*" Or Like 
"*AKTIEBOLAC" Or Like "* BV *" Or Like "*CORPOIRATION" Or Like "* S.R.O.*" Or Like "* EST." Or 
Like "ETABLISSEMENT*" Or Like "ANDELSSELSKABET*" Or Like "*S.R.1." Or Like 
"*KOMMANDITBOLAG" Or Like "*KFT." Or Like "* ETS *" Or Like "* VENTURE" Or Like "*B.V.I.O." Or 
Like "*DOING BUSINESS*" Or Like "*INTL" Or Like "*INT'L" Or Like "EST.*" Or Like "*INTL." Or Like 
"*INTERNTIONAL" Or Like "*INT." Or Like "*KOMM. -GES.*" Or Like "*KOMM.-GES.*" Or Like 
"*INTERNAITONAL" Or Like "INTERNATIONAL *" Or Like "*INTERNATIONAL" Or Like "*L.L.L.P" Or 
Like "* ETS" Or Like "* ETS." Or Like "*D. O. O." Or Like "*LTDS." Or Like "* L.P.*" Or Like "*LLLC" Or 
Like "* SNC" Or Like "*S.N.C.*" Or Like "*BROS." Or Like "* BROS" Or Like "*S.U.R.L." Or Like "*I/S[!a-
z]*" Or Like "*I/S" Or Like "*PROIZVODSTENNOE OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "*PROIZVODSTVENNOE 
OBIDINENIE*" Or Like "*PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "SOCIETA PER AZIONI*" Or 
Like "*TOVARISCHESIVO S OGRANICHENNOI OIVETSIVENNOSTIJU*" Or Like "*TOVARISCHESTVO 
S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNEST*" Or Like "*TOVARISCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU*" Or Like "*TOVARISCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSVENNOSTJU*" 
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Or Like "*TOVARISCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like 
"*TOVARISCHESTVO S. OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*TOVARISCHESTVO 
SOGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*TOVARISCHETSTVO S ORGANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "*D.O.O." Or Like "*SPOLKA Z O.O." Or Like "*SPOKAZOO" Or Like 
"*SP. Z O.O." Or Like "*SP.Z O.O.*" Or Like "*SPOLECNOST SR.O" Or Like "*(AB)" Or Like "NAUCHNO-
PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBIED.*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBJEDINENIE*" Or Like 
"NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBJEDINENIE*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE 
PREDPRIVATIE*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-TEKHNICHESKY KOOPERATIV*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-
TEKHNICHESKYKKOOPERATIV*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-TEKHNICHESKY KOOPERATIV*" Or Like 
"NAUCHNO-TEKHNICHESKYKKOOPERATIV*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-TEKHNOLOGICHESKOE 
PREDPRIYATIE*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-TEKHNOLOGICHESKOEPREDPRIYATIE*" Or Like "NAUCHNO-
TEKNICHESKY KOOPERATIVE*" Or Like "*SP. Z O.O.*" Or Like "*LTDA?" Or Like "SPRL *" Or Like 
"*(EDMS.)*" Or Like "*BEPERK" Or Like "* GBR *" Or Like "* C.V." Or Like "* LTEE"; 
 
STEP 1.2: COMPANY SEARCH CASE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1 
where ORG_NAME like "* ARPELS" Or Like "* ASA-*" Or Like "* AUTOMOBILE*" Or Like "* B.K." Or 
Like "* BRICK" Or Like "* CAR" Or Like "* CARE" Or Like "* CHEMIE" Or Like "* CLUB" Or Like "* 
CMBH" Or Like "* COM" Or Like "* COMP" Or Like "* CONSULT *" Or Like "* DIVISION *" Or Like "* 
ELECTRON" Or Like "* ERICSSON" Or Like "* ERICSSON (PUBL)" Or Like "* ESTEE LAUDER 
COMPANIES*" Or Like "* GYM" Or Like "* KONSULT *" Or Like "* MEDIA" Or Like "* N.L." Or Like "* 
SALES *" Or Like "* SCHERING *" Or Like "* SYSTEMS *" Or Like "* TEA" Or Like "* TOOLS *" Or Like 
"* TOSHIBA" Or Like "* TOSHIBA *" Or Like "* USA" Or Like "* WEAR" Or Like "*& ART" Or Like "*& 
CIA" Or Like "*& CIA." Or Like "*(BELGIQUE)" Or Like "*(CANADA)" Or Like "*(ELECTRONICS)" Or 
Like "*(EUROPE)" Or Like "*(FRANCE)" Or Like "*(U. S. A)" Or Like "*(UK)" Or Like "*(US)" Or Like 
"*(US/US)" Or Like "*(USA)" Or Like "*,USA" Or Like "*. COM" Or Like "*.COM" Or Like "*.NET" Or Like 
"*.PRO" Or Like "*/US" Or Like "*2000" Or Like "*A&T BELL LABORATORIES*" Or Like "*A.T. & T. 
PARADYNE*" Or Like "*A.T.& T. PARADYNE*" Or Like "*A.W. FABER – CASTELL*" Or Like "*A.W. 
FABER-CASTELL*" Or Like "*ABRASIVES" Or Like "*ACCESS" Or Like "*ACCESSERIES" Or Like 
"*ACCESSOIRES" Or Like "*ACCESSORIES" Or Like "*ACCESSORIES" Or Like "*ACETIQUES" Or Like 
"*ACQUISITIONS" Or Like "*ACTUARIES" Or Like "*ACTUATORS" Or Like "*ADAM OPEL*" Or Like 
"*ADDITIVES" Or Like "*ADHESIFS" Or Like "*ADHESIVES" Or Like "*ADIDAS*" Or Like "*ADL 
AUTOMATION*" Or Like "*ADVANTAGE" Or Like "*ADVENTURES" Or Like "*ADVERTISING" Or Like 
"*ADVISERS" Or Like "*AERONAUTIQUE" Or Like "*AEROSOLS" Or Like "*AEROSPACE" Or Like 
"*AFFYMETRIX*" Or Like "*AFGA GEVAERT*" Or Like "*AFGA-GEVAERT*" Or Like "*AGEA-
GEVAERT*" Or Like "*AGFA *" Or Like "*AGFA-*" Or Like "*AGRA-GEVAERT*" Or Like "*AGVA-
GEVAERT*" Or Like "*AHLSTROM*" Or Like "*AIR LIQUDE*" Or Like "*AIR LIQUIDE*" Or Like "*AIR 
LLINES" Or Like "*AIRBUS*" Or Like "*AIRLINES" Or Like "*AKUSTIKBAU" Or Like "*AKZO *" Or Like 
"*ALARM" Or Like "*ALCATEL*" Or Like "*ALCATTEL*" Or Like "*ALFA LAVAL*" Or Like "*ALFA-
LAVAL*" Or Like "*ALLIANCE" Or Like "*ALSTHOM*" Or Like "*ALSTOM*" Or Like "*ALTOFINA*" Or 
Like "*ALUMINIUM" Or Like "*ALUMINIUM PECHINAY*" Or Like "*ALUMINIUM PECHINEY*" Or Like 
"*ALUMINUM" Or Like "*AMERICA" Or Like "*AMERICAN" Or Like "*AMERICAN AIRLINES*" Or Like 
"*AMERICAS" Or Like "*AMERSHAM PHARMACIA*" Or Like "*ANALYSIS" Or Like "*ANALYTIC" Or 
Like "*AND DIE" Or Like "*ANIMATION" Or Like "*ANLAGENBAU" Or Like "*ANSTALT" Or Like 
"*ANSTALT" Or Like "*ANTENNAS" Or Like "*ANTIBODIES" Or Like "*ANYWHERE" Or Like 
"*APOTHEKE" Or Like "*APPARATAEBAU" Or Like "*APPARATER" Or Like "*APPARATEWERKE*" Or 
Like "*APPAREL" Or Like "*APPLIANCE" Or Like "*APPLIANCE MFY." Or Like "*APPLICATION" Or 
Like "*APPLICATIONS" Or Like "*APPLICATIONS"" Or Like "*APPLIQUEE)" Or Like "*ARCHITECTS" Or 
Like "*ARCHITEKTEN*" Or Like "*ARCHITEKTURBURO" Or Like "*ARCHIVTECHNIK*" Or Like 
"*ARENAS" Or Like "*ARIZONA" Or Like "*ARK." Or Like "*ARKITEKTKANTOR" Or Like 
"*ARMATUREN" Or Like "*ARMS" Or Like "*ARNETOLI MOTOR*" Or Like "*ARTS" Or Like "*ASFALT" 
Or Like "*ASSOC" Or Like "*ASTRAZENECA*" Or Like "*ASTROPHYSICS" Or Like "*AT & T *" Or Like 
"*AT& T *" Or Like "*AT&T *" Or Like "*ATLAS COPCO*" Or Like "*ATOCHEM*" Or Like "*ATOFINO*" 
Or Like "*ATTACHMENTS" Or Like "*AUDI PERFORMANCE & RACING*" Or Like "*AUDIO" Or Like 
"*AUSTRALIA" Or Like "*AUTMOBILES CITROEN*" Or Like "*AUTO" Or Like "*AUTOMATEN" Or Like 
"*AUTOMATICA" Or Like "*AUTOMATION" Or Like "*AUTOMATION" Or Like "*AUTOMATIONS" Or 
Like "*AUTOMATIQUE" Or Like "*AUTOMATISES" Or Like "*AUTOMATISES" Or Like 
"*AUTOMATISMES" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILE" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILES" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILES 
CITRO{UMLAUT OVER (E)}N*" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILES CITROËN*" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILES 
PEUGEOT*" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILES PEUGEOUT*" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILES PEUGOT*" Or Like 
"*AUTOMOBILES PEUQEOT*" Or Like "*AUTOMOBILGESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*AUTOMOTION" Or 
Like "*AUTOMOTIVE" Or Like "*AVEBE*" Or Like "*AVENTIS*" Or Like "*AVIATION*" Or Like 
"*AVIONICS" Or Like "*AVL GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*B & B" Or Like "*BABCOCK & WILCOX*" Or 
Like "*BABCOCK ENTERPRISE*" Or Like "*BABCOCK-ENTREPRISE*" Or Like "*BAE SYSTEMS*" Or 
Like "*BAGAGES" Or Like "*BAKER HUGHES*" Or Like "*BAKERY" Or Like "*BALLOONS" Or Like 
"*BANKSYS*" Or Like "*BARCLAY BROWN*" Or Like "*BARCO *" Or Like "*BASF *" Or Like 
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"*BATTERIES" Or Like "*BATTERY" Or Like "*BAUMGARTEN" Or Like "*BAUSCH & LOMB*" Or Like 
"*BAUSTOFFGROSSHANDLUNG" Or Like "*BAUSTOFFWERKE" Or Like "*BAUVERFAHREN" Or Like 
"*BAYER *" Or Like "*BAYER-AGFA*" Or Like "*BAYERISCHE MOLOREN WERKE*" Or Like 
"*BAYERISCHE MOTEREN WERKE*" Or Like "*BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE*" Or Like 
"*BAYERISCHE MOTORENWERKE*" Or Like "*BAYERSCHE MOTOREN WERKE*" Or Like "*BBC *" 
Or Like "*BEAUTE" Or Like "*BEAUTÉ" Or Like "*BECTON DICKINSON*" Or Like "*BEECHAM 
PHARMACEUTICALS*" Or Like "*BEKAERT ENGINEERING*" Or Like "*BEKAERT-COCKERILL*" Or 
Like "*BELGE" Or Like "*BELGIQUE" Or Like "*BELGIUM" Or Like "*BELL ATLANTIC*" Or Like 
"*BENELUX" Or Like "*BENZ RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER*" Or Like "*BERATUNG" Or 
Like "*BERGBAU*" Or Like "*BETONWERK" Or Like "*BIC COPRORATION*" Or Like "*BIOCHEMICA" 
Or Like "*BIOLOGICALS" Or Like "*BIOLOGICS" Or Like "*BIOPSY" Or Like "*BIOTECHNOLOGY" Or 
Like "*BIOTICS" Or Like "*BLACK & DECKER*" Or Like "*BOATS" Or Like "*BOEHRINGER 
INGELHEIM*" Or Like "*BOEHRINGER MANNHEIM*" Or Like "*BOEING *" Or Like "*BOMBARDIER *" 
Or Like "*BONDUELLE*" Or Like "*BOOKS" Or Like "*BOSCH *" Or Like "*BOSCH-*" Or Like 
"*BOURSIN*" Or Like "*BOXES" Or Like "*BP CHEMICALS*" Or like "*BRAKES" Or Like "*BRASIL" Or 
Like "*BRAUN *" Or Like "*BREWERIES" Or Like "*BREWERY" Or Like "*BRIDGESTONE*" Or Like 
"*BRISTOL MYERS SQUIBB*" Or Like "*BRISTOL-MEYERS SQUIBB*" Or Like "*BRISTOL-MYERS*" 
Or Like "*BRISTON-MYERS SQUIBB*" Or Like "*BROADCAST" Or Like "*BROTHERS" Or Like 
"*BUILDERS" Or Like "*BUREAU" Or Like "*BURGERS" Or Like "*BURO" Or Like "*BÜRO-*" Or Like 
"*BUROPRODUKTE" Or Like "*C & A France*" Or Like "*CABINETRY" Or Like "*CABLE" Or Like 
"*CAGES" Or Like "*CANADA" Or Like "*CANON *" Or Like "*CARBONATES" Or Like "*CARGLASS 
LUXEMBOURG*" Or Like "*CARL?ZEISS*" Or Like "*CARLSBERG *" Or Like "*CARL-ZEISS*" Or Like 
"*CARREFOUR *" Or Like "*CARRIER" Or Like "*CARRIERS" Or Like "*CARROSSERIE" Or Like 
"*CARTOON" Or Like "*CASINO" Or Like "*CASIO *" Or Like "*CASTING" Or Like "*CASTINGS" Or Like 
"*CATERPILLAR*" Or Like "*CELLULAR" Or Like "*CERAMICS" Or Like "*CHAMPAGNE *" Or Like 
"*CHANCE" Or Like "*CHARGERS" Or Like "*CHASE MANHATTAN BANK*" Or Like "*CHEMICAL" Or 
Like "*CHEMICALS" Or Like "*CHEMICALS)" Or Like "*CHEMIKALIENHANDEL" Or Like 
"*CHEMISCHE FABRIK*" Or Like "*CHEMISTRY" Or Like "*CHIMICA" Or Like "*CHIMIE" Or Like 
"*CHIMIQUES" Or Like "*CHOCOLATERIE*" Or Like "*CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE*" Or Like 
"*CHRYSLER *" Or Like "*CIBA *" Or Like "*CIBA-GEIGY*" Or Like "*CIE GENERALE*" Or Like 
"*CIRCUITS" Or Like "*CLASSIC" Or Like "*CLASSICS" Or Like "*CLAVIS*" Or Like "*CLEANING 
MACHINES*" Or Like "*CLOCKS" Or Like "*CLOTHING" Or Like "*COACHES" Or Like "*COATING" Or 
Like "*COATINGS" Or Like "*COCA-COLA*" Or Like "*COCKERILL SAMBRE*" Or Like 
"*COCKERILL*" Or Like "*COLD SPRING HA*" Or Like "*COLLECTIBLES" Or Like "*COLLECTION" Or 
Like "*COLOR" Or Like "*COLORIMETRIE" Or Like "*COLOURS" Or Like "*-COM" Or Like 
"*COMBUSTION" Or Like "*COMFORT" Or Like "*COMM" Or Like "*COMM" Or Like 
"*COMMERCIALES" Or Like "*COMMUNICAION" Or Like "*COMMUNICATION" Or Like 
"*COMMUNICATIONS" Or Like "*COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE*DE COMPOSANTS ELECTRONIQUES*" 
Or Like "*COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE*POUR L'EQUIPEMENT MENAGER*" Or Like "*COMPAGNIE 
FRANCAISE DE*PRODUITS INDUSTRIELS*" Or Like "*COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE D'ETUDES*ET DE 
CONSTRUCTION*" Or Like "*COMPLEMENTS" Or Like "*COMPONENTS" Or Like "*COMPOSANTS" Or 
Like "*COMPOSITES" Or Like "*COMPOUNDS" Or Like "*COMPRESSORS" Or Like "*COMPUTATION" 
Or Like "*COMPUTER" Or Like "*COMPUTERS" Or Like "*COMPUTING" Or Like "*COMUNICACIONES" 
Or Like "*CONCEPT" Or Like "*CONCEPT" Or Like "*CONCEPTS" Or Like "*CONDITIONING" Or Like 
"*CONDUCTOR" Or Like "*CONDUCTORS" Or Like "*CONFORT" Or Like "*CONNECTION" Or Like 
"*CONNECTIONS" Or Like "*CONSEIL" Or Like "*CONSEILS" Or Like "*CONSOLIDATED" Or Like 
"*CONSORTIUM" Or Like "*CONSORZIO" Or Like "*CONSTRUCTEUR*" Or Like "*CONSTRUCTION" Or 
Like "*CONSTRUCTIONS" Or Like "*CONSTRUCTORS" Or Like "*CONSULT" Or Like 
"*CONSULTANCE" Or Like "*CONSULTANT" Or Like "*CONSULTANTS" Or Like "*CONSULTATION" 
Or Like "*CONSULTATIONS" Or Like "*CONTACT" Or Like "*CONTAINER" Or Like "*CONTAINERS" Or 
Like "*CONTINENTAL" Or Like "*CONTINENTAL" Or Like "*CONTRACTOR" Or Like 
"*CONTRACTORS" Or Like "*CONTROL" Or Like "*CONTROLE" Or Like "*CONTROLE" Or Like 
"*CONTROLS" Or Like "*CONVERSION" Or Like "*CONVERTERS" Or Like "*CORMMUNICATIONS" Or 
Like "*CORNING *" Or Like "*COSMETICS" Or Like "*COSMETIQUE" Or Like "*COSMÉTIQUES" Or Like 
"*COTTON TEXTILES*" Or Like "*COTTRELL" Or Like "*COUCHES" Or Like "*COUNTRY" Or Like 
"*COUTIER" Or Like "*COUVERTURE" Or Like "*COVER" Or Like "*COVERINGS" Or Like "*CRAFT" Or 
Like "*CRAFTERS" Or Like "*CREATION" Or Like "*CREATIONS" Or Like "*CRÉATIONS" Or Like 
"*CREW" Or Like "*CYCLES" Or Like "*DAEWOO *" Or Like "*DAEWOO ELECTRONICS*" Or Like 
"*DAIMLER CHRYSLER*" Or Like "*DAIMLER-BENZ*" Or Like "*DAIMLERCHRYSLER*" Or Like 
"*DAIRIES" Or Like "*DALMERCHRYSLERAG*" Or Like "*D'ART" Or Like "*DATA" Or Like 
"*DATACOM" Or Like "*DE VITTEL*" Or Like "*DECISIONS" Or Like "*DECORS" Or Like "*DEGUSSA*" 
Or Like "*DEKALB-PFIZER GENETICS*" Or Like "*DELAWARE" Or Like "*DELAWARE *" Or Like 
"*DELCO ELECTORNICS*" Or Like "*DELPHI *" Or Like "*DELVAUX *" Or Like "*DEN NORSKE 
OLJESELSKAP*" Or Like "*DEN NORSKE STATS OL*" Or Like "*DENMARK" Or Like "*DENTAIRES" Or 
Like "*DENTAL" Or Like "*DESIGN" Or Like "*DESIGNED" Or Like "*DESIGNERS" Or Like "*DESIGNS" 
Or Like "*DESIGNZ" Or Like "*DESTILLERIE" Or Like "*DEUTSCHE SOLVAY-WERKE*" Or Like 
"*DEUTSCHE THOMSON-BRANDT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHLAND" Or Like "*DEVELOPMENT" Or Like 
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"*DEVELOPMENTS" Or Like "*DÉVELOPPEMENT" Or Like "*DEVELOPPMENT" Or Like 
"*DEVELPOMENT" Or Like "*DEVICES" Or Like "*DIAGNOSTIC" Or Like "*DIAGNOSTICA" Or Like 
"*DIAGNOSTICS" Or Like "*DIAGNOSTIKA" Or Like "*DIAMANT BOART*" Or Like "*DIÄTETIKA*" Or 
Like "*DIENSTLEISTUNG" Or Like "*DIESEL ENGINE RETARDERS*" Or Like "*DIFFUSION" Or Like 
"*DIFFUSION" Or Like "*DIMENSION" Or Like "*DIMENSIONS" Or Like "*DIMSO*" Or Like 
"*DIRECTORIES" Or Like "*DISPENSER" Or Like "*DISPLAY" Or Like "*DISPLAYS" Or Like 
"*DISTRIBUTING" Or Like "*DISTRIBUTION" Or Like "*DISTRIBUTORS" Or Like "*DIV OF*" Or Like 
"*DIV." Or Like "*DIVISIE*" Or Like "*DIVISION" Or Like "*DIVISION OF*" Or Like "*DIVISION)" Or 
Like "*DOGS" Or Like "*DOORS" Or Like "*DOVE INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "*DOW *" Or Like 
"*DREAM" Or Like "*DRILLING" Or Like "*DRILLS" Or Like "*DU PONT *" Or Like "*DU PONT-*" Or 
Like "*DUNLOP *" Or Like "*DUPONT *" Or Like "*DYNAMICS" Or Like "*DYNAMICS" Or Like 
"*DYNAMIQUE" Or Like "*DYNAMIT NOBEL*" Or Like "*E. I. DU PONT*" Or Like "*E. I. DUPONT*" Or 
Like "*E. R. SQUIBB*" Or Like "*EASTMAN KODAK*" Or Like "*EASY" Or Like "*EATON *" Or Like 
"*ECKART-WERKE*" Or Like "*EFFECTS" Or Like "*EHF." Or Like "*ELASTOMERS" Or Like 
"*ELECTRABEL*" Or Like "*ELECTRIC" Or Like "*ELECTRO" Or Like "*ELECTROLUX*" Or Like 
"*ELECTROLUX*" Or Like "*ELECTRONIC" Or Like "*ELECTRONICA" Or Like "*ELECTRONICOS" Or 
Like "*ELECTRONICS" Or Like "*ELECTRONIK" Or Like "*ELECTRONIQUE" Or Like 
"*ELECTRONIQUES" Or Like "*ELEKRONIK" Or Like "*ELEKTRONIK" Or Like "*ELEMENTS" Or Like 
"*ELETTRONICA" Or Like "*ELEVATOR" Or Like "*ELF ACQUITAINE*" Or Like "*ELF ANTAR*" Or 
Like "*ELF AQUITAINE*" Or Like "*ELF ATOCHEM*" Or Like "*ELI FRANCE*" Or Like "*ELI LILLY*" 
Or Like "*ELIMINATORS" Or Like "*EMBALLAGES" Or Like "*EMMENTALER SWITZERLAND*" Or 
Like "*EMTEC MAGNETICS*" Or Like "*ENCLOSURES" Or Like "*ENERGIE" Or Like "*ENERGIES" Or 
Like "*ENERGY" Or Like "*ENGINEERING)" Or Like "*ENGINEERS" Or Like "*ENTERTAINMENT" Or 
Like "*ENTERTAINMNET" Or Like "*ENTSORGUNG" Or Like "*ENTWICKLUNGSBÜRO*" Or Like 
"*ENVIRONMENT" Or Like "*ENVIRONNEMENT" Or Like "*ENVIRONNEMENT" Or Like 
"*EPPENDORF*" Or Like "*ERECTORS" Or Like "*ERGONOMICS" Or Like "*ERICSSON*" Or Like 
"*ESPANA" Or Like "*ESPANOLA" Or Like "*ESSELTE *" Or Like "*ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL*" Or 
Like "*ETRIX" where Or Like "*EUROPE" Or Like "*EUROPEAN" Or Like "*EVAPORATION" Or Like 
"*EXCHANGE" Or Like "*EXERPRIZES" Or Like "*EXHIBITS" Or Like "*EXPERTS" Or Like 
"*EXPLOITATIE" Or Like "*EXPLORATION" Or Like "*EXPLORER" Or Like "*EXPLOSIFS" Or Like 
"*EXPLOSIVES" Or Like "*EXPORT" Or Like "*EXPORTATION" Or Like "*EXPRESS" Or Like "*EXXON 
*" Or Like "*EXXONMOBIL*" Or Like "*EYEWEAR" Or Like "*FABER-CASTELL*" Or Like 
"*FABRICATING" Or Like "*FABRICATORS" Or Like "*FACILITY" Or Like "*FAHRZEUGBAU" Or Like 
"*FAHRZEUGTECHNIK" Or Like "*FANS" Or Like "*FARM" Or Like "*FARMA" Or Like "*FARMITALIA 
CARLO ERBA*" Or Like "*FARMS" Or Like "*FASHIONS" Or Like "*FASTENERS" Or Like "*FEDERAL 
MOGUL*" Or Like "*FEDERAL-MOGUL*" Or Like "*FEEDERS" Or Like "*FEINMECHANIK" Or Like 
"*FENSTERBAU*" Or Like "*FERCO *" Or Like "*FERRARI *" Or Like "*FERRERO *" Or Like 
"*FERTILIZERS" Or Like "*FIBERS" Or Like "*FIBRES" Or Like "*FILAMENTS" Or Like "*FILMS" Or Like 
"*FILTERANLAGEN" Or Like "*FILTRATION" Or Like "*FINA *" Or Like "*FINANCE" Or Like 
"*FINANCES" Or Like "*FINANCIAL" Or Like "*FINANCING" Or Like "*FINITIONS" Or Like "*FITNESS" 
Or Like "*FITTINGS" Or Like "*FIX" Or Like "*FIXATION" Or Like "*FIXTURE" Or Like "*FLAVORS" Or 
Like "*FLEX" Or Like "*FLEX" Or Like "*FLEXIBLES" Or Like "*FLUIDS" Or Like "*FONDERIE*" Or Like 
"*FOOD" Or Like "*FOODS" Or Like "* FORD *" Or Like "FORD *" or like “*CLIFFORD & *” or like 
“*CLIFFORD_PACKAGING*” or like “*CLIFFORD LTD*” or like “*HORSTMANN CLIFFORD*” or like 
“CLIFFORD* LIMITED*” or like “*CLIFFORD* LTD.*” or like “*CLIFFORD* INC.*” or like 
“*CLIFFORD* MANUFAC*” or like “*CLIFFORD* SCIECE*” or like “*CLIFFORD*CORP*” or like 
“*ORFORD* LTD” or like “*ORFORD*COMPANY*” or like “*ORFORD* CO.*” or like “*;FORD 
MOTOR*” or like “*FABRIK* KLAUS*” or like “SOCIETE* KLAUS” Or Like "*FORDERTECHNIK*" Or 
Like "*FORGE" Or Like "*FORM" Or Like "*FORMENBAU" Or Like "*FOUNDRY" Or Like 
"*FRAGRANCES" Or Like "*FRAMATOME*" Or Like "*FRANCE" Or Like "*FRANCE TELECOM*" Or 
Like "*FREQUENCY" Or Like "*FRONTIER DESIGN*" Or Like "*FRUIT OF THE LOOM*" Or Like 
"*FRUITIERE" Or Like "*FUCHS" Or Like "*FUITES" Or Like "*FUJI *" Or Like "*FUJITSU *" Or Like 
"*FURNISHINGS" Or Like "*FURNITURE" Or Like "*FUSSBÖDEN" Or Like "*FUTURE" Or Like "*G. M. 
PFAFF*" Or Like "*G. M. PIAFF*" Or Like "*GALILEO GENOMICS*" Or Like "*GALVANIZING" Or Like 
"*GAME" Or Like "*GAMES" Or Like "*GAMING" Or Like "*GARDEN" Or Like "*GARDENS" Or Like 
"*GARTENBAU *" Or Like "*GASES" Or Like "*GASTRONOMIE" Or Like "*GATES" Or Like "*GEC 
ALSTHOM*" Or Like "*GEMS" Or Like "*GENERAL" Or Like "*GENERAL DYNAMICS*" Or Like 
"*GENERAL ELEC*" Or Like "*GENERAL MOTORS*" Or Like "*GENETICS" Or Like "*GENICS" Or Like 
"*GENOMICS" Or Like "*GERÄTE" Or Like "*GERÄTEBAU" Or Like "*GIDDINGS & LEWIS*" Or Like 
"*GIFTS" Or Like "*GLASS" Or Like "*GLAXO WELLCOME*" Or Like "*GLAXOSMITHKLINE*" Or Like 
"*GLOBAL *" Or Like "*GLOBE MOTORS*" Or Like "*GOOD HUMOR BREYERS ICE CREAM*" Or Like 
"*GOOD HUMOR/BREYERS*" Or Like "*GOOD HUMOR-BREYERS ICE*" Or Like "*GOODS" Or Like 
"*GRAANDERIVATEN RAFFINADERIJEN AMYLUM*" Or Like "*GRADENJA" Or Like 
"*GRAFFENSTADEN" Or Like "*GRAPHICS" Or Like "*GRAPHIQUE" Or Like "*GROSSHANDEL*" Or 
Like "*GROWERS" Or Like "*GRUENAU ILLERTISSEN*" Or Like "*GRUNAU ILLERTISSEN*" Or Like 
"*GRUNDIG E.M.V.*" Or Like "*GUCCI *" Or Like "*GUITARS" Or Like "*GYOGYNOVENY KUTATO 
INTEZET*" Or Like "*GYOGYNÖVENY KUTATO INTEZET*" Or Like "*GYOGYSZERKUTATO 
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INTEZET*" Or Like "*HAARMANN & BEIMER*" Or Like "*HAMMOCKS" Or Like "*HANDY & 
HARMAN*" Or Like "*HANGERS" Or Like "*HARDWARE" Or Like "*HARDWEAR" Or Like "*HARLEY 
DAVIDSON*" Or Like "*HARLEY-DAVIDSON*" Or Like "*HARVESTING" Or Like "*HAWAII" Or Like 
"*HAYASHIBARA*" Or Like "*HEADQUARTERS" Or Like "*HEALTH" Or Like "*HEALTH CARE" Or 
Like "*HEATING" Or Like "*HEIDEIBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN*" Or Like "*HEIDELBERG 
DRUCKMASCHINEN*" Or Like "*HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN*" Or Like "*HEINEKEN 
TECHNICAL*" Or Like "*HEINRICH KIPP WERK*" Or Like "*HEINZ SCHIEPE GROSSHANDEL*" Or 
Like "*HEMA *" Or Like "*HEMA-*" Or Like "*HÉMA-*" Or Like "*HENKEL *" Or Like "*HERAEUS *" Or 
Like "*HERMES" Or Like "*HERSTELLUNG" Or Like "*HEWLETT *" Or Like "*HEWLETTE PACKARD*" 
Or Like "*HEWLETT-PACKARD*" Or Like "*HEXCEL *" Or Like "*HEXCEL-*" Or Like "*HI-FI" Or Like 
"*HILTI *" Or Like "*HILTIE *" Or Like "*HITACHI *" Or Like "*HOECHST *" Or Like "*HOECHST*" Or 
Like "*HOECHT *" Or Like "*HOERBIGER *" Or Like "*HOLDINGAG" Or Like "*HOLLAND" Or Like 
"*HOMES" Or Like "*HONDA *" Or Like "*HONEYCOMBS" Or Like "*HONEYWELL*" Or Like 
"*HOOGOVENS *" Or Like "*HOOVER *" Or Like "*HORGERATE" Or Like "*HORLOGERIE" Or Like 
"*HORLOGERS" Or Like "*HOUSE" Or Like "*HOUSING" Or Like "*HUELS *" Or Like "*HUGES 
ELECTRONICS*" Or Like "*HUGHES *" Or Like "*HUREL HISPANO*" Or Like "*HUREL-HISPANO*" Or 
Like "*HUSKY *" Or Like "*HYBRIDS" Or Like "*HYDRAULICS" Or Like "*HYDRAULIK" Or Like 
"*HYDRO" Or Like "*HYUNDAI *" Or Like "*HYUNDAY MOBIS*" Or Like "*ICBT *" Or Like "*IC-BT *" 
Or Like "*IDEAS" Or Like "*IGNITION" Or Like "*IMAGE" Or Like "*IMAGES" Or Like "*IMAGING" Or 
Like "*IMPLANT" Or Like "*IMPLANTS" Or Like "*IMPORT – EXPORT*" Or Like "*IMPORTERS" Or Like 
"*IMPORTS" Or Like "*IMPRESSIONS" Or Like "*IMPRIMES" Or Like "*IMPROVEMENTS" Or Like 
"*INDUSTRIALE" Or Like "*INERGY *" Or Like "*INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like 
"*INFORMATIONS" Or Like "*INFORMATIQUE" Or Like "*INFORMATIQUES" Or Like 
"*INGENIERBURO*" Or Like "*INGENIERIA" Or Like "*INGENIERIE*" Or Like "*INGENIEUR BÜRO*" 
Or Like "*INGENIEURBURO" Or Like "*INGENIEURBÜRO" Or Like "*INGENIEURE*" Or Like 
"*INGENIEURGESCHELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*INGENIEURS*" Or Like "*INGENIEURUNTERNEHMUNG" 
Or Like "*INGREDIENTS" Or Like "*INITIATIVES" Or Like "*INJECTION" Or Like "*INNOVA *" Or Like 
"*INNOVATIE" Or Like "*INNOVATINS" Or Like "*INNOVATION" Or Like "*INNOVATIONEN" Or Like 
"*INNOVATIONS" Or Like "*INNOVATIVE" Or Like "*INSIGHTS" Or Like "*INSTALLATION" Or Like 
"*INSTRUMENT" Or Like "*INSTRUMENTATION" Or Like "*INSTRUMENTENMAKERIJ*" Or Like 
"*INSTRUMENTS" Or Like "*INSTUMENTS" Or Like "*INSULATORS" Or Like "*INTEGRATORS" Or Like 
"*INTEGREE" Or Like "*INTEL *" Or Like "*INTELLIGENCE" Or Like "*INTERACTIFS" Or Like 
"*INTERACTIVE" Or Like "*INTERBREW*" Or Like "*INTERCHEM" Or Like "*INTEREST" Or Like 
"*INTERESTS" Or Like "*INTERIEUR" Or Like "*INTERIEURS" Or Like "*INTERIORS" Or Like 
"*INTERMEDIATES" Or Like "*INTERNATIONAL GIE" Or Like "*INTERNATIONALES" Or Like 
"*INVENTIONS" Or Like "*INVEST" Or Like "*INVESTIGATORS" Or Like "*INVESTISSEMENTS" Or Like 
"*INVESTMENTS" Or Like "*INVESTORS" Or Like "*INX." Or Like "*IRELAND" Or Like "*IRRIGATION" 
Or Like "*ISLAND" Or Like "*ISRAEL" Or Like "*ITALIA" Or Like "*ITALIANA" Or Like "*ITALO-
SUISSE*" Or Like "*J.S. STAEDTLER*" Or Like "*JAGUAR DESIGNS*" Or Like "*JANSSEN 
PARMACEUTICA*" Or Like "*JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA*" Or Like "*JAPAN" Or Like "*JOHNSON & 
JOHNSON*" Or Like "*JOHNSON AND JOHNSON*" Or Like "*JOHNSON CONTROLS*" Or Like 
"*JOHNSON FILTRATION*" Or Like "*JOHNSON MATTHEY*" Or Like "*JOHNSON RESEARCH*" Or 
Like "*JOSEF & HEINRICH WESTHOFF*" Or Like "*JOSEF + HEINRICH WESTHOFF*" Or Like 
"*JUWELIERS" Or Like "*K & L MICROWAVE*" Or Like "*K & M ENGINEERING*" Or Like "*KABEL" 
Or Like "*KARTONAGEN*" Or Like "*KAWASAKI*" Or Like "*KENWOOD*" Or Like "*KENWOOD*" Or 
Like "*KERAMIK" Or Like "*KETEMA*" Or Like "*KEYSTONE *" Or Like "*KIDS" Or Like "*KINETICS" 
Or Like "*KIPPERBAU" Or Like "*KNIGHTS" Or Like "*KNIVES" Or Like "*KNOLL *" Or Like "*KNORR 
BREMSE*" Or Like "*KNORR-BREMSE*" Or Like "*KOENIG & BAUER*" Or Like "*KOENING & 
BAUER*" Or Like "*KOKILLENBAU" Or Like "*KOMBINAT" Or Like "*KOMPONENTEN" Or Like 
"*KONINKLIJKE P.T.T.*" Or Like "*KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS*" Or Like "*KONINKLIJKE PHILLIPS*" Or 
Like "*KONINKLIJKE PTT*" Or Like "*KONINKLIJKEPHILIPS*" Or Like "*KONINKLÜKE PHILLIPS*" 
Or Like "*KONINLIJKE PHILIPS*" Or Like "*KONINLIJKE PHILLIP*" Or Like "*KONNECTION" Or Like 
"*KONNECTIONS" Or Like "*KONSALTING" Or Like "*KONSTRUKTION" Or Like 
"*KONSTRUKTIONSBÜRO" Or Like "*KONSTSTOFF" Or Like "*KONSULT" Or Like "*KOREA 
TELECOM*" Or Like "*KRAFT GENERAL FOODS*" Or Like "*KREDIETBANK*" Or Like "*KTF." Or Like 
"*KULTURBAU" Or Like "*KUNSTSTOFF" Or Like "*KUNSTSTOFFARTIKEL" Or Like 
"*KUNSTSTOFFE" Or Like "*KUNSTSTOFFWERK *" Or Like "*KUNSTTSTOFF" Or Like 
"*KUPPLUNGSBAU" Or Like "*KVAENER ROSENBERG*" Or Like "*KVAERNER *" Or Like "*L3 
COMMUNICATION*" Or Like "*L-3 COMMUNICATION*" Or Like "*LA CHEMISE LACOSTE*" Or Like 
"*LA ROCHE POSAY*" Or Like "*LAFARGE *" Or Like "*LAFARGESALUMINATES*" Or Like 
"*LANDMASCHINEN" Or Like "*LANDSCAPES" Or Like "*LANDSCHAFTSBAU*" Or Like 
"*LANDSTINGET" Or Like "*LAROUSSE EMBALLAGE*" Or Like "*LASER" Or Like "*LASERS" Or Like 
"*LEASING" Or Like "*LEISING" Or Like "*LENS" Or Like "*LENSES" Or Like "*LEYBOLD *" Or Like 
"*LICENSING" Or Like "*LIFTS" Or Like "*LIGHTING" Or Like "*LIGHTING" Or Like "*LIGHTS" Or Like 
"*LINEAIRES" Or Like "*LINKS" Or Like "*-LITE" Or Like "*LITE MIRROR*" Or Like "*LITHOGRAPHY" 
Or Like "*LIVES" Or Like "*LIVING" Or Like "*LIZENZEN" Or Like "*LOCATION" Or Like "*LOCATION" 
Or Like "*LOCKHEAD MARTIN*" Or Like "*LOCKHEED MARTIN *" Or Like "*LOGIC" Or Like 
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"*LOGICS" Or Like "*LOGISTICS" Or Like "*LOGISTIK" Or Like "*LOGIX" Or Like "*L'OREAL*" Or Like 
"*L'ORÉAL*" Or Like "*LOUDSPEAKERS" Or Like "*LOUIS VUITTON MALLEITER*" Or Like "*LOUIS 
VUITTON MALLETIER*" Or Like "*LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like "*LUMPP & CONSULTANTS*" 
Or Like "*LURES" Or Like "*LUXEMBOURG" Or Like "*M & M MARS*" Or Like "*M & V 
REKLAMETECHNIK*" Or Like "*MAASLAND*" Or Like "*MACANIQUE" Or Like "*MACHINE" Or Like 
"*MACHINEBOUW" Or Like "*MACHINEBOUW" Or Like "*MACHINEFABRIEKEN*" Or Like 
"*MACHINENHANDEL" Or Like "*MACHINERY" Or Like "*MACHINERY" Or Like "*MACHINERY"" Or 
Like "*MACHINES" Or Like "*MACHINING" Or Like "*MACMILLAN BLOEDEL*" Or Like "*MAGIC" Or 
Like "*MAGNETICS" Or Like "*MAGNETIQUE" Or Like "*MAINTENANCE" Or Like "*MAKER" Or Like 
"*MAKERS" Or Like "*MALLINCKRODT*" Or Like "*MAM BABYARTIKEL*" Or Like "*MAMMOET *" 
Or Like "*MANAGEMENT" Or Like "*MANAGERS" Or Like "*MANAGMENT" Or Like "*MANNESMAN 
VDO*" Or Like "*MANNESMANN *" Or Like "*MANUFACTURE FRANCAISE DES*CHAUSSURES 
ERAM*" Or Like "*MAPPING" Or Like "*MARCO POLO*" Or Like "*MARINE" Or Like "*MARKETS" Or 
Like "*MASCHINEN" Or Like "*MASCHINEN-BAU" Or Like "*MASCHINENSCHLOSSEREI*" Or Like 
"*MASCHINENZUBEHOR" Or Like "*MASCHINENZUBEHÖR" Or Like "*MASHINENAG" Or Like 
"*MATERIAL" Or Like "*MATERIALS" Or Like "*MATERIEL" Or Like "*MATIC" Or Like "*MAZDA 
MOTOR *" Or Like "*MCDONNELL DOUGLAS*" Or Like "*MEASURES" Or Like "*MEATS" Or Like 
"*MECANIQUE" Or Like "*MÉCANIQUE" Or Like "*MECHANICS" Or Like "*MECHANIK" Or Like 
"*MEDECIN" Or Like "*MEDECINE" Or Like "*MEDICA" Or Like "*MEDICAL" Or Like "*MEDICALE" Or 
Like "*MEDICALS" Or Like "*MEDICINE" Or Like "*MEDIZIN" Or Like "*MEGA" Or Like 
"*MERCANTILE" Or Like "*MERCEDES BENZ*" Or Like "*MERCEDES-BENZ*" Or Like "*MERCEDEZ-
BENZ*" Or Like "*MERCHANTS" Or Like "*MESSGERÄTEBAU" Or Like "*MESURES" Or Like 
"*METAL" Or Like "*METALLBAU" Or Like "*METALLBAU*" Or Like "*METALLGIESSEREI*" Or Like 
"*METALLURGIQUE" Or Like "*METALLWAREN" Or Like "*METALS" Or Like "*METHODS" Or Like 
"*METHODS" Or Like "*METRICS" Or Like "*METROLOGIQUES" Or Like "*MEXICANA" Or Like 
"*MFT." Or Like "*MICROWAVE" Or Like "*MIDREX INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "*MILLS" Or Like 
"*MINERALS" Or Like "*MINIATURES" Or Like "*MINOLTA*" Or Like "*MITSU CHEMICALS*" Or Like 
"*MIXERS" Or Like "*MÖBELHANDEL" Or Like "*MODELING" Or Like "*MODULES" Or Like 
"*MOLDERS" Or Like "*MOLDING" Or Like "*MOLECULES" Or Like "*MONITORING" Or Like 
"*MONTAGEBAU*" Or Like "*MONTAGEBETRIEB" Or Like "*MOTION" Or Like "*MOTION" Or Like 
"*MOTOREN" Or Like "*MOTORENBAU" Or Like "*MOTORENWERKS*" Or Like "*MOTORI" Or Like 
"*MOTORS" Or Like "*MOTOYUKI SUZUKI*" Or Like "*MOVING MAGNET*" Or Like "*MULTIMEDIA" 
Or Like "*NALCO/EXXON ENERGY*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIDSVODSTEVENNOE OBIEDINENIE*" 
Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTENNOE OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-
PROIZVODSTEVENNOE OBIEDENENIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTEVENNOE 
OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNA YA FIRMA*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-
PROIZVODSTVENNAY FIRMA*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAYA FIRMA*" Or Like 
"*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE 
OBIEDINENIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-
PROIZVODSTVENNY KOOPERATIV*" Or Like "*NAUCHNO-PROZVODSTVENNAYA FIRMA*" Or Like 
"*NAUTIQUES" Or Like "*NEDERLAND" Or Like "*NETWORK" Or Like "*NETWORKS" Or Like 
"*NETWORX" Or Like "*NEUROLOGICS" Or Like "*NEW ZEALAND" Or Like "*NIHON BAYER 
AGROCHEM*" Or Like "*NISSAN*" Or Like "*NOKIA*" Or Like "*NOMINEES" Or Like "*NORDISK" Or 
Like "*NORTH AMERICA" Or Like "*NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS*" Or Like "*NORTHROP 
GRUMMAN*" Or Like "*NOVARTIS*" Or Like "*NOVELTIES" Or Like "*NOVO NORDISK*" Or Like 
"*NURERIES" Or Like "*NURSERIES" Or Like "*NURSERY" Or Like "*NUTRACEUTICALS" Or Like 
"*NUTRIENTS" Or Like "*NUTRITION" Or Like "*OCEANIQUES" Or Like "*OFFICE" Or Like "*OFFICES" 
Or Like "*OILWELL" Or Like "*ON-LINE" Or Like "*ONTARIO" Or Like "*OPERATIONS" Or Like 
"*OPERATORS" Or Like "*OPHTHALMICS" Or Like "*OPTHALMICS" Or Like "*OPTIC" Or Like 
"*OPTICAL" Or Like "*OPTICS" Or Like "*OPTIK" Or Like "*OPTIX" Or Like "*OPTRONICS" Or Like 
"*ORCHARDS" Or Like "*ORGANIZERS" Or Like "*ORTHODONTICS" Or Like "*ORTHOPAEDICS" Or 
Like "*ORTHOPEDIE" Or Like "*ORTHOPEDIQUE" Or Like "*ORTHOTICS" Or Like "*OUTDOOR" Or 
Like "*OUTDOORS" Or Like "*OUTFITTERS" Or Like "*OUTILLAGE" Or Like "*OUTILS" Or Like 
"*OUTLILLAGE" Or Like "*OXFAM*" Or Like "*PACKAGING" Or Like "*PACKING" Or Like "*PACKS" 
Or Like "*PAGES" Or Like "*PAINT" Or Like "*PAINTBALL" Or Like "*PAINTING" Or Like 
"*PANASONIC*" Or Like "*PANZANI*" Or Like "*PAPERS" Or Like "*PAPIERS" Or Like "*PARFUMS" Or 
Like "*PARK" Or Like "*PARTICIPATIONS" Or Like "*PARTICIPATIONS" Or Like "*PARTS" Or Like 
"*PARTS" Or Like "*PASTEAU MERIEUX*" Or Like "*PASTEUR MERIEUX*" Or Like "*PASTEUR 
MÉRIEUX*" Or Like "*PASTEUR SANOFI*" Or Like "*PATENTS" Or Like "*PATENT-TREUHAND-
GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*PATENTWERK" Or Like "*PATHWAYS" Or Like "*PECHENEY 
EMBALLAGE*" Or Like "*PECHINERY EMBALLAGE*" Or Like "*PECHINEY *" Or Like "*PELICAN 
DESIGN*" Or Like "*PELIKAN *" Or Like "*PENDING" Or Like "*PENNZOIL*" Or Like "*PERCUSSION" 
Or Like "*PERFECT" Or Like "*PERFORMANCE" Or Like "*PERIPHERALS" Or Like "*PERKIN ELMER*" 
Or Like "*PERKINELMER*" Or Like "*PERKIN-ELMER*" Or Like "*PERRIER VITTEL*" Or Like 
"*PETROLE" Or Like "*PETROLEUM" Or Like "*PEUGEOT CITROEN MOTEURS*" Or Like "*PFIZER*" 
Or Like "*PHARMA" Or Like "*PHARMACEUTIQUES" Or Like "*PHARMACIA" Or Like "*PHARMACIA 
& UPJOHN*" Or Like "*PHARMACIA AND UPJOHN*" Or Like "*PHARMAZEUTICA" Or Like 
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"*PHARMAZEUTIKA" Or Like "*PHARMCIA & UPJOHN*" Or Like "*PHARME" Or Like "*PHILIP 
MORRIS*" Or Like "*PHOTONICS" Or Like "*PHOTOS" Or Like "*PHYSIK" Or Like "*PICTURES" Or Like 
"*PIGMENTS" Or Like "*PIONEERS" Or Like "*PITTSBURGH" Or Like "*PLACE" Or Like "*PLANER" Or 
Like "*PLANET" Or Like "*PLANT" Or Like "*PLAST" Or Like "*PLASTICHE" Or Like "*PLASTICS" Or 
Like "*PLASTICS"" Or Like "*PLASTIQUE" Or Like "*PLASTIQUES" Or Like "*PLASTISCHE" Or Like 
"*PLASTURGIE" Or Like "*PLAYERS" Or Like "*POCKET" Or Like "*POLYMER" Or Like "*POLYMERS" 
Or Like "*POOLS" Or Like "*POWER" Or Like "*PRECISION" Or Like "*PREFABBRICATI*" Or Like 
"*PRESERVING" Or Like "*PRESSEREI*" Or Like "*PRICISION" Or Like "*PRIDE" Or Like "*PRINT" Or 
Like "*PRINTERS" Or Like "*PRINTING" Or Like "*-PRO" Or Like "*PROCEDURES" Or Like "*PROCESS" 
Or Like "*PROCESSING" Or Like "*PROCESSORS" Or Like "*PROCTER & GAMBLE*" Or Like 
"*PROCTOR & SCHWARTZ*" Or Like "*PROCTOR AND GAMBLE*" Or Like "*PRODUCTIONAB" Or 
Like "*PRODUKTIONS" Or Like "*PROFESSINNELLE" Or Like "*PROFESSIONNELLE" Or Like 
"*PROFILING" Or Like "*PROGRAMMING" Or Like "*PROGRAMS" Or Like "*PROJECTS" Or Like 
"*PROMOTIONS" Or Like "*PROPERTIES" Or Like "*PROPERTY" Or Like "*PROPRIETARY" Or Like 
"*PROSTHETICS" Or Like "*PROTECTION" Or Like "*PROTEOMICS" Or Like "*PROTOTYPENBAU" Or 
Like "*PRUFREX-ELECTRO-APPARATEBAU*" Or Like "*PRÜFREX-ELEKTRO-APPARATEBAU*" Or 
Like "*PUBLISHERS" Or Like "*PUBLISHING" Or Like "*PUCLICATIONS" Or Like "*PUMP" Or Like "*R 
& D" Or Like "*R&D" Or Like "*R. & D." Or Like "*RACKS" Or Like "*RADIATION" Or Like "*RADIO" Or 
Like "*RAFINERIJA*" Or Like "*RANCH" Or Like "*RAYCHEM*" Or Like "*RAYTHEON*" Or Like 
"*REALITE" Or Like "*REALITY" Or Like "*REALTY" Or Like "*RECHERCHE" Or Like "*RECHERCHES" 
Or Like "*RECKITT & COLMAN*" Or Like "*RECORDERS" Or Like "*RECORDING" Or Like 
"*RECOVERY" Or Like "*RECYCLING" Or Like "*REELS" Or Like "*REFRACTAIRES" Or Like 
"*REFRACTORIES" Or Like "*REFRIGENTATING" Or Like "*REFRIGERATING" Or Like 
"*REFRIGERATION" Or Like "*REG'D" Or Like "*REMY EQUIP*" Or Like "*RENAULT*" Or Like 
"*RENOLUX*" Or Like "*RENTALS" Or Like "*RESEARCH" Or Like "*RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT" Or Like "*RESINS" Or Like "*RESONANCES" Or Like "*RESORT" Or Like 
"*RESOURCES" Or Like "*RESTORATIONS" Or Like "*REUTER CHEMIS*" Or Like "*RHEIN BIOTECH*" 
Or Like "*RHODIA*" Or Like "*RHONEAPOULENC*" Or Like "*RHONE-POULENC*" Or Like "*RICHTER 
CEDEON*" Or Like "*RIETER ELITEX*" Or Like "*RINES" Or Like "*ROBOTICS" Or Like "*ROBOTIQUE" 
Or Like "*ROBOTS" Or Like "*RODS" Or Like "*ROHNE-POULENC*" Or Like "*ROHSTOFFE" Or Like 
"*ROLAND GEBHARDT*" Or Like "*ROLAND VLAEMYNCK TISSEUR*" Or Like 
"*ROLLADENKASTEN" Or Like "*ROLLS ROYCE*" Or Like "*ROLLS-ROYCE*" Or Like "*-ROM" Or 
Like "*RONE-POULENC*" Or Like "*RORINDUSTRI" Or Like "*ROTPUNKT DR. ANSO 
ZIMMERMANN*" Or Like "*ROTTA RESEARCH*" Or Like "*ROUSSEL UCLAF*" Or Like 
"*ROUSSELUCLAF*" Or Like "*ROWENTA-WERKE*" Or Like "*RUBBER" Or Like "*RUBIK STUDIO*" 
Or Like "*RUNNER" Or Like "*S. L." Or Like "*SACMI – COOPERATIVA*" Or Like "*SACMI-
COOPERATIVA*" Or Like "*SAFETY" Or Like "*SAF-T-LOK" Or Like "*SANDOFI-SYNTHELABO*" Or 
Like "*SANDS" Or Like "*SANITARIO*" Or Like "*SANITATION" Or Like "*SANOFI-*" Or Like 
"*SANOFIOSYNTHELABO*" Or Like "*SANOFI-STNTH{DOT OVER (E)}LABO*" Or Like "*SANTE" Or 
Like "*SANTÉ" Or Like "*SAVERS" Or Like "*SCAN" Or Like "*SCENTS" Or Like "*SCHERING-
PLOUGH*" Or Like "*SCHLUMBERGER*" Or Like "*SCHNEIDER & KLIPPEL*" Or Like "*SCHOTT 
FIBER*" Or Like "*SCHOTT GLAS*" Or Like "*SCHOTT-GLAS*" Or Like "*SCHWAN-STABILO*" Or Like 
"*SCHWARZKOPF*" Or Like "*SCHWEIZERISCHE BUNDESBAHNEN*" Or Like "*SCIENCE" Or Like 
"*SCIENCES" Or Like "*SCIENTIFIC" Or Like "*SCIENTIFIQUE" Or Like "*SCOTT GLASWERKE*" Or 
Like "*SCRAPERS" Or Like "*SCREEN" Or Like "*SEAL" Or Like "*SEATING" Or Like "*SECURE" Or Like 
"*SECURITE" Or Like "*SECURITIES" Or Like "*SEEDS" Or Like "*SELA SEMICONDUCTOR*" Or Like 
"*SELECTION" Or Like "*SELMA ELECTRONIQUE*" Or Like "*SEMICONDUCTOR" Or Like 
"*SEMICONDUCTORS" Or Like "*SENSE" Or Like "*SENSORS" Or Like "*SERVERS" Or Like 
"*SERVICOS LOA." Or Like "*SGS-THOMAS*" Or Like "*SGS-THOMSON*" Or Like "*SHAREHOLDERS" 
Or Like "*SHELL *" Or Like "*SHELTERS" Or Like "*SHIELD" Or Like "*SHIPBUILDING" Or Like 
"*SHOPPING" Or Like "*SIGNALISATION" Or Like "*SIGNATURE" Or Like "*SIGNS" Or Like 
"*SIMULATIONS" Or Like "*SINGAPORE" Or Like "*SIPA ROLLER*" Or Like "*SIPAROLLER*" Or Like 
"*SIPA-ROLLER*" Or Like "*SIPRA PATENT*" Or Like "*SITOUR*" Or Like "*SKW TROSTBERG*" Or 
Like "*SLAGTERIERNE" Or Like "*SMART" Or Like "*SMITH & *" Or Like "*SMITH KLINE &*" Or Like 
"*SMITHKLINE BEECHAM*" Or Like "*SMITHKLINE BEECHMAN*" Or Like "*SMITHKLINE 
BIOLOGICALS*" Or Like "*SMS SCHLOEMANN-*" Or Like "*SNECMA MOTEURS*" Or Like 
"*SNECMA-MOTEURS*" Or Like "*SOCIETA ITALIANA*" Or Like "*SOCIETE BELGE*" Or Like 
"*SOCIÉTÉ BELGE*" Or Like "*SOCIETE NATIONALE DES*CHEMINS DE FER FRANCAIS*" Or Like 
"*SOFTWARE" Or Like "*SOIERIES" Or Like "*SOLUTION" Or Like "*SOLUTIONS" Or Like 
"*SOLUTIONS" Or Like "*SONDERTEILEBAU" Or Like "*SONIC" Or Like "*SONICS" Or Like "*SOUND" 
Or Like "*SOUTH CAROLINA" Or Like "*SPEC." Or Like "*SPEC." Or Like "*SPECIALISTS" Or Like 
"*SPÉCIALITÉS" Or Like "*SPECIALTIES" Or Like "*SPECIALTY" Or Like "*SPECTRUM" Or Like 
"*SPEED" Or Like "*SPEZIALKULTUREN" Or Like "*SPIGGLE & THEIS*" Or Like "*SPINDELBAU" Or 
Like "*SPORTS" Or Like "*SPORTSWEAR" Or Like "*SPRAY" Or Like "*SPRINGS" Or Like 
"*STAHLBAU*" Or Like "*STAHLWAREN*" Or Like "*STALLEINRICHTUNGSBAU" Or Like "*STAR" Or 
Like "*STATION" Or Like "*STATISTIQUES" Or Like "*STEEL" Or Like "*STEELS" Or Like 
"*STOFFAUFBEREITUNG" Or Like "*STORAGE" Or Like "*STRUCTURES" Or Like "*STRUKTOR" Or 
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Like "*STUDIO" Or Like "*STUDIOS" Or Like "*STUDY" Or Like "*SUGRICAL" Or Like "*SUISSES 
FRANCE*" Or Like "*SUPPLIES" Or Like "*SUPPLY" Or Like "*SURFACES" Or Like "*SURGERY" Or Like 
"*SURGICAL" Or Like "*SUSPENSION" Or Like "*SUSPENSIONS" Or Like "*SUSTEMS" Or Like 
"*SUZUKI KAISHA TOSHIBA*" Or Like "*SWEEPER" Or Like "*SYNDICATE" Or Like "*SYNERGIE" Or 
Like "*SYNERGIZE" Or Like "*SYNTHES" Or Like "*SYNTHESE" Or Like "*SYNTHESIS" Or Like 
"*SYNTHETICS" Or Like "*SYS." Or Like "*SYST." Or Like "*SYSTEM" Or Like "*SYSTEME" Or Like 
"*SYSTEMES" Or Like "*SYSTÈMES" Or Like "*SYSTEMS" Or Like "*SYSTEMS." Or Like "*TEAM" Or 
Like "*TECH" Or Like "*-TECH" Or Like "*TECHNETICS" Or Like "*TECHNIC" Or Like "*TECHNICA" Or 
Like "*TECHNICS" Or Like "*TECHNIEK" Or Like "*TECHNIEK" Or Like "*TECHNIK" Or Like 
"*TECHNIQUE" Or Like "*TECHNIQUES" Or Like "*TECHNLOGY," Or Like "*TECHNO" Or Like 
"*TECHNOL" Or Like "*TECHNOLOG" Or Like "*TECHNOLOGIE" Or Like "*TECHNOLOGIES" Or Like 
"*TECHNOLOGIES)" Or Like "*TECHNOLOGIES," Or Like "*TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "*TEISSEIRE 
FRANCE*" Or Like "*TEKENBURO" Or Like "*TEKNIK" Or Like "*TEKNOLOGI" Or Like "*TELECOM" 
Or Like "*TELESYS" Or Like "*TELEVISION" Or Like "*TENCHNIK" Or Like "*TESSEIRE FRANCE*" Or 
Like "*TEXAS INSTRUMENTS*" Or Like "*TEXTILE" Or Like "*TEXTILES" Or Like "*TEXTURES" Or 
Like "*TH{ACUTE OVER (E)}RAPEUTICS" Or Like "*THE BABCOCK & WILCOX*" Or Like "*THE 
BABOCK & WILCOX*" Or Like "*THE BOEING*" Or Like "*THE DOW CHEMICAL*" Or Like "*THE 
GILLETTE*" Or Like "*THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER*" Or Like "*THE NETHERLANDS" Or Like 
"*THE PROCTER & GAMBLE*" Or Like "*THE UPJOHN COMANY*" Or Like "*THERAPEUCTICS" Or 
Like "*THERAPEUTIC" Or Like "*THERAPEUTICS" Or Like "*THERAPEUTIQUES" Or Like 
"*THERAPIES" Or Like "*THERMETRICS" Or Like "*THERMOPLAST" Or Like "*THOMSPON 
COMPOSANTS*" Or Like "*TIEFBAU" Or Like "*TIMBER" Or Like "*TIRE" Or Like "*TISSUE" Or Like 
"*TOOL" Or Like "*TOOLBOX" Or Like "*TOOLING" Or Like "*TOOLS" Or Like "*TOYOTA*" Or Like 
"*TOYOTA*" Or Like "*TOYS" Or Like "*TRACK" Or Like "*TRACKER" Or Like "*TRACTOR" Or Like 
"*TRACTO-TECHNIK*" Or Like "*TRAILERS" Or Like "*TRAINERS" Or Like "*TRAINS" Or Like 
"*TRANSFER" Or Like "*TRANSFORMER" Or Like "*TRANSFORMERS" Or Like "*TRANSIERES" Or Like 
"*TRANSMISSION" Or Like "*TRANSMISSIONS" Or Like "*TRANSPLANTS" Or Like "*TRANSPORT" Or 
Like "*TRAVELER" Or Like "*TRAVELWARE" Or Like "*TREATMENT" Or Like "*TRENDS" Or Like 
"*TROCKNERBAU" Or Like "*TROIS SUISSES FRANCE*" Or Like "*TRONIC" Or Like "*TRONICS" Or 
Like "*TRONIX" Or Like "*TRUCKS" Or Like "*TSELEVOI NAUCHNO-TEKHNICHESKY 
KOOPERATIV*" Or Like "*TURBINES" Or Like "*ULTRASONIC" Or Like "*UNIFORMS" Or Like 
"*UNILEVER*" Or Like "*UNION CARBIDE*" Or Like "*UNITED MICROELECTRONICS*" Or Like 
"*UNITS" Or Like "*UNIVERSAL" Or Like "*USINOR *" Or Like "*UTAH" Or Like "*UTILITY" Or Like 
"*VALEURS" Or Like "*VAN DE WIELE INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "*VEHICLES" Or Like "*VELCRO 
EUROPE*" Or Like "*VERARBEITUNG*" Or Like "*VERARBEITUNGE" Or Like 
"*VERFAHRENSTECHNIK*" Or Like "*VERPACHTUNGEN" Or Like "*VERPACKUNG" Or Like 
"*VERPACKUNGEN*" Or Like "*VERTRIEB" Or Like "*VERTRIEBS" Or Like "*VETERINAIRE" Or Like 
"*VIAFRANCE*" Or Like "*VIBRATION" Or Like "*VIDEO" Or Like "*VISA INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like 
"*VISIBLES" Or Like "*VISION" Or Like "*VISIONS" Or Like "*VISUALIZATION" Or Like "*VISUALS" Or 
Like "*VOEST-ALPINE*" Or Like "*VOLKSWAGEN*" Or Like "*VOLLEYBALL" Or Like "*VOLVO*" Or 
Like "*VOLVO*" Or Like "*VORRICHTUNGSBAU" Or Like "*VYZKUMNY USTAV PRO FARMACII A 
BIOCHEMII*" Or Like "*W. R. GRACE &*" Or Like "*WAGONS" Or Like "*WALT DISNEY 
PRODUCTIONS*" Or Like "*WALTER SARSTEDT *" Or Like "*WAREHOUSE" Or Like "*WATCHES" Or 
Like "*WATER" Or Like "*WATKINS-JOHNSON*" Or Like "*WAVETEK WANDEL*" Or Like 
"*WELDING" Or Like "*WELLS" Or Like "*WERKSTÄTTE" Or Like "*WERKZEUGBAU" Or Like 
"*WERKZEUGBAU*" Or Like "*WERKZEUGE" Or Like "*WHEELS" Or Like "*WHOLESALERS" Or Like 
"*WINDM{OVERSCORE (O)}LLER & HÖLSCHER*" Or Like "*WINDMOELLER & HOLESCHER*" Or 
Like "*WINDMOELLER & HOLSCHER*" Or Like "*WINDMOLLER & HOSCHER*" Or Like 
"*WINDMOLLER AND HOLSCHER*" Or Like "*WINDMOLLER HOLSCHER*" Or Like "*WINDNOLLER 
& HOLSCHER*" Or Like "*WINERY" Or Like "*WIRELESS" Or Like "*WOOD" Or Like "*WORK" Or Like 
"*WORKS" Or Like "*WORK'S" Or Like "*WORKSHOPS" Or Like "*WORLD" Or Like "*WORLDCOM" Or 
Like "*WORLDWIDE" Or Like "*WOVENS" Or Like "*WRANGLER*" Or Like "*WYETH 
PHARMACEUTICALS*" Or Like "*WYETH-AYERST RESEARCH*" Or Like "*XEIKON*" Or Like 
"*XEROX*" Or Like "*X-RAY" Or Like "*X-RAYS" Or Like "*YACHTS" Or Like "*YVES ROCHER" Or 
Like "*YVES SAINT LAURENT PARFUMES*" Or Like "*ZIPPO FRANCE*" Or Like "*ZUBEHOR*" Or Like 
"3M *" Or Like "A. & M. COUSIN ETABLISSEMENTS*" Or Like "ABB KENT*" Or Like "ABB*" Or Like 
"ABB-*" Or Like "ACIÉRIES RÉUNIES*" Or Like "ACIERS ET OUTILLAGE PEUGEOT*" Or Like 
"ACTIV*" Or Like "ADVANCED *" Or Like "AEG*" Or Like "AERITALIA -*" Or Like "AERO*" Or Like 
"AEROSPATIALE MATRA*" Or Like "AGFA-GEVAERT*" Or Like "AGROZET KONCERN*" Or Like 
"AHLSTROM*" Or Like "AIR *" Or Like "AIR LIQUIDE*" Or Like "AIRBUS*" Or Like "AKZO NOBEL*" Or 
Like "AKZO NOBEL*" Or Like "ALCATEL*" Or Like "ALCOA CLOSURE*" Or Like "ALLERGAN*" Or 
Like "ALLEVARD*" Or Like "ALLIEDSIGNAL*" Or Like "ALSTOM*" Or Like "AMCHEM PRODUCTS*" 
Or Like "AMCOR*" Or Like "APACK AG*" Or Like "APPARATEBAU BIERSDORF*" Or Like 
"APPAREILLAGE*" Or Like "APPAREILLAGES ET MATÉRIELS*" Or Like "APPAREILS*" Or Like 
"APPLICATION*" Or Like "APPLIED GENETICS INCORPORATED*" Or Like "ARCHITECT*" Or Like 
"ART TECH GIGADISC*" Or Like "ARVINMERITOR*" Or Like "ASGLAWO GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRÄNKTER HAFTUNG*" Or Like "AT&T*" Or Like "ATLANTIC - SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE*" Or Like 
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"ATOFINA*" Or Like "ATOMIC SKIFABRIK*" Or Like "ATR COMMUNICATION*" Or Like "ATR HUMAN 
INFORMATION*" Or Like "ATZ-EVUS*" Or Like "AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S.*" Or Like "AUSIMONT*" Or 
Like "AUTE AG*" Or Like "AUTO *" Or Like "AUTOMOBILES*" Or Like "AUTOMOBILES*" Or Like 
"AVERY DENNISON*" Or Like "AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT*" Or Like "AWG 
ABFALLWIRTSCHAFTSGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "AXIS U.S.A.*" Or Like "B.S.D. BIO SCIENCE*" Or 
Like "BACO – CONSTRUCTIONS*" Or Like "BASF *" Or Like "BAVARIA FEUERLÖSCH-
APPARATEBAU*" Or Like "BAYER *" Or Like "BELL & HOWELL MAIL*" Or Like "BELL ATLANTIC*" 
Or Like "BELL COMMUNICATIONS*" Or Like "BELTEC*" Or Like "BELWITH*" Or Like "BENDIX*" Or 
Like "BERCHTOLD AG*" Or Like "BERGISCHE ACHSENFABRIK*" Or Like "BERLINER 
WASSERBETRIEBE*" Or Like "BERTRAND FAURE*" Or Like "BESTLINE LINER*" Or Like "BEUTLER 
MASCHINENBAU*" Or Like "BICORE MONITORING*" Or Like "BIFORCE*" Or Like "BIO 
CYBERNETICS*" Or Like "BIO-CONCEPT*" Or Like "BIOMASYS*" Or Like "BIOMET MERCK*" Or Like 
"BIO-RAD*" Or Like "BIOSCIENCE 2002*" Or Like "BIURO PROJEKTOW PRZEMYSLU*" Or Like "BLAU 
KG*" Or Like "BLITZ U.S.A.*" Or Like "BLOCKIT & LOCKIT*" Or Like "BLOOM & KRETEN*" Or Like 
"BLUE SEA*" Or Like "BLUE SKY*" Or Like "BNF METALS*" Or Like "BOEHRINGER*" Or Like "BOSCH 
SYSTEMES*" Or Like "BOSCH SYSTEMS*" Or Like "BOUYGUES*" Or Like 
"BRIDGESTONE/FIRESTONE*" Or Like "BRITISH AEROSPACE*" Or Like "BRITISH AIRWAYS*" Or Like 
"BRITISH ALCAN ALUMINIUM*" Or Like "BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO*" Or Like "BRITISH 
BIOCELL INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "BRITISH BIOTECH PHARMACEUTICALS*" Or Like "BRITISH 
CASTORS*" Or Like "BRITISH CERAMIC RESEARCH*" Or Like "BRITISH GAS*" Or Like "BRITISH 
INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS*" Or Like "BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS*" Or Like "BRITISH PIPE COATERS*" 
Or Like "BRITISH POLYTHENE*" Or Like "BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING*" Or Like "BRITISH STEEL*" 
Or Like "BRITISH SUGAR*" Or Like "BRITISH TECHNOLOGY GROUP*" Or Like "BRITISH 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS*" Or Like "BRITISH UNITED SHOE MACHINERY*" Or Like "BRITISH-
AMERICAN TOBACCO*" Or Like "BRUNSWICK*" Or Like "BTR BLUMBERGER*" Or Like 
"BUDENHEIM IBERICA*" Or Like "BUREAU D'ETUDES ECLAIRAGE*" Or Like "BURNER SYSTEMS 
INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "BURO*" Or Like "BÜRO*" Or Like "C.T.M.I. COTTON TEXTILES*" Or Like 
"C.T.R., CONSULTORIA*" Or Like "CABINET*" Or Like "CABLE*" Or Like "CAISSE*" Or Like "CANAL 
+*" Or Like "CANAL+*" Or Like "CAOUTCHOUC MANUFACTURE*" Or Like "CARBONE LORRAINE 
APPLICATIONS*" Or Like "CARTONNAGES*" Or Like "CARTONNERIE*" Or Like "CATALYSTS AND 
CHEMICAL*" Or Like "CEGEDUR SOCIETE DE TRANSFORMATION*" Or Like "CELLULARVISION 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "CENTRAL LABO EUROPE*" Or Like "CENTRE D'ETUDES ET DE 
RECHERCHES DE L'INDUSTRIE*" Or Like "CENTRE D'ETUDES ET RECHERCHE POUR 
L'AUTOMOBILE*" Or Like "CENTRE INTERGÉNÉRATION POUR L'EMPLOI*" Or Like "CENTRE 
INTERNATIONAL DE RECHERCHES DERMATOLOGIQUES*" Or Like "CENTRE STEPHANOIS*" Or Like 
"CENTRE TECHNIQUE CUIR  CHAUSSURE MAROQUINERIE*" Or Like "CENTRE TECHNIQUE DE 
L'INDUSTRIE DES PAPIERS*" Or Like "CENTRE TECHNIQUE DES INDUSTRIES MECANIQUES*" Or 
Like "CENTRE TECHNIQUE DU BOIS ET DE L'AMEUBLEMENT*" Or Like "CENTRE TECHNIQUE 
INDUSTRIEL DIT*" Or Like "CERBERUS GUINARD*" Or Like "CESA COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE*" Or 
Like "CESA-COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE*" Or Like "CETERIS HOLDING B.V.*" Or Like "CFPI *" Or Like 
"CHAMPION*" Or Like "CHANTIERS DU NORD*" Or Like "CHARBONNAGES DE FRANCE*" Or Like 
"CHEMISCHE FABRIK*" Or Like "CHEVRON*" Or Like "CHICOPEE*" Or Like "CHIMIE*" Or Like 
"CIRCUIT FOIL*" Or Like "CLEARWATER INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "COGEMA*" Or Like "COLD 
PLASMA APPLICATIONS*" Or Like "COLMANT CUVELIER*" Or Like "COMMUNICATION*" Or Like 
"COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE D'ACCUMULATEURS*" Or Like "COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE DE 
COMPOSANTS*" Or Like "COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE DE*TELETRANSMISSION*" Or Like 
"COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE RAFFINAGE*" Or Like "COMPTOIR*" Or Like "COMPTOIR*" Or Like 
"COMPUTERGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "COMURHEX SOCIÉTÉ*" Or Like "CONCEPTION*" Or Like 
"CONSTRUCTION DE*" Or Like "CONSTRUCTION*" Or Like "CONSTRUCTIONS ELECTR*" Or Like 
"CONSTRUCTIONS INDUSTRI*" Or Like "CONSTRUCTIONS MECANI*" Or Like "CONSTRUCTIONS 
NAVALES*" Or Like "CONTINENTAL*" Or Like "COÖPERATIEVE WEIPRODUKTEN*" Or Like 
"CORNEAL*" Or Like "CORPORATE MEDIA PARTNERS*" Or Like "COURTAULDS*" Or Like "COUSIN 
BIOTECH*" Or Like "CP KELCO U.S.*" Or Like "CP8*" Or Like "CREATION*" Or Like "CREATIVE*" Or 
Like "CREUSOT-LOIRE*" Or Like "CROUZET*" Or Like "CSEM CENTRE SUISSE*" Or Like "CUBIC 
AUTOMATIC REVENUE*" Or Like "CYCLES PEUGEOT*" Or Like "D.F.M. AUTOMAZIONE*" Or Like 
"D.R.O.P.I.C.*" Or Like "DANZIGER*" Or Like "DASSAULT*" Or Like "DATA *" Or Like "DÄTWYLER 
AG*" Or Like "DAVID KENNEDY (ENGINEERS)*" Or Like "DE DIETRICH & CIE*" Or Like 
"DECATHLON*" Or Like "DELL U.S.A.*" Or Like "DELTA*" Or Like "DESIGN*" Or Like "DEUSSEN 
KUNSTSTOFFTECHNIK*" Or Like "DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT ZUM BAU*" Or Like "DIGITAL *" Or 
Like "DÖLCO-EXQUISIT*" Or Like "DOSAPRO MILTON ROY*" Or Like "DRAGON CLAW*" Or Like 
"DROPIC SOCIÉTÉ CIVILE*" Or Like "DSM*" Or Like "DUCKWORTH &*" Or Like "DÜMMEN 
JUNGPFLANZEN*" Or Like "DUNLOP LIMITED*" Or Like "DUPONT TEIJIN FILMS*" Or Like "DURST 
AG*" Or Like "DVGW DEUTSCHER VEREIN DES GAS*" Or Like "E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS*" Or 
Like "E.G.O. ELEKTRO-GERATE*" Or Like "EADS*" Or Like "EAGLE*" Or Like "ECIA - *" Or Like 
"ECIA*" Or Like "ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE*" Or Like "ELECTROLUX*" Or Like "ELEKTRO-WÄRME-
TECHNIK*" Or Like "ELF *" Or Like "ELF *" Or Like "ELF-*" Or Like "ELITEX KONCERN*" Or Like 
"EMIDE-METALLINDUSTRIE*" Or Like "EMITEC GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "EMUGE-WERK 
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RICHARD GLIMPEL FABRIK*" Or Like "EMUGE-WERK RICHARD GLIMPEL, FABRIK*" Or Like 
"ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "ENTERPRISE IRELAND*" Or Like 
"ENTREPRISE GENERALE DE CHAUFFAGE*" Or Like "ESOTERIC AUDIO U.S.A.*" Or Like "ESPADA 
ANSTALT*" Or Like "ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "ETESIA*" Or Like "ETHICON*" Or Like 
"ETUDES ET FABRICATION DOWELL*" Or Like "ETUDES TECHNIQUES-FRANCHE COMTE*" Or Like 
"EUROCOPTER*" Or Like "EUROFARAD*" Or Like "EUROFOURS*" Or Like "EXIDE*" Or Like "F.C.I.*" 
Or Like "FABRIQUE D'IMPLANTS ET D'INSTRUMENTS*" Or Like "FAG KUGELFISCHER GEORG 
SCHAFER*" Or Like "FAG*" Or Like "FARMITALIA CARLO ERBA*" Or Like "FAURECIA*" Or Like 
"FCB*" Or Like "FERCO INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "FILA U.S.A.*" Or Like "FIRST*" Or Like 
"FORFAS*" Or Like "FORGES DE BELLES*" Or Like "FRAMATOME*" Or Like "FRANCE TELECOM*" Or 
Like "FRANCE TÉLÉCOM*" Or Like "FRANCO BELGE*" Or Like "FRANCO-BELGE DE FABRICATION*" 
Or Like "FRANCO-BELGE*" Or Like "FREYSSINET INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "FRIATEC AG*" Or Like 
"FRIED. KRUPP AG*" Or Like "FRIEDRICH NETTELHOFF KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"FRIESLAND (FRICO*" Or Like "FRITZ SCHÄFER GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "FROMAGERIE*" Or Like 
"G.M.C. FOR GLASS*" Or Like "GALDERMA RESEARCH*" Or Like "GARTENBAU*" Or Like "GAZ *" Or 
Like "GE *" Or Like "GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS*" Or Like "GE POWER CONTROLS*" Or Like "GEBR. 
KNAUF*" Or Like "GEBR. PÖPPELMANN*" Or Like "GEBR. VERWER*" Or Like "GEBR. VLETTER*" Or 
Like "GEC ALSTHOM*" Or Like "GEMPLUS*" Or Like "GENERAL DYNAMICS*" Or Like "GENERAL 
ELECTRIC*" Or Like "GENERAL*" Or Like "GENOSSENSCHAFT VEBO*" Or Like "GERD SCHULZ 
FAHRZEUG*" Or Like "GERSTEEN EXERÇANT*" Or Like "GESELLSCHAFT FÜR FORSCHUNG UND  
ENTWICKLUNG*" Or Like "GEWERKSCHAFT SOPHIA-JACOBA*" Or Like "GEWERKSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"GIRAVIONS DORAND*" Or Like "GLACERIES*" Or Like "GOLD- UND SILBER-SCHEIDEANSTALT*" 
Or Like "GOLDEN *" Or Like "GRANITERIE*" Or Like "GRASS VALLEY*" Or Like "GREAT LAKES *" Or 
Like "GRIFFITH LABORATORIES*" Or Like "GRINGOIRE-BROSSARD*" Or Like "GROUPEMENT DES 
CARTES*" Or Like "GROVE U.S.*" Or Like "GRUGA U.S.A.*" Or Like "GRUNDIG E.M.V.*" Or Like 
"GUERBET GUINARD CENTRIFUGATION*" Or Like "H. ERNAULT-SOMUA*" Or Like "HAAG-STREIT 
AG*" Or Like "HAARMANN*" Or Like "HALLIBURTON*" Or Like "HANDY*" Or Like "HANS OETIKER 
AG*" Or Like "HANS WIDMAIER FABRIK*" Or Like "HEINRICH BAUMGARTEN KG*" Or Like 
"HEINRICH J. KESSEBÖHMER DRAHT*" Or Like "HEINRICH MACK NACHF.*" Or Like "HEINRICH 
MARTI MAIN MANAGEMENT*" Or Like "HEINZ SCHAAF NAHRUNGSMITTEL*" Or Like 
"HEINZMANN, RAINER*" Or Like "HENKEL KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "HENSLEY 
PLASMA PLUG PARTNERSHIP*" Or Like "HERBERT ZIPPEL MOOSBACH*" Or Like "HERMANN 
HIRSCH LEDER-*" Or Like "HEWLETT-PACKARD*" Or Like "HIGH *" Or Like "HIGHLAND 
MANUFACTURING*" Or Like "HIGHWAVE OPTICAL TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like "HISPANO SUIZA*" 
Or Like "HITACHI*" Or Like "HOECHST*" Or Like "HOESCHST*" Or Like "HOLDING*" Or Like 
"HOLLAND *" Or Like "HOLTSCH METALLWARENHERSTELLUNG*" Or Like "HOME *" Or Like 
"HONEYWELL*" Or Like "HORLOGERIE PHOTOGRAPHIQUE FRANCAISE*" Or Like "HÖRMANN KG*" 
Or Like "HORST K. LOTZ FEUERSCHUTZBAUSTOFFE*" Or Like "HOSPAL INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like 
"HOTCHKISS-BRANDT*" Or Like "HOWMEDICA INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "HRL LABORATORIES*" 
Or Like "HUBER & SUHNER AG*" Or Like "HUREL HISPANO*" Or Like "HUREL-HISPANO*" Or Like 
"HUTCHINSON *" Or Like "HUTCHINSON-*" Or Like "HYDRO*" Or Like "HYDROPERFECT*" Or Like 
"HYDRO-QUEBEC*" Or Like "HYDRO-QUÉBEC*" Or Like "HYUNDAI*" Or Like "I.S.S. (U.S.A.)*" Or Like 
"IBEO INGENIEURBÜRO*" Or Like "IBM *" Or Like "ICBT*" Or Like "ID *" Or Like "IDEAS *" Or Like 
"IDENTI*" Or Like "IMEDEX*" Or Like "IMERYS*" Or Like "IMMUN*" Or Like "IMMUNOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATES*" Or Like "IMPERIAL CANCER*" Or Like "IMPLANTO-LOCK GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"IMPORT-EXPORT*" Or Like "IMPRESA COSTRUZIONI*" Or Like "IMPULSE *" Or Like "INDUSTRIA*" 
Or Like "INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOTIVE FASTENERS*" Or Like "INDUSTRIKONTAKT ING. O. 
ELLINGSEN*" Or Like "INFRA*" Or Like "INGENIERBURO*" Or Like "INGENIERIA*" Or Like 
"INGENIERIE*" Or Like "INGENIEUBURO*" Or Like "INGENIEURB*" Or Like 
"INGENIEURGEMEINSCHAFT*" Or Like "INGENIEURGESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"INGENJORSFIRMAN*" Or Like "INNOVAT*" Or Like "INNOVATION *" Or Like "INNOVATIVE *" Or 
Like "INTEGRATED *" Or Like "INTEGRATED VASCULAR INTERVENTIONAL*" Or Like 
"INTELLIGENT *" Or Like "INTERACTIVE *" Or Like "INTERCONTROLE*" Or Like "INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS MACHINES*" Or Like "INTERNATIONAL INTEC PATENT*" Or Like "INTERSPORT*" Or Like 
"INTREPRINDEREA *" Or Like "ION *" Or Like "IPSO*" Or Like "IRIS *" Or Like "ISKRAEMECO*" Or 
Like "ISOVER*" Or Like "ISOVER*" Or Like "ITT *" Or Like "JACK KENNEDY METAL PRODUCTS*" Or 
Like "JET *" Or Like "JOHNSON & JOHNSON*" Or Like "JOHNSON CONTROLS*" Or Like "JOS. 
HUNKELER AG*" Or Like "JOSEF + HEINRICH WESTHOFF*" Or Like "JUWELIER*" Or Like "K.K. UENO 
SEIYAKU*" Or Like "KABELWERKE*" Or Like "KABUSHI KAISHA *" Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
ASANO*" Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA KAISUI*" Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA NAKA*" Or Like 
"KABUSHIKI KAISHA UENO*" Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA ZEN KENCHIKU*" Or Like "KAI U.S.A.*" 
Or Like "KARL LAUTENSCHLÄGER KG*" Or Like "KARTOGRAPHIE*" Or Like "KARWENDEL-
WERKE*" Or Like "KAYSERSBERG PACKAGING*" Or Like "KB *" Or Like "KB COLD ISOSTATIC 
PRESS SYSTEMS CIPS*" Or Like "KEMCAST PARTNERS*" Or Like "KENT RIDGE DIGITAL LABS*" Or 
Like "KIS*" Or Like "KLIPPAN G.M.B.H*" Or Like "KLÖCKNER GEFI KG*" Or Like "KOBUSHIKI 
KAISHA *" Or Like "KOMET*" Or Like "KOMMANDIITTIYHTIO*" Or Like "KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS 
ELECTRONICS*" Or Like "KONSTRUKTIONS*" Or Like "KRATON POLYMERS*" Or Like "KRIEG ET 
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ZIVY*" Or Like "KUMMER FRÈRES SA*" Or Like "KUNST*" Or Like "KVAERNER*" Or Like 
"KWEKERIJ*" Or Like "KWEKERJI*" Or Like "LA POSTE*" Or Like "LABAVIA*" Or Like 
"LABORATOIRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHES ELECTRONIQUES*" Or Like "LAFARGE*" Or Like 
"LAINIERE DE PICARDIE*" Or Like "LAIR LIQUIDE*" Or Like "L'AIR LIQUIDE*" Or Like "LAMBDA*" 
Or Like "LASER *" Or Like "LE CENTRE THOMSON D'APPLICATIONS RADARS*" Or Like "LE JOINT 
FRANCAIS*" Or Like "LEGRAND*" Or Like "LEK*" Or Like "LEK, TOVARNA FARMACEVTSKIH*" Or 
Like "LES *" Or Like "LG *" Or Like "LIBERTY*" Or Like "LINDE *" Or Like "LITTLE *" Or Like 
"LOCKHEED VOUGHT *" Or Like "LOCKHEED-MARTIN *" Or Like "LOCKHEED-MARTIN*" Or Like 
"LOCTITE*" Or Like "LOGO*" Or Like "LOOK *" Or Like "L'OR{ACUTE OVER (E)}AL*" Or Like "LÜKON 
FABRIK*" Or Like "LUMILEDS LIGHTING*" Or Like "LYONNAISE DES EAUX*" Or Like "M B K 
INDUSTRIE*" Or Like "MACHINE *" Or Like "MACHINE-*" Or Like "MACHINES *" Or Like "MAGNE*" 
Or Like "MAGNETEK*" Or Like "MAGNETIC ELEKTROMOTOREN A.G.*" Or Like "MANUFACTURE 
BOURGUIGNONNE*" Or Like "MANUFACTURE D'APPAREILLAGE*" Or Like "MARCONI *" Or Like 
"MARINOX *" Or Like "MAROC-*" Or Like "MARS *" Or Like "MASCHINEN*" Or Like "MASTER*" Or 
Like "MATERIEL ET AUXILIAIRE DE SIGNALISATION*" Or Like "MATRA *" Or Like "MATRA*" Or 
Like "MATSUSHITA *" Or Like "MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC*" Or Like "MATSUSHITA-*" Or Like 
"MAUBOUSSIN *" Or Like "MAZDA *" Or Like "MCCORD *" Or Like "MECANARBED*" Or Like 
"MECANIQUE *" Or Like "MÉCANIQUE *" Or Like "MECHANISCHE*" Or Like "MEDICAL *" Or Like 
"MEDICO*" Or Like "MEGO AFEK INDUSTRIAL*" Or Like "MEMSCAP*" Or Like "MERCERON*" Or Like 
"MERCK PATENT*" Or Like "MERCK*" Or Like "MERITOR *" Or Like "MERITOR HEAVY VEHICLE*" 
Or Like "MERITOR LIGHT VEHICLE*" Or Like "METAL LEVE S/A*" Or Like "METAL WORKS*" Or Like 
"MICHELIN *" Or Like "MICRO-MEGA*" Or Like "MICRON*" Or Like "MICROSOFT *" Or Like 
"MICROWAVE *" Or Like "MIDREX INTERNATIONAL B.V.*" Or Like "MILCHWERKE*" Or Like 
"MILLENNIUM *" Or Like "MILLS*" Or Like "MINNESOTA *" Or Like "MINNESOTA MINING*" Or Like 
"MINNESOTA,*" Or Like "MINNESOTAMINING*" Or Like "MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC*" Or Like 
"MITSUBISHI*" Or Like "MITSUBISHI*" Or Like "MITSUI*" Or Like "MOBIL OIL*" Or Like "MOBIL*" Or 
Like "MOBILE *" Or Like "MOLEX *" Or Like "MOMENTUM *" Or Like "MONSANTO*" Or Like "MOORE 
U.S.A.*" Or Like "MOTORLOLA*" Or Like "MOTOROLA*" Or Like "MOUNTAIN*" Or Like "MTU *" Or 
Like "MULTIBRAS S/A*" Or Like "MVZ MASCHINENBAU UND VERZAHNUNGSTECHNIK*" Or Like 
"NABI*" Or Like "NAFA*" Or Like "NATURAL*" Or Like "NAVISTAR*" Or Like "NEC *" Or Like 
"NELLCAR*" Or Like "NELLCOR PURITAN*" Or Like "NELLCOR*" Or Like "NEM POWER-SYSTEMS*" 
Or Like "NETAFIM*" Or Like "NETWORK *" Or Like "NEU *" Or Like "NEUMÜNSTERSCHE 
MASCHINEN- UND APPARATEBAU*" Or Like "NEW *" Or Like "NEWTEC *" Or Like "NEXANS*" Or 
Like "NEYRPIC*" Or Like "NGK *" Or Like "NIPPON *" Or Like "NIPPON*" Or Like "NO.*" Or Like "NON-
*" Or Like "NORAPP*" Or Like "NORSOLOR*" Or Like "NORSOLOR*" Or Like "NORTEL*" Or Like 
"NORTH AMERICAN *" Or Like "NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORP*" Or Like "NORTHERN *" Or Like 
"NORTON *" Or Like "NOUVEAUX*" Or Like "NOVO *" Or Like "NOVO NORDISK*" Or Like 
"NOVOZYMES*" Or Like "NUTRINOVA*" Or Like "NUTRISET*" Or Like "NUTRITION*" Or Like 
"NUVASIVE*" Or Like "OBERLAND-SCHNEEKETTEN*" Or Like "OCEAN *" Or Like "OCEANEERING*" 
Or Like "OCTAL*" Or Like "ODYSSEY*" Or Like "OFFICINA MECCANICA *" Or Like "OFFICINE*" Or 
Like "OLIN*" Or Like "OLYMPUS *" Or Like "OMEGA *" Or Like "OMNI*" Or Like "OMNIUM 
FINANCIER AQUITAINE*" Or Like "ONE *" Or Like "OPEN*" Or Like "OPSITECH*" Or Like "OPTIQUE*" 
Or Like "OPTISCHE WERKE*" Or Like "ORBISPHERE*" Or Like "ORDICAM RECHERCHE ET*" Or Like 
"ORION-YHTYMÄ OY*" Or Like "OSA *" Or Like "OTV *" Or Like "OUTILLAGE*" Or Like "OWENS 
CORNING *" Or Like "OWENS CORNING*" Or Like "P C U K*" Or Like "PACESETTER INFUSION LTD.*" 
Or Like "PACIFIC *" Or Like "PACKET *" Or Like "PACKARD *" Or Like "PALOMAR*" Or Like 
"PAPER*" Or Like "PAPETERIES *" Or Like "PARADYNE*" Or Like "PARFUM *" Or Like "PARFUMS 
*" Or Like "PARK-*" Or Like "PARKER *" Or Like "PARKER-*" Or Like "PARKE, DAVIS *" Or Like 
"PARKE DAVIS *" Or Like "PACKIN *" Or Like "PACKAG*" Or Like "PASS *" Or Like "PASSAT-
MASCHINENBAU*" Or Like "PASTEUR MERIEUX SERUMS*" Or Like "PATENT-GEMEINSCHAFT*" Or 
Like "PATENTS AND RESEARCHES ESTABLISHMENT*" Or Like "PCI PARFUMS*" Or Like "PDT*" Or 
Like "PECHINEY*" Or Like "PEINTURES*" Or Like "PERFECT *" Or Like "PERFORMANCE*" Or Like 
"PERMELEC*" Or Like "PERSONAL *" Or Like "PESTOP*" Or Like "PETER KWASNY KG*" Or Like 
"PETPOLEUM*" Or Like "PETRO-*" Or Like "PEUGEOT*" Or Like "PFITZNER, CHRISTIAN (ALS 
GESELLSCHAFTER*" Or Like "PHARMA *" Or Like "PHARMA-*" Or Like "PHARMABERATUNG*" Or 
Like "PHARMING*" Or Like "PHILIPS *" Or Like "PHILIPS COMPOSANTS*" Or Like "PHILIPS ELECT*" 
Or Like "PHOENICIA*" Or Like "PHOENIX*" Or Like "PHYTOPHARM*" Or Like "PIERRE FABRE*" Or 
Like "PILECON*" Or Like "PIONEER *" Or Like "PIONEER*" Or Like "PIRELLI *" Or Like "PISCINES*" Or 
Like "PIXAR AMINATION*" Or Like "PIXAR*" Or Like "PIXEL*" Or Like "PLANT *" Or Like "PLASFIL*" 
Or Like "PLASMA *" Or Like "PLASMOTEG*" Or Like "PLASTECH*" Or Like "PLASTI-*" Or Like 
"PLASTIC-*" Or Like "PLASTIQUES*" Or Like "PLASTRO*" Or Like "PLIVA*" Or Like "PLIVA*" Or Like 
"PLIVE*" Or Like "POCKETS*" Or Like "POCLAIN*" Or Like "POLAROID*" Or Like "POLIGONO*" Or 
Like "POLIMEROS*" Or Like "POLY *" Or Like "POLYLINK*" Or Like "POLYMER *" Or Like 
"POLYVALOR*" Or Like "POMA OTIS SYSTEMES*" Or Like "PORSCHE*" Or Like "POTOMAC*" Or Like 
"POWER *" Or Like "POWERCARD*" Or Like "PRATT &*" Or Like "PRECIOUS*" Or Like "PRECISE *" Or 
Like "PRECISION*" Or Like "PREMIER *" Or Like "PREMIER *" Or Like "PREMIUM *" Or Like 
"PREUSSAG*" Or Like "PRICE WATERHOUSE*" Or Like "PRIME *" Or Like "PRINCETON *" Or Like 
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"PROCEDES *" Or Like "PROCESS *" Or Like "PRO-CLEAN*" Or Like "PROCTER & GAMBLE*" Or Like 
"PRODATA*" Or Like "PROGRESSIVE *" Or Like "PROMO*" Or Like "PROTECTION *" Or Like 
"PROTEIN *" Or Like "PROTISVALOR*" Or Like "PROTON *" Or Like "PROVIDENCE*" Or Like 
"PRÜFREX-ELEKTRO-APPARATEBAU*" Or Like "PRUTECH*" Or Like "PRZEDSIEBIORSTWO 
MONTAZU*" Or Like "PUCKETTS*" Or Like "PULSE*" Or Like "PUMA *" Or Like "PURIFICATION*" Or 
Like "QUALCOMM*" Or Like "QUALITY *" Or Like "QUALTRON*" Or Like "QUANTUM*" Or Like 
"QUARTZ*" Or Like "QUESTEL*" Or Like "QUICK*" Or Like "R & D INDUSTRIES*" Or Like "R.A.T.P. 
REGIE AUTONOME*" Or Like "R.E.O.S.C.*" Or Like "RAADGIVENDE INGENIOER*" Or Like "RACING 
*" Or Like "RADIO *" Or Like "RAGULA*" Or Like "RAINBOW-*" Or Like "RALIMENT*" Or Like "RAMA-
*" Or Like "RAPID *" Or Like "REAL *" Or Like "REALISATIONS*" Or Like "RÉALISATIONS*" Or Like 
"RÉALISATIONS, ETUDES & COMMERCIALISATION*" Or Like "RECYCLING-*" Or Like "REGAL *" Or 
Like "REGIE *" Or Like "REGNIER*" Or Like "REICH KG*" Or Like "REIFLOCK-*" Or Like "RELIABLE*" 
Or Like "RELIANCE*" Or Like "REMAFER*" Or Like "RENAULT*" Or Like "REO *" Or Like "RESEARCH 
TRIANGLE*" Or Like "REXALL*" Or Like "REXAM *" Or Like "REXAM-*" Or Like "REXEL*" Or Like 
"REXROTH*" Or Like "REYNOLDS *" Or Like "RHEEM EMPREENDIMENTOS INDUSTRIAIS*" Or Like 
"RHEINER MASCHINENFABRIK*" Or Like "RHEINTECHNIK WEILAND & KASPAR KG*" Or Like 
"RHODIA *" Or Like "RHONE *" Or Like "RHONE POULENC*" Or Like "RHONE-*" Or Like "RHÔNE*" Or 
Like "RHONE-POULENC*" Or Like "RHONE-POULENC*" Or Like "RHYS *" Or Like "RIA *" Or Like 
"RICHARD HIRSCHMANN*" Or Like "RICHTER GEDEON*" Or Like "RISICOATCH*" Or Like "RISK 
ANALYSIS *" Or Like "RIWISA AG*" Or Like "ROBERT BOSCH *" Or Like "ROBERT THOMAS METALL- 
UND ELEKTROWERKE*" Or Like "ROBOT *" Or Like "ROCHE *" Or Like "ROCHESTER*" Or Like 
"ROCKWELL *" Or Like "ROCKWELL AUTOMOTIVE BODY SYSTEMS*" Or Like "ROCKWELL BODY 
AND CHASSIS SYSTEMS*" Or Like "ROCKWELL-*" Or Like "ROCKWOOL*" Or Like "ROHM *" Or Like 
"ROHM AND HAAS*" Or Like "ROLABO*" Or Like "ROLEX WATCH*" Or Like "ROOPEROL*" Or Like 
"ROQUETTE*" Or Like "ROQUEYYE*" Or Like "ROSCAL*" Or Like "ROSES *" Or Like "ROUSSEAU *" Or 
Like "R-TECH*" Or Like "RUBBER*" Or Like "RYOBI*" Or Like "S I C A M E*" Or Like "S.E.P.P.I.C.*" Or 
Like "S.O.I.TEC SILICON*" Or Like "SACMI COOPERATIVA*" Or Like "SAE *" Or Like "SAFE-T-*" Or 
Like "SAFETY*" Or Like "SAGE *" Or Like "SAINT GERMAIN *" Or Like "SAINT GOBAIN *" Or Like 
"SAINT GOBAIN*" Or Like "SAINT JEAN INDUSTRIES*" Or Like "SAINT-GOBAIN*" Or Like "SAINT-
GOBAIN*" Or Like "SAINT-HUBERT INDUSTRIE LAITIÈRE*" Or Like "SAIT *" Or Like "SAIT-*" Or Like 
"SALES & MARKETING*" Or Like "SAMHALL*" Or Like "SAMSUNG*" Or Like "SANDIA*" Or Like 
"SANDVIK*" Or Like "SANEF*" Or Like "SANITARIOS*" Or Like "SANOFI *" Or Like "SANOFI*" Or Like 
"SANWA KAGAKU KENKYUSHO*" Or Like "SANYO*" Or Like "SAPEM*" Or Like "SARCO*" Or Like 
"SARCOS*" Or Like "SARGENT &*" Or Like "SAUNIER DUVAL EAU CHAUDE CHAUFFAGE*" Or Like 
"SB INGENIERIE *" Or Like "SB LABORATOIRES*" Or Like "SCAL SOCIETE DE 
CONDITIONNEMENTS*" Or Like "SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINE*" Or Like "SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES 
SYSTEM*" Or Like "SCAPA*" Or Like "SCHERING *" Or Like "SCHEU DENTAL*" Or Like 
"SCHMIDDING*" Or Like "SCHNEIDER *" Or Like "SCHOTT GLAS*" Or Like "SCHWABISCHE *" Or Like 
"SCHWEIZERISCHE UNFALLVERSICHERUNGSANSTALT*" Or Like "SCOTTISH *" Or Like "SCREG*" 
Or Like "SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "SEALED AIR CORPORATION*" Or Like "SECO TOOLS 
AB*" Or Like "SECURITE ET *" Or Like "SÉCURITÉ ET *" Or Like "SECURITY *" Or Like "SEGA 
SEGHERS*" Or Like "SEGHERS*" Or Like "SEIKO *" Or Like "SELNOR SOCIETE*" Or Like "SEMANTIC 
COMPACTION*" Or Like "SEMICONDUCTOR *" Or Like "SENSOR*" Or Like "SERAC*" Or Like "SERD 
SOCIÉTÉ D'ETUDE ET DE RÉALISATION*" Or Like "SERDI - SOCIETE D'ETUDE DE REALISATION*" 
Or Like "SERVICE D'EXPLOITATION INDUSTRIELLE*" Or Like "SERVICES PETROLIERS 
SCHLUMBERGER*" Or Like "SERVOTROL*" Or Like "SEVERIN*" Or Like "SEVRI*" Or Like "SEVYLOR 
U.S.A.*" Or Like "SEXANT *" Or Like "SEXTAN *" Or Like "SEXTANT *" Or Like "SGS-THOMSON*" Or 
Like "SHANGHAI *" Or Like "SHARP *" Or Like "SHEPHERD PRODUCTS U.S.*" Or Like "SHISEIDO 
INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "SICFO-STANLEY SOCIÉTÉ INDUSTRIELLE*" Or Like "SICHERHEIT*" Or 
Like "SIDEL*" Or Like "SIEMENS*" Or Like "SIEMENS*" Or Like "SIEPEL*" Or Like "SIGMA *" Or Like 
"SIGMA-*" Or Like "SILICON *" Or Like "SIMAT*" Or Like "SIS AG*" Or Like "SISMO 
INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "SK *" Or Like "SKECHERS U.S.A.*" Or Like "SKJERBO-*" Or Like 
"SKODA*" Or Like "'SKRINJAR', DESIGNERS*" Or Like "SKW*" Or Like "SM VACUUM*" Or Like "SMAC 
ACIEROID*" Or Like "SMART *" Or Like "SMH *" Or Like "SMITHKLINE BEECHAM*" Or Like 
"SMOKE*" Or Like "SMS *" Or Like "SMURFIT *" Or Like "SMURFIT*" Or Like "SMURFIT-*" Or Like 
"SNECMA*" Or Like "SNPE*" Or Like "SO.DE.EM SOCIETE D'EXPLOITATION*" Or Like "SOBREVIN*" 
Or Like "SOCÉTÉ ANONYME DITE: AGRO INDUSTRIE*" Or Like "SOCIETÀ ITALO-BRITANNICA*" Or 
Like "SOCIETE ALSACIENNE*" Or Like "SOCIETE CENTRALE D'ETUDES ET DE REALISATIONS*" Or 
Like "SOCIETE CHAUVIN ARNOUX*" Or Like "SOCIETE CHIMIQUE DE LA GRANDE PAROISSE*" Or 
Like "SOCIETE CIVILE DES BREVETS*" Or Like "SOCIETE COGEMA*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ 
D'APPLICATION DE PROCÉDÉS*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'APPLICATIONS GENERALES 
D'ELECTRICITE*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ D'APPLICATIONS INDUSTRIELLES MEDICALES*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE D'APPLICATIONS PHARMACEUTIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'APPLICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGIQUES DE L'IMAGERIE*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE CONSEILS DE RECHERCHES ET 
D'APPLICATIONS*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE CONSEILS ET D'ETUDES DES EMBALLAGES*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE DE CONSTRUCTION DES AVIONS*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ DE CONSTRUCTIONS 
ELECTRIQUES DE LA SEINE*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE FABRICATION DE MATERIEL 
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ORTHOPEDIQUE*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE FABRICATION D'INSTRUMENTS DE MESURE*" Or Like 
"SOCIÉTÉ DE MÉCANIQUE  D'IRIGNY*" Or Like "SOCIETE DE MECANIQUE MAGNETIQUE*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE DE PROSPECTION ET D'INVENTIONS TECHNIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ELECTRONIQUE 
INDUSTRIELLE DE MOULINS*" Or Like "SOCIETE DES EAUX DE VOLVIC*" Or Like "SOCIETE DES 
PRODUITS NESTLE*" Or Like "SOCIETE DES TECHNIQUES EN MILIEU IONISANT*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ 
DES TECHNIQUES EN MILIEU IONISANT*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDES DE MACHINES 
THERMIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDES DE REALISATIONS ET D'APPLICATIONS 
TECHNIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ D'ETUDES ET DE CONSTRUCTIONS ELECTRIQUES*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE D'ETUDES ET DE REALISATIONS INDUSTRIELLES*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDES ET DE 
RECHERCHES DE VENTILATION*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'ETUDES RECHERCHES ET 
CONSTRUCTIONS*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ D'EXPANSION SCIENTIFIQUE*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
D'EXPLOITATION DE BREVETS POUR L'INDUSTRIE*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'EXPLOITATION DE 
PRODUITS POUR LES INDUSTRIES*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ D'EXPLOITATION DES PROCÉDÉS 
MARÉCHAL*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'HYGIENE DERMATOLOGIQUE DE VICHY*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
D'OPTIQUE*" Or Like "SOCIETE D'UTILISATION SCIENTIFIQUE*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
ELECTROMECANIQUE DU NIVERNAIS*" Or Like "SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DE PROPULSION*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE FINANCIERE YVES JUDEL*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE D'ELECTROMÉTALLURGIE*" 
Or Like "SOCIETE FRANCAISE METALLO*" Or Like "SOCIETE FRANCO BELGE DE FABRICATION*" 
Or Like "SOCIETE FRANCO-BELGE DE FABRICATION DE COMBUSTIBLES*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ 
FRANCO-BELGE DE FABRICATION DE COMBUSTIBLES*" Or Like "SOCIETE FRANCO-BELGE DE 
FABRICATION*" Or Like "SOCIETE FRANCO-BELGE-DE FABRICATION*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
GENERALE POUR LES TECHNIQUES NOUVELLES*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ GENERALE POUR LES 
TECHNIQUES NOUVELLES*" Or Like "SOCIETE HISPANO SUIZA*" Or Like "SOCIETE HISPANO-
SUIZA*" Or Like "SOCIETE IMV*" Or Like "SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE DE BREVETS*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
INDUSTRIELLE DE LIAISONS ELECTRIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ INDUSTRIELLE D'EQUIPEMENT 
TECHNIQUE D'APPAREILS*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ INDUSTRIELLE DES ETS L.A. CHAIGNAUD*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE ET COMMERCIALE DE MATERIEL*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ INDUSTRIELLE ET 
COMMERCIALE DE MATÉRIEL*" Or Like "SOCIETE LORRAINE DE LAMINAGE CONTINU*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE METALLURGIQUE LE NICKEL - S.L.N.*" Or Like "SOCIETE NATINOALE ELF AQUITAINE*" 
Or Like "SOCIETE NOUVELLE DE BOUCHONS PLASTIQUES*" Or Like "SOCIETE NOUVELLE DE 
METALLISATION INDUSTRIES*" Or Like "SOCIETE PARISIENNE D'IMPRESSION ET DE 
CARTONNAGE*" Or Like "SOCIETE PROCEDES MACHINES SPECIALES*" Or Like "SOCITEC SOCIETE 
POUR LE COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "SOFT *" Or Like "SOFTWARE*" Or Like 
"SOLARONICS*" Or Like "SOLETANCHE*" Or Like "SOLETANCHE*" Or Like "SOLLAC*" Or Like 
"SOLVAY *" Or Like "SOLVAY*" Or Like "SONIC *" Or Like "SONIDENT*" Or Like "SONINDENT*" Or 
Like "SONY*" Or Like "SONY*" Or Like "SOPHA*" Or Like "SOPRA*" Or Like "SORAPEC*" Or Like 
"SOUCHIER*" Or Like "SOUND*" Or Like "SOUR PLIVA*" Or Like "SOUTHERN PACIFIC*" Or Like 
"SOUTHERN PRO*" Or Like "SPACE AGE *" Or Like "SPACE BIOSPHERES VENTURE*" Or Like 
"SPECTRA *" Or Like "SPECTRA-PHYSICS*" Or Like "SPECTRUM *" Or Like "SPIE *" Or Like "SPIE-*" Or 
Like "SPIRIG AG*" Or Like "SPORT*" Or Like "SPORTSCHUHFABRIK DACHSTEIN INTERNATIONAL*" 
Or Like "SPRINT METAL*" Or Like "SPRINT MÉTAL*" Or Like "SPRITZGUSSA*" Or Like "ST. GOBAIN 
VITRAGE*" Or Like "STAHL *" Or Like "STAHLKONSTRUKTIONEN*" Or Like "STANLEY *" Or Like 
"STANLEY-*" Or Like "STATOIL*" Or Like "STEAG *" Or Like "STEAG-*" Or Like "STMI -*" Or Like 
"STMICROELECTRONICS*" Or Like "STORAGE TECHNOLOGY *" Or Like "STORE *" Or Like 
"STRATAGENE*" Or Like "STRUCTURA*" Or Like "STRYKER *" Or Like "STUDIO *" Or Like 
"STUDIO3GV*" Or Like "SULZER*" Or Like "SUMITOMO *" Or Like "SUMITOMO*" Or Like "SUMMIT *" 
Or Like "SUNBEAM*" Or Like "SUNDSTRAND*" Or Like "SUPERBA*" Or Like "SUPERCROSS*" Or Like 
"SUPERIOR*" Or Like "SUPERLITE*" Or Like "SVM *" Or Like "SWATCH*" Or Like "SWINGBOX*" Or 
Like "SWIX*" Or Like "SYNDICAT *" Or Like "SYNERGY*" Or Like "SYNTEX*" Or Like 
"SYNTHELABO*" Or Like "SYNTHES*" Or Like "SYNTHESE*" Or Like "SYSTEME*" Or Like 
"SYSTEMS*" Or Like "TANDEM *" Or Like "TAPEMATIC U.S.A.*" Or Like "TARIM ASSOCIATES*" Or 
Like "TECHNAL*" Or Like "TECHNI*" Or Like "TECHNICAL *" Or Like "TECHNICATOME*" Or Like 
"TECHNIP*" Or Like "TECHNISCHES BURO*" Or Like "TECHNISCHES BÜRO*" Or Like "TECHNODOP 
LTD.*" Or Like "TECHNOLOGIES *" Or Like "TECHNOLOGIETRANSFER-ANSTALT*" Or Like 
"TECHNOPLAST*" Or Like "TECHPACK*" Or Like "TECHSONIC*" Or Like "TEFAL *" Or Like 
"TEKELEC*" Or Like "*SOCIETE FRANCAISE HOECHST*" Or Like "*LA SOUDURE AUTOGENE 
FRANCAISE*" Or Like "*SOCIETÉ FRANCAISE DU RADIOTÉLÉPHONE*" Or Like "*EURECAT*" Or 
Like "*SOCIETE FRANCAISE D'EQUIPEMENTS POUR LA*NAVIGATION AERIENNE*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE EUROPE* DE PROPULSION*" Or Like "*CARBOXYQUE FRANCAISE*" Or Like 
"TELECOMMUNCATIONS *" Or Like "TELECOMMUNICATION *" Or Like "TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
*" Or Like "TELEDYNE *" Or Like "TELEDYNE*" Or Like "TELEFONAKTIEBOLOGET LM ERICSSON*" 
Or Like "TEMIC*" Or Like "TERMO D.D.*" Or Like "TERMO, D.D.*" Or Like "TETRA *" Or Like "TETRA 
LAVAL HOLDING*" Or Like "TEXAS INSTRUMENTS*" Or Like "THE BRITISH PETROLEUM 
COMPANY*" Or Like "THE MICHAEL COMPANY*" Or Like "THE WATER HEATER INDUSTRY*" Or 
Like "THEODOR GROZ & SOHNE*" Or Like "THEODOR GROZ & SÖHNE*" Or Like "THERMODYN*" Or 
Like "THIN *" Or Like "THOMAS &*" Or Like "THOMAS -*" Or Like "THOMPSON *" Or Like 
"THOMPSON-*" Or Like "THOMSON *" Or Like "THOMSON BROADCAST*" Or Like "THOMSON 
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COMPOSANTS*" Or Like "THOMSON CONSUMER*" Or Like "THOMSON HYBRIDES*" Or Like 
"THOMSON MULTIMEDIA*" Or Like "THOMSON TELEVISION*" Or Like "THOMSON-*" Or Like 
"THOMSON-BRANDT*" Or Like "THOMSON-CSF*" Or Like "THOMSON-LGT*" Or Like "THORN *" Or 
Like "THUASNE*" Or Like "THYSSEN INDUSTRI*" Or Like "TORNOS-BECHLER SA*" Or Like 
"TOSHIBA *" Or Like "TOSHIBA AMERICA INFORMATION SYSTEMS*" Or Like "TOTAL 
COMPAGNIE*" Or Like "TOTAL*" Or Like "TOUCH TONE*" Or Like "TOUCHSTONE *" Or Like 
"TOUCHTONE *" Or Like "TOULOUSAINE*" Or Like "TOURAINE*" Or Like "TOURNADRE SA*" Or Like 
"TOVARISCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU*" Or Like "TRACE*" Or Like 
"TRACOE*" Or Like "TRACTEBEL*" Or Like "TRACTO-TECHNIK*" Or Like "TRADECOOP*" Or Like 
"TRANSAMERICAN*" Or Like "TRANSCRYPT*" Or Like "TRANSFER*" Or Like "TRANSPORTS*" Or 
Like "TRELLEBORG *" Or Like "TRENNMASCHINEN*" Or Like "TRIDENT*" Or Like "TRITON*" Or Like 
"TRT TELECOMMUNICATIONS*" Or Like "TRUDELL MEDICAL*" Or Like "TRW *" Or Like 
"TUBOSCOPE*" Or Like "TUNGSRAM *" Or Like "TUNZINI NESSI ENTREPRISES*" Or Like "TUNZINI-
NESSI ENTREPRISES*" Or Like "TURMAG*" Or Like "TWENTIETH *" Or Like "TYCO *" Or Like "U. 
PASSAVANT AG*" Or Like "U.S. AMADA*" Or Like "U.S. BIOSCIENCE*" Or Like "U.S. BORAX*" Or Like 
"U.S. CONTROLS CORPORATION*" Or Like "U.S. DIVERS*" Or Like "U.S. FARATHANE*" Or Like "U.S. 
FILTER WASTEWATER GROUP*" Or Like "U.S. MONOLITHICS*" Or Like "U.S. NATURAL 
RESOURCES*" Or Like "U.S. PHILIPS*" Or Like "U.S. PHILLIPS*" Or Like "U.S. POLYMERS*" Or Like 
"U.S. PRECISION LENS*" Or Like "U.S. PRODUCTS*" Or Like "U.S. RING BINDER*" Or Like "U.S. 
ROBOTICS*" Or Like "U.S. SYNTHETIC*" Or Like "U.S.A. ZAMA*" Or Like "UCERPO S/A.*" Or Like 
"UGINE*" Or Like "UMBRA U.S.A.*" Or Like "UNIGRAINS-UNION FINANCIERE*" Or Like 
"UNIMETAL*" Or Like "UNION DES COOPÉRATIVES LAITIÈRES*" Or Like "UNION OIL*" Or Like 
"UNI-PHARMA*" Or Like "UNIPORT*" Or Like "UNIQUE*" Or Like "UNISTRAP*" Or Like "UNISYS*" Or 
Like "UNITED MICROELECTRONICS*" Or Like "UNITED STATES ADVANCED NETWORK*" Or Like 
"UNITED STATES BORAX*" Or Like "UNITED STATES GYPSUM*" Or Like "UNITED STATES 
LUGGAGE*" Or Like "UNITED STATES SURGICAL*" Or Like "UNITED STATES TOBACCO*" Or Like 
"UNITED TECHNOLOGIES *" Or Like "UNITED TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like "UNIVERSAL *" Or Like 
"UOP*" Or Like "USF *" Or Like "USINAGE MONTAGE*" Or Like "USINOR*" Or Like "USINOR-
SACILOR*" Or Like "VALENT U.S.A.*" Or Like "VALEO *" Or Like "VALEO *" Or Like "VALLOUREC*" 
Or Like "VALLOUREC*" Or Like "VALMET *" Or Like "VANCE PRODUCTS INCORPORATED*" Or Like 
"VANGUARD *" Or Like "VARIAN*" Or Like "VEB STAHL- UND WALZWERK*" Or Like "VEB 
TRANSFORMATOREN- UND RÖNTGENWERK*" Or Like "VEB TRANSFORMATORENWERK*" Or Like 
"VEITSCHER MAGNESITWERKE*" Or Like "VELCRO INDUSTRIES B.V.*" Or Like "VERENIGDE 
COÖPERATIEVE MELKINDUSTRIE*" Or Like "VETROTECH*" Or Like "VETROTEX*" Or Like 
"VETROTEX*" Or Like "VIANSA*" Or Like "VISCOFAN*" Or Like "VISION *" Or Like "VISTEON*" Or 
Like "VIVOTEC*" Or Like "VOLKER GOERTZ PAPIER*" Or Like "VOSS-CHEMIE*" Or Like "VTH AG*" 
Or Like "WABCO*" Or Like "WABCO*" Or Like "WACKER*" Or Like "WALTER SARSTEDT*" Or Like 
"WALTHER-TECHNIK*" Or Like "WARNER *" Or Like "WARNER-*" Or Like "WEATHERFORD U.S.*" Or 
Like "WELLA *" Or Like "WESTINGHOUSE *" Or Like "WIKUS-SÄGENFABRIK*" Or Like "WILLI 
STUDER AG*" Or Like "WINBOND ELECTRONICS*" Or Like "WYLER AG*" Or Like "YAMAHA *" Or 
Like "ZANUSSI *" Or Like "ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR*" Or Like "ZENECA*" or Like "* AG,??" or 
Like "*S P A,??" or Like "* SERVICES,??" or Like "* SPA,??" or Like "* HOME,??" or Like "*CORP,??" 
or Like "* CHEM,??" or Like "* & CO,??" or Like "* I M C,??" or Like "* KK,??" or Like "* ASS,??" or 
Like "* INC,??" or Like "* COMP,??" or Like "* CO,??" or Like "CO *,??" or Like "* S A,??" or Like "* 
SOC,??" or Like "* CIE,??" or Like "* ANONYME,??" or Like "* ved,??" or Like "AS *,??" or Like "* 
HANDELSGES,??" or Like "* NV,??" or Like "* B V,??" or Like "* IND,??" or Like "* S A S,??" or Like 
"* C S A S,??" or Like "* CSNC,??" or Like "* SAS,??" or Like "* SRL,??" or Like "* S R L,??" or Like 
"SPA *,??" or Like "* WORKS,??" or Like "* A G,CH" or Like "* K K,??" or Like "* TECHN,??" or Like 
"* GERAETE,??" or Like "* MBH,??" or Like "SOC *,??" or Like "* & C" or Like "* & C0." or Like "* & 
CO,*" or Like "* & COKG" or Like "* & CSPA" or Like "* &C." or Like "* (FRANCE)S.A." or Like "* 
(LTD)" or Like "* (PTE) LT" or Like "* (PTY) LID" or Like "* (SARL" or Like "* (SAS)" or Like "* 
(SOCETE ANONYME)" or Like "* (SOCI ET E ANONYME)" or Like "* (SOCIETA ANONYME)" or 
Like "* (SOCIETE A RESPONSABILITE LIMITE)" or Like "* (SOCIETE A RESPONSABILITE 
LIMTEE)" or Like "* (SOCIETE AMONYME)" or Like "* (SOCIETE ANANYME)" or Like "* 
(SOCIETE ANNONYME)" or Like "* (SOCIETE ANO NYME)" or Like "* (SOCIETE ANOMYME)" or 
Like "* (SOCIETE ANONY.)" or Like "* (SOCI'ETE' ANONYME)" or Like "* (SOCIETE ANOYME)" or 
Like "* (SOCIETE) ANONYME" or Like "* (SOCIETEANONYME)" or Like "* (SOIETE ANONYME)" 
or Like "* (STE ANONYME)" or Like "* A SOCIETY ANONYME" or Like "* A. S" or Like "* A.B." or 
Like "* A.G" or Like "* A.M.B.A" or Like "* A/.S*" or Like "* AB." or Like "* ACTIEBOLAG" or Like "* 
ACTIEGESELLSHAFT" or Like "* ACTIENGESSELSCHAFT" or Like "* AG,*" or Like "* AG.*" or 
Like "* AKEIEBOLAG" or Like "* AKIENGESELLSCAHFT" or Like  "* AKIENGESELLSCHARFT" 
or Like "*:KK." Or Like "*LLLP" Or Like "*CORPS." Or Like "*CORPS" Or Like "AB. *" Or Like 
"*CORPORATON" Or Like "*IND." Or Like "IND. *" Or Like "SOC. IND. *" Or Like "*SOC. PER 
AZIONI*" Or Like "*CORP.:*" Or Like "*CORP" Or Like "*CORP./*" Or Like "*CORP:*" Or Like 
"*CORP/*" Or Like "*CORP.." Or Like "*CORPORPATION*" Or Like "*INCORPERATED*" Or Like 
"*INCORPOR" Or Like "*INCORPORA" Or Like "*CORPORAT" Or Like "*INCORPOARTED" Or Like 
"*CORPORATRION" Or Like "*CORPATION" Or Like "*CORPORPTION" Or Like "*CORPORAGION" 
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Or Like "*CORPORA6TION" Or Like "*CORPENING" Or Like "*CORP.-*" Or Like "*CORPORATING" 
Or Like "*WERKE *" Or Like "* B V" Or Like "* SDN.BHD" Or Like "* SDN BHD" or Like "*et cie*" Or 
Like "* holding" Or Like "*total petro*" Or Like "*total immer*" Or Like "*total contain*" Or Like 
"*travenol*" Or Like "*smithkline*" Or Like "BVBA*" Or Like "P.V.B.A*" Or Like "PVBA*" Or Like 
"*naamzoze vennooschap*" Or Like "*SPRL/BVBA*" or Like "*S.P.R.L*" Or Like "BRASSERIE*" Or Like 
"*CVBA" Or Like "*.BVBA" or Like "S. P. R. L.*" Or Like "* SL" Or Like "*naamloze vennootchap*" Or 
Like "*naamloze vernootschap*" Or Like "* SPRL." Or Like "* DOO" Or Like "* PLC." Or Like 
"YUUGENGAIS*" Or Like "*SPOLKA AKCYJNA*" Or Like "VEB *" Or Like "*SP. Z O. O." Or Like 
"*SÁRL" Or Like "*SOCIÉTÉ ANYOME*" Or Like "*LTDA" Or Like "*SP. Z.O.O" Or Like 
"*BAUMSCHULE GMBH*" Or Like "*OSSENBERG?SCHULE*" Or Like "*STUMPP SCHULE*" Or Like 
"*STUMPP & SCHULE*" Or Like "SCHOOLHOUSE ENTERPRISES LTD*" Or Like "*SCHOOL BUS 
PARTS CO*" (OR Like "*FABRIQUE NATIONAL HERSTAL*" Or Like "*VLAM*"  and 
ORG_CNTR)="BE") OR Like "*SOCIETA A RESPONSIBILITA LIMITADA*" Like "*S.Á.R.L" Or Like 
"*SP. Z O.O" Or Like "*S.P..A." Or Like "*G.M.BH" Or Like "*GGMBH" Or Like "* LTÉ" Or Like 
"*S.PA." Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG*" Or  Like "*SOCIET? PER 
AZIONI*" Or Like "* S.A.R.L." Or Like "*SP ZO.O." Or Like "*)S.A." Or Like "*S.AR.L." Or Like "* 
PLC)" Or Like "*(EURL)*" Or Like "* EURL" Or Like "*HANDELSGMBH*" Or Like "*SOCIETA 
CONSORTILE PER AZIONI*" Or Like "*CENTRO NACIONAL DE BIOPREPARADOS*" Or Like 
"*INSTITUT FÜR MIKROTECHNIK MAINZ GMBH*" Or Like "*BANQUE DE FRANCE*" Or Like 
"*SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER*" Or Like "*GALDERMA RESEARCH" & 
"DEVELOPMENT*" Or Like "*COSMO RESEARCH INSTITUTE*" or Like "*RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
OF PETROLEUM PROCESSING, SINOPEC*" Or Like "*CORP,US" or Like "* AKIENGESELLSHAFT" 
Or (UNIFIED_LIST_ORGANIZATION_EPO_AND_USPTO.ORG_NAME) Like "* AKT.-GES." Or Like  "* 
AKTEINSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIE BOLAG" Or Like  "* AKTIE BOLAGET" Or Like  "* 
AKTIEBILAG" Or Like  "* AKTIEBOAG" Or Like  "* AKTIEBOLA" Or Like  "* AKTIEBOLG" Or Like  
"* AKTIEGENSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIEGESELLSCHAFT." Or Like  "* 
AKTIEGESELLSCHEFT" Or Like  "* AKTIEGOLAG" Or Like  "* AKTIEGSESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENBESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENCESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENDESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENFESELLSCHAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENGAELLSCAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGASELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGE 
SELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGEBELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGEELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGEESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGELELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGELESELLSCHAFT" Or Like "* AKTIENGELLESCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGELLSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGELSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGELSELSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGENESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGENSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESALLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESCELLCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESE ILSCHAFT" Or 
Like  "* AKTIENGESEELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESEELSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESEILSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESEKKSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELECHAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELI SCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELISCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELKSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELKSCHALT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELL SCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLACHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLASCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLCHSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLCSHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLISCHAFT" or Like "* AKTIESENGESSELSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIGENSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIGNGELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTINEGE-SELLSCHAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTINEGESSELSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTLENCESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTUENFESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* ALLALAT" Or Like  "* ALTIEBOLAG" Or Like  "* AND C." Or 
Like  "* AND CO,*" Or Like  "* AND COMPAANY" Or Like  "* AND COMPANNY" Or Like  "* AND 
COMPANT" Or Like  "* AND COMPANU" Or Like  "* AND CONPANY" Or Like  "* ANTIEBOLAG" Or 
Like  "* ANTIENGESELLSCHART" Or Like  "* APS." Or Like  "* ATKIENGSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
B.M." Or Like  "* BESLOTEN VENNOOSTSCHAP MET BEPERKTEAANSPRAKELIJKHEID" Or Like  "* 
BETETI TARSASAG" Or Like  "* BHD" Or Like  "* BT." Or Like  "* C0RP." Or Like  "* CO, TD" Or Like  
"* CO,*" Or Like  "* CO,KG.*" Or Like  "* COINC" Or Like  "* CORP)" Or Like  "* CORP,." Or Like  "* 
DA" Or Like  "* DAISHA" Or Like  "* E C." Or Like  "* E C.S.R.L/" Or Like  "* EGMBH" Or Like "* 
ESTABLISSEMENT AUTONOME DE DROIT PUBLIC" Or Like  "* ESTABLISSMENT AUTONOME DE 
DROIT PUBLIC" Or Like  "* ETABLISSMENT AUTONOME DE DROIT PUBLIC" Or Like  "* FRANCE, 
S.SA." Or Like  "* G M B H" Or Like  "* G M B H." Or Like  "* G,M,B,H" Or Like  "* G.M B.H" Or Like  
"* G.M,B.H" or Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIS BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BASCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BE 
SCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BEACHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BECHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BEESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BEKRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BERSCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BERSCHRANKER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BERSCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BERSCHRANTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BERSCHRONKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BES. HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
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GESELLSCHAFT MIT BES?HRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCAHRNKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCGRAEBJTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCH. 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHANKTER HAFTNUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHANRKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHANRTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHARAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHARANKTER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHARENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHARNKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHCANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHEAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHERANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHKAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHKANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHKANTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHKRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHKRAENTER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHNRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHOENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHONKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHR A/ NKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHR 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHR KTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHR PANKTER  HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHR.  
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHR. HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHR/A/ NKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRA HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRA:NKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRACNKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAEANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAEBKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAEENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAEKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENICTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKERT HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKETER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKFER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKFER HATTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKSER HAFFUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKSTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTE HAFFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTE HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTEN HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER H" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HA FTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAEFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAF" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFFTUNG UNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUENG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUN" or Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUN  G" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENK-TER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG AFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER 
HAFTUNG ER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG 
ESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG TER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG." Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFUTNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAGTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HALFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HALTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HANFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAPTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER IIAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER PATFUNG" Or 
Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER R HAFTUNG FTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT 
MIT BESCHRAENKTER, HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER/HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTERHAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER-HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTR HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTRE HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENNKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAEUKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAEUNKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAFTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAKENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAMKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANDTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANETER HAFTUNG" Or 
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Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANK HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANK TER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANK.HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKET 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKETER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKFTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKIER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKLER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKLERHAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKRANKTER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTE HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTE R HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTED HAFTENG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTEN HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER __HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER H AFTUNG" Or 
Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAEFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAF TUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAF- TUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFT UNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTANG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTING" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTU NG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUN G" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAGTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HANDLUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HANFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAPTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HARTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HATFUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HATTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HATUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAUFTUNG" or Like 
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HOFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HUFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER LAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER, HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER. HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER/HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTERHAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER-HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTUNG HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANTKER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRARKTER HOPTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRASKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRATER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAUKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRCUNKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHREAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHREANKTER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHREKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRENKER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRIANKTER HOFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRNAKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRNKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHROENKTER HAFTUG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHROENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRONDER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRONKTE R HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRONKTER HAFTUG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRONKTER HOFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCIIRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCKRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCKRANHTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCKRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCRHAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCSHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESECHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESEHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESEHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESEHRANTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESHCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESHCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESHCR NKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESHCRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESKRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESOHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESSCHRANKTER HAFTANG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESTRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT 
BRESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT CESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT RESCHANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT. 
BESCHRANKIER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT/BECHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like "* GESELLSCHAFT MIT/BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT 
MITBESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MLT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT, MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT, MIT 
BESCHRAENKTERHAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT-MIT-BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFTR MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAT MIT 
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BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHATF MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHFAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHFAT MIT 
BESCHANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  
"* GESELLSCHSAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCSHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSHAFT MIT 
BESCHREANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSHAFT MIT BESCHRONKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSHCAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" or Like "* GESELLSHCAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSVHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAUFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELSLCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELSLCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELSSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESESLLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESESLLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESIíIí MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESLLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESMGH" Or Like  "* GESSELCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESSELLESCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESSELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* GESSELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESSELLSHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESSELSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESSELSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GGMBH" Or Like  "* GM BH." Or Like  "* GMBHA" Or Like  "* GMBKH" Or Like  "* GMGH" 
Or Like  "* GMHBH" Or Like  "* GORP." Or Like  "* GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE 
PREDPRIYATIE" Or Like  "* HAISHA" Or Like  "* I NC." Or Like  "* ICNC." Or Like  "* ILNC." Or Like  
"* INC,*" Or Like  "* INC>." Or Like  "* INCOROPORATED" Or Like  "* INCORPOARATED" Or Like  
"* INCORPOATED" Or Like  "* INCORPORAATED" Or Like  "* INCORPORAED" Or Like  "* 
INCORPORARTED" Or Like  "* INCORPORATD" Or Like  "* INCORPORATRED" Or Like  "* 
INCORPORPATED" Or Like  "* INCORPORTATED" Or Like  "* INCORTPORATED" Or Like  "* 
INCPORPORATED" Or Like  "* INCS" Or Like  "* INCS." Or Like  "* INCV." Or Like  "* 
INCVORPORATED" Or Like  "* INCX." Or Like "* S.A R.I." Or Like  "* S.A R.L" Or Like  "* -S.A." Or 
Like "* S.AR.L" Or Like  "* S.AR.L." Or like "* S.ARL." Or Like  "* S.C. A R.L." Or Like  "* S.C. A.R.L." 
Or Like "* S.C. AR.L." Or Like  "* S.C. R.L." Or Like  "* S.C.A.R.L" Or Like  "* S.C.AR.L." Or Like  "* 
S.P..A" Or Like  "* S.P..A." Or Like  "* S.P.O." Or Like  "* S.P.R.L" Or Like  "* S.PA." Or Like  "* S.R. I." 
Or Like  "* S.R.O" Or Like  "* S.R.R.L." Or Like  "* S.RL" Or Like  "* S.RL." Or Like  "* S-A." Or Like  "* 
SA.S." Or Like  "* SAISHA" Or Like  "* SDN BHD." Or Like  "* SDN BMD" Or Like  "* SDN BND" Or 
Like  "* SDN GHD" Or Like  "* SDN, BHD." Or Like  "* SDN. BHD." Or Like  "* SDN. BHD.." Or Like  "* 
SDN.BHD." Or Like  "* SGPS" Or Like  "* SIA" Or Like  "* SL" Or Like  "* SOC. COOP. A. R. L." Or Like  
"* SOC. COOP. AR.L." Or Like  "* SOC.COOP. A R.L." Or Like  "* SOC.COOP.A R.L." Or Like  "* 
SOCIETE A RESPONSABILITELIMITEE" Or Like  "* SOCIETE AINONYME" Or Like  "* SOCIETE 
ANOMYE" Or Like  "* SOCIETE ANOMYME" Or Like  "* SOCIETE ANONIME" Or Like  "* SOCIETE 
ANONYM E" Or Like  "* SOCIETE ANONYNE" Or Like "* SOCIETE PAR ACTION SIMPLIFIE" Or Like  
"* SOCIETE PAR ACTION SIMPLIFIEE" Or Like  "* SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEES" Or Like  
"* SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFLEE" Or Like  "* SOCIETEANONYME" Or Like  "* SOCIETIES 
ANONYME" Or Like  "* SOCIETY ANONYME" Or Like  "* SP Z O.O." Or Like  "* SP Z.O.O." Or Like  "* 
SP ZO.O." Or Like  "* SP. Z O. O." Or Like  "* SP. Z O.O" Or Like  "* SP. Z OO" Or Like  "* SP. Z. O.O." 
Or Like  "* SP. Z.O.O" Or Like  "* SP. ZO. O." Or Like  "* SP. ZO.O" Or Like  "* SP. ZOO." Or Like  "* 
SP.A" Or Like  "* SP.Z.O.O" Or Like  "* SP.Z.O.O." Or Like  "* SP.ZO. O." Or Like  "* SP.ZO.O" Or Like  
"* SP.ZO.O." Or Like  "* SPOCKA Z O.O." Or Like  "* SPOL S R O." Or Like  "* SPOL S R.O." Or Like  "* 
SPOL. S R.O" Or Like  "* SPOL. SR. O." Or Like  "* SPOL. SR.O" Or Like  "* SPOL. SR.O." Or Like  "* 
SPOL. SRO." Or Like  "* SPOL.S R. O." Or Like  "* SPOL.S. R.O." Or Like  "* SPOLKA Z O. O." Or Like  
"* SPOLKA Z O.O" Or Like  "* SPOLKA ZO.O" Or Like  "* SPOLKA ZOO" Or Like  "* SPRL/BVBA) or 
Like "*.AS" Or Like  "*.BVBA" Or Like  "*.K.G." Or Like  "*.LLC." Or Like  "*.MBH." Or Like  "*.OY" 
Or Like  "*.SA" Or Like  "*/A.S." Or Like  "*/N.A." Or Like  "*/S.A." Or Like  "*:BV" Or Like "*:KK" Or 
Like  "*__E.V." Or Like  "*__S.A." Or Like  "*__S.A.R.L." Or Like  "*AG,KG" Or Like  "*AND 
COMPANU" Or Like  "*BESLOTEN VENNOOTSCGAP" Or Like  "*BESLOTEN VENNOOTSHAP" Or 
Like  "*C ORPORATION" Or Like  "*CESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*CIMPANY" Or Like  
"*CIRPORATION" Or Like  "*CMPANY" Or Like  "*CMPMANY" Or Like  "*COMAPNY" Or Like  
"*COMMPANY" Or Like  "*COMOANY" Or Like  "*COMOPANY" Or Like  "*COMPAGNY" Or Like  
"*COMPAGY" Or Like  "*COMPAMN" Or Like  "*COMPAN" Or Like  "*COMPAN6Y" Or Like  
"*COMPANES" Or Like  "*COMPANEY" Or Like  "*COMPANG" Or Like  "*COMPANGY" Or Like  
"*COMPANMY" Or Like  "*COMPANNY" Or Like  "*COMPANT" Or Like  "*COMPANU" Or Like  
"*COMPAPANY" Or Like  "*COMPAPNY" Or Like  "*COMPMANY" Or Like  "*COMPMAY" Or Like  
"*COMPPANY" Or Like  "*COMPSANY" Or Like  "*COMPSNY" Or Like  "*CONMPANY" Or Like  
"*CONPORATION" Or Like  "*COOMPANY" Or Like  "*COPMANY" Or Like  "*COPMPANY" Or Like  
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"*COPORATON" Or Like  "*COPPORATION" Or Like  "*COPRATION" Or Like  "*COPRPRATION" Or 
Like  "*COR PORATION" Or Like  "*, LTGD." Or Like  "*, LTL." Or Like  "*, LTP" Or Like  "*, LTR." Or 
Like  "*, LTS" Or Like  "*, LTT" Or Like  "*, N..V." Or Like  "*, NAAMIOZE VENNOOTSCHAP." Or Like  
"*, P.L.C" Or Like  "*, P.LC." Or Like  "*, PLC." Or Like  "*, S,A." Or Like  "*, S.RL" Or Like  "*, 
SOCIETE AINONYME" Or Like  "*, SOCIETE ANONYNE" Or Like  "*, SOCIETE, ANONYME" Or Like  
"*, SOCIETEY ANONYME" Or Like  "*, SOCIETIES ANONYME" Or Like  "*, SP.A" Or Like  "*,AB" Or 
Like  "*,INC.*" Or Like  "*,KG" Or Like  "*,LDA." Or Like  "*,LLP" Or Like  "*.AB" or Like "*GMB*H" 
Or Like  "*GMBGH" Or Like  "*GMBHC" Or Like  "*GMBHH" Or Like  "*GMBHW" Or Like  
"*GMBHY" Or Like  "*GMBKH & KO.KG" Or Like  "*GMBKH + KO.KG" Or Like  "*GMBKH I KO.KG" 
Or Like  "*GMBKH UND KO.KG" Or Like  "*GMBKH+KO.KG" Or Like  "*GMGBH" Or Like  
"*GMMBH" Or Like  "*GNMBH" Or Like  "*GODUDARST VENNOE PREDPRIYATIE" Or Like  
"*GOMPANY" Or Like  "*GOSUDARSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE" Or Like  "*GOSUDARSTVENNOE 
UHITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE" Or Like  "*GSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GSGELLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GUMBH" Or Like  "*IMCORPORATTED" Or Like  "*INCARPORATED" Or Like  
"*INCOBPORATED" Or Like  "*INCOMPORATED" Or Like  "*INCONRPORATED" Or Like  
"*INCOOPORATED" Or Like  "*INCOPRPORATED" Or Like  "*INCORAPORATED" Or Like  
"*INCORATED" Or Like  "*INCORCOPORATED" Or Like  "*INCORCORATED" Or Like  
"*INCORFORATED" Or Like  "*INCORJPORATED" Or Like  "*INCOROPATED" Or Like  
"*INCOROPRATED" Or Like  "*INCORP0RATED" Or Like  "*INCORP3RATED")) Or Like 
"*INCORPARETED" Or Like  "*INCORPARTED" Or Like  "*INCORPOERATED" Or Like  
"*INCORPOOATED" Or Like  "*INCORPOR TED" Or Like  "*INCORPORAITED" Or Like  
"*INCORPORARED" Or Like  "*INCORPORA-TED" Or Like  "*INCORPORATIED" Or Like  
"*INCORPORATTED" Or Like  "*INCORPORETED" Or Like  "*INCORPORPORATED" Or Like  
"*INCORPORRATED" Or Like  "*INCORPROATED" Or Like  "*INCORPURATED" Or Like  
"*INCOSPORATED" Or Like  "*INKORPORATED" Or Like  "*INKORPOREHJTED" Or Like  
"*INKORPOREJTED" Or Like  "*INSORPORATED" Or Like  "*INURPORATED" Or Like  
"*KABASHIKI KAISHU" Or Like  "*KABOVNA KLUSHA" Or Like  "*KABU SHIKI KAI SHA" Or Like  
"*KABU SHIKIGAISHA" Or Like  "*KABUCHIKI KASIHA" Or Like  "*KABUHSIKI KIASHA" Or Like  
"*KABUSIKI GAYSHA" Or Like  "*KABUSKIKI KWAISHA" Or Like  "*KOM - GES" Or Like  "*KOM 
GES" Or Like  "*KOM -GES" Or Like  "*KOM. GES" Or Like  "*KOM.GES" Or Like  "*KOM.-GES" Or 
Like  "*KOMAKO GES" Or Like  "*KOMM - GES" Or Like  "*KOMM GES" Or Like  "*KOMM. GES" Or 
Like  "*KOMM.-AKT.-GES" Or Like  "*KOMM.-GES" or Like "*OSAKEYHTIO" Or Like  "*-S.A." Or Like  
"*S.A.R.L." Or Like  "*-S.A.R.L." Or Like  "*-S.A.S." Or Like  "*SARL." Or Like  "*SDN. BHD." Or Like  
"*-SOC COOP. A.R.L." Or Like  "*SOC PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOC' PER AZIONI" Or Like "*-SOC. 
COOP. A R. L." Or Like  "*-SOC. COOP. AR.L." Or Like  "*-SOC. COOP.A R.L." Or Like  "*SOC. II PER 
AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOC. PER AXIONI" Or Like  "*SOC.PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCHIETA PER 
ATSIONI" Or Like  "*SOCHIETA' PER ATSIONI" Or Like  "*SOCHIETA` PER ATSIONI" Or Like  
"*SOCI+TA PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIATA'PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIET A PER AZIONI" Or 
Like  "*SOCIET PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIET+ PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIET+ PER AZIONI" 
Or Like  "*SOCIET+ PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIET- PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA ' PER 
AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA' PE R PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER ANZIONI" Or Like  
"*SOCIETA' PER AZ IONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA' PER AZIONI" Or 
Like  "*SOCIETA 'PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER AZZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER 
NZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER OZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER PER AZIONI" Or Like  
"*SOCIETA PER SZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PER ZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA PERAAZIONI" Or 
Like  "*SOCIETA PERAZIONI")) Or Like "*SOCIETA' PERAZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA& PER 
AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA;' PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA` PER AZIONI" Or Like  
"*SOCIETA`PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETAA PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETAE PER AZIONI" 
Or Like  "*SOCIETAPER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETA'PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETE 
AINONYME" Or Like  "*SOCIETE ANOMYE" Or Like  "*SOCIETE ANOMYME" Or Like  "*SOCIETE 
ANONIME" Or Like  "*SOCIETE ANONY.)" Or Like  "*SOCIETE ANONYM E" Or Like  "*SOCIETE 
ANONYNE" Or Like  "*SOCIETE PER ACHIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETE PER AZIONI" Or Like  
"*SOCIETE' PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETEANONYME" Or Like  "*SOCIETR PER AZIONI" Or 
Like  "*SOCIETR PERAZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETTE PER ASSIONI" Or Like  "*SOCIETY ANONYME" 
Or Like  "*SOCIETY PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCITA PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOCITA' PER AZIONI" 
Or Like  "*SOCITETA PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*SOC'PER AZIONI" Or Like  "*-SPA." Or Like  
"*SPOCKA Z O.O." Or Like  "*SPOLKA Z O. O." Or Like  "*SPOLKA Z O.O" Or Like  "*SPOLKA ZO.O" 
Or Like  "*VALLALAT" Or Like  "A FUER *" or Like "A G FUER *" Or Like  "A. G. FUR *" Or Like  
"AG. FUR *" Or Like  "AGIEFUER *" Or Like  "AKCIJU SABIEDRIBA *" Or Like  "AKIEBOLAGET *" 
Or Like  "AKIESELSKABET *" Or Like  "AKTIBOLAGET *" Or Like  "AKTIEBOLACET *" Or Like  
"AKTIEBOLAET *" Or Like  "AKTIEBOLASET *" Or Like  "AKTIEBOLATET *" Or Like  
"AKTIEBOLGET *" Or Like  "AKTIEBOLOGET *" Or Like  "AKTIELBOLAGET *" Or Like  
"AKTIENGESELLSHAFT *" Or Like  "AKTIESEISKABET *" Or Like  "AKTIESELKABET *" Or Like  
"AKTIESELSKAPET *" Or Like  "AKTIOBOLAGET *" Or Like  "AS *" Or Like  "ATIEBOLAGET *" Or 
Like  "ESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like  "G FUER *" Or Like  "GELSELLSCHAFT FUR *" Or Like  
"GELSELLSCHAFT*" Or Like  "GESELLLSCHAFT FUER *" Or Like  "GESELLLSCHAFT FUER*" Or 
Like  "GESELLLSCHAFT*" Or Like  "GESELLSCGAFT FUR*" Or Like  "GESELLSCGAFT*" Or Like  
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"GESELLSCHAFT DES *" Or Like  "GESELLSCHAFT FUER *" Or Like  "GESELLSCHAFT FUR*" Or 
Like  "GESELLSCHAFT TUR *" Or Like  "GESELLSCHAFT ZUR*" Or Like  "GESELLSCHAFT ZUR-*" 
Or Like  "GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like  "GESELLSCHAFTFUR *" Or Like "GESELLSHAFT FUR *" Or 
Like  "GESELLSHAFT*" Or Like  "GESSELLSCHAFT*" Or Like  "GSELLSCHAFT FUR*" Or Like  
"GSELLSCHAFT*" Or Like  "KABUSHI GAISHA *" Or Like  "KABUSHI KAISHI *" Or Like  
"KABUSHIKKI KAISYA *" Or Like  "KABUSHUKIGAISHA *" Or Like  "KABUSIKIGAISHA *" Or Like  
"KABUSIKIGAISYA *" Or Like  "KATUSHIKI KIISHA *" Or Like  "KOMMANDIDGESELLSCHAFT *" 
Or Like  "KOMMANDILBOLAGET *" Or Like  "OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or Like  "OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or 
Like  "OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOJ OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOST'U *" Or Like  "OBCHSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" 
Or Like  "OBCHTCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESCTVO 
S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVI S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO & OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" 
Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO O ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like "OBSCHESTVO 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNDI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVESTSVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVESTVENNOSTJU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTENNOSTIYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVEN NOSTIJI *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOCTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOCTIYU *" 
Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOCTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOCTJU, *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOST YU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVEN-NOSTIJU *" 
Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU *" Or Like "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTUY *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNSOTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENOCTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTYENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSVENNOSTJU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETZTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOJ 
OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOJ OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVESTVENNOSTIU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOSTIYA *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOST'U *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYOU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOST'YU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNSTYU *" or 
Like "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSVENNOSTU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSVENNOSTYOU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY 
OTVETSVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSVENOSTJU *" Or Like  
"OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETVENNOSTYYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENOY OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENOY 
OTVETSTVENOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHNNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRANNICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
OGRANYCHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S OGRNICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVESTVENNOSTYU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S 
ORGANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENOCTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S ORGANICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S ORGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSHTJU *" 
Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO S ORGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVO 
SOGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU *" Or Like "OBSCHESTVOS OGRANICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSCHESTVOS ORGANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or 
Like  "OBSCHETSVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSCHETVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSHCESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOST'YU *" Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" 
Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO 
S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOJ 
OTVETSTVENNOST'JU *" Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOJ OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" 
Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSHCHESTVO 
S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOST'YU *" Or Like  "OBSHECTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO C OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or 
Like  "OBSHESTVO C OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S 
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OGRANICENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTIJU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or 
Like "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOST'JU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIU *" Or 
Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY 
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU *" Or Like  "OBSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSVENNOSTYU *" Or 
Like  "OBSHSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVEETSTVENNOSTIUY *" Or Like  "OBTCHESTVO S 
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETCTVENNOSTIYU *" Or Like  "OBTSHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOSTJU *" Or Like  "OOO *" Or Like  "OTKRITOE AKCIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" 
Or Like  "OTKRYTOE ACTZIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKCIONERNOE 
OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKSIONNERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE 
AKTSIONEIRNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTRO *" Or Like  
"OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE 
OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like "OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE 
AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKTSIONEROE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like 
"OTKRYTOE AKTSIONNERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKTSYONERNOE 
OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKTZIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE 
AKZIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOE AKZIONERNOE OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  
"OTKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE 
OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OTKYTOE AKSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "OUE *" Or Like  
"OYKRUTOE AKTSIONEROE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "S OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI 
OTVETSTVENNOCTJU *" Or Like  "SIA *" Or Like  "SOC ANONYME DE *" Or Like  "SOC ANONYME 
DES *" Or Like  "SOC ANONYME DITE*" Or Like  "SOC CIVILE DE *" Or Like  "SOCETE ANONYME 
DITE*" Or Like  "SOCETE ANONYME DITE: *" Or Like  "SOCETE ANONYME*" Or Like  "SOCIEDAD 
ANOMINA DE *" Or Like  "SOCIETA ANONIMA*" Or Like  "SOCIETA ANONYME*" Or Like  
"SOCIETEANONYME DE*" Or Like  "SOCIETEANONYME DES *" Or Like  "SOCIETEANONYME 
DITE *" or Like "SOCIETEANONYME DITE*" Or Like  "SOCIETEANONYME DITE: *" Or Like  
"SOCIETEANONYME*" Or Like  "SOCIETES ANONYMES*" Or Like  "SOCIETES ANONYMES: *" Or 
Like  "SOCIETTE ANONYME *" Or Like  "SOCIETTE ANONYME*" Or Like  "SOCIETY DITE*" Or Like  
"SOCIETY DITE: *" Or Like  "STE ANONYME DES *" Or Like  "STE ANONYME DITE*" Or Like  "STE 
CIVILE DE *" Or Like  "YUGEN CAISHA *" Or Like  "YUGEN GAISHA *" Or Like  "YUGEN KAISHI *" 
Or Like  "YUGEN KAISHS *" Or Like  "YUGEN KAISYA *" Or Like  "YUGENGAISHA *" Or Like  
"YUGEN-GAISHA *" Or Like  "YUUGEN GAISHA *" Or Like  "YUUGEN KAISYA *" Or Like  
"YUUGENGAISHA *" Or Like  "ZAKRITOE AKCHIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO*" Or Like  "ZAKRITOE 
AKCIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRITOE AKTSIONERNOE OB'SHCHESTVO *" Or Like  
"ZAKRITOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRITOE AKTZIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO 
*" Or Like  "ZAKRTOE AKTSIONERMOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYETOE AKTSIONERNOE 
OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYITOYE AKSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like "ZAKRYTOE 
ACTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKCIONERNOE OBSCHESTBO *" Or Like  
"ZAKRYTOE AKCIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKCIONERNOE OBSHESTVO 
*" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKCIONERNOE OBSHHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKCIONERNOE 
OBSTHESTVO*" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKCIORNERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE 
AKCYONERNOE OBCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  
"ZAKRYTOE AKSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" 
Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNDE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE 
OBSCHECTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE 
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like  
"ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOYE 
OBSCHESTOVE *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE 
AKTSIONEROE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERONE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  
"ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONYERNOE OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like "ZAKRYTOE AKTSYONERNOE 
OBCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTSYONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE 
AKTSYONERNOYE OBSHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTZIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  
"ZAKRYTOE AKTZIONERNOE OBSHCESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKTZIONERNOYE 
OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOE AKZIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOYE 
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTO *" Or 
Like  "ZAKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE 
OBSHCHESTVO *" Or Like  "ZAKRYTOYE AKTSYONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO *" or Like 
"*KOMMANDIGESHLLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDIT GESELLCHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDITGELSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGES" Or Like  "*KOMMANDIT-GES" Or 
Like  "*KOMMANDITGES ELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGESDELLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDITGESELL SCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGESELLCHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDIT-GESELLCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGESELLSCAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDIT-
GE-SELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGESELSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDITGESELSLCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDIT-GESELSLCHAFT" Or Like  
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"*KOMMANDIT-GESSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGESSELSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDIT-GESSELSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITGEZELL'SHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDITGSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDITKESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*KOMMANDITSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMMANDTISELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMM-GES" Or 
Like  "*KOMMUNALWIRTSCHAFT" Or Like  "*KOMONANDET GESECHAFT" Or Like  "*LIM TED" 
Or Like  "*LIM1TED" Or Like  "*LIMIDED" Or Like  "*LIMIGED" Or Like  "*LIMIIED" Or Like  
"*LIMILED" Or Like  "*LIMITBD" Or Like  "*LIMITID" Or Like  "*LIMITRD" Or Like "*LIMIYED" Or 
Like  "*LIM-TED" Or Like  "*NAAM LOZENENNOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOOZE 
VENNOOTSCHAP MAATSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOOZE VENOOTSCHAAP" Or Like  
"*NAAMLOOZE VENOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOOZE-VENOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE   
VENNNOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VANNOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VE 
NNOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VEN  NOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE 
VENNDOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VENNETSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE 
VENNOOSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VENNOOSTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VENNOOT 
SCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VENNOTSHAP" Or Like  
"*NAAMLOZE VENNOTTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VENNOUTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE 
VENOOTSHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZE VERNNOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "*NAAMLOZEVENNOTSCHAP" 
Or Like  "*NAAMLOZEVENOOTSCHAP" or Like "*CORFPORATION" Or Like  "*CORMPANY" Or Like  
"*CORNPANY" Or Like  "*COROPERATION" Or Like  "*COROPORATION" Or Like  "*CORORATON" 
Or Like  "*CORP0RATION" Or Like  "*CORPARATED" Or Like  "*CORPOARATION" Or Like  
"*CORPOEATION" Or Like  "*CORPOLATION" Or Like  "*CORPOPATION" Or Like  
"*CORPORAITION" Or Like  "*CORPORAQTION" Or Like  "*CORPORASTION" Or Like  
"*CORPORAT ION" Or Like  "*CORPORATATION" Or Like  "*CORPORATI0N" Or Like  
"*CORPORATIAON" Or Like  "*CORPORATIOAN" Or Like  "*CORPORATIOH" Or Like  
"*CORPORATIOHN" Or Like  "*C'ORPORATION" Or Like  "*CORPORATIOON" Or Like  
"*CORPORATIOR" Or Like  "*CORPORATTION" Or Like  "*CORPORIATION" Or Like  
"*CORPOROATION" Or Like  "*CORPORPORATION" Or Like  "*CORPOTATION" Or Like  
"*CORPRORATION" Or Like  "*CORRORATION" Or Like  "*CORRPORATION" Or Like  "*E C.S.A.S." 
Or Like  "*E C.-S.A.S." Or Like  "*EOMPANY" Or Like  "*ESTABLISSEMENT AUTONOME DE DROIT 
PUBLIC" Or Like  "*FESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GASELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GE SELLSCHAFT" Or 
Like  "*GEDSELLSCHAFT" Or Like "*GEGELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GELELLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GELLSCHFT" Or Like  "*GELSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GESCHELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESEILSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESEKKSCGAFT" Or Like  "*GESEL 
LSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELISCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELL SCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELL- SCHAFT" 
Or Like  "*GESELLACHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELLASCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELLCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GESELLESSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELLSCAFT" Or Like  "*GESELLSCGAFT" Or Like  
"*GESELLSCH" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHA" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHAAFT" Or Like  
"*GESELLSCHAF" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHAFRT" Or Like  "*GE-SELLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GESELLSCHAFTEN" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHAFTER" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHAR" Or Like  
"*GESELLSCHAT" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHATT" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHFAT" Or Like  
"*GESELLSCHFT" Or Like  "*GESELLSCHIFT" Or Like  "*GESELLSHAFT" Or Like  
"*GESELLSLCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESELSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESERLLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GESESLLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESESSLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESLLSCHAFT" Or Like  
"*GESSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "*GESSELSCHAFT" Or Like "*GIMBH" Or Like  "*GM BH" Or Like  
"*GMABH" Or Like  "*GMB H" or Like "* SR.L" Or Like  "* SR.O" Or Like  "* STE ANONYME" Or Like  
"* TABUSHIKI" Or Like  "* TIMITED" Or Like  "* TTD." Or Like  "* VAALLALAT" Or Like  "* 
VALLALAT" Or Like  "* VALLALATA" Or Like  "* VALLATAT" Or Like  "* VALLSLAT" Or Like  "* 
XAISHA" Or Like  "* YUGEN GAISHA" Or Like  "* YUGEN KAISYA" Or Like  "* YUUGEN KAISYA" Or 
Like  "* ZARKORUEN MUKODO RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* ZARTKOER..EN M..K..D.. 
RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* ZARTKOERUEEN MUEKOEDOE RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  
"* ZARTKOERUEN MUKOEDO RESZVENYTARSA" Or Like  "* ZARTKOERUEN MUKOEDO 
RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* ZARTKOR EN M KOD RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* 
ZARTKORUEN MUKO+DO+RESVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* ZARTKORUEN MUKODO 
RESVENTYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* ZARTKORUEN MUKODO RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* 
ZRT." Or Like  "*& C. -S.A.S." Or Like  "*& C. SA.S." Or Like  "*& C.S.A.S." Or Like  "*& C.-S.A.S." Or 
Like  "*& COMAPNY" Or Like  "*& COPMANY" Or Like  "*(SARL" Or Like  "*(SOCETE ANONYME)" 
Or Like  "*(SOCI E/ TE ANONYME)" Or Like "*(SOCIET E ANONYME" Or Like  "*(SOCIETA 
ANONYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE A RESPONSABILITE LIMITE)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE AMONYME)" 
Or Like  "*(SOCIETE ANANYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE ANNONYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE ANO 
NYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE ANOMYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE ANONY.)" Or Like  "*(SOCI'ETE' 
ANONYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE ANOYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFEE)" Or 
Like  "*(SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETE) ANONYME" Or Like  
"*(SOCIETEANONYME)" Or Like  "*(SOCIETETE ANONYME)" Or Like  "*)S.A." Or Like  "*, A.B." Or 
Like  "*, A.G" Or Like  "*, COI." Or Like  "*, COM." Or Like  "*, DMBH" Or Like  "*, GHBH" Or Like  "*, 
GMBN" Or Like  "*, INCC" Or Like  "*, INCE" Or Like  "*, INCORPOARATED" Or Like  "*, 
INCORPOATED" Or Like  "*, INCS" Or Like  "*, INCS." Or Like  "*, INCV" Or Like  "*, INCV." Or Like  
"*, INCX." Or Like  "*, IND" Or Like  "*, INDORPORATED" Or Like  "*, INK" Or Like  "*, INK." Or Like  
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"*, INL" Or Like  "*, INS." Or Like  "*, INV." Or Like  "*, ITD." Or Like "*, LD" Or Like  "*, LED." Or 
Like  "*, LITD" Or Like  "*, LMTD." Or Like  "*, LPD" Or Like  "*, LT" Or Like  "*, LT." Or Like  "*, 
LT.D." Or Like  "*, LTD'" Or Like  "*, LTD)" Or Like  "*, LTD)." Or Like  "*, LTD*" Or Like  "*, LTDE." 
Or Like  "*, LTE" Or Like  "*, LTED." Or Like  "*, LTF" Or Like  "*, LTF." Or Like "* L.T.D" Or Like  "* 
LD." Or Like  "* LIMETED" Or Like  "* LIMIED" Or Like  "* LIMIITED" Or Like  "* LIMILTED" Or 
Like  "* LIMIRED" Or Like  "* LIMITD" Or Like  "* LIMITEJD" Or Like  "* LIMITGED" Or Like  "* 
LIMITIED" Or Like  "* LIMNITED" Or Like  "* LIMTIED" Or Like  "* LITMITED" Or Like  "* LMTD." 
Or Like  "* LTD'" Or Like  "* LTD)" Or Like  "* LTD)." Or Like  "* M B.H." Or Like  "* M..B.H." Or Like  
"* M.B. H" Or Like  "* M.B. H." Or Like  "* -MBH" Or Like  "* MBH." Or Like  "* MFG COP" Or Like  
"* MGH" Or Like  "* N,V" Or Like  "* N,V." Or Like  "* N..V" Or Like  "* N.V/S.A." Or Like  "* 
NAAMIOZE VENNCOTSCHAP" Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE RENNOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE 
VENNOOSTCHAP" Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE VENNOOTCHAP" Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE 
VENNOOTSCHAN" Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE VENOOT-SCHAP" Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE 
VENOOTSCHAP." Or Like  "* NAAMLOZE VERNOOTSCHAP" Or Like  "* NAAMZOZE 
VENNOOSCHAP" Or Like  "* NABUSHIKI" Or Like  "* NOAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHLAP" Or Like  "* 
NYILVANOSAN MUEKOEDOE RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like "* NYILVANOSAN MUKODO 
RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* OEG" Or Like  "* OMPANY" Or Like  "* OU" Or Like  "* OUE" Or 
Like  "* P. L. C" Or Like  "* P.A." Or Like  "* P.L.C" Or Like  "* P.L.C.." Or Like  "* PL.C" Or Like  "* 
PLC)" Or Like  "* PLC." Or Like  "* PRIVATE" Or Like  "* PTE" Or Like  "* PTY LID." Or Like  "* PTY 
LTS" Or Like  "* PTY LYD" Or Like  "* PVT" Or Like  "* PVT." Or Like  "* RABUSHIKI" Or Like  "* 
RESVENTYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* RESVENY TARSASAG" Or Like  "* RESVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  
"* RESZENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* RESZVENYT ARSASAG" Or Like  "* RESZVENYTARSAAG" Or 
Like  "* RESZVENYTARSASAG" Or Like  "* RESZVENY-TARSASAG" Or Like  "* 
RESZVENYTARSASAQ" Or Like  "* S R L." Or Like  "* S R.O." Or Like  "* S,A" Or Like  "* S,A." Or Like  
"* S,R.L." Or Like  "* S. P.A" Or Like  "* S. R.L." Or Like  "* S..A." Or Like  "* S.¯.R.L" Or Like  "* 
S.¯.R.L." Or Like  "* S.A R. L." Or Like  "* S.A R.1." or Like "* IND. CO(." Or Like "* IND. COM." Or Like  
"* INDORPORATED" Or Like  "* K K" Or Like  "* K.G." Or Like  "* K.V." Or Like  "* KAB USHIKI" Or 
Like  "* KABASHIKI KAISHU" Or Like  "* KABISHA" Or Like  "* KABNUSHIKI" Or Like  "* 
KABURSHIKI" Or Like  "* KABUSHII" Or Like  "* KABUSHIK KIASHA" Or Like  "* KABUSHIKA" Or 
Like  "* KABUSHIRI" Or Like  "* KABUSIKI" Or Like  "* KABUSIKIGAISHA" Or Like  "* KAIAHA" Or 
Like  "* KAIASHA" Or Like  "* KAIBHA" Or Like  "* KAIGHA" Or Like  "* KAIHA" Or Like  "* 
KAIISHA" Or Like  "* KAIKSHA" Or Like  "* KAINSHA" Or Like  "* KAISAHA" Or Like  "* KAISGA" Or 
Like  "* KAISH" Or Like  "* KAISH A" Or Like  "* KAISHE" Or Like  "* KAISHHA" Or Like  "* KAISHI" 
Or Like  "* KAISHIA" Or Like  "* KAISHO" Or Like  "* KAISHSA" Or Like  "* KAISHU" Or Like  "* 
KAISHYA" Or Like  "* KAISIA" Or Like  "* KAISJA" Or Like  "* KAISKA" Or Like  "* KAISSHA" Or 
Like  "* KAISYA" Or Like  "* KAKISHA" Or Like  "* KAMBUSHIKI" Or Like  "* KANUSHIKIGAISHA" 
Or Like  "* KARSHA" Or Like  "* KASHA" Or Like "* KASISHA" Or Like  "* KASUSHIKI" Or Like  "* 
KAUBSHIKI KIASHA" Or Like  "* KAUSHA" Or Like  "* KAUSHIKI" Or Like  "* KA-USHIKI" Or Like  
"* KAVUSHIKI" Or Like  "* KAYSHA" Or Like  "* KEG" Or Like  "* KIMITED" Or Like  "* KISHA" Or 
Like  "* KK." Or Like  "* KOEZHASZNU TARSASAG" Or Like  "* KOMMANDIRGESELLSCHAFT AUF 
AKRIEN" Or Like  "* KOMMANDITGELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* KOMMANDITGESEILSCHAFT" Or Like  
"* KOMMANDITGESELLSCHA" Or Like  "* KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAF" Or Like  "* 
KOMMANDITGESELLSHAFT" Or Like  "* KOMMANDITGESELLSHCAFT" Or Like  "* 
KOMMANDITGESSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* KORLATOLT FELELGOSSEGU TARSASAG" Or Like  "* 
KORLATOLT FELELOESSEGUE TARSASAG" Or Like  "* KORLATOLT FELELOSSEGU TARAOSAG" 
Or Like  "* KORLATOLT FELELOSSEGU TARSAGAG" Or Like  "* KORLATOLT FELELOSSEGU 
TARSASAG" Or Like  "* KOZHASZNU TARSASAG" Or Like  "* KTD." Or Like  "* KUBISHIKIKAISYA" 
Or Like  "* KUBUSHIKI" Or Like  "* KUISHA" Or Like  "* L L C." Or Like  "* L T D" Or Like  "* L T D." 
Or Like  "* L TD." Or Like "* G.M.B H" Or Like  "* G.M.BH" Or Like  "* G.MBH" Or Like  "* GAISHA" 
Or Like  "* GAMBH" Or Like  "* GBMBH" Or Like  "* GELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GELSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GEMBH" Or 
Like  "* GENSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES ELLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES. 
MIT BESCHAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES. MIT BESCHR. HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES. MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES. MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFPUNG" Or Like  "* GES. 
MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES. MIT BESCHRANTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GES. MIT. BESCHR. HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GES.M.B." Or Like  "* GES.M.BH" Or Like "* 
GESCHELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESEELSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESEILSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESEKKSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTERHAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELISCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELL MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELL SCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELL. MIT BESCHRANKTER 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLASCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLESCHAFT MIT BESCHAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLESCHAFT MIT BESCHRANHKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLESCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLESHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
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Like  "* GESELLLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLLSCHAFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLLSCHAFT MIT BESHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSAHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like "* GESELLSCAFT MIT 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCAHFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCAHFT MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCGAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCH. MIT BESCHR. HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCH. MIT BESCHRANKTER 
HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAET MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* 
GESELLSCHAF MIT BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFI MIT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFR MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or 
Like  "* GESELLSCHAFST MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT 
BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT M B H" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT M. B. 
H" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT M. BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT M.B.." 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT M.B.M." Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT M.BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" 
Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MET BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG" Or Like  "* GESELLSCHAFT MI 
BESCHRAENKTER HAFTUNG" or Like "* AKTIENGESELLLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSACHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSACHFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCAHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCAHFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCAHT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHA" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHAAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHAET" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHAF" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFAT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHAFF" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFY" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHAKT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHANFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHARF" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHARFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHAT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHATF" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHEFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHFAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSCHIFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHTAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCHUFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSCNAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESELLSHA" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLSSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLTSCHAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENGESELLWSCHAFT" Or Like "* AKTIENGESELSSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESENLLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESESLLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESESLLSCHSFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESEUSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESHELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESSCHAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENGESSELCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGESSELLSCAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGESSLLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGEZELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENGGSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGSELLECHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENGSELLSHAFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENKESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENQESELL SCHAFT." Or Like  "* 
AKTIENQESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENSEGELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENSELLSCAHFT" 
Or Like  "* AKTIENSELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIENSELLSCRAFT" Or Like  "* 
AKTIENSESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIEQESELLSCHAFT" Or Like  "* AKTIESELSXAB" Like 
"FA. *" Or Like "* K.-G." Or Like "* PLC, *" Or Like "* SOHN," Or Like "*, S. R. C." Or Like "* ASA, *" 
Or Like "WINDMOELLER & *" Or Like "* K. G." Or Like "* IND" Or Like "*G. M. B. H." Or Like "* 
P.L.C.,*" Or Like "* LTD:*" Or Like "* CY") Or Like "*NAAMLOOZE VENNOOTSCHAP*" Or Like 
"*FABRIEK*" Or Like "*:AB." Or Like "*:AB" Or Like "* SA.:*" Or Like "GEBRUDER*" Or Like 
"SOCIETE D'EXPLOITATION*" Or Like "*:SPA." Or Like "*:SPA" Or Like "*:NV." Or Like "*:NV" Or 
Like "FABBRICA *" Or Like "* FABBRICA *" Or Like "* FABBRICA" Or Like "*SOCIETA  PER 
AZIONI*" Or Like "*:CIE." Or Like "* MFG" Or Like "*SOCIETA ANONIMA" Or Like "SA. *" Or Like 
"* CV" Or Like "*:KG." Or Like "* GMHH" Or Like "*:AG." Or Like "* OY, *" Or Like "*CORP.;" Or 
Like "* A. S." Or Like "*CO. KG, *" Or Like "* SOEHNE" Or Like "* SOEHNE *" Or Like "* CORP," Or 
Like "*, LDT." Or Like ">M. B. H." Or Like "* PLC;" Or Like "* FILS" Or Like "*(FIRMA)*" Or Like 
"ACTIESELSKABET*" Or Like "* LIMITES" Or Like "*SOCIEDAD ANENIMA" Or Like "* AG;" Or Like 
"SOC. AN.*" Or Like "*, S.R.C." Or Like "*G. M. B. H." Or Like "*ACT.-GES." Or Like "*S. A R. L." Or 
Like "* K. G." Or Like "* OY, *" Or Like "* OY;" Or Like "* OY,," Or Like "* OY," Or Like "*,OY" or like 
“A.-B. *” or like “A. B., *” Like "BRAUN, GMBH*" Or like "BRAUN, AKTIEN*" or like "BRAUN, C.F.*" 
or like "BRAUN, C.-F.*" or like "BRAUN,* CO.*" Or like "BRAUN,* A.G.*" or like "*TAKAMATS" or like 
"* GEBRUEDER JUNGHANS,*" or like "*AB HANS" or like "*GMBH* HANS" or like "*METALLBAU* 
HANS" or like "*FABRIKANT* HANS" or like "*BAUMGARTNER* HANS" or like "*FABRIK* HANS" 
or like "*STAHLBAU* HANS" or like "*FARMATS" or like "* INFORMATS"; 
 
STEP 1.3: COMPANY SEARCH CASE BASE: Exact matches 
 
UPDATE SEARCH_KEY INNER JOIN TABLE NAME ON SEARCH_KEY.SEARCH_KEY = TABLE 
NAME.ORG_NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1 
WHERE (((SEARCH_KEY.SECTOR_CODE)=2) AND ((SEARCH_KEY.MATCH_TYPE)="EXACT")); 
 
STEP 2.1: UNIVERSITY SEARCH RULE BASE 
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UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSI*" Or Like "*ACADEMIC HOSPITAL*" Like "*UNIV.*" And Not 
Like "*PROF.*" Like "*UNIV.*" And Not Like "*ING.*" Like "*UNIV.*" And Not Like "*DR.*" Or Like 
"*COLLEGE*" Or Like "*SCHOOL*" Or Like "*REGENTS*" Or Like "*ECOLE*" Or Like "*FACULTE*" Or 
Like "*SCHULE *" Or Like "* SCHULE" Or Like "*ACADEM*" Or Like "*INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*POLITEC*" Or Like "*POLYTEC*" Or Like "*UNIVERZ*" Or Like 
"*FACULTÉ*" Or Like "*INTERNUIVERSITAIR*" Or Like "*INTERUNIVERITAIR*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERISTY*" Or Like "*RIJKSUNIVERSTTEIT*" Or Like "*UNIVERSATIES*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSTIY*" Or Like "*UNVERSITY*" Or Like "*UMIVERSIDAD*" Or Like "*UNIVERSTIÀ*" Or 
Like "*UNIVERSTITÄT*" Or Like "*UNIVERSTITAT*" Or Like "*UNIVERSTITY*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSTIY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSY*" Or Like "*UNIVERISITY*"; 
 
STEP 2.2: UNIVERSITY SEARCH CASE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 
null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = null 
WHERE ORG_NAME like "*ALFRED UNIVERISTY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INSITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTIUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*DUKE UNVERSITY*" Or Like "*EMORY UNIVERISTY*" Or Like 
"*HADASIT*" Or Like "*HADASSA MEDICAL*" Or Like "*HADASSAH MEDICAL*" Or Like "*IMEC *" 
Or Like "*INTERNUIVERSITAIR*" Or Like "*INTERUNIVERITAIR*" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTES 
INSITUTE OF *" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INSITITUTE OF *" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTS 
INSITIUTE OF *" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INSITUTE OF *" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF 
*" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INST. TECH.*" Or Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INSTI. TECHNOLOGY*" Or 
Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*MTA KÖZPONTI FIZIKAI 
KUTATO*" Or Like "*PURDUE RESEARCH*" Or Like "*QUEEN'S UNIVERISTY AT KINGSTON*" Or Like 
"*SYNNYBROOK HEALTH SCIENCE*" Or Like "*TECHNISCHE UNIVERSTEIT DELFT*" Or Like 
"*TEKNILLINEN KORKEA KOULU*" Or Like "*TEKNILLINEN KORKEAKOULU*" Or Like 
"*TEKNILLISEN KORKEAKOULUN*" Or Like "*TEXAS A & M SYSTEM*" Or Like "*TEXAS A & M*" Or 
Like "*THE CHINESE UNIVERISITY OF HONG KONG*" Or Like "*THE JOHNS HOPKINS*" Or Like 
"*THE TEXAS A&M*" Or Like "*THOMAS JEFFERSON *" Or Like "*TULANE EDUCATIONAL FUND*" 
Or Like "*UNITERSITY OF NOTRE DAME DU LAC*" Or Like "*UNIV OF QUEENSLAND*" Or Like 
"*UNIV OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI*" Or Like "*UNIVERISITY OF BRISTOL*" Or Like "*UNIVERISITY 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA*" Or Like "*UNIVERISTY OF CONNECTICUT*" Or Like "*UNIVERISTY 
OF FLORIDA*" Or Like "*UNIVERISTY OF MINNESOOTA*" Or Like "*UNIVERISTY OF PITTSBURGH*" 
Or Like "*UNIVERISTY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI*" Or Like "*UNIVERITY OF OREGON*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERITY OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSTIY OF NORTH CAROLINA*" Or 
Like "*UNUVERSITY OF*" Or Like "*UNVERISTY OF*" Or like "*UNVERSITY OF DAYTON*" Or Like 
"*UNVERSITY OF*" Or Like "*UNVIERSITY OF*" Or Like "*WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH*" Or Like 
"*YALE UNVERSITY*" Or Like "*YISSUM*" Or Like "ALBERTA MICROELECTRONIC CENTRE*" Or 
Like "CARNEGIE MELLON*" Or Like "CARNEGIE-MELLON*" Or Like "GEORGIA TECH*" Or Like 
"LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY*" Or Like "PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS OF HARVARD*" Or 
Like "SUNNYBROOK AND WOMEN'S HEALTH SCIENCES CENTRE*" Or Like "SUNNYBROOK 
HEALTH SCIENCE*" Or Like "TEXAS A&M*" Or Like "univ *" Or Like "*interuniversitair instituut voor 
biotech*" Or Like "* interuniversitair instituut*" Or Like "universitaire instituut*" Or Like "*universitair 
centrum*" Or Like "*unirversiteit*" Or Like "*univeriteit*" Or Like "*universteit*" Or Like "*faculte*" Or 
Like "*faculté*" Or Like "*K.U.Leuven*" Or Like "*TU ILMENAU*" Or Like "*RWTH AACHEN*" Or 
Like "*UNIVERDIDAD*" Or Like "*LOS ANGELES BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE AT 
HARBOR-UCLA MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "*POSTECH FOUNDATION*" Or  Like "*COLD 
SPRING HARBOR LABORATORY*" Or Like "*HARBOR BRANCH OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION*" 
Or Like "*CAMBRIDGE ENTERPRISE*" Or Like "*ISIS INNOVATION*" Or Like "*CHALMERS 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY*" Or Like "*IMPERIAL INNOVATION*" Or Like "*IMPERIAL 
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED*" Or Like "*YEDA RESEARCH*" (Or Like "*international institute of 
cellular*" Or Like "center for gastroenterological research" Or Like "VUB" Or Like "VIB" Or Like "*rega 
institute*" Or Like "*institute of tropical medicine*" Or Like "*interuniversitair micro-electronica*" AND 
ORG_CNTR)="BE") Or Like "*INST KAROLINSKA*" Or Like "*KAROLINSKA INNOVATION*" Or Like 
"*KAROLINSKA INST*" Or Like "*KEMISKA INST*" Or Like "*ETH TRANSFER*" Or Like "*ETH 
ZUERICH*" Or Like "*ETH Z?RICH*" Or Like "*PROTISVALOR MEDITERRANEE*" Or Like "*UCL 
BUSINESS PLC*" Or Like "*ING. C. OLIVETTI & C., S.P.A. UFFICIO BREVETTI*" Or Like "*OFFICIO 
BREVETTI DOTT CILDGNA*" Or Like "UNIMIST*" Or Like "UNITEC*" Or Like "*FACULDADE DE 
CI?NCIAS DA UNIVERSIDADE*" Or Like "*FACULDADE DE ENGENHARIA DA UNIVERSIDADE*" 
Or Like "*WTT F?RDERTECHNIK*" Or Like "*WTT SYSTEMS*" Or Like "*CHINESE ACADEMY 
*SCIENCE*" Or Like "*CHINESE ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE*"Or Like "*LELAND 
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STANFORD JUNIOR*" or like “*INGENIEURHOCHSCHULE*” or like “BRUSS G. UNIV*” or like 
“*UNIV” or like “*UNIVESITY*” or like “*, CAS” or like “*, C.A.S.”; 
 
STEP 2.3: UNIVERSITY SEARCH CASE BASE: Exact matches 
 
UPDATE SEARCH_KEY INNER JOIN TABLE NAME ON SEARCH_KEY.SEARCH_KEY = TABLE 
NAME.ORG_NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = Null, TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = Null 
WHERE (((SEARCH_KEY.MATCH_TYPE)="EXACT") AND ((SEARCH_KEY.SECTOR_CODE)=3)); 
 
 
STEP 3.1: GOVERNMENT & NON-PROFIT SEARCH RULE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE ORG_NAME Like "*SECRETARY*" Or Like "*AUTHORITY*" Or Like "*RESEARCH COUNCIL*" 
Or Like "*COUNCIL*" Or Like "*BOARD" Or Like "* NATIONAL*" Or Like "*AGENCY*" Or Like 
"*COUNTY*" Or Like "*MINISTER*" Or Like "*COMMISSARIAT*" Or Like "*AGENCE*" Or Like 
“L'ETAT*” or like “ETAT*” or like “* ETAT *” or like “* ETAT” or like “* D'ETAT *” Or Like 
"*CHAMBRE*" Or Like "* CITY *" Or like "CITY *" Or like "* CITY" Or Like "* STATE *" Or like "STATE 
*" Or like "* STATE" Or Like "*GOVERNMENT*" Or Like "*MINISTRY*" Or Like "*COMMONWEALTH*" 
Or Like "*SECRETARIAT*" Or Like "*REPUBLIC*" Or Like "*MINISTERO*" Or Like "*MINISTRE*" Or 
Like "*HER MAJESTY*" Or Like "*GOVERNOR*" Or Like "*NAZIONALE*" Or Like "*MINISTER*" Or 
Like "*NACIONAL*" Or Like "*ADMINISTRATOR*" Or Like "* VILLE *" Or Like "* STAAT*" Or Like 
"STAAT *" Or Like "*AMMINISTRAZIONE*" Or Like "* STATO *" Or Like "*PREFECTURE*" Or Like 
"*THE QUEEN*" Or Like "*GOUVERNMENT*" Or Like "*GOUVERNEMENT*" Or Like "* MINISTRO*" 
Or Like "* MINISTRI*" Or Like "VILLE *" Or Like "*GOVERNER *" Or Like "STADT *" Or Like 
"*PREFECTURE" Or Like "AMMINISTRAZIONE*" AND TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 Is Null AND 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 Is Null Or Like "*COMMISSION" Or Like "BUNDESANSTALT*" Or Like 
"BUNDESREPUBLIK*" Or Like "*-KEN" Or Like "COMISSARIAT*" Or Like "COMMISARIAT*" Or Like 
"COMMISSARAIT*" Or Like "COMMISSARAT*" Or Like "COMMISSARIET*" Or Like "COMMISSRIAT*" 
Or Like "COMMUNAUTÉ*" Or Like "COMMUNAUTE*" Or Like "CONFEDERATED TRIBES*" Or Like 
"COOUNCIL OF*" Or Like "COUCIL OF*" Or Like "COUNSEL OF*" Or Like "*BUNDESANSTALT" Or 
Like "DEN PRAESIDENTEN*" Or Like "GEZONDHEIDSDIENST*" Or Like "*BOTANICAL GARDEN" Or 
Like "*PREFECTURE)" Or Like "PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI*" Or Like "PRESIDENZA 
DEL CONSIGLIO DEL MINISTRI" Or Like "* POLICE *" Or like "POLICE *" Or like "* POLICE" Or Like 
"*MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT*" Or Like "PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI" Or Like 
"*DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE*" or Like "*INSTIT*" Or Like "* INST.*" Or Like "*INSTYTUT*" Or 
Like "*ISTITUTO*" Or Like "*INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH *" Or Like "*INSTYTUT*" Or 
Like "*ISTITUTO *" Or Like "*INTITUTE*" Or Like "*INSITUTE*" Or Like "*INSITUT*" Or Like "INST.*" 
Or Like "*KENKYUSHO*" Or Like "*FONDATION*" Or Like "*FOUNDATION*" Or Like "*FUNDATION*" 
Or Like "*FONDATIONE*" Or Like "*FEDERATION*" Or Like "*COOPERATIVE*" Or Like 
"*ASSOCIATION*" Or Like "*SOCIETY*" Or Like "*TRUST*" Or Like "*STIFTUNG*" Or Like 
"*STICHTING*" Or Like "* E.V." Or Like "* E.V.*" Or Like "* E.V,*" or like "* E.V" Or Like "* VZW*" Or 
Like "* V.Z.W.*" Or Like "*ASSOC." Or Like "*VERENINING*" Or Like "* E. V.*" Or Like 
"*ASOCIACION*" Or Like "*ASSOCIAZIONE*" Or Like "*BLOOD TRANSFUSION SERVICE*" Or Like 
"*TRANSFUSION SANGUINE*" Or Like "*FUNDACAO*" Or Like "*FUNDACION*" Or Like 
"*FUNDACIO*" Or Like "* ASBL" Or Like "* A.B.S.L." Or Like "* ASBL *" Or Like "* A.B.S.L. *" Or Like 
"*BLOOD SERVICES*" Or Like "*BLOOD TRANSFUSION*" Or Like "VERENINING*" Or Like "*BLOOD 
CENTER*" Or Like "*FUNDAÇAO*" Or Like "*FUNDACIÒ*" Or Like "*CHURCH*" Or Like 
"*MINISTRIES*" AND TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 Is Null AND TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 Is Null; 
 
STEP 3.2: GOVERNMENT & NON-PROFIT SEARCH CASE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 
Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = Null 
where ORG_NAME like "* EUROPÄISCHE GEMEINSCHAFT*" Or Like "*CANTON ZURICH" Or Like 
"*DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT*" Or Like "*DEPARTMENT OF 
ENERGY MINES AND RESOURCES*" Or Like "*DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES*" 
Or Like "*DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH THE EXECUTIVE YUAN*" Or Like "*DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like 
"*DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS*" Or Like "*DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE*" Or Like "*DEPT. OF 
VETERANS AFFAIRS*" Or Like "*EURATOM*" Or Like "*EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY 
COMMUNITY*" Or Like "*EUROPEAN COMMISSION*" Or Like "*EUROPEAN COMMUNITY*" Or Like 
"*EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY*" Or Like "*EUROPESE ECONOMISCHE GEMEENSCHAP*" 
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Or Like "*EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAP VOOR ATOOMENERGIE*" Or Like "*GOUVERNEMENT 
MONEGASQUE REPRÉSENTÉ*" Or Like "*JAPAN AS REPRESENTED BY *" Or Like "*MINISTERO *" Or 
Like "*SCHWEIZERISCHE EIDENOSSENSCHAFT*" Or Like "*SCHWEIZERISCHE 
EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT*" Or Like "*SCHWEIZERISCHE EIDGENOSSENSHAFT*" Or Like "*THE 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY*" Or Like "*U. S. ARMY*" Or Like "*U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY*" 
Or Like "*U. S. NATURAL RESOURCES*" Or Like "*U.S.*" Or Like "*WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE*" Or Like "AGRI-FOOD*" Or Like "ARC ROODEPLAAT*" Or Like 
"ARC ROODEPLATT*" Or Like "AUSTRALIAN MEAT & LIVE-STOCK*" Or Like "AUSTRALIAN 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE*" Or Like "AUSTRALIAN NUCLEAR SCIENCE*" Or Like "AUSTRALIAN WOOL 
RESEARCH AND PROMOTION*" Or Like "AUSTRALIAN WOOL RESEARCH*" Or Like "BANQUE DE 
FRANCE*" Or Like "BUNDESANSTALT FÜR MATERIALFORSCHUNG*" Or Like "BUNDESREPUBLIK 
DEUTSCHLAND*" Or Like "BUREAU DE RECHERCHES GEOLOGIQUES ET MINIERES*" Or Like 
"C.N.R.S.*" Or Like "CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL*" Or Like "CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIONES 
ENERGETICAS MEDIOAMBIENTALES*" Or Like "CNRS-*" Or Like "DIRECTOR GENERAL OF*" Or Like 
"DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF*" Or Like "DIRECTOR-GENERAL*" Or Like "DSW*" Or Like "ENEA ENTE 
PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE*" Or Like "ENTE PER LE NOUVE*" Or Like "ENTE PER LE NUOVE 
TECNOLOGIE*" Or Like "EUROPÄISCHE ATOMGEMEINSCHAFT*" Or Like "EUROPÄISCHE 
WIRTSCHAFTSGEMEINSCHAFT*" Or Like "EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY*" Or Like 
"FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF*" Or Like "FLORIDA DEPT. OF*" Or Like "GEMEENTE AMSTERDAM*" 
Or Like "GEMEENTE AMSTERDAM*" Or Like "GEMEENTE ROTTERDAM*" Or Like "GEWESTELIJK 
AGENTSCHAP*" Or Like "H.M. THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF CANADA*" Or Like "H.M. THE QUEEN*" Or 
Like "HOUILLERES DE BASSIN DU CENTRE ET DU MIDI*" Or Like "HYOGO-KEN*" Or Like "KANSAS 
DEPARTMENT OF*" Or Like "NASA/*" Or Like "NEBRASKA DEPARTMENT OF*" Or Like "NORTH 
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF*" Or Like "POLSKA AKADEMIA NAUK*" Or Like "POLSKA AKADEMIA 
NAUK*" Or Like "SAFT (INSCRITE AU REGISTRE*" Or Like "SAGA PREFECTURAL*" Or Like "SOCIETE 
LORRAINE ET MERIDIONALE DE*" Or Like "THE CROWN IN THE RIGHT OF*" Like "*academy of 
sciences of the czech*" Or Like "INRIA" Or Like "CEMAF" Or Like "*region wallonne*" Or Like 
"*EMBRAPA*" Or Like "*BUNDESANSTALT*" Or Like "*CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE*" Or 
Like "*ISTITUTO SUPERIORE DI SANITA*" Or Like "*SLAGTERIERNES FORSKNINGSINSTITUT*" 
Or Like "*MAX-DELBRÜCK-CENTRUM FÜR MOLEKULARE MEDIZIN*" Or Like "*STIFTUNG 
DEUTSCHES KREBSFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FÜR LUFT- UND 
RAUMFAHRT*" Or Like "*FORSCHUNGSVERBUND BERLIN*" Or Like "*HEINRICH-HERTZ-
INSTITUT FÜR NACHRICHTENTECHNIK BERLIN*" Or Like "*FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM 
KARLSRUHE*" Or Like "*EMPA EIDGENOESSISCHE MATERIALPRUEFUNGS- UND 
FORSCHUNGSANSTALT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FÜR LUFT- UND 
RAUMFAHRT*" Or Like "*TOTALFÖRSVARETS FORSKNINGSINSTITUT*" Or Like 
"*EUROPÄISCHES LABORATORIUM FÜR MOLEKULARBIOLOGIE*" Or Like 
"*FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM ROSSENDORF*" OR Like "*KANAGAWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY*" or like “*CNRS*” or like “KOGYO GIJUTSUIN*” or like “UFIMSKIJ 
AVIATSIONNYS*” or like "INST GORNOGO*" or like "NAT AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN*" or 
Like "CENTRE*OCEANS" or like "?VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK*" 
Or Like "* DUPAGE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM*" Or Like "* EMPA *" Or Like "*ABILITY CENTER OF 
GREATER TOLEDO*" Or Like "*ACADEMIA SINICA*" Or Like "*AMERICAN BOWLING CONGRESS*" 
Or Like "*AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY*" Or Like "*ARIZONA SONORA DESERT 
MUSEUM*" Or Like "*CENTRE DE COOPERATION INTERNATIONAL EN RECHERCHE 
AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "*CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION, DE RECHERCHES*" Or Like "*CENTRE 
DE MICROENCAPSULATION*" Or Like "*CENTRE DE PYROLYSE*" Or Like "*CENTRE DE 
RECHERCHE DU CHUL*" Or Like "*CENTRE DE RECHERCHE METALLURGIQUES*" Or Like 
"*CENTRE DE RECHERCHES METALLURGIQUES*" Or Like "*CENTRE D'ETUDE DE L'ENERGIE 
NUCLEAIRE*" Or Like "*CENTRE D'ETUDE DE L'ENERGIE NUCLÉAIRE*" Or Like "*CROIX ROUGE*" 
Or Like "*DEUTSCHE FORSCHUHGSANSTALT FUR LUFT-UND RAUMFAHRT F.V.*" Or Like 
"*DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FUER LUFT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT 
FUR LUFT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FÜR LUFT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHES 
ZENTRUM FUER LUFT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUR LUFT*" Or Like "*DEUTSCHES 
ZENTRUM FÜR LUFT*" Or Like "*ENEA-*" Or Like "*EUROPAISCHES LABORATORIUM FUR 
MOLEKULARBIOLOGIC*" Or Like "*EUROPAISCHES LABORATORIUM FUR 
MOLEKULARBIOLOGIE*" Or Like "*EUROPÄISCHES LABORATORIUM FÜR 
MOLEKULARBIOLOGIE*" Or Like "*EUROPAISCHES LABORATORIUM MOLEKULARBIOLOGIE*" Or 
Like "*EUROPASCHES LABORATORIUM FUR MOLEKULARBIOLOGIE*" Or Like "*EUROPEAN 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY*" Or Like "*FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JULICH*" Or Like 
"*FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JÜLICH*" Or Like "*FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE*" Or Like 
"*FORSHUNGSZENTRUM JÜLICH*" Or Like "*FORSKNIINGSCENTER RISO*" Or Like 
"*FORSKNINGSCENTER RIS.O*" Or Like "*FORSKNINGSCENTER RISØ*" Or Like "*FORSOGSANLAEG 
RISO*" Or Like "*FRANNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*FRAUHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"*FRAUNHOFER- ESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"*FRAUNHOFER- GESELLSCHFT*" Or Like "*FRAUNHOFER USA*" Or Like "*FRAUNHOFER-*" Or Like 
"*FRAUNHOFNER-GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*FRED HUTCHINSON CANCER*" Or Like 
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"*GESELLSCHAFT FUER BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG*" Or like "*GESELLSCHAFT FUER 
BIO-TECHNOLOGISCHE*" Or Like "*GESELLSCHAFT FUR BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG*" Or 
Like "*GESELLSCHAFT FÜR BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG*" Or Like "*GSF *" Or Like "*GSF-*" 
Or Like "*JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY*" Or Like "*KERNFORSCHUNGANLAGE JULICH*" Or Like 
"*KERNFORSCHUNGSANLAGE JUELICH*" Or Like "*LA CROIX-ROUGE" Or Like "*MAGYAR TUDOM 
NYOS AKAD MIA*" Or Like "*MAGYAR TUDOMANVOS AKADEMIA*" Or Like "*MAGYAR 
TUDOMANYOS AKADEMIA*" Or Like "*MAGYAR TUDOMANYOS AKADÉMIA*" Or Like "*MAGYAR 
TUDOMßNYOS AKADÉMIA*" Or Like "*MAX DELBRÜCK ZENTRUM*" Or Like "*MAX DELBRUCK-
CENTRUM*" Or Like "*MAX PLANCK GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MAX PLANCK GESELLSCHAFT*" 
Or Like "*MAX PLANCK GESSELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MAX PLANK GESSELSCHAFT*" Or Like 
"*MAX-DELBR{UMLAUT OVER (U)}CK-CENTRUM F{UMLAUT OVER (U)}R*" Or Like "*MAX-
DELBRUCK-CENTRUM*" Or Like "*MAX-DELBRUECK CENTRUM*" Or Like "*MAX-FLANCK-
GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MAX-PLANC-GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MAX-PLANCK 
GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MAX-PLANCK-GESELLESCHAFT*" Or Like "*MAX-PLANCK-
GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "*MICROELECTRONICS CENTER OF N.C.*" Or Like "*MTA KOZPONTI 
KEMIAI KUTATO*" Or Like "*MTA KÖZPONTI KÉMIAI KUTATO*" Or Like "*NEDERLADNSE 
ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST-NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDE ORGANISATIE VOOR 
TOEGEPAST-NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDS ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST-
NATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDS ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST-
NATUURWETENSHAPPELIJK*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDS ORGANISATLE VOOR TOEGEPAST-
NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE CENTRALE ORGANISATIE VOOR TEEGEPAST-NATTUR*" Or 
Like "*NEDERLANDSE CENTRALE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPASTNATUUR*" Or Like 
"*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TEOGEPASTNATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE 
ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST – NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR 
TOEGEPAST – NATUURWETEN*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST 
NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST- NATUUR*" Or Like 
"*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE 
VOOR TOEGEPASTNATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST-
NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPASTWETEN*" Or Like 
"*NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOENGEPAST-NATUUR*" Or Like "*NEDERLANDSE 
ORGANISATIE VOOR WETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "*NEDERLANSE ORGANISATIE 
VOOR TEOGEPASTNATUUR*" Or Like "*ORSZAGOS ?FREDERIC JOLIOT-CURIE?*" Or Like "*RED 
CROSS*" Or Like "*RODE KRUIS*" Or Like "*VALTION TEKNILLINEN TETKIMUSKESKUS*" Or Like 
"*VALTION TEKNILLINEN TUTKIMMUSKESKUS*" Or Like "*VALTION TEKNILLINEN 
TUTKIMUSKESKUS*" Or Like "*VALTON TEKNILLINEN TUTKISMUSKESKUS*" Or Like "*VLAAMSE 
INSTELLING TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "*VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR 
TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "*VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISH 
ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "*VTT ELECTRONICS*" Or Like "*WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION*" Or Like 
"*WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION*" Or Like "AARON DIAMOND AIDS*" Or Like "APPLIKATIONS- 
UND TECHNIK ZENTRUM FUER ENERGIEVER*" Or Like "APPLIKATIONS UND TECHNIKZENTRUM 
FUR ENERGIEVERFAHRENS*" Or Like "APPLIKATIONS- UND TECHNIKZENTRUM FÜR 
ENERGIEVERFAHRENS*" Or Like "APPLIKATIONS-UND TECHNIKZENTRUM FUR 
ENERGIEVERFAHRENS*" Or Like "APPLIKATIONS-UND TECHNIKZENTRUM FÜR 
ENERGIEVERFAHRENS*" Or Like "ATLANTIC FOOD AND HORTICULTURE RESEARCH CENTRE*" Or 
Like "C.A.R.E. *" Or Like "CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE*" Or Like "CANADIAN 
MINING INDUSTRY RESEARCH ORGANIZATION*" Or Like "CANADIAN SPINAL RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION*" Or Like "CANCER RESEARCH CAMPAIGN*" Or Like "CANCER RESEARCH FUND*" 
Or Like "CANCERFORSKNINGSFONDEN AF 1989*" Or Like "CENTER FOR ADVANCED FIBEROPTIC 
APPLICATIONS*" Or Like "CENTRE DE COOPERATION INTERNATIONAL EN RECHERCHE 
AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "CENTRE DE COOPERATION INTERNATIONALE EN RECHERCHE 
AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "CENTRE DE RECHERCHES METALLURGIQUES*" Or Like "CHILD 
SEXUAL ABUSE TEAM*" Or Like "CROIX-ROUGE DE BELGIQUE*" Or Like "DEMAND*" Or Like 
"EMPA *" Or Like "ENEA *" Or Like "FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "HAWAIIAN SUGAR 
PLANTER'S ASS*" Or Like "MAX-PLANCK-GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "MAX-PLANCK-
GESELLSCHAFT*" Or Like "MUSEO CIVICO*" Or Like "NATIONAL UPPER CERVICAL CHIROPRACTIC 
RESEARCH ASS*" Or Like "NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST 
NATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR 
TOEGEPASTNATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE 
VOOR TOEGEPAST-NATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "NEDERLANDSE 
ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST-NATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDERZOEK*" Or Like 
"NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE VOOR TOEGEPAST-NATUUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK 
ONDERZOEK*" Or Like "PROVINCIA ITALIANA DELLA CONGREGAZIONE DEI FIGLI 
DELL'IMMACOLATA CONCEZIONE*" Or Like "SISTERS OF PRIVIDENCE*" Or Like "SISTERS OF 
PROVIDENCE*" Or Like "UNITED NATIONS*" or Like "*croix-rouge*" Or Like "*A.B.S.L.*" Or Like 
"*Institute national interuniversitaire des silicates*" Or Like "*studiecentrum voor kernenergie*" Or Like 
"ASBL*" Or Like "*(A.S.B.L." Or Like "*fundaç?o*" Or Like "*centexbel*" Or Like "*studiecentrum voor 
water*" Or Like "*zaidan Hojin*"(or Like "VITO" Or Like "* VITO *"and ORG_CNTR="BE"); 
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STEP 3.3: GOVERNMENT SEARCH CASE BASE: Exact matches 
 
UPDATE SEARCH_KEY INNER JOIN TABLE NAME ON SEARCH_KEY.SEARCH_KEY = TABLE 
NAME.ORG_NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = Null, TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = Null 
WHERE (((SEARCH_KEY.MATCH_TYPE)="EXACT") AND ((SEARCH_KEY.SECTOR_CODE)=3)); 
 
 
STEP 4.1: HOSPITAL SEARCH RULE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1 
WHERE ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "*MEDICAL 
CENTRE*" Or Like "*ZIEKENHUIS*" Or Like "*HOPITAL*" Or Like "*HOPITAUX*" Or Like 
"*HOSPITALET*" Or Like "* CLINIC *" Or like "CLINIC *" Or like "* CLINIC" Or Like "*OSPITALIERI*" 
Or Like "*OSPETALE*" Or Like "*NOSOKOMIO*" Or Like "*HOSPITALARIO*" Or Like "*OSPEDALE*" 
Or Like "*POLICLINICO*" Or Like "*KORHAZ*" Or Like "*KLINIKA*" Or Like "*NEMOCNICE*" Or Like 
"*SYGEHUS*" Or Like "*SYGEHUSET*" Or Like "*AMTS SYGEHUS*" Or Like "*AMTSSYGEHUS*" Or 
Like "*KRANKENHAUS*" Or Like "*KLINIK*" Or Like "*POLIKLINIK*" Or Like "*KLINIKUM*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSITAETSKLINIK*" Or Like "* SPITAL *" Or like "* SPITAL" Or like "SPITAL *" Or Like 
"*HAIGLA*" Or Like "*HOSPIDAL*" Or Like "*KLIINIK*" Or Like "*KLINIKKA*" Or Like "*SAIRAALA*" 
Or Like "*KESKUSSAIRAALA*" Or Like "* CLINIQUE *" Or like "* CLINIQUE" Or like "CLINIQUE *" Or 
Like "*NOSOCOMIO*" Or Like "* CLINICA *" Or like "* CLINICA *" Or like "* CLINICA *" Or Like 
"*POLICLINICA*" Or Like "*SLIMNICA*" Or Like "*STACIONARS*" Or Like "*LIGONINÉ*" Or Like 
"*SYKEHUS*" Or Like "*SZPITAL*" Or Like "*KLINIKA*" Or Like "*BOLNHITSA*" Or Like 
"*BOLNITSA*" Or Like "*BOLNYITSA*" Or Like "*NEMOCNICA*" Or Like "*STANICA*" Or Like 
"*STREDISKO*" Or Like "*BOLNISN*" Or Like "*SJUKHUS*" Or Like "*SJUKHUSET*" Or Like "* 
HOPSITAL*" Or Like "*HÔPITAL*" Or Like "*HOSPITAUX*" Or Like "*L'HOSPTALET*" Or Like "* 
HOSP.*" Or Like "*HOSITAL*"; 
 
STEP 4.2: HOSPITAL SEARCH CASE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 
Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = Null 
WHERE ORG_NAME Like "*CEDAR-SINAI HEALTH SYSTEM, ET AL*" Or Like "*CENTRE CLAUDIUS 
REGAUD*" Or Like "*DANA FARBER CANCER INST.*" Or Like "*DANA-FARBER CANCER 
INSITUTE*" Or Like "*DANA-FARBER CANCER INSTISTUTE*" Or Like "*EYE & EAR INFIRMARY*" Or 
Like "*INTEGRIS BAPTIST MEDICAL CTR.*" Or Like "*LASARETT*" Or Like "*L'HOTEL-DIEU DE 
MONTREAL*" Or Like "*MEMORIAL SLOANE KITTERING CANCER CENTER*" Or Like "*MEMORIAL 
SLOAN-KETTERING*" Or Like "*MEMPHIS EYE & CATARACT*" Or Like "*MEMPHIS EYE & 
CATARACT*" Or Like "BAYCREST CENTRE FOR GERIATRIC CARE*" Or Like "CANCER THERAPY & 
RESEARCH CENTER*" Or Like "CANCER THERAPY AND RESEARCH CENTER*" Or Like "*DANA-
FARBER CANCER INSTITUTE*" Or Like "*DANA FARBER CANCER INSTITUTE*")); 
 
STEP 4.3: HOSPITAL SEARCH CASE BASE: Exact matches 
 
UPDATE SEARCH_KEY INNER JOIN TABLE NAME ON SEARCH_KEY.SEARCH_KEY = TABLE 
NAME.ORG_NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = Null, TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = Null 
WHERE (((SEARCH_KEY.MATCH_TYPE)="EXACT") AND ((SEARCH_KEY.SECTOR_CODE)=5)); 
 
STEP 5.1: INDIVIDUAL SEARCH RULE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = 1 
WHERE ((ORG_NAME Like "*;*") AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6) Is Null)); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = 1 
WHERE ((ORG_NAME Like "*DIPL.-ING.*" Or Like "*PROF.*" Or Like "*DR.*" Or Like "*DECÉDÉ*" Or 
Like "*DECEASED*" Or Like "*DIPL. ING.*" Or Like "*PH.D*" Or Like "*DIPL.-GEOGR.*" Or Like 
"*ING.*" Or Like "*(GRAD.)*" Or Like "*DIPL. PHYS.*" Or Like "*DIPL.-WIRTSCH.-ING.*" Or Like 
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"*DOTT.-ING.*" Or Like "*ING.-GRAD.*" Or Like "*LEGALLY REPR.*" Or Like "*(JR.)*" Or Like 
"*DIPL.*" Or Like "*ING., DIPL.*" Or Like "*DIPL.-CHEM.*" Or Like "*LEGALLY REPRESENTED*" Or 
Like "*DIPL.-PHYS.*" Or Like "*DIPL.-BETRIEBSWIRT*" Or Like "*ÉPOUSE *" Or Like "*NÉE *" Or Like 
"*LEGALY REPRESENTED BY*" Or Like "*GES. VERTRETEN DURCH*" Or Like "*LA SUCCESSION*" 
Or Like "*DÉCÉDÉ*" Or Like "*JR." Or Like "*EPOUSE *" Or Like "*VERSTORBENEN ERFINDERS*" Or 
Like "*EPSE. *" Or Like "*REPRÉSENTÉE PAR SON *LÉGAL*" Or Like "* GEB. *" Or Like "*LEGAL 
REPRESENTATIVE OF*" Or Like "*VERSTORBEN*" Or Like "* NEE *" Or Like "*GEBORENE *") AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_6) Is Null)) OR ((ORG_NAME Like "*VERSTORBEN ERFINDERS*" Or Like "* NÉÉ *" 
Or Like "* NEÉ *" Or Like "*ÉPOSE *" Or Like "*HÉRITIÈRE*" Or Like "*HERITIERE*" Or Like 
"*GEBOREN *" Or Like "*DESEASED*" Or Like "*VERTRETEN DURCH*") AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_6) Is Null)); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = 1 
WHERE ((ORG_NAME Like "*, *") AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.Length_org)<41)); 
 
STEP 5.2: INDIVIDUAL SEARCH CASE BASE 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = 1 
WHERE ((ORG_NAME Like "BARAM, MARTIN (VERSTORBEN)*" Or Like "ELMQVIST, 
ORVAR(DECEASED)*" Or Like "HOLMBERG, GÖTE ESKIL YNGVE *" Or Like "SCHNEIDER, 
BERNARDUS JOHANNES*" Or Like "VAN DER ZANDEN, JOHANNES PETRUS ANDREAS*" or Like 
"MICHAEL *" Or Like "DAVID *" Or Like "JOHN *" Or Like "ROBERT *" Or Like "JAMES *" Or Like 
"THOMAS *" Or Like "RICHARD *" Or Like "WILLIAM *" Or Like "MARK *" Or Like "PETER *" Or 
Like "PAUL *" Or Like "DANIEL *" Or Like "STEVEN *" Or Like "JOSEPH *" Or Like "CHRISTOPHER 
*" Or Like "STEPHEN *" Or Like "BRIAN *" Or Like "JEFFREY *" Or Like "CHARLES *" Or Like 
"ANDREW *" Or Like "SCOTT *" Or Like "ERIC *" Or Like "KEVIN *" Or Like "MARTIN *" Or Like 
"TIMOTHY *" Or Like "KENNETH *" Or Like "GARY *" Or Like "FRANK *" Or Like "GREGORY" Or 
Like "DONALD *" Or Like "GEORGE *" Or Like "MATTHEW *" Or Like "RONALD *" Or Like 
"EDWARD *" Or Like "PATRICK *" Or Like "DOUGLAS *" Or Like "ANTHONY *" Or Like "ALAN *" 
Or Like "BRUCE *" Or Like "JONATHAN *" Or Like "JASON *" Or Like "ALEXANDER *" Or Like 
"ANDREAS *" Or Like "CHRISTIAN *" Or Like "PHILIP *" Or Like "DENNIS *" Or Like "ROGER *" 
Or Like "KEITH *" Or Like "STEFAN *" Or Like "HIROSHI *" Or Like "LARRY *" Or Like "CRAIG *" 
Or Like "MARC *" Or Like "TAKASHI *" Or Like "STEVE *" Or Like "RAYMOND *" Or Like 
"WOLFGANG *" Or Like "TODD *" Or Like "LAWRENCE *" Or Like "WALTER *" Or Like "GERALD 
*" Like "KLAUS *" Or Like "JAN *" Or Like "CARL *" Or Like "CHRIS *" Or Like "IAN *" Or Like 
"NICHOLAS *" Or Like "MARKUS *" Or Like "HIROYUKI *" Or Like "HANS *" Or Like "JOSE *" Or 
Like "BENJAMIN *" Or Like "WAYNE *" Or Like "JACK *" Or Like "KARL *" Or Like "RUSSELL *" Or 
Like "ARTHUR *" Or Like "VICTOR *" Or Like "HENRY *" Or Like "JERRY *" Or Like "ADAM *" Or 
Like "DAN *" Or Like "VINCENT *" Or Like "ALBERT *" Or Like "BARRY *" Or Like "KENJI *" Or 
Like "JEFF *" Or Like "SIMON *" Or Like "TERRY *" Or Like "JOEL *" Or Like "SUSAN *" Or Like 
"TAKESHI *" Or Like "RALPH *" Or Like "MARY *" Or Like "JON *" Or Like "AKIRA *" Or Like 
"NEIL *" Or Like "PHILIPPE *" Or Like "BERND *" Or Like "JAY *" Or Like "BRYAN *" Or Like 
"MIKE *" Or Like "SAMUEL *" Or Like "MARIA *" Or Like "SATOSHI *" Or Like "SEAN *" Or Like 
"FREDERICK *" Or Like "MATTHIAS *" Or Like "JENNIFER *" Or Like "BERNARD *" Or Like "TOM 
*" Or Like "KURT *" Or Like "MAKOTO *" Or Like "PIERRE *" Or Like "BRADLEY *" Or Like 
"VLADIMIR *" Or Like "RYAN *" Or Like "HOWARD *" Like "ERIK *" Or Like "KOJI *" Or Like 
"MICHEL *" Or Like "GLENN *" Or Like "LOUIS *" Or Like "MASAHIRO *" Or Like "ROLAND *" Or 
Like "GERHARD *" Or Like "JURGEN *" Or Like "DALE *" Or Like "JOHANNES *" Or Like "KAREN 
*" Or Like "ULRICH *" Or Like "WERNER *" Or Like "JEREMY *" Or Like "DIRK *" Or Like "JEAN *" 
Or Like "ALEX *" Or Like "RANDALL *" Or Like "ATSUSHI *" Or Like "PHILLIP *" Or Like "RALF *" 
Or Like "AARON *" Or Like "EUGENE *" Or Like "ROY *" Or Like "GREG *" Or Like "RAINER *" Or 
Like "DEAN *" Or Like "GORDON *" Or Like "FRANCIS *" Or Like "OLIVER *" Or Like "FRED *" Or 
Like "MANFRED *" Or Like "UWE *" Or Like "HERBERT *" Or Like "HARRY *" Or Like "RANDY *" 
Or Like "KIM *" Or Like "KEN *" Or Like "JIM *" Or Like "LINDA *" Or Like "YOUNG *" Or Like 
"LISA *" Or Like "JENS *" Or Like "STUART *" Or Like "ANDRE *" Or Like "HAROLD *" Or Like 
"GUY *" Or Like "ALLEN *" Or Like "JOSHUA *" Or Like "STEPHAN *" Or Like "JOACHIM *" Or Like 
"MARCO *" Or Like "ANDREA *" Or Like "CHEN *" Or Like "TIM *" Or Like "DIETER *" Or Like 
"MARIO *" Or Like "ELIZABETH *" Or Like "TONY *" Or Like "BARBARA *" Or Like "PATRICIA *" 
Or Like "ANTONIO *" Or Like "ALFRED *" Or Like "HELMUT *" Or Like "JUAN *" Or Like "KENICHI 
*" Or Like "DEREK *" Or Like "HARALD *" Or Like "THEODORE *" Or Like "CHRISTOPH *" Or Like 
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"YUJI *" Or Like "ALAIN *" Or Like "LEONARD *" Or Like "BRENT *" Or Like "ROLF *" Or Like 
"HIDEKI *" Or Like "YASUHIRO *" Or Like "GEOFFREY *" Or Like "JOE *" Or Like "BERNHARD *" 
Or Like "CARLOS *" Or Like "*FRANS" Or Like "*HANS" Or Like "* FIRMIN *" Or Like "* FIRMIN" 
Or Like "*KLAUS" Or Like "*LARS" Or Like "*, AKIRA" Or Like "*MATS" Or Like "*CLAUS" Or Like 
"*CLAUDIO" Or Like "*KLAAS" Or Like "*; KLAAS" Or Like "MILLS, *" Or Like "*CLAES" Or Like 
"KAWASAKI, *" Or Like "RENAULT, *" Or Like "*NIKOLAUS" Or Like "*NICOLAAS" Or Like 
"*NICKOLAOS" Or Like "*NIKOLAOS" Or Like "*BALAZS" or like *NICOLAOS or like *WILLIAMS or 
like *MELAAS or like *GERVAIS or like *MORAIS or like *KRAUS or like *ADAMS or like *EVANS or like 
*CLAAS or like *CHRISTIANS or like *DOUGLAS or like *KEATS or like *YEOMANS or like *ISAACS or 
like RUTHERFORD * or like * CLIFFORD * or like * ORFORD * or like CLIFFORD * or like *; FORD*) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_6) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7) Is Null)); 
 
STEP 5.3: INDIVIDUAL SEARCH CASE BASE: Exact matches 
 
UPDATE SEARCH_KEY INNER JOIN TABLE NAME ON SEARCH_KEY.SEARCH_KEY = TABLE 
NAME.ORG_NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null 
WHERE (((SEARCH_KEY.MATCH_TYPE)="EXACT") AND ((SEARCH_KEY.SECTOR_CODE)=1)); 
 
STEP 6: OTHER/UNKNOWN SEARCH 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 
Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_7 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_1) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2) Is Null) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4) Is Null) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5) Is Null) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_6) Is Null)); 
 
STEP 7: CONDITIONAL RULES FOR ORGANISATIONS WITH MULTIPLE CODES OR 
INCORRECT CODES 
 
E.g. a patentee name has the words University, Foundation and a company legal form eg. 
LTD. The sector codes 2, 3 and 4 are allocated to the name (Georgia State University 
Research Foundation, INC.). This is corrected by the conditional rule: if University and 
Foundation are both in the patentee name then the sector code 4 should be given; *Carl Zeiss 
Stiftung Trading As Schott Glaswerke* received codes 2 and 3 with a conditional rule code 2 
was assigned  
 
1) Sector code: Company when sector codes 2 and 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*INSTITUT DE RECHERCHES DE LA*SIDERURGIE FRANCAISE*" or Like "SYNTEX*" Or Like 
"*TOYOTA*" Or Like "*HAYASHIBARA*" Or Like "*KENWOOD*" Or Like "CHEVRON*" Or Like 
"SANWA KAGAKU KENKYUSHO*" Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA UENO*" Or Like "*HOECHST*" Or 
Like"LUMILEDS LIGHTING*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "THE KENDALL COMPANY" Or Like "GROVE U.S.*" 
Or Like "DUPONT TEIJIN FILMS*" Or Like "BANQUE DE FRANCE" Or Like "MOORE U.S.A.*" Or Like 
"U.S. BORAX*" Or Like "OPTICAL TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like "SYNTEX*" OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"WEATHERFORD U.S.*" Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA KAISUI*" Or Like "ABB KENT*" Or Like 
"KABUSHIKI KAISHA NAKA*" Or Like "AMCHEM PRODUCTS*" Or Like "U.S. FILTER WASTEWATER 
GROUP*" Or Like "U.S. AMADA*" Or Like "SYNTHES (U.S.A.)" Or Like "I.S.S. (U.S.A.)*" Or Like 
"KABUSHIKI KAISHA ASANO*" Or Like "DUCKWORTH &*" Or Like "AUSIMONT*" Or Like "CP KELCO 
U.S.*" Or Like "DAVID KENNEDY (ENGINEERS)*" Or Like "TRW AUTOMOTIVE U.S." Or Like "TOTAL 
COMPAGNIE*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "CIRCUIT FOIL*" Or Like "PANAVISION*" Or Like "U.S. NATURAL RESOURCES*" 
Or Like "ALTO U.S." Or Like "KABUSHIKI KAISHA ZEN KENCHIKU*" Or Like "AUDIO-TECHNICA 
U.S.*" Or Like "ZARLINK SEMICONDUCTOR*" Or Like "GRIFFITH LABORATORIES*" Or Like "I/O 
EXPLORATION PRODUCTS")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "U.S. BIOSCIENCE*" Or Like "U.S. RING BINDER*" Or 
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Like "U.S. PRECISION LENS*" Or Like "U.S. MONOLITHICS*" Or Like "FILA U.S.A.*" Or Like "SHINANO 
KENSHI KABUSHIKI KAISHA" Or Like "U.S. PHILIPS*" Or Like "DELL U.S.A.*" Or Like "SKECHERS 
U.S.A.*" Or Like "U.S. PHILLIPS*" Or Like "ROLEX WATCH*" Or Like "TAPEMATIC U.S.A.*" Or Like 
"K.K. UENO SEIYAKU*" Or Like "BLITZ U.S.A.*" Or Like "KRATON POLYMERS*" Or Like "KAI 
U.S.A.*" Or Like "AXIS U.S.A." Or Like "SEVYLOR U.S.A.*" Or Like "U.S. CONTROLS CORPORATION*" 
Or Like "U.S.A. ZAMA*" Or Like "GRUGA U.S.A.*" Or Like "U.S. ROBOTICS*" Or Like "U.S. DIVERS*" Or 
Like "U.S. SYNTHETIC*" Or Like "JACK KENNEDY METAL PRODUCTS*" Or Like "SEALED AIR 
CORPORATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "DRAGON CLAW*" Or Like "DUNLOP LIMITED*" Or Like "UMBRA U.S.A.*" Or 
Like "SHEPHERD PRODUCTS U.S.*" Or Like "MITSUBISHI*" Or Like "ESOTERIC AUDIO U.S.A.*" Or 
Like "VALENT U.S.A.*" Or Like "PENN FABRICATION*" Or Like "THE MICHAEL COMPANY*" Or Like 
"GRASS VALLEY*" Or Like "U.S. PRODUCTS*" Or Like "U.S. POLYMERS*" Or Like "U.S. 
FARATHANE*" Or Like "AXIS U.S.A.*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "GENETICS INSTITUTE*" Or Like "GENETICS INSTITUTE*" Or Like "ISUZU CERAMICS 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT STRAUMANN*" Or Like "INSTITUT CERAC*" Or Like 
"ISTITUTO DI RICERCHE DI BIOLOGIA MOLECOLARE P. ANGELETTI*" Or Like "INSTITUT DR. 
FRIEDRICH FÖRSTER*PRÜFGERÄTEBAU*" Or Like "*NEC RESEARCH INSTITUTE*" Or Like 
"*KAWAI MUSICAL INST*" Or Like "RICOH RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF GENERAL ELECTRONICS*" 
Or Like "*CHRYSANTHEMUM BREEDERS ASSOCIATION*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "CARL ZEISS STIFTUNG*" Or Like "*CARL-ZEISS-STIFTUNG*" Or Like "CARL-ZEISS STIFTUNG*" 
Or Like "CHURCH & DWIGHT*" Or Like "CHURCH &AMP; DWIGHT*" Or Like "CHURCHILL*" Or Like 
"DEFIL N.V.*" Or Like "DIEHL AKO STIFTUNG*" Or Like "DIEHL METALL STIFTUNG*" Or Like 
"DIEHL STIFTUNG &*" Or Like "ENTRUST POWER*" Or Like "ENTRUST TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like 
"ENTRUST, INC." Or Like "ESPE STIFTUNG & CO.*" Or Like "HOLDEN'S FOUNDATION SEED*" Or Like 
"HOLDEN'S FOUNDATION FEEDS*" Or Like "INTERTRUST TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like "L. L. 
CHURCHILL*" Or Like "L'AIR LIQUIDE*" Or Like "POLYTRUST PARTNERS*" Or Like 
"PURITAN/CHURCHIL*" Or Like "QUESTECH PACKAGING*" Or Like "SANTA BARBARA BANK & 
TRUST" Or Like "SELTRUST ENGINEERING LIMITED" Or Like "*CARL ZEISS-STIFTUNG*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"SMARTTRUST*" Or Like "SOCIETE COOPERATIVE*" Or Like "SOCIÉTÉ COOPÉRATIVE*" Or Like 
"SONERA SMARTTRUST*" Or Like "EISENMANN*" Or Like "GRUNDIG E.M.V.*" Or Like "ESPE 
STIFTUNG*" Or Like "K-TRON TECHNOLOGIES*" Or Like "NOVARTIS*" Or Like "*SOUTHPAC 
TRUST*" Or Like "CHRYSANTHEMUM BREEDERS ASSOCIATION*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "TELTRUST, 
INC." Or Like "TRUST INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "TRUST LAND ENTERPRISE*" Or Like "TRUST 
STERILE SERVICES*" Or Like "TRUSTCOPY*" Or Like "TRUSTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS*" Or Like 
"TRUSTED LOGIC*" Or Like "TRUSTED SECURITY*" Or Like "TRUSTEE FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
HITACHI*" Or Like "TRUSTGUARD*" Or Like "TRUSTMARQUE INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like 
"TRUSTMED.COM CORPORATION*" Or Like "TRUSTUS*" Or Like "TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL*" Or Like 
"UNIVERSAL COOPERATIVES*" Or Like "UPCHURCH SCIENTIFIC*" Or Like "URBAN FOUNDATION*" 
Or Like "V. L. CHURCHILL*" Or Like "V.L. CHURCHILL*" Or Like "VARIAN SEMICONDUCTOR*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"VORWERK ELECTROWERKE STIFTUNG*" Or Like "WATERFORD CO-OPERATIVE DAIRY*" Or Like 
"WELCH FOODS*" Or Like "WELLS FARGO BANK*" Or Like "WIDE TRADE FOUNDATION*" Or Like 
"WORLD TRUST INVESTMENT*" Or Like "YAMAMURA CHURCHILL*")); 
 
2) Sector code: Company when sector codes 2, and 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "L. SCHULER GMBH*" Or Like "SCHULER PRESSEN*" Or Like "EDELHOFF POLYTECHNIK 
GMBH*" Or Like "JOMA-POLYTEC KUNSTSTOFFTECHNIK*" Or Like "DDM HOPT + SCHULER*" Or 
Like "SCHULER HYDROFORMING*" Or Like "SCHULER SMG*" Or Like "F.H. SCHULE*" Or Like 
"SCHULER AUTOMATION*" Or Like "DDM HOPT + SCHULER*" Or Like "W. KORDES'SÖHNE*" Or Like 
"POLYTECH NETTING*" Or Like "COLLEGE PARK INDUSTRIES*" Or Like "FRIEDRICH OSSENBERG-
SCHULE*" Or Like "HÖCKER POLYTECHNIK*" Or Like "F.H. SCHULE MÜHLENBAU*" Or Like 
"ACADEMIC PHARMACEUTICALS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "ABC SCHOOL SUPPLY*" Or Like "SCHOOLMAN 
SCIENTIFIC*" Or Like "EDELHOFF POLYTECHNIK*" Or Like "IT'S ACADEMIC OF ILLINOIS*")); 
 
3) Sector code: Company when sector codes 2, and 5 originally assigned 
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UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "JOHNSON & JOHNSON*" Or Like "PFIZER HOSPITAL PRODUCTS*" Or Like "TRI-STATE 
HOSPITAL SUPPLY*" Or Like "ARJO HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT*" Or Like "ORTHO-CLINICAL 
DIAGNOSTICS*" Or Like "AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION" Or Like "S. TEASDALE*" 
Or Like "MEDI-FLEX*" Or Like "PFIZER*" Or Like "MITSUBISHI*" Or Like "HOSPITAL PRODUCTS*" Or 
Like "CLINICON*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "CLINICAL*" Or Like "* CLINICAL *")); 
 
4) Sector code: Company when sector code 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = 1 
WHERE ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*VISA INTERNATIONAL*"); 
 
5) Sector code: Government & Non-Profit when sector codes 2, and 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "THE GOVERNMENT OF THE U.S.A.*" Or Like "U.S. ARMY*" Or Like "U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMERCE*" Or Like "U.S. GOVERNMENT*" Or Like "UNITED STATES*" Or Like "MINISTER FOR 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE*" Or Like "*NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY" 
Or Like "*NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH" Or Like "*NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF 
FISHERIES SCIENCE" Or Like "POLSKA AKADEMIA NAUK*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES*" Or Like "THE UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT*" Or Like "UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY" Or Like "JAPAN AS 
REPRESENTED BY DIRECTOR-GENERAL*" Or Like "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA*" Or Like 
"*THE AGENCY OF*INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA*" Or Like "SCHWEIZERISCHE EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT*" Or Like "UNITED STATES 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY" Or Like "JAPAN AS REPRESENTED BY DIRECTOR 
GENERAL*" Or Like "U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY" Or Like "DIRECTOR-GENERAL 
OF THE AGENCY*" Or Like "ETAT FRANCAIS*" Or Like "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT*" Or Like 
"UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE" Or Like "U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY" Or 
Like "DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF AGENCY OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE*" Or Like "JAPAN AS 
REPRESENTED BY*" Or Like "HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF CANADA*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "THE UNITED 
STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY*" Or Like "UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE*" Or Like "ETAT FRANCAIS" Or Like "DIRECTOR-GENERAL, AGENCY OF 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE*" Or Like "THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY" Or Like 
"UNITED STATES OF AMERICA*" Or Like "L'ETAT FRANCAIS" Or Like "THE UNITED STATES AS 
REPRESENTED BY THE DEPARTMENT*" Or Like "THE UNITED STATE OF AMERICA AS 
REPRESENTED BY*" Or Like "DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "THE UNITED 
STATE OF AMERICA*" Or Like "THE UNITED STATES AS REPRESENTED BY*" Or Like "THE UNITED 
STATES AS REPRESENTED*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE*" Or Like "*JAPAN DEFENSE AGENCY*" Or Like "*MINISTRY OF 
CONSTRUCTION*" Or Like "*MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT*" Or Like "*AGENCY OF JAPAN*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES*" Or Like "KOREA RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE" Or Like "INSTITUT FÜR MIKROTECHNIK MAINZ*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "JAPAN AS 
REPR. BY DIR. GENERAL OF*" Or Like "NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "JAPAN AS REPRE. BY DIR.-GENERAL*" Or Like 
"KOREA INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "JAPAN AS RESPRESENTED BY THE 
DIRECTOR GENERAL*" Or Like "INRIA*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE RECHERCHE*EN 
INFORMATIQUE ET EN AUTOMATIQUE*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "JAPAN DEFENCE AGENCY*" Or Like "NATIONAL 
INSTITUTE OF AGROBIOLOGICAL SCIENCES" Or Like "INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR 
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AGROBIOLOGY")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "JAPAN, AS REPRESENTED BY DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL*" Or Like "*CHUNG-
SHAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "JAPAN, REPRESENTED BY DIRECTOR 
GENERAL*" Or Like "INSTITUTE FOR INFORMATION INDUSTRY")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"JAPAN,*REPRESENTED BY  DIRECTOR GENERAL*" Or Like "DATA STORAGE INSTITUTE")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*MINISTRY 
OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY & FISHERIES*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*MINISTRY OF*" Or Like "NATIONAL RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE FOR METALS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*MINISTRY OF LAND, INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
TRANSPORT*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "STATE OF ISRAEL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "THE GOV. OF USA*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*JAPAN 
MINISTRY OF ECONOMY, TRADE*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN ORGANIC MATERIALS" Or Like "*NATIONAL 
INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN INORGANIC MATERIALS" Or Like "*NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE * TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "THE KENNETH S. WARREN 
INSTITUTE*")); or (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*THE BRITISH CERAMIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION*")) or WHERE (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*STICHTING 
KENNISBEHEER NEDERLAND*" Or Like "*STICHTING KENNIS BEHEER NEDERLAND*" Or Like 
"*UNITED STATES TENNIS ASSOCIATION*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*INSTITUT NALTIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL 
AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONAMIQUE*" Or Like 
"*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONIMIQUE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA 
RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE MEDICAL*" Or 
Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL 
DE LA SANT ET DE LA RECHERCHE MEDICAL*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTA ET 
DE LA RECHERCHE MEDICALE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTE" Or Like "INSTITUT 
NATIONAL DE LA SANTE ET DA LA RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTE ET 
DE LA RCHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTE ET DE LA RECHERCHE*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTÉ ET DE LA RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA 
SANTE ET DE LA*RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTE ET DE RECHERCHE*" 
Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA SANTE FE ET DE LA RECHERECHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT 
NATIONAL DE LA SANTE/DE LA RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA*RECHERCHE 
AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE L'AUDIOVISUEL*" Or Like "INSTITUT 
NATIONAL DEL LA SANTE ET DE LA RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL*DE LA 
RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONALE DE LA RECHERCHE 
AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONALE DE LA SANTE" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONALE 
DE LA SANTE ET DE LA RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONALE DE LA SANTE ET DE LA 
RECHERCHE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATURAL DE LA SANTE ET LA RECHERCHE*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUT 
PASTEUR" And ORG_NAME Like "CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFI*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUT PASTEUR" And ORG_NAME Like 
"INSTITUT NATIONAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 
&*TECHNOLOGY")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN INORGANIC MATERIALS")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"INSTITUT PASTEUR*" Or Like "RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE*" Or Like "THE INSTITUTE OF 
PHYSICAL &* CHEMICAL RESEARCH*" Or Like "THE INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
RESEARCH*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTE NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACION Y TECNOLOGIA*" Or Like 
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"HEINRICH-HERTZ-INSTITUT*FÜR NACHRICHTENTECHNIK BERLIN*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTE 
NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE*" Or Like "INSTITUT NATIONAL DE 
LA*RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE (INRA)*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTE NATIONAL DE LA SANTA ET DE LA 
RECHERCHE MEDICALE*" Or Like "INSTITUT FÜR NEUE MATERIALIEN GEM. GMBH*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"INSTITUTE NATIONAL DE LA SANTE ET LA RECHERCHE MEDICALE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT 
TEXTILE DE FRANCE*" Or Like "KOREA INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTE 
NATIONALE DE LA SANTE ET DE LA RECHERCHE MEDICALE*" Or Like "HARBOR BRANCH 
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION*" Or Like "CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRIC POWER 
INDUSTRY")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACION Y TECHOLOGIA*" Or Like "PULP 
AND PAPER*RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CANADA*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE 
INVESTIGACION Y TECHNOLOGIA*" Or Like "PARKER HUGHES INSTITUTE*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTO 
NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIONS AGRARIAS*" Or Like "ISTITUTO GUIDO DONEGANI*" Or Like 
"*WALTER AND ELIZA HALL INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL RESEARCH*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "INSTITUTO 
NACIONAL DE PESQUISAS ESPACIA*" Or Like "INSTITUTE OF GAS TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like 
"INSTITUTE OF MICROELECTRONICS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "LUDWIG INSTITUE*" Or Like "LUDWIG 
INSTITUTE*" Or Like "MAX PLANCK INSTITUT*" Or Like "MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT*" Or Like "SALK 
INSTITUTE*" Or Like "THE SALK INSTITUTE*" Or Like "WHITEHEAD INSTIT*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "BLOOD CENTER RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "BENJAMIN FRANKLIN LITERARY*" Or 
Like "BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF LELAND CHIRON*" Or Like "BOSTON HEART FOUNDATION*" Or 
Like "BRITISH SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH*IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING" Or Like "BROCKHAGE 
ASSOCIATES*" Or Like "CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE RICE RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like 
"CALIFORNIA STATE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION" Or Like "CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES" Or Like 
"CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL*" Or Like "CHURCH OF SPIRTUAL*" Or Like 
"CLAYTON FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH*" Or Like "COMURHEX SOCIETY POUR LA 
CONVERSION*" Or Like "CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSOCIATION*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*SOCIETY 
FOR TECHNO-INNOVATION OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY" And ORG_NAME="FISHERIES")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*JAPAN FOUNDATION FOR ARTIFICIAL ORGANS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*JAPAN INVENTION SPREAD 
PROMOTION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*JAPANESE FOUNDATION *FOR CANCER RESEARCH*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "MAYO 
FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "MECHANICAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS FOUNDATION")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "MEDICAL 
FOUNDATION OF BUFFALO*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF 
OREGON")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "MINNEAPOLIS MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "NATIONAL 
DAIRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR *CANCER 
RESEARCH*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "NEUROSCIENCES RESEARCH FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "NEW MEDIA 
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "NORTHERN LIGHTS TRUST*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*JAPAN 
GRASSLAND FARMING" & "FORAGE SEED ASSOCIATION" Or Like "DECHEMA*" Or Like "DONALD 
GUTHRIE FOUNDATION*" Or Like "*INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN*" Or Like "ELECTRONICS 
ON ANIMAL INDUSTRIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION" Or Like "ENGINEERING ADVANCEMENT 
ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN*" Or Like "ENGINEERING RESEARCH ASSOCIATION FOR 
SUPERCONDUCTIVE*" Or Like "ERIC OLIVER MACLEOD SMITH FAMILY TRUST" Or Like 
"ETABLISSEMENT DE  TRANSFUSION SANGUINE DE LYON" Or Like "FACHVERBAND GLASDACH*" 
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Or Like "FAIRBAIRN READS TRUST*" Or Like "FONDATION POUR LA RECHERCHE DE*" Or Like 
"FONDATION SUISSE POUR LA RECHERCHE*" Or Like "FRAUENHOFER SOCIETY*" Or Like "FSU 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "FUNDACAO DE AMPARO A PESQUISA*" Or Like "FUNDACIO 
AGBAR*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "FUNDACION HONDURENA*" Or Like "FUNDACION INASMET*" Or Like "GEORGIA 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "GEORGIA STATE RESEARCH*" Or Like "GUNDERSEN*" Or Like 
"GUTHRIE FOUNDATION*" Or Like "*TRUSTEES OF THE HARMAN*" Or Like "HEALTHPARTNERS 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION" Or Like "HENRY JACKSON FOUNDATION*" Or Like "HENRY M. JACKSON 
FOUNDATION*" Or Like "NOVA SCOTIA RESEARCH*" Or Like "*RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATION FOR*MEMBRANE APPLICATIONS*" Or Like "RESEARCH ASSOCIATION FOR 
BIOTECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "RESEARCH ASSOCIATION FOR*PETROLEUM*" Or Like "RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATION FOR*RESIDUAL OIL*" Or Like "RESEARCH ASSOCIATION FOR*SYNTHETIC FIBER*" 
Or Like "RESEARCH ASSOCIATION OF DYESTUFF*" Or Like "RESEARCH ASSOCIATION OF 
ELECTRIC*" Or Like "SAINT PETERS'S RESEARCH TRUST*" Or Like "SEMICONDUCTOR RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION" Or Like "SHEIMAN ULTRASONIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "SOUTHWEST 
FOUNDATION FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH" Or Like "THE BLOOD CENTER RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "THE BLOOD CENTER*" Or Like "THE FEDERATED TANNERS ASSOCIATION*" Or 
Like "THE FOUNDATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF ION ENGINEERING" Or Like "THE HEALTH 
FOUNDATION*" Or Like "THE IMMUNOGENETICS RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "THE 
MECHANICAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS FOUNDATION" Or Like "THE NEW YORK BLOOD CENTER*" Or 
Like "THE SAMUEL ROBERTS NOBLE FOUNDATION*" Or Like "THE SCOTTISH FOOTBALL 
ASSOCIATION*" Or Like "THE STEHLIN FOUNDATION FOR CANCER RESEARCH" Or Like "THE 
TRUSTEES OF THE GARFIELD WESTON*" Or Like "THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION*" Or Like 
"*WORCESTER FOUNDATION*" Or Like "THOMPSON TRUST" Or Like "ADVANCED FIBER 
TECHNOLOGIES (AFT) TRUST" Or Like "ISRAEL HUMANITARIAN FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "NEW YORK 
BLOOD CENTER*" Or Like "ALFRED E. MANN FOUNDATION*" Or Like "MUSC FOUNDATION FOR 
RESEARCH*" Or Like "STICHTING ENERGIEONDERZOEK*" Or Like "RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
FOR*MENTAL HYGIENE*" Or Like "JAPANESE FOUNDATION*FOR CANCER RESEARCH" Or Like 
"INTERNATIONAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
FOR*BIOTECHNOLOGY" Or Like "JAPAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF SCIENCE" Or Like 
"STIFTUNG CAESAR CENTER*" Or Like "SPIE FONDATIONS*" Or Like "FLORIDA FOUNDATION SEED 
PRODUCERS*")); 
 
6) Sector code: Government & Non-Profit when sector codes 2, 3 and 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CHINESE ACADEMY*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "ACADEMY OF APPLIED SCIENCE*" Or Like 
"UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION*")); 
 
7) Sector code: Government & Non-Profit when sector codes 2, 3 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIKA INSTITUTA BIOREGULYATSII I 
GERONTOLOGII*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*THE FUNDACIO PRIVADA CLINIC*")); 
 
8) Sector code: Government & Non-Profit when sector codes 2, and 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
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WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*CHINESE ACADEMY*" Or Like "CZECHOSLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"KANAGAWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "*KANAGAWA ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "CHINA ACADEMY OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY*")); 
 
9) Sector code: Government & Non-Profit when sector codes 3 and 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "CTRC RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "*KANAGAWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "ACADEMY OF APPLIED SCIENCE*" or like *KITASATO INSTITUTE* or like 
*M.U.R.S.T.* or like *MURST*)); 
 
10) Sector code: Government & Non-Profit when sector codes 3 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*KLINIKA INSTITUTA BIOREGULYATSII GERONTOLOGII*" Or Like "*TOCHIGI INSTITUTE OF 
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*INSTITUTE OF CLINICAL OPHTHALMOLOGY*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1, 
UNIFIED_LIST_ORGANIZATION_EPO_AND_USPTO.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null,  
WHERE ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(NAME.ORG_NAME Like "*IRCCS*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUTO NATIONALE PER 
LOSTUDIO*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*FUNDACION*" And ORG_NAME Like "*INVESTIGACION 
CLINICA*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*WELLESLEY HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "FOUNDATION" 
Or ORG_NAME Like "*RESPUBLIKANSKAYA BOLNITSA MINISTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*MINISTERSTVA ZDRAVOOKHRANENIYA*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MINISTERSTVA PUTEJ 
SOOBSHCHENIYA*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MINISTERSTVA AVTOMOBILNOGO*" Or ORG_NAME 
Like "*AKADEMIA*" And ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIKA*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUTO REGINA 
ELEN?*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*INSERM*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*WOJSKOWEJ AKADEMII 
MEDYCZNEJ*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUTO*" And ORG_NAME Like "*CLINICA*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUTO DI RICOVERO E CURA A CARATTERE SCIENTIFICO*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUT FISIOTERAPICI OSPITAL*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*MAX-PLANCK-
INSTITUT FUER PHYSIOLOGISCHE*")); 
 
11) Sector code: Government when sector code 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = 1 
WHERE TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4=1 AND ORG_NAME Like "*MINISTERO *"; 
 
12) Sector code: University when sector codes 2, 3; 4 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*KANSAS 
UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
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NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*")); 
 
13) Sector code: University when sector codes 2, 3 and 4  originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME 
Like "*FONDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME 
Like "*TRUSTEES*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*TRUSTEES*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*COLLEGE*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIV.*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERISTY*" And ORG_NAME 
Like "*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*COLLEGE*" 
And ORG_NAME Like "*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*TRUSTEE*" 
And ORG_NAME Like "*LELAND STANFORD*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSTIY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*SCHOOL*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIV.*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*TRUSTEES*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or 
Like "*MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CRANFIELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or 
Like "*UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER*" Or Like "*MASACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" 
Or Like "*MASS. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*MASSA* INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" 
Or Like "*MSSSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*DUKE UNIVERSITY*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSITÄT STUTTGART*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITE DE NEUCHATEL*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITAET 
STUTTGART*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY OF PRAGUE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY OF WASHIGTON*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ORG_NAME Like 
"*NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" 
Or Like "*CALIF. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORIA INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INSITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INST. 
OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND*" Or Like "*GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*ILINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or 
Like "*SCHWEIZERISCHEN HOCHSCHULEN*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITÄT WITTEN/HERDECKE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITÄT ULM*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITÄT 
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BERLIN*" Or Like "*TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT BRAUNSCHWEIG*" Or Like "*TECHNISCHE 
UNIVERSITÄT MÜNCHEN*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITÄT BIELEFELD*" Or Like "*MASSACHUSSETS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like 
"*MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA*" Or Like "*ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like 
"*STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*VLAAMS 
INTERUNIVERSITAIR INSTITUUT VOOR BIOTECHNOLOGIE*" Or Like "*CHINA UNIVERSITY*")); 
 
14) Sector code: University when sector codes 2, 4, and 5 originally assigned 
 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*SCHOOL*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITE*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITALIER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIV.*" And ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*")); 
 
15) Sector code: University when sector codes 2,3 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_NAME) Like "*GRADUATE HOSPITAL*")); 
 
16) Sector code: University when sector codes 3and 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*L'ECOLE FRANCAISE DE PAPETERIE*" Or Like "*L'ECOLE FRANCAISE DE PAPETIERE*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERISTY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSTITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITA'*" 
Or Like "*UNIVERSITE*" Or Like "*MEDICAL COLLEGE*" Or Like "*INTERUNIVERSITAIR*" Or Like 
"*PAISLEY COLLEGE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITEIT*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITÄT*" Or Like 
"*RIJKSHOGESCHOOL*" Or Like "*ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE*" Or Like "*ECOLE CENTRALE 
DES ARTS*" Or Like "ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES*" Or Like "MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF 
ENGINEERING" Or Like "LEICESTER POLYTECHNIC" Or Like "FACULTÉ UNIVERSITAIRE*" Or Like 
"PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION" Or Like "*UNIVERSIDADE*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "WISCONSIN 
ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION" Or Like "*TUFTS COLLEGE" Or Like "*DARTMOUTH COLLEGE" 
Or Like "IMEC VZW" Or Like "IMEC *" Or Like "*TRUSTEES OF BOSTON COLLEGE*" Or Like 
"*HOGESCHOOL VAN UTRECHT*" Or Like "*DER BAYERISCHEN FACHHOCHSCHULEN*" Or Like 
"*TECHNISCHE HOGESCHOOL DELFT*" Or Like "*CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSIDAD*" Or Like "*HOCHSCHULE ZWICKAU*" Or Like "*HUNTER COLLEGE*" Or Like 
"*FACHHOCHSCHULE MANNHEIM*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITAT*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA*" 
Or Like "INTERUNIVERSIFAIR*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE*" Or Like 
"*KING'S COLLEGE*" Or Like "*KATHOLIEKE HOGESCHOOL*" Or Like "*UNIV.*" Or Like 
"INTERUNIVERSITIAR*" Or Like "*SANTA CLARA COLLEGE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSTIY*" Or Like 
"*BROOKLYN COLLEGE*" Or Like "*WELLESLEY COLLEGE*" Or Like "*AMHERST COLLEGE*" Or 
Like "*DARMOUTH COLLEGE*" Or Like "*HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSIY*" Or Like 
"*TUFT COLLEGE*" Or Like "*INDEPENDENT COLLEGES*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UNVERSITY*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERISITY*" Or Like "PURDUE RESEARCH*" Or Like "WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH*" Or 
Like "*HARVARD COLLEGE*" Or Like "*L'ECOLE FRANCAISE DE PAPETERIE*" Or Like "*L'ECOLE 
FRANCAISE DE PAPETIERE*" Or Like "*AN DER*RHEINISCH-WESTFÄLISCHEN 
TECHNISCHEN*HOCHSCHULE AACHEN*" Or Like "*GESAMTHOCHSCHULE KASSEL*" Or Like "*AN 
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DER ERNST-MORITZ-ARNDT-UNIVERSITAET GREIFSWALD*" Or Like "*FONDATION 
UNIVERSITAIRE LUXEMBOURGEOISE*" Or Like "*SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATION*" Or Like "*STICHTING KLINISCHE RESEARCH ACADEMISCH*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION*" Or Like "ASSOCIATION DE GESTION DE 
L'ECOLE" Or Like "UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION*" Or Like "*GESAMTHOCHSCHULE 
KASSEL*" Or Like "*ERNST-MORITZ-ARNDT-UNIVERSITAET GREIFSWALD*" Or Like 
"*HOCHSCHULE AACHEN*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ORG_NAME 
Like "*NATIONAL*" And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*NACIONAL*" And Like "*UNIVERSIDAD*" 
Or Like "*FOUNDATION*" And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*FOUNDATION*" And Like 
"**COLLEGE*" Or Like "*QUEEN*" And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSIDAD*" And Like 
"*REPUBLICA*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL POLYTECH*" Or Like "*MASS*" And Like 
"*INSTITUTE OF TECH*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And Like "*AUTHORITY*" Or Like 
"*INSTITUT*" And Like "*UNIVERSITAET*" Or Like "*GOVERNOR" And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or 
Like "*UNIVERSITAET*" And Like "*AKADEMIE*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And Like 
"*COMMONWEALTH*" Or Like "*STATE COLLEGE*" And Like "*FOUNDATION*" Or Like 
"*LEUVEN RESEARCH*" And Like "* VZW*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITAT*" And Like "*REPUBLICA*" 
Or Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And Like "*COUNTY*" Or Like "*SCHOOL*" And Like "*FOUNDATION*" 
Or Like "*UNIVERSITAET*" And Like "*STIFTUNG*" Or Like "*INSTITUTE OF TECH*" And Like 
"*SCHOOL*" Or Like "*GOVERNOR*" And Like "*COLLEGE*" Or Like "*HOCHSCHULE*" And Like 
"*STIFTUNG*" Or Like "*HOCHSCHULE*" And Like "*INSTITUT*" Or Like "*ADMINISTRATOR*" 
And Like "*TULANE UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NAL POLYTECH*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSITY*" And Like "*PUBLIC*" Or Like "*FUNDACION*" And Like "*UNIVERSIT*" Or Like 
"*NATIONAL*" And Like "*UNIV.*" Or Like "*COUNTY*" And Like "*SCHOOL*" Or Like "*TRUST*" 
And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*TRUST*" And Like "*COLLEGE*" Or Like "*STATE*" And Like 
"*COLLEGE*" Or Like "*STATE*" And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And Like 
"*PREFECTURE*" Or Like "*COUNCIL*" And Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*PENN STATE 
RESEARCH*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECH*" Or Like "*ECOLE NATIONALE*" Or 
Like "*CITY*" And Like "*SCHOOL*" Or Like "*INST NATIONAL POLYTECH*" Or Like "*CITY*" And 
Like "*COLLEGE*" Or Like "*LEUVEN RESEARCH*" And Like "*V.Z.W.*")); 
 
17) Sector code: University when sector codes 2, and 4 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*UNIVERSITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERISTY*" Or Like "*HADASIT*" Or Like "*YISSUM RESEARCH*" 
Or Like "*UNIVERSTITY*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITA'*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITE*" Or Like "*MEDICAL 
COLLEGE*" Or Like "*SCHOOL OF MEDICINE*" Or Like "*PAISLEY COLLEGE*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSITEIT*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITÄT*" Or Like "*RIJKSHOGESCHOOL*" Or Like "*ECOLE 
NATIONALE SUPERIEURE*" Or Like "*ECOLE CENTRALE DES ARTS*" Or Like "ASSOCIATED 
UNIVERSITIES*" Or Like "MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING" Or Like "LEICESTER 
POLYTECHNIC" Or Like "FACULTÉ UNIVERSITAIRE*" Or Like "ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE" Or Like 
"THE SCOTTISH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE" Or Like "OXFORD POLYTECHNIC")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*IMPERIAL 
COLLEGE*" Or Like "*INGENIEURSCHULE BERN*" Or Like "*BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE*" Or 
Like "*GEORGIA TECH*" Or Like "*UNIVERISITY*" Or Like "*UNVERSITY*" Or Like "*WISCONSIN 
ALUMNI*" Or Like "UNIVERSITÉ D'ORLEANS" Or Like "KYONGBUK COLLEGE OF SCIENCE" Or Like 
"ACADEMY OF APPLIED SCIENCE" Or Like "UNIVERSITÉ LOUIS PASTEUR*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*L'ECOLE 
POLYTECHNIQUE DE MONTRÉAL*" Or Like "*UNIVARSITY*" Or Like "*UNIV.*" Or Like "*TEXAS 
SYSTEM*" Or Like "*SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL*" Or Like "*SOUTH DAKOGA SCHOOL*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSIDAD*" Or Like "UNIVERSITAIR BEDRIJVENCENTRUM ANTWERPEN*" Or Like "ECOLE 
POLYTECHNIQUE" Or Like "*L'ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTIUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*IMEC *" Or Like "MASSACHUSETT*" Or Like "MASSCHUSETTS*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSITAET*" Or Like "*UNIVERSITAT*" Or Like "* UNIVERSITIET*" Or Like 
"*UNIVERSTEIT*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "*AGRICULTURAL" & "MECHANICAL COLLEGE*" Or Like "*AGRICULTURAL 
AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE*" Or Like "*UNIVERISITY OF CALIFORNIA*" Or Like "*TEXAS A" & 
"M*" Or Like "*TEXAS A" & "M*")); 
 
18) Sector code: University when sector codes 2, and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
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WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*HARBOR-UCLA MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "*KLINIKUM RUDOLF VIRCHOW*")); 
 
19) Sector code: University when sector codes 2 and 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTITITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTITUE OF 
TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE O TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "*CALIFORNIA 
INSTITUTUE OF TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "KOREA ADVANCED INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "MASS. INST. OF TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "MASSACHUSETTS INSTITE OF 
TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "MASSACHUSETTS INSTIT*" Or Like "KWANGJU INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "*WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE*" Or Like "ADVANCED RESEARCH 
&*TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE" Or Like "*THE PICOWER INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH*" Or 
Like "INSTITUTE OF PAPER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY*" Or Like "ADVANCED RESEARCH AND 
TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE*" Or Like "KOREA ADVANCED INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY" Or Like "MCW RESEARCH FOUNDATION*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "TECHNION*" Or Like "*LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVESITY*" Or Like "THE TECHNION*" 
Or Like "VIRGINIA TECH*" Or Like "*LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSTY*" Or Like "CORNEL 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "CORNELL RESEARCH FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "IDAHO 
RESARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "IDAHO RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like "NEW MEXICO 
TECH RESEARCH FOUNDATION" Or Like "THE PENN STATE RESEARCH FOUNDATION*")); 
 
20) Sector code: University when sector codes 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "THE KENNEDY INSTITUTE OF 
RHEUMATOLOGY" Or Like "*KENNEDY INSTITUTE OF*" Or Like "THE KENNEDY INSTITUTE FOR 
RHEUMATOLOGY*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUÉES DE LYON*" Or Like 
"*INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES*APPLIQUEES DE TOULOUSE*" Or Like "*INSTITUT 
NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUEES DE RENNES*" Or Like "*INSTITUT NATIONAL DES 
SCIENCE APPLIQUEES DE RENNES*" Or Like "*THE CANCER INSTITUTE BOARD*" Or Like 
"*INSTITUTO POLIT ECNICO NACIONAL*" Or Like "*PENN STATE RESEARCH FOUNDATION*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*UAB RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" 
Or Like "*RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF SUNY*" Or Like "*MCW RESEARCH FOUNDATION*" Or Like 
"*HARBOR-UCLA*"); 
 
21) Sector code: University when sector codes 4, and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 
Null 
WHERE ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME 
Like "*KLINIKUM*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITAET*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*KLINIKUM*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSITA*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*TEACHING*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTRE*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSIT*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*COLLEGE*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*SCHOOL*" 
And ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*UNIV.*" And 
ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*SCHOOL*" And 
ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTRE*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*COLLEGE*" And 
ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*SCHOOL*" And 
ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIK*" And ORG_NAME Like 
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"*UNIVERSITÄT*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*ACADEMISCH*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*ZIEKENHUIS*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITALIER UNIVERSITAIRE*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSIT?TSKLINIKUM*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITÄTSKLINIK*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*ACADEMIC HOSPITAL*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*CLINIQUE UNIVERSITAIRE*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSI*" 
And ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIK*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIKUM*" And ORG_NAME 
Like "*UNIVERZIT*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSIT*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*CLINIC*" And ORG_NAME Like "*COLLEGE*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSIDAD*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" OR ORG_NAME 
Like "*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIV.*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSITAET*" And ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIK*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSIT*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAUX*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*UNIVERSIT*" And ORG_NAME Like "*SYKEHUS*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSI*" 
And ORG_NAME Like "*HÔPITAL*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*CLINIC*" And ORG_NAME 
Like "*UNIV.*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*CLINIC*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSI*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*SJUKHUSET*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSI*" OR ORG_NAME 
Like "*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIVERSTIY*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*HOSPIATAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*UNIV.*"; 
 
22) Sector code: University when sector code 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null 
WHERE ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (TABLE NAME.ORG_NAME) Like 
"*BARNES?JEWISH HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*BAYSTATE MEDICAL CENTER*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*BRIGHAM" & "WOMENS HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*BRIGHAM & 
WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*CALIFORNIA PACIFIC MEDICAL CENTER*" OR ORG_NAME Like 
"*CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL LOS ANGELES*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*CHILDRENS HOSPITAL OF 
LOS ANGELES*" OR ORG_NAME Like "*CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*FAKULTNI 
NEMOCNICE*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*FLINDERS MEDICAL CENTRE*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*GREENVILLE HOSPITAL SYSTEM*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*HENRY FORD HOSPITAL*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAL SAINTE-JUSTINE*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL FOR JOINT 
DISEASES*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*INSTITUTE OF CANCER RESEARCH ROYAL CANCER HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*JEWISH GENERAL HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*KING FAISAL SPECIALIST 
HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*LEEDS TEACHING HOSPITAL*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*LOEB HEALTH RESEARCH INSTITUTE AT THE OTTAWA HOSPITAL*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*LONG ISLAND JEWISH MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*LSU 
MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MASSACHUSETTS GEN 
HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL*" OR 
ORG_NAME Like "*MCLEAN HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*METHODIST HOSPITAL OF 
INDIANA*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MONASH MEDICAL CENTRE*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*MONTEFIORE HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*NATIONWIDE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*NEW 
ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL 
CENTER HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*NORTHERN GENERAL HOSPITAL*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*QIANFOSHAN HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*RHODE ISLAND 
HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*RIGSHOSPITALET*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*ROGER 
WILLIAMS MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*SHEFFIELD TEACHING HOSPITALS*" 
Or ORG_NAME Like "*SHENZHEN LONGGANG CENTRAL HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*SIR MORTIMER B. DAVIS?JEWISH GENERAL HOSPITAL*" ORG_NAME Like "*ST. 
ELIZABETH'S MEDICAL CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*ST. GEORG'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
SCHOOL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*SUNNYBROOK HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*CENTRAL HOSPITAL OF XUZHOU*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*CLEVELAND CLINIC 
FOUNDATION*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HO*" Or ORG_NAME 
Like "*THE INSTITUTE OF CANCER RESEARCH:ROYAL CANCER HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME 
Like "*THE METROHEALTH SYSTEM*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL 
CENTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*NORWEGIAN RADIUM HOSPITAL RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*THE ORTHOPAEDIC HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*ROYAL WOLVERHAMPTON HOSPITALS*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*SECOND PEOPLE'S 
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HOSPITAL OF PANYU GUANGZHOU*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*THE WELLESLEY HOSPITAL 
FOUNDATION*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*WOMEN & INFANTS HOSPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL*"; 
 
23) Sector code: University when sector codes 3 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*CHINESE ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES*" Or Like "*INSTITUT DE RECHERCHES 
CLINIQUES*DE MONTR?AL*" Or Like "*CLINICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MONTREAL*")); 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, 
TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = Null, TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_6 = Null, TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_4 
= 1 
WHERE (((TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
((ORG_NAME) Like "*KLINIKINES MEDICINOS INSTITUTAS*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*FSU JENA*" 
Or ORG_NAME Like "*EASTERN VIRGINIA MEDICAL AUTHORITY*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*AKADEMIE MAGDEBURG*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*LA FONDATION DE SOUTIEN*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*KLINIK RUDOLF VIRCHOV*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*CHINESE-
JAPAN*FRIENDSHIP CLINIC*" OR (((TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ((TABLE_NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*KLINIK RUDOLF VIRCHOV*")); 
 
24) Sector code: Hospital when sector codes 2 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "METHODIST HOSPITAL OF INDIANA*" Or Like "*MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*NEW 
ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like 
"NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL*" Or Like "ROYAL NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*ST.MARY'S 
HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "ST VINCENT'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "BRIGHAM AND 
WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL 
CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "BRIGHAM & WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "KAISER 
FOUNDATION HOSPITALS")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*THE GENERAL HOSPITAL CORPORATION*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN*" Or Like "ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*ZHEJIANG PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL" Or Like "NORTHERN GENERAL HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*BETH 
ISRAEL DEACONESS HOSPITAL*" Or Like "PARSONS STATE HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*BETH 
ISRAEL DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "THE CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "CALGARY DISRICT HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*BRIGHAM 
&AMP; WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*MARY IMOGENE BASSETT HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*BRIGHAM 
WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*THE HOPITAL FOR SPECIAL SURGERY*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CARITAS 
ST. ELIZABETH'S MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CHARLOTTE-MECKLENBURG HOSP*" Or Like 
"*MIAMI CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*GREENVILLE HOSPITAL SYSTEM*" Or Like 
"*MARSHFIELD CLINIC*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*HAMILTON CIVIC HOSPITALS*" Or Like 
"*NAHARIYA HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*HARTFORD HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*NUFFIELD 
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HOSPITALS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*HENRY FORD HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL FOR SPECIAL SURGERY*" Or Like 
"*NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*PIERREL HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*RHODE 
ISLAND HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*ST. ELIZABETH'S 
MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "*ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*THE CHILDREN'S MEDICAL 
CENTER*" Or Like "*THE GENERAL HOSPITAL CORPORATION*" Or Like "THE GENERAL 
HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*THE HOSPITAL FOR SPECIAL SURGERY*" Or Like "*THE MCLEAN HOSPITAL 
CORPORATION*" Or Like "*THE MIRIAM HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*THE<BR>BRIGHAM &AMP; 
WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*" Or Like "AHS HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like 
"*BETH ISRAEL DEACONESS HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*BETH ISRAEL DEACONESS MEDICAL 
CENTER*" Or Like "*BETH ISRAEL DECONESS MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "*BETH ISRAEL 
HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*BOSTON MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "*BRIGHAM & WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*")) 
OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*BRIGHAM AND WOMENS'S HOSPITAL*")) OR 
(((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*CAMBRIDGE CHILDERN'S MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CARITAS ST. ELIZABETH'S MEDICAL 
CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "CHILDRENS 
MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAUX DE PARIS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "EVANSTON HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "GENERAL 
HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*GREAT PLAINS EYE CLINIC*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "GUNDERSEN CLINIC*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "HAMILTON 
CIVIC HOSPITALS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "IHC HOSPITALS*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "KLINIKUM 
MANNHEIM*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*FAIRFIELD HOSPITAL")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL*" Or Like 
"MCLEAN HOSPITAL*" Or Like "METHODIST HOSPITAL OF INDIANA*" Or Like "MOUNT SINAI 
HOSPITAL*" Or Like "N. E. MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITALS" Or Like "NE MEDICAL CENTER 
HOSPITAL*" Or Like "NEW ENGLAND CENTER HOSPITALS*" Or Like "NEW ENGLAND 
DEACONESS*" Or Like "NEW ENGLAND DEACONS*" Or Like "NEW ENGLAND MED. CENTER*" Or 
Like "NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "NORTHERN GENERAL HOSPITAL" Or Like 
"OTTAWA CIVIC HOSPITAL*" Or Like "PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL" Or Like "ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL*" 
Or Like "TAN TOCK SENG HOSPITAL*" Or Like "THE BRIGHAM *" Or Like "THE CHILDREN MEDICAL 
CENTER*" Or Like "THE CHILDRENS HOSPITAL*" Or Like "THE CHILDRENS MEDICAL CENTER*" Or 
Like "THE CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "THE CHILDREN'S OF MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like 
"THE GENERAL HOPITAL*" Or Like "THE GENERAL HOSPITAL*" Or Like "THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK 
CHILDREN*" Or Like "VICTORIA HOSPITAL*" Or Like "VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS*" Or Like 
"ZHEJIANG PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL*")); 
 
25) Sector code: Hospital when sector codes 2 and 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, 
TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_2)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "DANA-FARBER CANCER INSTITUTE*" Or Like "*SLOAN-KETTERING INSTITUTE*")); 
 
26) Sector code: Hospital when sector codes 3 and 5 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 




UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME 
Like "*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) 
AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*FOUNDATION*" And ORG_NAME 
Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*ASSOCIATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*ASSOC*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*STICHTING*" And ORG_NAME Like "*ZIEKENHUIS*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*SOCIETY*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*HOSPITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "* TRUST *" or like "* TRUST*" or like "TRUST 
*" or like "TRUSTEE*" or like "TRUSTE *")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CLINIC*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*FOUNDATION*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) 
AND (ORG_NAME Like "*CHURCH HOME & HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*CHURCH HOME AND 
HOSPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
(ORG_NAME Like "*SOCIETY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAL*")) OR (((TABLE 
NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1) AND ((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like 
"*ASSOCIATION*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAL*" or like "*HOSPITAL*" Or Like "*CLEVELAND 
CLINIC*" Or Like "*MEDICAL CENTER*" Or Like "POLICLINICO*" Or Like "*ISTITUTO FISIOTERAPICI 
OSPITALIERI*" Or Like CLEVELAND CLINIC*" OR WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND 
((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5)=1)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*KLINI*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*MINISTER*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*OSPEDALE*" And ORG_NAME Like "*FONDAZION*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*COUNTY*" And ORG_NAME Like "*HOPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*INSTITUTO*" And ORG_NAME Like "*OSPEDALE*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUT*" And 
ORG_NAME Like "*SPITAL*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*HOSITAL*" And ORG_NAME Like "*CITY*" Or 
ORG_NAME Like "*ZIEKENHUIS*" And ORG_NAME Like "*INSTITUUT*" Or ORG_NAME Like 
"*INST.*" And ORG_NAME Like "*KRANKENHAUS*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*MEDICAL CENTRE*" 
And ORG_NAME Like "*FOUNDATION*" Or ORG_NAME Like "*CLINIC*" And ORG_NAME Like 
"*CITY*")); 
 
27) Sector code: Hospital when sector code 3 originally assigned 
 
UPDATE TABLE NAME SET TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3 = Null, TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_5 = 1 
WHERE (((TABLE NAME.ORG_TYPE_3)=1) AND (ORG_NAME Like "*BECKMAN RESEARCH 





The list of exact name matches for the case based SQL queries of step 1.3, 2.3, 3.3, 
4.3 and 5.3. 
 
SECTOR_CODE SECTOR_DESCR SEARCH_KEY MATCH_TYPE 
1 INDIVIDUAL A. GLENN BRASWELL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL A. RAYMOND EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ABDELMALEK LOUHIBI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ADALBERT GUBO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ADELBERT BACHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ADRIAN JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ADRIANO GAIANI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ADRIANO IANNUCCI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AEROPRIBOR VOSKHOD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AHARON ZIDON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AH-PING LIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AIZOH KUBO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKBAR EMAMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIHIKO TANIOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIHISA INOUE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIKO ISHIKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIKO ITAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIO KUBO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIO TAKAHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIRA HASEGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIRA KAWABATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIRA MATSUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIRA MATSUI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIRA MATSUMORI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIRA SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AKIVA BUCHBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALAN J. HUGO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALBERT MAURER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALBERT R. GREENFELD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALDO ORLANDI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALEXANDER JAN KUNCZYNSKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALEXANDER SHAKNOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALEXANDER SHKOLNIK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALFONSO FERRER FIGUEROA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALFRED E. HALL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALICE DE P.T. BIAYS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALKOR DRAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALLERGAN HUMPHREY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ALTSHULER, GRIGORY, BORISOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AMI ARONHEIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AMIAD SINUN VEHASHKAYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AMNON SINTOV EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AMORA MAILLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, PANAGHIOTIS A. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANDER CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANDRE BIENIARZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANDREAS DORNBIERER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANDREW UNGERLEIDER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANDRIEVSKY, ALEXANDR MIKHAILOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANGEL LORENZO BARROSO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANGELA KATE HAIRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANKE HASE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANNA GIACOBBI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANTHONY KHOURI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANTOINE, ROBERT JULIEN AUGUSTIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANTON ZAHORANSKY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANTONIO FERRUCCIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANTONIO PIO SGARBI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARJA IRMELI TERVAHAUTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARLO LIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARMAND DAWIDOWICZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARMIN SANDER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARNE WEHTJE EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL ARNOLD JAGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARPI MATOSSIAN-ROGERS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARTHIT SITISO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARTHUR KNOWLES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARTHUR SCHULTZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARTURO M. RIOS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARVID A. AMES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ASTRID SCHASTAK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ATSUO HAZATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ATSUO MIYAKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ATSUSHI MAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ATSUSHI OGURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ATSUTOSHI GOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AUGUST RUGGEBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AUGUSTINE RHEEM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AVIV AMIRAV EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AVRAHAM MOSHE ROZENWASSER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AXEL KIRSCH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AYAKO OKUMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL AZIZ YEHIA ANIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BAK KWANG KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BALZARINI JAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BAN-AN KHAW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BAO HUNG TUNG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BARBER COLMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BARBÉ-VICUNA, ALBINA MARIA LUCRECIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BARTENBACH CHRISTIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BARUCH LEVANON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BASSETT PETER JOHN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BEATRIX GROSS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BEATRIZ ALDAMA BOLUNBURU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BEERENS, CORNELIS JOHANNES MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BEN Z. COHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BENEDIKT WEISS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BENGT AGERUP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BENGT HENNINGSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BENJAMIN FIROOZ GHASSABIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BENT PAGH SPERLING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BENYAMIN RON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERNARD A. FASSLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERNARD CHAFFRINGEON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERNARD CHARLES SHERMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERNARD MOULD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERNARD SOLINHAC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERND SCHAFER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERNHARD MITTELHAUSER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BERTHOLD KOCH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BLANIE, JEAN MARIE MICHEL PAUL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BO ANDERSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BO ERIK NYBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BOEHRINGER, MARKUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BOEHRINGER, VOLKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BOGAERT, PIERRE EMMANUEL EUGÈNE JEAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BOOTS, GERARDUS ANTHONIUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BORGMANN ROB EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BORIS GERASIMOVICH MURZAKOV EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BORIS GIANNACCINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRADLEY K. STONE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRADNOCK, BRIAN ROBERT DENIS PETER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRIAN WALKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BROCK M. WALKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRUCE L. ADAMS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRUCE LEVIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRUGGER, STEPHAN, DIPL.-WIRT.-ING. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRUNO K. MEYER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BRUYERE DENIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BUDIG, PETER-KLAUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BURETTE LUCIEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL BURTON KOZAK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL C. R. BARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CAILBAULT, CHRISTIAN JEAN GÉRARD EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL CAISSEL, JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CAMPBELL, WILLIAM PATRICK, III EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CARESSE DONEALIA ANASSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CARL SCHENCK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CARL ULLRICH PEDDINGHAUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CARLTON G. SMITH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CAVALIERE VESELY, RENATA MARIA ANNA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHANDRA SEKAR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHAN-IN JEONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHAO FOU HSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHAOLAI FAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHARLES CHANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHATEAU, CLOTAIRE RAOUL GEORGES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHAUVIER, DANIEL JEAN VALERE DENIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHENG-FA WANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHENG-TAUNG WANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHEN-HSIUNG LIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHI LAM WONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHIEN-YUAN CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHIL MIN KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHIN KOK YAP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHIN-CHIAO CHOU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHING-KUANG TZUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHING-LONG CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHISEI RA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHI-WEN CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHIYOE YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHRISTINE MENAGE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHRISTOPHER DAVID DOBSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHRISTOPHER ROBIN KNIGHTS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHU-CHUN CHIU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHUNG KIN LO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHUNG-CHIN CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CHUNPYO HONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CLAUS-MICHAEL MAYR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CLEMENS CROY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CLEMENS JOSEPHUS JACOBS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CLIFTON LEIGH MILLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CONSTANCE F. BERGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL COOPER CAMERON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL COOPER CAMERON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CORDIS WEBSTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CORNELIA BRAMBILLA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CORRAN NORMAN STUART MCLACHLAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CORSTJENS HELENA MICHEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CRAIG SPURGEON BESHORE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL D. FERRAN PADRO I RUBI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL D.I. WIESER-LINHART, EMIL A.J. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAIJO HASHIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAI-MING KUO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DALE STROHL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANI ALU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANIEL B. BORTNICK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANIEL H. PIAT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANIEL JOUVANCE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANIELI WEAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANIELS IVO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DANTE TOGNETTI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DARCY M. DUNAWAY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL D'ARGEMBEAU, ETIENNE YVES G. J. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVEY BICKFORD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID A. PRINGLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID D. ROSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID H. RUSH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID M. FUTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID S. COLVIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVID SEITZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DE LA HAYE, CORNELIS FRANCISCUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DE LEEUW, PETRUS JOHANNES LAMBERTUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DE LETTER TOM MARIA ALBERT EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL DE SALABERRY, BERNARD LUCIEN CHARLES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DECONINCK FILIP N EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DEGROOTE ALAIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DEJAEGHER, ROGER MARTIN EDMOND BOUDEWIJN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DELAFON JACOB EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DELPLANCKE, PATRICK, FIRMIN, AUGUST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DENEFF SONIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DENG-HUEI HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DENIS FRANCE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DEOG-KYOON JEONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DERCKX, HENRICUS ANTONIUS JACOBUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DEREK GEORGE DAVISON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DEREUME, JEAN-PIERRE, GEORGE, EMILE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DESIRE' JOSE' COLLEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DETLEF GNEUSS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DETLEF PREISS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DHOLLANDER, JAN JOZEF PRUDENCE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIANNA ADELE HILL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DICKINSON, BEN WADE OAKES, III EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIDDA MARIA JANINA BAUMANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIDER PERINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIDIER ORTION EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIDIER ROYAERTS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIEGO MOTTALINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIERICKX WILLIAM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIETER MEISSNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIETER WURZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DIPTI DATTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DOMINIQUE BERTRAND EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DONALD BRIAN ARNEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DONALD G. WHEATLEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DONG-IL CHO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DONNA BASS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DORON HANDELMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DOUGLAS FRANK CORSETTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DOZIER JOSE J EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DUDLEY FRANK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DUFEY VICTOR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL E. B. THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL E. CRAIG JOWETT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL E. P. BARRUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EAGLE, JOHN, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EAGLESTONE, DAVID, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EBERHARD HALLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ECKART FRIMBERGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EDDIE CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EDMUND HUGH CARUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EDOUARD PFISTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EDWARD LAWRENCE CARVER, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EDWARD S. ROBBINS, III EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EIICHI MASUHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EIICHI TAMIYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EIJI KUWAHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EIJI TANI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EKKEHARD STÜRZEBECHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELENA VALERIEVNA TKATCHOUK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELIO DAVIDE CATTAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELLIOT A. RUDELL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELLIOT BAUM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELLIOT RUDELL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELOF ERIKSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EMIEL VANDERSTRAETEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EMIL UNDERBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EMILIO BUTTAZZI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERIC DRULANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERIC HART EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERICH WINTERMANTEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERICSSON, JAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERICSSON, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERICSSON; JAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERIKA KOECHLER EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL ERINTRUD FRIMBERGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERKKI SOINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERLING JOHANSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERNEST H. MCCOY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERREGI DI GIUNTI RENZO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERRIKOS PITSOS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERWIN TOMM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ERWIN TRUMMER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ESKIL OLSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ETSUO ITO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EUGEN BUHLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EURLINGS MARTIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EUSTATHIOS VASSILIOU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EVERETT D. HOUGEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EVETTE ALLDREDGE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EWA BRAUN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EZIO PANZERI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FABIO PEDRINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FABIO PERINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGAN, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGAN, PAUL, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGAN, RICHARD, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGAN; JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGARD, PIERRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGES, JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGOT, JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGRELL, MAGNUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAGUET, JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FANG TIEN HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FAYE FONG CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FERENC PAULOVITS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FERNANDA BIANCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FERNANDEZ MARTINEZ, JOSÉ IGNACIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FERRONATO, SANDRO GIOVANNI GIUSEPPE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FIRMANN, MARKUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FIRMIN, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FIRST, ERIC, R. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCESCO NETTIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCIS HENRY LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCO FERRARI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCO SCIACCA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCOIS COUILLARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCOIS LACOSTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANCOIS SUGNAUX EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANK BAILLY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANK HOFFMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANK ZIECH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANKLIN J. DAY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRANZ SCHLITTENBAUER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRIEDHELM BAKALOWITS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRIEDHELM SCHNEIDER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRIEDRICH JARCHOW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRIEDRICH STEINBACH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRITZ BERTHOLD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FRITZ STAHLECKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUJIO MASUOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUKUYO ICHIMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUMIAN LI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUMIE MORISHIGE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUMIE SATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUMIO EGUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUMIO ENDO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUMITO KOMATSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FURNELLE JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL FUSAYOSHI HIROTSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GABRIELE GRAMLICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GARY KARLIN MICHELSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GASTON GLOCK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEBELIUS, HJÖRDIS FLORENCE MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEDALYAHU MANOR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GENESIA PINNA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL GEN-ICHIRO SOMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GENOVEVA BEURER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEORG KNOBLAUCH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEORG WIEGNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEORGE ARISTOVOULOS PETZETAKIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEORGE R. TODD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEORGE S. ALLEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEORGES MOATTI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERALD KAMPEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERARDO PAGAZA-MELERO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERHARD BONNET EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERHARD GERGELY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERHARD KURZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERHARD ROSORIUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERHARD SAALMANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERHARD WEBER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERMAINE VAN DER VEKEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GERTRUD BALMER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GEUN SIG CHA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GHAZI JASWINDER DHOOT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GHOLAM A. PEYMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GIANNINO SANDRIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GILLET CLAUDE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GIOVANNI ARVEDI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GIOVANNI MANFRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GIUSEPPE SIMONELLI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GLENN ALBERT WRIGHT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GLENN ROLUS BORGWARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GODEHARD A. GUENTHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GORHAM BRONZE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GREGORY RUSSELL VAN ZEELAND EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GREGORY TUROCY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GRETHE THOMASSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GREYDON W. NEDBLAKE, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GROVER S. HARBEN, III EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GRUDININ, ALEXANDR VLADIMIROVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUDRUN RAPPOLD-HOERBRAND EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUDRUN VOSS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUDRUN WIESER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUILFORD GLAZER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUNNAR LINDAHL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUNTER FUHR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUNTER HORST ROHM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUNTER RUBELING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUNTHER KRIEG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GUSTAV SCHUMACHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GYULA SUBOTICS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL H. B. FULLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HACK, BERNARDUS ANTONIUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HACK, WILHELMUS CORNELIS ELIZABETH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HAG-JOO LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HAI PIN KUO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HAJIME ISHIMARU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HAJIME YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HALL, ALETHEA ROSALIND MELANIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANNE KORSGAARD NIELSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANNELORE BINSMAIER NEE GALLIN-AST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANNES MARKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANS GEORG WEDER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANS STAHLECKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANS WERNER HEES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANS-GEORG AUGUSTIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANSPETER HAU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANS-PETER ZENNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HANS-WERNER HAUSDORF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HAO CHIEN CHAO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HARALD FEUERHERM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HARLAN COSNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HAROUTOUN KARRAMANOUKIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HARUKI SATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HARUO SUGIYAMA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL HARUYUKI KAWAHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HARVEY SCHWARTZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HASCHKAMP GEB. DREEFS, ERNESTINE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HASCHKAMP, WOLFGANG, DIPL.-KFM. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEIKE BRUTSCHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEIKKI NOKELAINEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINRICH IGLSEDER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINRICH MEYER-GOTZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINRICH ORTNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINRICH ULRICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINRICH WIELAND EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINZ PETER ADAMS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINZ RUHL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEINZ-ULRICH WIEBACH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HELMUT ANHAMM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HELMUT BACHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HELMUT DIENER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HELMUT PELZER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HELMUT SEIDEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HELMUT TAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HENDRIKX, JACOBUS GERARDUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HENNING TRAPPE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HENRI VIDAL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HENRI-DAVIS GUTMANS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HENRY BUCHWALD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HENS CAROLUS MARIA THERESIA LUDOVICUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HERBERT GLATT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HERMAN MILLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HERMANN HEYE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HERMANN P.T. AMMON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HERMANN-FRANK MULLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HERSCH REICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEYENS, EUGÈNE JOSEPH EDUARDUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HEYKO REINECKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEAKI HAGIWARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEAKI TAKAHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEAKI YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDECHIKA OKADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEFUMI HIRAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEHARU OSADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEKI HOSODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEMATSU HIRAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEO FUKUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEO NAKAJIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEO OKOSHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEO UEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEO YOSHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEO YOSHIKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEOKI OGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDEOMI KOINUMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDETO OISHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIDETOSHI SAITOH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIKARU KOBAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIKOROKU SUGIURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIMANSHU S. AMIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIRAI HIDEFUMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROAKI HOSHINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROAKI YANAGIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROHARU KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROHIKO YASUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROHISA TANAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROKO YANAGA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROMASA MURAKOSHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROMI HOUZAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROMI SANADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROMU MAEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIRONORI YAMAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI AMANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI GENDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI HOCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI HOJO EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI KOKUTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI MAEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI MOROHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI OKAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI SAKAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI SHIMIZU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI SUGIURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI TAKEUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI TAODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI TERAMACHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROSHI YOKOTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROYUKI HOSHINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HIROYUKI OHNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HISAMATSU NAKANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HISATERU AKACHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HISAYUKI MATSUO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HITOSHI FUJII EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HITOSHI IMAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HITOSHI SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOLDING, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HONG-KYU LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HORST WARKOTSCH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOSPITAL, ANDREAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOSPITAL, ERIC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOSPITAL, JEAN-MARC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOSPITAL, MARTA, R. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOSPITAL, VERONIQUE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOUSTON REHRIG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOWARD A. FROMSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOWARD W. DEMOORE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOWDEN WESLEY FARHAM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HSIN-MAO HSIEH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HSIN-MAO HSIEH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HUBERT GENTAY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HUBERT OTTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HUGH M. SOFY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HUGH-PETER GRANVILLE KELLY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HUMBERT, PHILIPPE GÉRARD LUCIEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HUNG-YANG FAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HYO SIG JUNG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IDEN MOSSANEN-SHAMS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IKUMI OHTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IKUO YAMASHINA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ILYA YAKOVLEVICH YANOVSKY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL INA FISCHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL INBAE YOON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL INGEMAR BJURENVALL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL INGO MAURER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL INGRID HUDELMAIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL INGRID SCHELHAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IRENEUSZ RABCZAK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IRIS KOPPER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ISAKSSON, ROLF HERBERT VALLENTIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ISAMU AKASAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ISAO KAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ISAO KARUBE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ISAO TAKAHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ISFRIED DOMME EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ITZHAK GOTLIEB EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IVAN A.S.Z. PESCHL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IVANOV, ROBERT KONSTANTINOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL IVO VAN GINDERACHTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL J. EBERSPACHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JACK LONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JACK T. BAKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JACQUES COBBENI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JACQUES LEWINER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAKOB MAIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAMES A. MITCHELL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAMES A. PATTERSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAMES N. MCCOY EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL JAMES NORMILE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAMES RIVER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAMES WILLIAM AYRES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAN STERUP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAN-GERD FRERICHS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JANSSEN, ALOYSIUS WILHELMUS HENDRIKUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JANSSEN, WILHELMUS HENRICUS JOHANNES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAO-HSING TSAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JAR CHEN WANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN JACQUES GOUPIL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN MICHEL MARTIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN-CLAUDE DECAUX EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN-CLAUDE ROBIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN-LOUIS DASSEUX EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN-MARIE GATTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEAN-NOEL THOREL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEFFREY S. WINSLOW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JENS AXELGAARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JENS REUMERT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JENSEN, KIRSTEN HELVIG BERNDORFF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEONG-HOON LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JEONGSUN SEO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JERKER DELSING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JERRY P. ALLAMON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIAN ZHANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIANRONG QIU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIANWEI ZHONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIM MITZEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIMENEZ SANCHEZ, JAIME ENRIQUE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIMMY G. COOK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIN JANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JINICHI MATSUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JINICHI YAMAGUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIRO HAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JIRO HITOMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOACHIM HEINZL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOACHIM HENTZE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOACHIM HOFFMANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOACHIM THEUSNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOEL VATSKY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOERG GUEHRING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHAN HENDRIK BERNARD KAAK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN A. MCDOUGAL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN C. MARRELLI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN C. SODARO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN D. MCCARRY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN DUMERGUE CHARTERS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN ERNEST FOSTER HOLLEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN F. MASONCUP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN H. BECKMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN H. IMBT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN HERLIHY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN M. AGEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN M. ZEIGLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN P. WILLIAMS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN R. RAMUN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN R. WOODS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN WAGNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN WILLIAM CRUSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHN YEISER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOHNSON T. WONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JONATHON NICHOLAS WHALEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JONG-O KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JONG-SENG WON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JONKER, ROBERT GERARD CORNELIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOPADO BADERI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JORY TSAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOSE E. LEAL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOSEF MAIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOSEPH B. WILLEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOSEPH FISHER EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL JOSEPH S. KANFER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOSHIN URAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOSHUA DAVID SILVER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JOZEF F. VAN DE VELDE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUNG-TANG HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUNICHI KUROKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUN-ICHI KUSHIBIKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUNICHI NISHIZAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUN-ICHI NISHIZAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUNJI KIDO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUNJIRO ONODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL JUN-KOOK CHOI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAH, CARL LEOPOLD CLARENCE, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAJ RAINER LILIUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAKUJI TOJO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KALMAN RICHTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KANEO MOHRI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KANJI OTSUKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KANJI YOSHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAORU FUJIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARE FONNELOP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAREN LOUISE HILL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARI LAUKKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARIM ALLAF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARIN TOMALLA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARL FRIEDRICH ANGSTENBERGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARL THOMAE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARL-HEINRICH LEMMERBROCK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARL-HEINZ DREXHAGE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARL-HEINZ ROSENTHAL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARO MAEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAROU MAEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARSTEN BAUMANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARSTEN GIERSS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARSTEN LAING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KARSTEN PEDERSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATHLEEN A. HOFFMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUHIKO MIKOSHIBA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUHIKO MUKAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUJI BABA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUJI TAKENO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUNARI NISHIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUTO NAKATSUKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KATSUTOSHI MATSUMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAWASAKI, KENICHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAWASAKI, SHUSAKU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAWASAKI; AKIRA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUCHIKA OHTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUHARU SEKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUHIKO ISHIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUHIKO YAMANOUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUKO HIMENO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUKO KUBOYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUKO MATSUMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUMASA TSUKAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUMI MORITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUMI UCHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUMORI FUNATSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUNARI YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUNORI KATAOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO ACHIWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO ENOMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO SUGAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO TERASHIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO TSUBOUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO TSUMURAYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUO UEMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUSHI YAMANAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUTAKA TERASHIMA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL KAZUYUKI KATSUNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEI MORI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEIICHI OHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEIJI KITAGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEIJI OGUMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEIKICHI SUGIYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEIZO SHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KELL ERIK FRANKE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEN HAYASHIBARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEN SAKAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENAN TUR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEN-ICHI YAMAKOSHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJI HASHIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJI HIGASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJI KANGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJI KURAKATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJI NAKAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJI SAKUMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENJIRO OOSHIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENNETH E. FLICK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENSUKE EGASHIRA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KENT SVENSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEPPLINGER JOHANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KEY-YOUNG CHOI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KHALIL HANNA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIA SILVERBROOK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIBBUTZ RAMAT RACHEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIFFE, HORST-GREGOR, DIPL.- ING. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIKUKO FUKUTANI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIM, HEE, DOO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KINICHI UEMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIN-LU WONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIRK LANGMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISCHKEL, DITMAR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISELY, RUDOLF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHI, HAJIME EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHI, HIROYUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHIDA, HIROYUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHII, KENICHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHIIYAMA, YOSHIHISA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHIMOTO, SHOICHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHIMOTO, YOSHIHISA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHIMOTO, YUICHIRO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHINO, HIROYUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISHIYAMA, YOSHIHISA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISLIAKOV, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISLYAKOV, JURY VYACHESLAVOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISO, YOSHIHISA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISON, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISSEL, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISSNER, ROBERT, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIST, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISTENMACHER, AXEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISTER, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISTLER, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KISTNER, OTFRIED EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOHIKO ITOH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOHITO ISHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOSHI HORII EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOSHI KUROKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOSHI NAKAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOSHI OTSUKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOSHI TAKATSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOTAKA WASA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KIYOTAKA YOSHIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KLAUS-DIETER VORLOP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KLEMENS WATERKOTTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KNUD ERIK WESTERGAARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KO OKUMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOHSAKU TODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOICHI ASANO EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL KOICHI NIIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOICHI SAKURAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOICHI SHUDO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOICHI TANAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOJI FUKUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOJI HASHIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOJI KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOJI MIZUNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOJI NAKAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOJI OKAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOKICHI HANAOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOKICHI KIKUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOMETANI, KIICHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KONSTANTINOS POULGOURAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOREKAZU UEYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOSTRETSOV, ANATOLY STEPANOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KOZO NIWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KREUZER, JÖRG, DIPL.-VOLKSWIRT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUFFERATH, FRANZ-FERDINAND, DIPL.-KFM. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUMAKHOV, MURADIN ABUBEKIROVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUNIO SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUNIRO TSUJI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUNIYUKI KITAGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUO-PING HO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KUPISIEWICZ AXEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KVAERNER CLECIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KWANG-JIN CHOI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KYOGO ITOH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KYOKO KOIZUMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL KYUNG-SOO KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL L. R. NELSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAERTE GUIDOBONI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAMBELIN GEORGES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LANCE E. LONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAP LEE CHOW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LARRY D. SANTI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LARS BARTHOLD NIELSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LATYPOV, NURAKHMED NURISLAMOVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAURIE STANLEY HARDIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAVANDIS ELLIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAWRENCE A. ACQUARULO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAWRENCE KATZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAWRENCE, PETER ROBIN BROUGHTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEBRUN NIMY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEBRUN P EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEE S. WEINBLATT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEEMPOEL PATRICK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEFEVRE OLIVIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEGRAND, JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEGRAND, PIERRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEIF J. I. LUNDBLAD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEIF LUNDBLAD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEKEUX, PIERRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LENKO L NILSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LENKO L. NILSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEON COOPER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEON R. VAN STEENBURGH, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEONARD BLOOM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEONARD HOLTZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEONARD OBOLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LESIRE CHRISTIANE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LESIRE ROGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LESTER CORNELIUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LIEGEOIS ROBERT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LI-HO YAO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LI-HUA LU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LIN-BING LIANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LINO BONON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LINSONG WENG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LOGOTHETIS, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LOHMANN, JAN KLAAS EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL LORI FOX REID EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LOTHAR DEDDEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LOUIS H. LAUCH, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LOUISE A. ROLLINS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LOUREIRO BENIMELI, FERMIN, JAIME EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUCIA BAUMANN-SCHILP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUCIANO BONANSEA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUDWIG FAHRMBACHER-LUTZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUDWIG KIPP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUIGI GENTILE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUIGI OMODEO ZORINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUIGI PELLEGRINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LUIGI RIVA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LYNN MORLIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL M. BOSLEY WRIGHT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL M. MICHAEL CARPENTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL M. S. LIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAGALIE POSTELMANS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAGNE, SYLVAIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAGNES, PIERRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAGNET, STEPHANIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAKOTO ANDO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MALACHY HUGHES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANAMI YAHAGI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANFRED A. JENNEWEIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANFRED ENDRICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANFRED HOLLBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANFRED R. KUEHNLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANI SOMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANSHI OHYANAGI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANTEUFEL, ROLF PAUL CHRISTIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MANVEL ZAKHARIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARC D. ANDELMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARC DELERY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARCEL SCIARONE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARCIA ISRAEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARCO FABRIZIO SAETTONE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARGARET PLATT BORGEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARGRET SPIEGEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARIA DEL MAR BUSCA REY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARIO LOCATELLI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARISA MARCHIGNOLI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARITA LENHARDT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARJA-LIISA KOIVISTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARK A. MILLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARK ANDERSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARK ANTIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARKEY HUGO A EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARKUS SAUER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARLIN K. GINGRICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARSHALL WEINGARDEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARTIN H. STARK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARTIN MARIETTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARTIN MITTELBACH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARTIN POST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARY F. POWERS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MARYLYN HOUSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAE YANAGI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAFUMI MATSUO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIDE ICHIKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIKO KURODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIKO MORINAGA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIKO YAMAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIRO IRIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIRO TATSUMISAGO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHIRO WATANABE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAHISA OHTSUKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAKAZU USHIJIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAKI KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAKO KIYOHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAMICHI FUJIHIRA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL MASAMICHI SUGAHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAO HAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAO KASAHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAO SUMITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAO TAKEUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAOMI IYO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASATO SAGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASATOSHI MASUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASATOSHI NODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAYA OKITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAYOSHI ESASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAYOSHI YOKOYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAYUKI ISHIKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASAZUMI YOSHIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASTERMAN, STEPHANIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASTERS, JOHN, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASTERS; JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASTERSON, HUGH, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASUHIKO TAKIGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MASUHIRO KOGOMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATHEW MCPHERSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATHIEU YNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATHILDE REEH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATHIS, CHRISTIAN, DIPL.MASCH.ING. ETH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATRAT, THIERRY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATTHEW J. CAIRO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATTHIAS RATH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATTHYNSSENS FRANS H EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MATTI HAAKON AUGUST TIKKANEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAX G. FUTCH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAXIMILIAN JANSER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MAXIMOVSKY, SERGEI NICOLAEVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MCLACHLAN, CORRAN NORMAN STUART EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MEI-YU NIEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MENG-YU LIU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MERKUS, FRANCISCUS WILHELMUS HENRICUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICA NUKINA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL ADELL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL GIESING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL HOFFMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL JEMEC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL KONCAR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL KOSSAK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHAEL LADNEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHEL BEFFRIEU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHIKO TSUCHIYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHITADA MORISUE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MICHIYOSHI TANAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIDORI KATAYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIECZYSLAW MIROWSKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIEKO SAKAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIGAKU TAKAHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIGUEL ALBERT CAPOTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIKAEL REIMERS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MIKHAILENKO, SERGEI ANATOLIEVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MILAD MANSOUR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MINEO KOJIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MING-CHUAN YU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MINORU NAKAHAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MISCHENKO, VALENTIN ALEXANDROVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITCH PRUST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITCHELL HUNT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUE KOIZUMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUHARU SHIMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUI, HAJIME EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUI, HIROYUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUI, KENICHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUMASA CHINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUNOBU MIYAGI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUO OCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MITSURU AKASHI EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL MITSUTERU KIMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOHAMED NASSER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOLDOVYAN, ALEXANDR ANDREEVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MONIKA FESTL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOON-KI CHO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOORTELE GUIDO VAN DE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MORENO PAOLINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MORGAN NICOL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MORINOBU ENDO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MORRIS A. MANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOSHONKIN, ANDREI GENNADIEVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOTOKUNI TAKAOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOUNTAIN, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MOUNTFORD, NORMAN DUNCAN GERARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MUNNIX RENE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MUNROE CHIRNOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MURIEL ANN ORBELL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MUTSUNORI FUJIWARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL MYLES M. MILLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAGAKAZU FURUYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAKAMICHI YAMASAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NANNETTE POILLON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAOHIKO SATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAOHISA GOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAOKI SUEHIRO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAOTAKE MOHRI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAOTAKE MOURI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NAOYUKI TANIGUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NARENDRA AHUJA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NARIKO OHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NATAN BAUMAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NATSU MARUYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NEDO BERUTTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NEVELS, LEONARDUS MATHIJS MARIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NGUYEN GIA V. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NICHOLAS V. PERRICONE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NIETO VILLAHOZ, MARIA INMACULADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NIINIVAARA, JUHANI ENSI KYÖSTI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NIKOLAI JITARIOUK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NIKOLAI NIKOLAEVICH BELDY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NIKOLAI VLADIMIROVICH KHODOV EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NILS ANDERS LENNART WIKDAHL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NILS STORMBY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NJAL UNDERHAUG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBORU KANEKO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBORU KOSHIZUKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBORU OYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBORU TOMINARI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBUATSU WATANABE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBUHIRO NARITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBUKATSU NISHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBUMOTO ISOZAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBUO NAKABAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOBUYUKI KAYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOEL CARROLL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOOIJEN, PAUL JOHAN WILLEM MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NOOYEN, ANTONIUS MARIA ALOYSIUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORBERT ARTNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIATSU KOJIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIHIRO KOIZUMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIKO YAMAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIO SAKURAGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORITSUGU HASHIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIYOSHI KUROYANAGI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIYOSHI SAKABE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NORIYOSHI SATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL NUSA WIDJAJA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ODIS LYNN AVANT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OHAD PAZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OLDE-HEUVEL, BERNARDUS JOHANNES MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OLIN, HAAKAN EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL OLIN, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OLINS, PETER, O. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OLIVEIRA DA CUNHA LIMA, LUIZ CARLOS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OLIVER WIEDOW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL O'NEIL, ALEXANDER GEORGE BRIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OPENSHAW, RICHARD, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ORLA KRAGH JENSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OSAMU HIROTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OSAMU YOSHIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OSKAR SCHATZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OTAVIO MARCIO PERRI DE RESENDE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OTTO RIST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OYSTEIN FODSTAD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAO-HSIEN CHENG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAOLO SPADINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAOLO VERRECCHIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAREIN ERIC WILLEM MARIA VICTOR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PARLEBAS, GÉRARD GEORGES EUGÈNE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAS, HENRICUS GERARDUS HERMANUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAS, IRENEUS JOHANNES THEODORES MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PATRICK E. CRANE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAUL EICKHOF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAUL J. FRIDAY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAUL SCHMIDT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAUL WURTH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAUL-HEINZ WAGNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PEETERS JOHAN T EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PEETERS JOSEPHUS BONIFACIUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PEI-CHANG SUN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PELERIN J EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PER ARVID EMIL CARLSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PER VELVE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PEREIRA DIAS BAPTISTA, JOAO, MANUEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETER GEOFFREY ALAN MORRISH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETER GREITHER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETER HARTMANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETER M. BONUTTI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETER MAEGDEFRAU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETER PELZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PETRA REPAC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PFANNENSCHMIDT, ERHARD, ING.GRAD. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PHILIP FIELDS HAYWARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PHILIPP LANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PHILIPP SCHAEFER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PIA CARPINELLI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PIERLUIGI GIANFRANCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PIERRE BEURET EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PIETER JOSUA HENDRIK KRUGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PONGHIS NIKOLAS GERASSIMOS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PONNET, TOM PAUL MARTHE GHISLAIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL POOS ARTHUR GERARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL POR-JIY SHEU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PRISCILLA DOROTHY MORRISH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PUZANT KHATCHADOURIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL QUICK, ANDREW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL R. ERIC MONTGOMERY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL R. P. SCHERER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAINER CARRIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAINER TIMPE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAJA TULI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAJIV INDRAVADAN MODI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RALPH DALTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAMAREDDY VENKATA GUNTAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAMBOUX PAUL J A EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RANDICE-LISA ALTSCHUL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RANK TAYLOR HOBSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAPHAEL GLASS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RASMUSSEN, GUNNAR OLAF VESTERGAARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAWSON, FRANCIS FREDERICK HAMILTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RAYMOND KEITH FOSTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REED RICHTER EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL REGNIER, JACQUES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REGNIER, PIERRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REINDERS, JOHANNES ANTONIUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REINHARD NEHLS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REINHOLD FICHT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REINHOLD HOFFMANN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REMACLE JOSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RENATE DUNSCH-HERZBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RENATE GUTHLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RENATE KOCHBERGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RENATO BREVINI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RENO ROLLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RICHARD J. HELFERICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RICHARD L. BIRD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RICHARD S. ADLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RICHARD SAMUEL CANT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RICHARD W. CLARK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RIJLAARSDAM, CORNELIS ELIZABETH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBA JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT B. CHAFFEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT BARR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT C. BOGERT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT G. EVANS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT J. LEBLANC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT J. MEDOFF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT MALCOLM BROADHEAD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT MARTIN WYNALDA, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT S. SCHEURER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT SEMION EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERT WILLIAM NORTHCOTT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERTO BERETTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROBERTO GONZALES BARRERA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROCIO AZNAR ESCOLANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROGER ROUX EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROLAND J. CHRISTENSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROLAND RACINE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROLAND ZENGERLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROLF EDWARD GOELST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROLF PEDDINGHAUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROLF PRETTL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RON YAACOV DAVIDSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RONALD L. FENTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RONGXIANG XU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROSEMARIE BRAND-GERHART EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROSEMARIE JOHANNA VAN DER ZANDEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RÖTTGER JANSEN-HERFELD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ROUDAUT, PHILIPPE ROBERT LOUIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUDOLF WENDEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUDOLPH MARTORELLA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUEY-ZON CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUNDMUND, THEO, DIPL.-BAUING., EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUPERT MUTZEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUSSELL KEITH AMBROSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RUSSELL WEISS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RYOJI TAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL RYUJI KOHNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SACHIO GOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SAGIV MASHAVEI SADEH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SAIJI NOZAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SALEM ENGELHARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SAMUEL ABRAHAM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SAMUEL C. OLIPHANT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SANAI FUJITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SANDERFORD, HUGH, BRITTON, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SANDERS, TEUN JOHAN HUGO LEENDERT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SANG SUP JEW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SASAKI TAKUMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SATIKO OKAZAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SATISH BATRA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SATOSHI DO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SATOSHI OMURA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL SAULO QUAGGIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SAVOYET, JEAN-LOUIS PAUL JULES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SAWAO MURAO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCARLATA CRISTOFERO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHLUMPF, FLORIAN, MASCH.ING.HTL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHMALZ, E., NACHFOLGER SCHMALZ, BEAT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHMIDT-KUFEKE, KLAUS-PETER, DIPL.-PHYS. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHOLES, ERNEST MALCOLM HEYWOOD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHREIBER, BERTHOLD, DIPL.-ING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHUITE, JOHANNES LEOPOLD BOUDEWIJN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHULE ZUR WIESCHE, ERIK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHULER, KLAUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCHWARZKOPF, OTFRIED EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SCOTT A. MOSKOWITZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEAN MOORE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEI KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEI-ICHI TANUMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEIJI KAGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEIJI SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SELENIA SPAZIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SENJI OIGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEN-KUN HSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEN-WEN CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEPPO YLA-HERTTUALA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SERRA CASELLES, GENOVEVA MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SETSU ANZAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SETSUKO FUNAKOSHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEUNG-KYUN RYU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEVERIN, ERIK, J. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEVERINI, JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SEVERINO; JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHAIKH, GHALEB MOHAMMAD YASSIN ALHAMAD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHANAHAN-PRENDERGAST, ELIZABETH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHAW HENRY A EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGEHISA ISHIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGENOBU HAMANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGEO MATSUBARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGEO MIKOSHIBA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGEO NAKATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGERU AKAMATSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGERU SAITO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGERU SHIMOSAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGETO NAKASHIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIGEZO UDAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIH-JONG J. LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIH-MING HWANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHI-MING CHEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIMON KLIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIN IWAO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINGO ANNEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINGO YOKOTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINHAN SHA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINICHI AGIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINICHI HIRANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINICHI SHIINA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINJI TANIMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINKATSU MORISAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHINYA YAMANAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIRLEY S. LAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIRO KOBAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIRO SAKAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIZU NAITO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHIZUO SUMIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHMUEL HERSHKOVITZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHOJI HAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHOSUKE OKAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHOUZUI YASUI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHU KOBAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHUICHI MIYAZAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHUN SO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHUN'ICHI KUMAOKA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL SHUNICHI SHIOZAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHUNRO TACHIBANA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SHUNSUKE KOBAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SI HAN KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEBOLT HETTINGA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEGFRIED FREI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEGFRIED NAGEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEGFRIED PETER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEGTRAUD HAUG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEMENSMEYER, KARL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIEMERINK, BERNADINUS FRANCISCUS ANTONIUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SILVANO BREDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SILVIO SERBASSI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIMON JOSEPH KENNY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIMON W. RABKIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIMONE BURK-SEITZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SIRPA ORVOKKI KÄRENLAMPI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SKWAREK, VOLKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SLIM BORGUDD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SLIPCHENKO, NIKOLAI NIKOLAEVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SNYERS MICHEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SOLANGE QUENDERFF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SOLBYUNG COVELEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SOLLACHER, RUDOLF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SOREN CHRISTIAN SORENSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SPENCE-BATE, HARRY ARTHUR HELE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SPORTA; JOSEPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STANLEY JOSEPH SEEFF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STANLEY LERNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STANLEY SCHLEGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEFAN ACHTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEFAN HERZOG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEFAN SCHULZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STENUICK FRERES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEPHAN HUBER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEPHEN BRUSHEY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEPHEN TROSPER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEVEN B. BEGYN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STEVEN NICHTBERGER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STIG DANIELSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STREET, GRAHAM STEWART BRANDON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STUART A. BUSSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL STUART J. KAMILLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUE COSNER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUISEKI FUJIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SULZER, THOMAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUMIO KITAHATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUMITOMO, HAJIME EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUNE SANDH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUREN AGHAJANIAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSANNE RIEDI-JOKS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSUMU MITSUHASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSUMU OKAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSUMU SATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSUMU SEINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSUMU TACHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SUSUMU UBUKATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SVEN ERIK INGEMAR HALLTORP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL SWITTEN JAN MICHEL BERNARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL T. BOGOMOLNY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAHIKO KAWAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAHIKO KUNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAHIRO OHMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAHIRO; OHMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAKATSU MANDAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAMASA FUJIMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAMITSU KISHIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAOKI MITANI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADASHI MATSUNAGA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADASHI SHIBATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADATOMO SUGA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL TADATSUGU TANIGUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TADAYOSHI NAGAOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAE-HWAN HA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAE-WON NOH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAIZO AYUKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKAFUMI FUJITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKAFUMI YAO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKAJI NAKANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKAO KAWAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKASHI ABE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKASHI KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKASHI KATODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKASHI MURAMATSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKASHIGE TAMAMUSHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKEHARU ETOH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKEO OKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKESHI HOYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKESHI IKEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKESHI IMANISHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKESHI OKAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKESHI YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAKESHI YAO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TALL KATO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAMOTSU USAMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAN SIEW LAY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TANAKA HIROHISA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TASUKU HONJO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TATEO UEGAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TATSUMI ISHIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH CRABTREE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TECHY BEMIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TED LAPIDUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TELES DE MENEZES JUNIOR, ANTONIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TERUAKI KATSUBE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TERUHISA OGIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TERUO OKANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TERUYA SHINJO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TERUYUKI NAGAMUNE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TETSUHIRO KAWAKAMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TETSUO NAGANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TETSURO HIGASHIKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TETSUYA MURAOKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THEODOR ESSER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THEODORE AARON LITOVITZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THEODORE KENESKY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THIBAULT, JACQUES GABRIEL AUGUSTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THIERRY BABOULIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS A. GAFFORD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS J. FOGARTY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS J. LIPTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS J. RING EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS P. POLIDORI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS SIMMET EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL THOMAS W. SECREST EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TIEN-TSAI HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TILLBROOK, ANTHONY ARTHUR CHARLES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TILMAR KONLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TIMMERMANS, GERARDUS JAN MARIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TINEKE CHARLOTTE KOUWENBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TIZIANA LENARDUZZI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOBBACK HUBERT JAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOBIAS GRAU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOICHI WATANABE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOKUZO HIROSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOKUZO SUKEGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOM ROBIN CAINE BOYDE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOMIO OHTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOMOAKI ITO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TONG-HO LIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TONY VALLEJOS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TÖRNQVIST, PETER JOHAN TORSTEN EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL TORU MORIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TORU NONAMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIAKI SHIOMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIAKI YAGI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIHARU SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIHIKO YOSHINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIHIRO AKAIKE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIHIRO ITOH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHINOBU FUTAGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHINOBU HIGASHIMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIO HIRANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIO KITAMURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIO MIYATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIO MUKAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIRO HIGUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIYUKI MIURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIYUKI SAKAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOSHIYUKI SAKIURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOYOHISA FUJITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOYONOBU YOSHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOYOSAKU TAKIMAE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TOYOTA, SACHIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TRACEY DALTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TRACEY, DONALD, S. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSEGELSKY, VALERY GRIGORIEVICH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSER-WEN CHOU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSONG-YOW LIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSUNENORI TAKEI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSUNEYA OHNO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSUNG-MOU YU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSUTOMU KAGIYA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSUTOMU MINAMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL TSUYOSHI MASUMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL UDO BARON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL UDO MATTERN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL UDO WIRTHWEIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL UJI-I HIROSHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ULF HEULE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ULF KARLSSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ULRICH MOHR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ULRICH SCHWAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ULRICH SPECK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ULRIKE HUNGERBACH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL UMBERTO CARNISIO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL UMMELS, JOHANNES ANTOINETTA MICHAEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL URBAN STRICKER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL URI RAPOPORT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL URI RAPOPORT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL URSULA KUMPF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAHID SAADAT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VALERO SALINAS, D. JOSÉ MANUEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VALERY GRIGORIEVICH TSEGELSKY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VALERY VENGINOVICH STARIKOV EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN AVERMAETE, GILBERT LUCIEN CHARLES HENRI LOUIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DEN BRINK, HENDRIKUS GERRIT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DEN MUNCKHOF, MATHIJS RENÉ MARIE JOZEF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DEN MUNCKHOF, PETER MARIE JOSEF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DEN WILDENBERG, ADRIANUS MARTINUS MARIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DEN WYNGAERT PETER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DER VLIET, TIMOTHEUS THEODORUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DER WIJNGAART, ADRIAAN JOHANNES HUBERTUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN DER ZANDEN, ROSEMARIE JOHANNA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN HOVE BEN PAUL KARL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VAN WEZEMAEL ELINKO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VANDEKEYBUS, CHRISTIAAN ADRIAAN CORNEEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VANDERSTRAETEN BART ETIENNE AGNES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VANLERBERGHE PETER OMER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VERHEIJEN AUGUSTINE WILHELMUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VERTONGEN LUC EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VICENTE MIRO BRAVO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VICTOR LAVROV EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL VICTOR POSA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VIELLEFONT JEAN FRANCOIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VIKTOR VASILIEVICH AVDEEV EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VINZENZ HARRER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VON BENNIGSEN-MACKIEWICZ, CHRISTOPH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VON MOSSHAIM, HORST MOSSHAMMER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL VON OPPOLZER, WOLFGANG WILHELM  R.E.J. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL W. JAMES SPICKELMIRE ET AL. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL W. JAMES SPICKELMIRE, ET AL. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL W. TUCKERMAN BIAYS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WAARDENBURG, CORNELIS KLAAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WACKER, MARKUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WACKER; RUDOLF EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WACKERMANN, PIERRE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WAI-HON LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WAKELIN, THOMAS CAMILLUS VINCENT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WALHIN RENE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WALTER MEIER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WALTERS, CHRISTOPHER PAULET MELMOTH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WARNER LAMBERT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WARREN R. JEWETT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WEELINK, JOHANNES MARTINUS WILLIBRORDUS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WEINZIERL, BRUNO, DIPL.VOLKSWIRT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WEN-HSING HSU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WERNER HALL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WESTELAKEN, CHRISTIANUS MARINUS THERESIA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WHITEHOUSE, RONALD CAUSER NASH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WIDMER, MICHEL JEAN FRANÇOIS MARIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WIKLUND, ERNST SIGURD GUSTAF FOLKE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILGGAUT HENRIETTE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILH. SCHMITZ-SCHOLL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILHELM HEGLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILHELM SCHUSTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILKE, RUDOLF, DIPL.-WIRTSCH.-ING. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLI MOLLER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM A. STEGALL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM E. PICK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM H. GRUBE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM K. WARBURTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM K. WELLS, JR. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM OWEN CUDLIPP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM R. ISHAM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM R. O'MEARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIAM T. WILKINSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WILLIMCZIK, WOLFHART, DIPL.-PHYS. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WINFRIED KOLBECK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFENDALE, PETER CALEB FREDERICK EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFGANG LUMMEL EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFGANG MUHLBAUER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFGANG PFLEIDERER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFGANG RICHTER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFGANG ROHR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WOLFGANG SILZE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WON KYU KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WU-SHUN HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL XAVIER D'UDEKEM D'ACOZ EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL XINHUA HUANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YAIR NOMBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YAKICHI HIGO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YAN LATHION EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUE SAKAI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHIKO SHIMIZU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHIKO SHIROTA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHIKO TABATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHIRO HORIIKE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHIRO KOIKE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHIRO SUGIMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUHISA FUKUI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUKAGE ODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUKI TAKANO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUMITSU TAMURA EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL YASUO CHO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUO NAGAZUMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUO TARUI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUSHI SEKINE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUSHI TAKEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUSHI YAMAZOE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUTAKA ISHII EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUTAKA SHIMIZU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YASUYOSHI YASAKA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YI ZHANG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOICHI HAGA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOICHI HIROSE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YONG-BO CHONG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOON, S. CHO-CHUNG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YORK EGGLESTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIAKI ITO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIAKI KAKINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIAKI KAWASHIMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIAKI SAITO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIE KURIHARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHARU MIURA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHIDE HAGIWARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHIDE HAYASHIZAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHIKO SHIODA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHIRO IWATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHISA IWASHITA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIHISA YAMAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIKAZU NAKAYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIKAZU NAKAYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIKI SEINO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIKO YASUDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIMASA YOKOYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHINOBU MAEDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHINORI KIDANI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHINORI MURATA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIO KONDO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIRO TOMIKAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIRO YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHITAKA AOYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHITERU SOGAWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOSHIYUKI UCHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOUNG BOK HAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOUNG HEE KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOUNG JIN KIM EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YOUNG-HEE LEE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUGENGAISYA TOWA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUICHI ISHIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUICHI MURAKAMI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUJI SUMIDA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUKIKO MORIWAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUKIYOSHI IWAMOTO EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUKUO KATAYAMA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUNZAO LI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUTAKA HAYASHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUTAKA MIYAUCHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUTAKA OZAKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUTAKA SHIRAISHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUTAKA SUZUKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YUTAKA YAMADA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL YVES C. FAROUDJA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZAK FRANCOIS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZAK TELESPHORE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZAK THIERRY EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZEEV WERTHEIMER EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZENJI HAGIWARA EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZHAOCHANG XU EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZHONGMIN CUI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZIAD BADARNEH EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZYGMUNT ALEXANDER KUNCZYNSKI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZAIGER GRANT GENE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ANGELETTA JOSEPH G. EXACT 
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1 INDIVIDUAL ANITA E. PETERSEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ARIES ROBERT EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CATHERINE H. NEWTON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CLARENCE P. BYRNES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CLAUDE R. WICKARD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL CURTIS B. CAMP EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DAVIS ALAN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL DOLAN PATRICK S. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EDNA MAY BERGSTEIN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ELMA N. DAWSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL EMMA C. MAYNES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GARDNER LEITH MARIE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL GENEVIEVE I. MAGNUSON EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HARADA STEPHEN D. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HORACE L. BOMAR EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL HOROWITZ BRIAN A. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL J. EDWARD OGDEN EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LAFAYETTE M. HUGHES EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LEE YING-JUE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LIN TSONG-YOW EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL LIN YU-CHI EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL OLESEN L. PERNILLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ONG BON S. EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL PAI LUCAS EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL REMBRANDT PEARLE EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL WALTHER H. DUISBERG EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZAIGER CHRIS FLOYD EXACT 
1 INDIVIDUAL ZAIGER GARY NEIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY "DEGREMONT" SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY "DREDGING INTERNATIONAL" EXACT 
2 COMPANY "ETAP" EXACT 
2 COMPANY "NATIONAL FORGE EUROPE" EXACT 
2 COMPANY "NOORD NATIE" EXACT 
2 COMPANY "PLANET" MATTHIAS JAGGI EXACT 
2 COMPANY * POLYTECH NETTING INDUSTRIES L.P. EXACT 
2 COMPANY 3COM TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY 3D PLUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY 3M EXACT 
2 COMPANY 3M INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY 3V MATEX S.P..A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY 4GL SCHOOL SOLUTIONS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY 4M TECHNOLOGIES HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY 6WIND EXACT 
2 COMPANY A. & M. COUSIN ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY A. AHLSTRÖM OSAKEYHTIÖ EXACT 
2 COMPANY A. JANDL PATENTHOLDING KEG EXACT 
2 COMPANY A. RAYMOND ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY A.R.C.I.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AAF INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AATON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ABC SCHOOL SUPPLY, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ABG SEMCA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ABITTAN ABRASIVES & COLOUR ME & DROP-A-DIAMOND & 
PEARL OF DIAMOND & FACETED ROCKS 100% DIAMOND 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY ABRISUD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ABSYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ABX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMIC ASSOCIATES INC,US EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMIC DIMENSION SYSTEMS INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMIC PRODUCTS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY DISPLAY, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY ELECTRICAL CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY ELECTRONIC TUBE, INCORPORATED EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY GMBH & CO. KG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY MANUFACTURING CO., INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY PRECISION MATERIALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY PRECISION MATERIALS A DIVISION OF ACADEMY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACADEMY PROJECTS LIMITED EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ACANTHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACB EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACBEL POLYTECH INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACBEL POLYTECH, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACBEL POLYTECHINC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACBOL POLYTECH INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACCENTURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACCOUNTANCY AND BUSINESS COLLEGE (SOFTWARE) LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACETEX CHIMIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACG FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACHESON INDUSTRIES DEUTSCHLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACI INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACO PRODUITS POLYMÈRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACQIRIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACRYMED EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACTERNA IPMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACTION PIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACTIVCARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ACUTEK INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADAC LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADAMED SP. Z O.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADAMS MFG. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADDON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADTRAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED ELASTOMER SYSTEMS, L. P. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED IMAGING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED MEDICAL OPTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED RESEARCH TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED SLEEP PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED TELEVISION TEST CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVANCED TISSUE SCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADVESTIGO EXACT 
2 COMPANY AEG SCHNEIDER AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY AEHR TEST SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AEML EXACT 
2 COMPANY AEPLC EXACT 
2 COMPANY AERAZUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY AERAZUR EFA EXACT 
2 COMPANY AEROSPATIALE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AESCULAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY AETNA TELECOMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY AFFIVAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AFTER COLLEGE, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AGFA GEVAERT EXACT 
2 COMPANY AGFA-GEVAERT EXACT 
2 COMPANY AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY AGM - ACADEMIA DE GINASTICA MOVEL LTDA. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AGRILEC S.Á.R.L EXACT 
2 COMPANY AGRI-SERVICE SPRL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AIR INDUSTRIE SYSTEMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY AIRAXS.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AIRCELLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AIRLESSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AKLINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALBIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALBRECHT EQUIPAMENTOS INDUSTRIAIS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCADI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCAN FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCAN PACKAGING CAPSULES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCAN RHENALU EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCATEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCATEL CIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCEA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALCHIMER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALDES AERAULIQUE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ALESIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALFRED FISCHBACH KUNSTSTOFFSPRITZGUSSWERK EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALGORIL HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALGORX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALIADE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALIPHCOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALKALOIDA VEGYESZETI GYAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALKALOIDA VEGYÉSZETI GYÁR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALKAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLARDI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLEGORITHMIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLEN MEDICAL SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIAGES FRITTÉS METAFRAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIANCE COMPRESSORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIANCE SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIBERT EQUIPEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIBERT MANUTENTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIED SIGNAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALLIED-SIGNAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALOYS WOBBEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALPHA M.O.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALPHACAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALPHADENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALSTHOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALSTOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALTO U.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALTRA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALUMINIUM ALCAN DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALUMINIUM PECHINEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ALUMINUM PECHINEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMADA EUROPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMARR GARAGE DOORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR RUSSIAN MARTIAL ART AND COMBAT 
SKILL, INC 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN AIR LIQUIDE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN CORD & TWINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN CYANAMID EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN EXPRESS TRS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN NEEDLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN TOOTH INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERIGON EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERSHAM BIOSCIENCES KK EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMI SEMICONDUCTOR BELGIUM BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMIRA MEDICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMOCO/ENRON SOLAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMORPHOUS TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMORTISSEUR DONERRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMPAFRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMPHENOL SOCAPEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMPHICOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMYLUM BELGIUM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANALOG DEVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANCHOR GAMING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANDA BIOLOGICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANDERSEN CONSULTING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANDREAS STIHL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANGEL-ETTS OF CALIFORNIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANGELO FAN BRACE LICENSING, L.L.C EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANGLO-EUROPEAN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC LTD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANONYMATE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANTHOGYR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANTIALIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANTIVOLS SIMPLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ANVER EXACT 
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2 COMPANY APEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY API PORTESCAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY APIBIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY APLEX GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY APLIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY APOLLON SOLAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLE COMPUTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLETON MILLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLEXION EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLICATION DES GAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIED CARBOCHEMICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIED CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIED MATERIALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIED MEDICAL RESOURCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIED POLYTECHNICS INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIED PROCESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY APPLIGENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY APROPROS TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY AQUAPORE MOISTURE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AQUASOURCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AQUATRIUM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARÇELIK A.&SCEDIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARCELIK ANONIM SIRKETI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARÇELIK ANONIM SIRKETI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARCELOR STEEL SERVICE CENTRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARCHIMEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARCHOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARCO CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY, L. P. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AREVA NP EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARGONEX PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARGUS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARIES PACKAGING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARJO WIGGINS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARJOWIGGINS EXACT 
2 COMPANY Arjowiggins Security EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARKAMYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARKEMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARLA FOODS AMBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARLA, EKONOMISK FÖRENING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARLON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARMAMENT SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARMOUR SWIFT-ECKRICH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARMTOP EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARNCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARNOULD FABRIQUE D'APPAREILLAGE ELECTRIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARO EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARPIDA AG, EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTANN LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTECON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTERIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTHUR EUGSTER ELEKTRO-HAUSHALTGERÄTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTUR FISCHER FORSCHUNG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARTUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ARYX THERAPEUTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AS PHONIX CONTRACTORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASCA CARROSSIER CONSTRUCTEUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASCO JOUCOMATIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASCOFORGE SAFE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASCOMETAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASEC MANUFACTURING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASM LITHOGRAPHY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASMI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASPECT COMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASPIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASSELIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASSELIN-THIBEAU EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ASSOCIATED MARKETING DIRECTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASTERKLUBBEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASTRA PLASTIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASTURIENNE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASYST TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY AT & T EXACT 
2 COMPANY AT& T EXACT 
2 COMPANY AT&T EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATECA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATELIERS DE CLAIRE FONTAINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATI TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATL ULTRASOUND EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATLA COOP. SOC. COOP. A R.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATLAS COPCO AIRPOWER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATMEL GRENOBLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATO CHIMIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATOCHEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATOFINA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATRAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AT-SKY (SAS) EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATTAX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ATWOOD MOBILE PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUBERT & DUVAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY AULEI LEITNER & AUER OEG EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUPEM SEFLI EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUSSEDAT-REY EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOBAR FLEXIBLE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOGENICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOLIV ASP EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOLIV-ISODELTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOMA-TECH EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOMATED BUSINESS COMPANIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOMATISME NOUVEAU ORGANISATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOPAL S.R.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTOROBOT FINLAND KY EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUTZ+HERRMANN EXACT 
2 COMPANY AUXILEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVANIR PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVAYA UK EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVE CONNAUGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVENTIS PASTEUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVERY DENNISON EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVIATION SUPPLIES & ACADEMICS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVIATION SUPPLIES AND ACADEMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVICI SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVIRON EXACT 
2 COMPANY AVL MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AWARE CHEMICALS L.L.C EXACT 
2 COMPANY AXENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY AXIOHM EXACT 
2 COMPANY AXIS U.S.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY AXTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY AZERBAIJAN NATIONAL AVIATION ACADEMY OF THE 
STATECONCERN  AZERBAIJAN HAVA YOLLARI 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY AZONIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY AZOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY AZUR ENVIRONMENTAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY B & C BIOPHARM EXACT 
2 COMPANY B. BRAUN BIOTROL EXACT 
2 COMPANY B. BRAUN CELSA EXACT 
2 COMPANY B.E.A.S.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY B/E AEROSPACE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BABCOCK ENTREPRISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BABOLAT VS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BABY RELAX SOCIÉTÉ EN NOM COLLECTIF EXACT 
2 COMPANY BACCI PAOLINO DI BACCI DI AGOSTINO EXACT 
2 COMPANY BAEKELANDT METAALKONSTRUKTIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BALDWIN WEB CONTROLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BALL & BALL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BALL FLORAPLANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BALLARD MEDICAL PRODUCTS EXACT 
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2 COMPANY BAM Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung EXACT 
2 COMPANY BANDIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BANQUE DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BARACODA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BARCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY BARD CONNAUGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BARILLA  G. E  R.  F.LLI - SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY BARRIQUAND STERIFLOW EXACT 
2 COMPANY BASIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BATSCAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY BAXTER INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BAYCHAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY BAYER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BCF HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEABA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEAMIND EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEAUTE PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BECKMAN COULTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BECTON DICKINSON FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEERS AG. INGENIEURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEGHIN-SAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEGO PRODUCTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEIJING CIGARETTE FACTORY EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEIJING HUAYI CHINESE PHARMACEUTICAL FACTORY EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEIJING SAMSUNG TELECOM R & D CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEILIN, ISABELLA INGENIEURBÜRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY BEKAERT VDS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BELCOPUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY BELGONUCLEAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BELKIN COMPONENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BELL CANADA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BELLE DE ST. CLAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BENCHMARQ MICROELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BENNES MARREL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BERCO INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BERGHÄNEL ELEKTROTECHNIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY BERICAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY BERKEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY BERLUTI EXACT 
2 COMPANY BERMAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY BESAM INTERNATIONAL HB EXACT 
2 COMPANY BESTFOODS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BHK HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIANCHI INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY BINNEY & SMITH EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIO MERIEUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOCOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOCYTEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIODEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIODOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIO-ETHANOL NORD PICARDIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOEUROPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOGAL GYOGYSZERGYAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOGEMMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOGENEX LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOLAB SANUS FARMACEUTICA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOMERIEUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOMERIEUX STELHYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOMETHODES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIONEXT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIONOFACE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOPROFILE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOPROJET EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIO-RACER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOSENSE WEBSTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOSPACE INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOSTAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOSYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIOTECHNI EXACT 
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2 COMPANY BITMOORE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BIZRATE.COM EXACT 
2 COMPANY BLACK & DECKER EXACT 
2 COMPANY B'LINEA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BMC SOFTWARE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOA A.G. LUZERN EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOCA-OUEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOGE KOMPRESSOREN EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOLLORE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOLLORE TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BONNA SABLA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BONNET NÉVÉ EXACT 
2 COMPANY BONNET REFRIGERATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY BONTAZ CENTRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BORD NA MONA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOST GARNACHE INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOSTIK A.B. EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOUCHERON EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOURBON AUTOMOBILE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOURJOIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOXER CROSS INCORPRATED EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRANDT COOKING EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRANDT INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRANDT KÜHLFAHRZEUGBAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRASSERIE PIEDBOEUF EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRASSERIES KRONENBOURG EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRECIS COMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BREEZE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY BREMERLAND-MOLKEREI EG EXACT 
2 COMPANY BREVETS FUTEK-MSM LTÉ EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRIER TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRINK'S FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRIOT INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRITISH BIO-TECHNOLOGY LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRONZAVIA AERONAUTIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRONZAVIA-AIR EQUIPEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BROOKS AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY BROWN MEDICAL INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BROWNING EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRUDDEN EQUIPAMENTOS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRUNSWICK BOWLING & BILLIARDS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRUSSELS BIOTECH  EN ABREGE  2B EXACT 
2 COMPANY BSN EXACT 
2 COMPANY BT INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BTR SEALING EXACT 
2 COMPANY BTU INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUBENDORFF EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUBENDORFF VOLET ROULANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUCHMANN OPTICAL ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUDAPESTI RADIOTECHNIKAI GYAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUELLINGER BUTTEREI EXACT 
2 COMPANY BULL CP8 EXACT 
2 COMPANY BÜLLINGER BÜTTEREI EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUREAU MERTENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY BURY SP.Z.O.O EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUSH BOAKE ALLEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY BUTAGAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA BETONFABRIEK OLIVIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA BOUWMATERIALEN OLIVIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA ESTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA IMPULSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA LOUIS VICTOR-VERKAIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA MEDISIZE BELGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA VANDERSTRAETEN E EXACT 
2 COMPANY BVBA VERVAEKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY C F P I EXACT 
2 COMPANY C. DELACHAUX EXACT 
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2 COMPANY C. ED. SCHULTE GESELLSCHAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.E. & T. EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.E.+ T EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.E.+T EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.G.R. MEV EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.H. BOEHRINGER SOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.M.B. FLEXIBLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.R.F. Società Consortile per Azioni EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.S.P. DIFFUSION EXACT 
2 COMPANY C.V.G. SIDERURGICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY C4 CARBIDES PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CABLERIES DE LENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CABLES PIRELLI EXACT 
2 COMPANY CACTUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAIDEIL M.P. TEORANTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAILLARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAIR L.G.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY CALIFORNIA MICRO DEVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CALIFORNIA SOUTH PACIFIC INVESTORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAMBRIDGE NEUROSCIENCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAMCO DRILLING GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAMECA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAMIVA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAMPENON BERNARD SGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CANDELA INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CANEVAFLOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAPSULIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAPTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARBAGAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARBONE SAVOIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARBOXYQUE FRANCAISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARBOXYQUE FRANÇAISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARDIOCOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARDIOENERGETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARL FREUDENBERG EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARL ZEISS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARNAUD EMBALLAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARNAUDMETALBOX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARRIER KHEOPS BAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARRIÈRES DU BOULONNAIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CARRIMOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY CASA BERNARDO LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CASINO DATA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CASSESE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CATALYTIC DISTILLATION TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CATHETER IMAGING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAUDALIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CAYLA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CBL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY C-CUBE MICROSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CDA ASTRO INTERCORP EXACT 
2 COMPANY CDF CHIMIE RESINES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEBAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEFILAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEFLA SOC. COOP. A R.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEFMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEGELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEGETEL GROUPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CELEC CONCEPTION ELECTRONIQUE EN ABREGE CELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CELES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CELGRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY CELL TISSUE PROGRESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CELLECTIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CELOGOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTELION EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTEXBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRE DE PRODUCTION MECANIQUE-FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRE D'ETUDE DES MATERIAUX ORGANIQUES POUR 
TECHNOLOGIES AVANCEES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRE D'ETUDE ET DE RECHERCHE POUR L'AUTOMOBILE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY CENTRE D'ETUDE ET DE RECHERCHE POUR L'AUTOMOBILE 
(CERA) 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRE D'ETUDE ET RECHERCHE POUR L'AUTOMOBILE ( CERA) EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRE LUXEMBOURGEOIS DE RECHERCHES POUR LE VERRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE DU BATIMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CENTRO RICERCHE FIAT SOCIETÀ CONSORTILE PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEPHEID EXACT 
2 COMPANY CERAMIQUES ET COMPOSITES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CERAVIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CERBIDE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEREP EXACT 
2 COMPANY CERESTAR HOLDING DV EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEREX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CERVILENZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY CERVVAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CETEX CHEMNITZER TEXTILMASCHINENENTWICKLUNG GGMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY CEVA SANTE ANIMALE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CF TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CGR MEV EXACT 
2 COMPANY CGR ULTRASONIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAFFOTEAUX & MAURY EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAFFOTEAUX ET MAURY EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHALON MEGARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAMOTTE- UND TONWERK KURT HAGENBURGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAMPAGNE MOET & CHANDON EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHANEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHANTIERS DE L'ATLANTIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAO-HUNG WU EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAPMAN/LEONARD STUDIO EQUIPMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHARLATTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHARRUES NAUD EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHARTERED SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAUSSON INGENIERIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAUVIN ARNOUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAUVIN OPSIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAUVIN-ARNOUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHAVANNE-KETIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHEMUNEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHIMIOTECHNIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHIRALSEP SÀRL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHIRON SRL. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHLEQ FROTE ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHLORALP EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHOMARAT COMPOSITES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CHRYSO EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIAPEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIAT SP. Z O. O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIBA-GEIGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIBIE PROJECTEURS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIDEB EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIDELCEM INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CII HONEYWELL BULL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIMATRIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIME BOCUZE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIMENTS D'ORIGNY EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIMENTS LAFARGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIMSA SINTRA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CINNA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIPEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIRTA CENTRE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIS BIO INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CISCO TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY CITEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CITEQ EXACT 
2 COMPANY CITIBANK, NA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CITICORP DEVELOPMENT CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY CITILOG EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLAAS KGAA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLARIANT (FRANCE) EXACT 
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2 COMPANY CLASS KGAA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLAUSS MARKISEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLAYTON INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLECIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLESTRA HAUSERMAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLEXTRAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLONATEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CLOUD-RIDER DESIGNS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CMA BUSINESS CREDIT SERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CMI INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CMS GILBRETH PACKAGING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CMSI COASTSIDE BIO RESOURCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY COBE LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY COCKERILL SAMBRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CODELCO DO BRASIL MINERACAO LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CODIMAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY CODMAN NEURO SCIENCES SÀRL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CODON EXACT 
2 COMPANY COFLEXIP EXACT 
2 COMPANY COGENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY COGIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY COGIFER EXACT 
2 COMPANY COINER NURSERY EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLE HAAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLETICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLGATE PALMOLIVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLGATE-PALMOLIVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEDALE CASEWORK EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEDALE CASEWORK LLC EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEDALE CASEWORK, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEDALE CASEWORK, LLC EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGENET, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEVIEW EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEVIEW PARTNERSHIP EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLLEGEVILLE FLAG & MANUFACTURING CO. EXACT 
2 COMPANY COLORADO SEMINARY EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMABI EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMCO SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMOTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPAGNIE EUROPEENNE DU ZIRCONIUM CEZUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE CABLAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE SUCRERIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPANHIA VALE DO RIO DOCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPOSITES AQUITAINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPRESSION POLYMERS GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMPUTER CELL CULTURE CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMSAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY COMTIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONCEPT DESIGN EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONCEPTION ET DÉVELOPPEMENT MICHELIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONCORD MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONNECTEURS CINCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONNECTEURS ELECTRIQUES DEUTSCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONNECTORS PONTARLIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONSERVATOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONSORTIUM DEUTSCHER BAUMSCHULEN GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONSORZIO TELEROBOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY CONTRALCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY COOPER INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY COOPER TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY COÖPERATIE COSUN U.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY COOPMES S.C. A.R.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY COOPSETTE S.C.R.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY COPEBRAS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY COPIGRAPH EXACT 
2 COMPANY COPPER REFINERIES PTY.LTD: EXACT 
2 COMPANY COREL-INVEST SOCIÉTÉ ANYOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY COREPE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY CORNING CABLE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CORNING PRECISION LENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CORTAL CONSORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CORVIS ALGETY EXACT 
2 COMPANY COSFIBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY COSMEDERM TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY COSMO GROUP PCL EXACT 
2 COMPANY COSMOGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY COTHERM EXACT 
2 COMPANY COVENTYA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CPP HOLDING REPRESENTACOES LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRAMER INSTRUMENT FLIGHT SCHOOL INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY Cray Valley Iberica EXACT 
2 COMPANY CREATEC PATENT HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY CREATEC ROLLERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CREATIVE BIOMOLECULES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CREATIVE TECH MARKETING EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRICERAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRICKET EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRISMATEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRISTALIA PRODUTOS QUIMICOS E FARMACEUTICOS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CROCKER COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CROSSJECT EXACT 
2 COMPANY CROSSJET EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRYONIC MEDICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRYOTECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY CRYSTALLUME EXACT 
2 COMPANY CS COMMUNICATION & SYSTEMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CSEE-DEFENSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CSEPEL AUTOGYÁR EXACT 
2 COMPANY CTA INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CTC INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CURRENCY SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY CURTY EXACT 
2 COMPANY CV THERAPEUTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CVA ALUPROCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYBER SCHOOL JAPAN CO., LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYBERNETIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYCLOPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYGNUS THERAPEUTIC SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYMER LASER TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYPRESS SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYRO INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY CYTOVEN J.V. EXACT 
2 COMPANY D.E.M. CONTROLS OF CANADA EXACT 
2 COMPANY D.M.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAC-EMBALLAGE A.M.B.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DACRAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAIKIN INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAIMLERCHRYSLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAIWA SEIKO EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAIWABO POLYTEC CO., LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DALLAI ERNESTO SOCIETA A RESPONSIBILITA LIMITATA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAN MAMTIRIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY DANA INDUSTRIAL S/A EXACT 
2 COMPANY DANA INNOVATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DANBY OF NORTH AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DANIELI & C. OFFICINE MECCANICHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DANIELI UNITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY DANISCO FLEXIBLE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAN-PAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DATA PERIPHERALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DÄTWYLER FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAUPHINOISE THOMSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAV EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAVID AUSTIN ROSES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DAVIDSON TEXTRON EXACT 
2 COMPANY DCI MARKETING EXACT 
2 COMPANY DCN EXACT 
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2 COMPANY DE DIETRICH EQUIPEMENT MENAGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY DE DIETRICH THERMIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DE JONG DUKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEACON RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY DECODE GENETICS EHF EXACT 
2 COMPANY DECODE GENETICS EHF. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DECOLEE CO., LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEFONTAINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEGESCH DE CHILE LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEGREMONT EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEKALB PLANT GENETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEL MAR AVIONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELAB EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELAHOUSSE ET FILS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELAS-WEIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELATTRE-LEVIVIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELCO ELECTRONICS CORPORAITON EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELPHAX SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELPHI FRANCE AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELSEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELTA AGRO INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DELTA CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEMOGRAFX EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEMURGER ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEN NORSKE STATS OLJESELSKAP A.S EXACT 
2 COMPANY DENTAL ILLUSIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DENTSPLY INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DÉNY EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEPRESSURIZED TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL, INCORPOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEPUY BIOLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEPUY FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEROOSE PLANTS BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DESA INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DESAUTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DESGRANGES & HUOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY DESIGNETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DESINSECTISATION MODERNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DESY EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEUTSCHE BUNDESBANK EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEUTSCHE BUNDESPOST TELEKOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEUTSCHE THOMSON BRANDT EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEUTSCHES ELEKTRONEN-SYNCHROTRON EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEVICES FOR VASCULAR INTERVENTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEVTEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY DGTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY DHJ INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIACLONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIAGAST EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIAGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIAGNOSTICA STAGO EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIANA INGREDIENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIATEC ENVIRONMENTAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIATOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIBCOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIELECTRIC COATING INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIELECTRICS INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIESEL TRUCK DRIVERS TRAINING SCHOOL INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIETER GRÄSSLIN FEINWERKTECHNIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIE-X TOOLING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIFCO LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIFFUSION BACTERIOLOGIE DU VAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIGIBIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIGIEYE PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIGIPRESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIGITAL PAPYRUS TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DILOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIMASON EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIMENSION ONE SPAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIMETAL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY DIRECTA S.I.M.P.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DISCOVERY PARTNERS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DITO SAMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DITO-SAMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DITTO SALES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIVINE TECHNOLOGY VENTURES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DJA DODANE JEAN ET ASSOCIES DJA CRISTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DMA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOLPHIN INTEGRATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY DONGHIA FURNITURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOODLETOP EXACT 
2 COMPANY DORIS ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY DORYOKURO KAKUNENRYO KAIHATSU JIGYODAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOTPHOTO EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOUBLE CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOW AGROSCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOW PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DOWELANCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY DR. ING. H.C.F. PORCHE AG EXACT 
2 COMPANY DRESSER INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DRESSER-RAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY DRILLFLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY DROGUET INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DRUSCH ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DRY SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DS SMITH KAYSERSBERG EXACT 
2 COMPANY DSM N. V. EXACT 
2 COMPANY D-TEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY DU PONT (AUSTRALIA) LTD.. EXACT 
2 COMPANY DU PONT MERCK PHARMACEUTICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUCELLIER ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUCROS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUJARDIN MONTBARD SOMENOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUMMEN JUNGPFLANZENKULTUREN EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUNAI VASMÜ EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUO CVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUPONT MITSUI FLUOROCHEMICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DUPONT PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY DURA GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY DXIMAGING EXACT 
2 COMPANY DYMO EXACT 
2 COMPANY DYNATEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY DYNCORP EXACT 
2 COMPANY E & M LAMORT EXACT 
2 COMPANY E. & J. GALLO WINERY EXACT 
2 COMPANY E. ET M. LAMORT EXACT 
2 COMPANY E. J. BROOKS EXACT 
2 COMPANY E. KHASHOGGI INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY E.C.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY E.I.F. EXACT 
2 COMPANY E.L.M. LEBLANC EXACT 
2 COMPANY E.N.I. ELECTRISCHE NIJVERHEIDSINSTALLATIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY E.P. REMY ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY EADS LAUNCH VEHICLES EXACT 
2 COMPANY EADS TELECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY EAGLE FAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY EASTERN TECHNOLOGIES-E.B.C.BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY EATON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECHO EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECHOSENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ÉCLAIRAGE CONTRASTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECM ENGINE CONTROL AND MONITORING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECOLEAN AB EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECOLEAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT A/S EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECOLEATHER PTY LTD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECOLEGNO SNC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECOLLEGE.COM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECONO MAX MANUFACTURING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ECOPHOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ED ADAPTIVE SPECTRUM AND SIGNAL ALIGNMENT, INCORPORAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY EDAP INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY EDENTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY EDISON SOURCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY EFFICIENT FRONTIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY EGIS GYOGYSZERGYAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY EGIS GYÓGYSZERGYÁR NYRT EXACT 
2 COMPANY EIDER EXACT 
2 COMPANY EIFFAGE TRAVAUX PUBLICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY EKTELON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELA MEDICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELAN RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELANTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELASIS - SOCIETÀ CONSORTILE PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELASIS SISTEMA RICERCA FIAT NEL MEZZOGIORNO SOCIETÀ 
CONSORTILE PER AZIONI 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELASTO FORM GERHARD SPERBER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELCON PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELCOTEQ SE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELDIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELECTRICITÉ DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELECTRON POWER SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELECTRONICS FOR IMAGING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELECTRONIQUE CONTROLE MESURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELECTRONIQUE SERGE DASSAULT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELF AQUITAINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELKCORP EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELKEM ALUMINIUM ANS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELMETHERM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELSNER PAC JUNGPFLANZEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ELXSI EXACT 
2 COMPANY EMC SERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY EMPIRE BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENCON SAFETY PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENEL SOCIETA'PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENERGIAGAZDALKODASI INTEZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENERGIAGAZDÁLKODÁSI RÉSZVÉNYTÁRSASÁG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENERGIESTRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENERTAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENERTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENGELHARD LYON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENGELHARD/ICC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENGELHARD-CLAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENGRAIS ROSIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENSINGER KUNSTSTOFFTECHNOLOGIE GBR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENTRE PRISES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENTREPRISE JEAN LEFEBVRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENTRE-PRISES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENTWURF PARTNER RUEDI ZWISSLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ENVIROTAINER HOLDING A.B. EXACT 
2 COMPANY EPARCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY EPPRA EXACT 
2 COMPANY EPS FZC EXACT 
2 COMPANY EQUIPEMENT INDUSTRIEL NORMAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY EQUIPEMENTS AUTOMOBILES MARCHAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY EQUIPEMENTS ELECTRIQUES MOTEUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERACHEM COMILOG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERCA HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERGALIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERGOMED EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERHEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERICSSON FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERICSSON RAYNET EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERIDANIA BEGHIN-SAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERMME EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERMONT. C.M. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ERWIN HALDER KG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ESCORT MEMORY SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ESHET EILON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ESKO-GRAPHICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ESKOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ESPA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ESSELTE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ESSENSIUM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETA A.G. EBAUCHES-FABRIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETA SA FABRIQUES D'EBAUCHES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETA SA MANUFACTURE HORLOGÈRE SUISSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY E-TEK DYNAMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETHNOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETHYPHARM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETI ELEKTROELEMENT D.D. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETI SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETS BONNET EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETS. GUILLOU FRERES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETS. PERRIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETS. POMPES GUINARD SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY ETUDES ET CONSTRUCTIONS MECANIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUCOSO SP.Z.O.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUDORAWERKE WELS K. & J. STEININGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY EURECAT EUROPEENNE DE RETRAITEMENT DE CATALYSEURS EXACT 
2 COMPANY EURO PACKAGING PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROFEEDBACK EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROKERA EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROLYSINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROMOLD EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROPEENNE DE RETRAITEMENT DE CATALYSEURS (EN ABRÉGÉ 
EURECAT) 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROPLAK EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROPLASMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY EURO-REGISTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY EURO-SHELTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROSTYLE (S.A.S.) EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROSURGICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROVER EXACT 
2 COMPANY EUROVIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY EVIDENT TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY EVIDIAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY EVYSIO MEDICAL DEVICES ULC EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXCELLON AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXCEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXEL INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXPRESSASIA BERHAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXPWAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXTRAMET EXACT 
2 COMPANY EXXON RESEARCH & ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY EYQUEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY F B R - ELPO - SOCIETA'PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY F C B EXACT 
2 COMPANY F. H. SCHULE GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY F.A.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY F.H. SCHULE MUHLENBAU GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY F.H. SCHULE MÜHLENBAU GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY F.H.SCHULE GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY FA. GEBR. VERWER EXACT 
2 COMPANY FA. HERMANN HEYE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FA. OSKAR BRAUNSBERGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY FABRICATIONS AUTOMATIQUES GERBELOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FABRICOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY FABRIK ELEKTR. APPARATE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FABRIQUE DE FER DE MAUBEUGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FACOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY FAHNENFLECK M. FLECK & SOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY FAIVELEY ENTREPRISES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FAIVELEY TRANSPORT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FALLON LUMINOUS PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY FANCYFORM DESIGN ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY FANNIE MAE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FANUC ROBOTICS NORTH AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY FARMITALIA CARLO ERBA S R L EXACT 
2 COMPANY FASSBIND & FASSBIND EXACT 
2 COMPANY FASTLITE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FASVER SA, EXACT 
2 COMPANY FAURE HERMAN EXACT 
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2 COMPANY FCI EXACT 
2 COMPANY FEDAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY FEDERAL MOGUL SINTERED PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY FEDERAL MOGUL SYSTEMS PROTECTION GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY FEENEY WIRE ROPE & RIGGING EXACT 
2 COMPANY FEINTOOL INTERNATIONAL HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY FERATON ANSTALT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FEREMBAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FERMOD SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY FERRAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY FERRAZ SHAWMUT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FERRI S.RL. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FERTON HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY FESTO-MASCHINENFABRIK GOTTLIEB STOLL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIBAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIBER SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FICHET BAUCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FICHET-BAUCHE SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIDELIX Y.K. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FILECO EXACT 
2 COMPANY FILL FACTORY EXACT 
2 COMPANY FILLON INVESTISSEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FILOTEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY FILTRAUTO EXACT 
2 COMPANY FILTROX MASCHINENBAU A.-G. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FINANCIERES C. VERNES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FINDLAY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FINTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIPROSA HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIRELIGHT GLASS EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIRM: ALBERTO CIPELLETTI EXACT 
2 COMPANY FISCHER & KRECKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FITEL INNOVATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIVES-CAIL BABCOCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY FIXANO EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLÄKT SOLYVENT-VENTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLAMEL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLEETGUARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLEXCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLEXICO-FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLEXI-CUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLEXSYS AMERICA L. P. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLOW HOLDINGS SAGL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLUID COMPONENTS INTL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLUID DATA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY FLUID MANAGEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FMC EXACT 
2 COMPANY FN HERSTAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOGLESS INTERNATIONAL AB. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FONDERIES MONTUPET EXACT 
2 COMPANY FONDIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORCE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORD GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FÖRENADE FABRIKSVERKEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOREST LINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOREST-LINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORJAS TAURUS S/A EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORM RITE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORMSEAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORMULA FAST RACING EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORMULACTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORSVARETS MATERIELVERK EXACT 
2 COMPANY FORT JAMES FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOUNTAIN TECHNOLOGIES B.V. I.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOUNTAINHEAD TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOURNIER INDUSTRIE ET SANTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FOXCONN INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FR. SAUTER AG EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRA.MO. SNC DI FRANCA RIVA & C. EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRAMATOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRAMATOME CONNECTORS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY FRAMDRIVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANCE DEPOUSSIERAGE INDUSTRIEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANCE DESIGN EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANCE GRIGNOTAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANCE TELECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANCOIS CHARLES OBERTHUR FIDUCIAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANKIGNOUL PIEUX ARMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRANPIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY FREEVER EXACT 
2 COMPANY FREEZE AGRO INGENIERIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRENOTECH ESTABLISHMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY FREUDENBERG EXACT 
2 COMPANY FREYSSINET EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRIEDRICH RUSCHITZKA METALLWARENFABRIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRIEDRICH WEISSHEIMER MALZFABRIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY FROMAGERIES BEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FSB EXACT 
2 COMPANY FSI INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FUJITSU LIMTED EXACT 
2 COMPANY FUNDACION INASMET EXACT 
2 COMPANY FURNACE TECHNO CO LTD SAWADASEITOKU BLD., EXACT 
2 COMPANY FÜRSTLICH HOHENZOLLERNSCHE HÜTTENVERWALTUNG EXACT 
2 COMPANY G. D. SEARLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY G. GILLARD ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY G.D SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY GALENCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY GALEPHAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY GALEPHAR M/F EXACT 
2 COMPANY GALIC MAUS VENTURES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GALIPAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAMBRO DIALYSATOREN K.G. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAMESA INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY, S.L. UNIPERSONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAMMA-METRICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GANSER-HYDROMAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAS DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GASONICS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GATTEFOSSE HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAYA MENSANA SP. ZO. O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAZ DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAZ TRANSPORT ET TECHNIGAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY GAZ-TRANSPORT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GE PLASTICS JAPAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEBR. WAHLEFELD EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEBRÜDER SCHMEING EXACT 
2 COMPANY GECHEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEIGLE BAUMSCHULEN GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEISS THERMOFORMING EK EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEISSLER & KUPER GESELLSCHAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEMAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEMPLUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENCOR INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENENCOR INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENERA DOO EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENERAL ATOMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENERAL MAGIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENERAL MOTORS FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENERAL TRAILERS FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENESIS ORTHOPEDICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENESYS TELECOMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES, INCORPORA EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENE-TRAK SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENEVA STEEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENEWAVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENFIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENIE ET ENVIRONNEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENIMIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENMARK AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENMEDICA THERAPEUTICS SL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENODYSSEE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENOLIFE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENOSSENSCHAFT HAMMER EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENOWAY EXACT 
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2 COMPANY GENPHARM INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENSET EXACT 
2 COMPANY GENUS TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEO PLASTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEOLINK EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEOQUEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEORG GABRIEL & SOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEORG SCHULTHEISS ELECTRONIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEORGIA-PACIFIC FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEOSERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GERARD SCHLIENGER INVESTISSEMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GERFLOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY GERIN; MERLIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY GERPLANT AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY GERRY BABY PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GERSAN ESTABLISHMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GET2CHIP EXACT 
2 COMPANY GETRASUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEWERKSCHAFT SCHALKER EISENHÜTTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIAT INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIGATEK MEMORY SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GILEAD SCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GILHA INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GILSON MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (FRANCE)S.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIMAC DI MACCAGNAN GIORGIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIREX EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIST-BROCADES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GIVAUDAN-LAVIROTTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GKN GLAENZER SPICER EXACT 
2 COMPANY GL&V MANAGEMENT HUNGARY KFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLAENZER SPICER EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLAS; SCHOTT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLASGERÄTEBAU HIRSCHMANN EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLAVARBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLAVERBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLAXOSMITHKLINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLI INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY G-LINK TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY GLOBAL TOTAL OFFICE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GMBH,ROBERT BOSCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY GMBH; ROBERT BOSCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY GMPC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GOAL LINE ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GODFRIAUX ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GOOSSENS BEAUVAIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRAHAM PACKAGING FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRAND HAVEN STAMPED PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GREEN POLYTECH CO., LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GREENWICH TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRETAG SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRISWOLD CONTROLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROB E.K. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROB-WERKE BURKHART EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROB-WERKE BURKHART GROB E.K. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROSFILLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROSFILLEX SARL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROSSMAN PRODUCT SERVICES SDN. BHD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROUP DEKKO INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROUPE BERCHET EXACT 
2 COMPANY GROUPE MECALAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRUBER & WEBER EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRYPHON DEVELOPMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY GRYPHON SCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GT-DEVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GTM-ENTREPOSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GTY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY GUERBET EXACT 
2 COMPANY GUITEL-ETIENNE MOBILOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY GUNNAR ENGLUND BYGGARE AB EXACT 
2 COMPANY GUTTIN CHRISTIAN SÀRL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY GUYOMARC'H NUTRITION ANIMALE EXACT 
2 COMPANY GYOGYSZERKUTATO INTEZET KFT. EXACT 
2 COMPANY GYPROC BENELUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY H. DE MEYER - DE ROUCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY H. DE MEYER-DE ROUCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY H. FONTAINE LTEE EXACT 
2 COMPANY H.E.F. EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAARMANN & REIMER EXACT 
2 COMPANY HADLEY PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HADWACO LTD. OY. EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAHN & CLAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAIRDREAMS  HAARHANDELSGMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY HALBACH & BRAUN INDUSTRIEANLAGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY HALL SURGICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAMILTON SUNDSTRAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAMON SOBELCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAMON-SOBELCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY HANDI-MOVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY HANDY & HARMAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY HANS HERMES STEUERUNGSTECHNIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY HARMONIC DRIVE TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY HARN MARKETING SDN. BHD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY HARTING KGAA EXACT 
2 COMPANY HARTMANN & BRAUN EXACT 
2 COMPANY HARTNESS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAS HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAVER & BOECKER EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAWAII CHEMTECT INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY HAY & FORAGE INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEALTH HERO NETWORK EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEARME EXACT 
2 COMPANY HECRALMAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEHL, KARL EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEIDELBERG HARRIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEINRICH BAUER VERLAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY HELION EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEMAGEN/PFC EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEMOPET EXACT 
2 COMPANY HENKEL KGAA EXACT 
2 COMPANY HENNEBERG & BRUNNER EXACT 
2 COMPANY HENRY, SCHOOLEY & ASSOCIATES, L.L.C. EXACT 
2 COMPANY HENRYK BURY MIELEC SP.ZO.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY HERBRUCK'S POULTRY RANCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY HERMES SELLIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY HEULIEZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY HIGH YIELD TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY HILLE & MÜLLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY HILTI AKTIENGESCHAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY HIRADASTECHNIKAI ANYAGOK GYARA EXACT 
2 COMPANY HISPANO-SUIZA EXACT 
2 COMPANY HITACHI EXACT 
2 COMPANY HITCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY HITEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOBOKEN OVERPELT METALLURGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY Höcker Polytechnik GmbH EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOECKER POLYTECHNIK GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOGUE GRIPS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOIST FITNESS SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOLOPHANE EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOLOPLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY HONDA GIKEN KOGYO EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOOD LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOPPE + PARTNER EXACT 
2 COMPANY H-PHAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY HPS MERRIMAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUCKFELDT & THORLICHEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUF NORTH AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUGHES AIRCRAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUGHES ELECTRONICS EXACT 
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2 COMPANY HUMAN GENOME SCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUMBERT CTTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUNTER PLUMBING PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUTA BAILDON EXACT 
2 COMPANY HUTCHINSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYBRINOVA EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYBRITECH POLYMERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYDRANAUTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYDRAULIK TECHNIEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYDRELIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYDRO QUEBEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYDRO RENE LEDUC EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYMER-LEICHTMETALLBAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYNIX SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY HYPERION CATALYSIS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY I. S. F. SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY I.C.D. HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY I.C.M. GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY I.D.M. IMMUNO-DESIGNED MOLECULES EXACT 
2 COMPANY I.S.F. SOCIÈTA PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY I.T.W. DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY I.W. INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY I/O EXPLORATION PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IBM EXACT 
2 COMPANY IBM FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ICI PHARMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ICN PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IDEAL LOISIRS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IDEAL SCHOOL SUPPLY CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY IDEAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IDIAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY IER EXACT 
2 COMPANY IGT EXACT 
2 COMPANY IIMAK EXACT 
2 COMPANY ILFORD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ILLOCHROMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMAGINE EYES EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMAGING UK EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMAJE EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMMUNOTECH EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMPACT EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMPERIAL OIL RESOURCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMPEX PATRICK WYSS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMPHY ALLOYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMPHY UGINE PRECISION EXACT 
2 COMPANY IMV TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY INCOMEC-CEREX EXACT 
2 COMPANY INCYTE PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDEBRÁS INDÚSTRIA ELECTROMECÂNICA BRASILEIRA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDIAN HEAD INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDUSTEEL CREUSOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDÚSTRIA E COMÉRCIO DE COSMÉTICOS NATURA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDUSTRIA POLITECNICA MERIDIONALE S.P.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDUSTRIAS QUIRURGICAS DE LEVANTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY INDUSTRIEELEKTRONIK PÖLZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY INERTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY INFANTINO EXACT 
2 COMPANY INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY INFO TELECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY INFOMATO EXACT 
2 COMPANY INFOMIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ING. H.C.F. PORSCHE AG EXACT 
2 COMPANY INGENIERIE BOGA EXACT 
2 COMPANY INHALE THERAPEUTIC SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INMAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY INNOFINANCE ALTALÁNOS INNOVÁCIOS PÉNZINTÉZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY INNOTHERA EXACT 
2 COMPANY INNOVATIONS THERMIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY INNOVATIVE TECHNIK MARKETING (ITM) EXACT 
2 COMPANY INOPLAST EXACT 
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2 COMPANY INOTEB EXACT 
2 COMPANY INOUE KANJI EXACT 
2 COMPANY INPROHOLD ESTABLISHMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY INRAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY INSIDE CONTACTLESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INSIDE TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY INSTITUT DE RECHERCHES DE LA SIDERURGIE FRANCAISE (IRSID) EXACT 
2 COMPANY INSTRUMENTS DE MEDECINE VETERINAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTEGRAGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTEGRAL PERIPHERALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTEGRATED BIOSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTEGRATED TELECOM EXPRESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTEL CORPORAITON EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTELLICEPT EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTELLIGENT SURGICAL LASERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTELLIPACK EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERBOLD EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTER-COLOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERGENIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERMEC SCANNER TECHNOLOGY CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERNATIONAL FUEL CELLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERNATIONAL GAME TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERNATIONAL NATURAL POWER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
CO., LTD. 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERNATIONAL PAPER EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERNATIONAL PLANT MANAGEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERNATIONALE DES JEUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTEROX EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERTAPE POLYMER GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTERTECHNIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY INTUSOFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVENSIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVENTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVENTEL SYSTEMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVENTQJAYA SDN BHD EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVISO EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVISTA TECHNOLOGIES S.AR.L EXACT 
2 COMPANY INVOX TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY IOLTECHNOLOGIE-PRODUCTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ION LASER TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY IONEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY IP-TAP UK EXACT 
2 COMPANY IQ SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY IRIS BIO TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY IRITECNA SOCIETÀ PER L'IMPIANTISTICA INDUSTRIALE E 
L'ASSETTO DEL TERRITORIO PER AZIONI 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY IROC TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY IRORI EXACT 
2 COMPANY IRSID EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISCOFAR SAS DI PAOLO E. GHIRARDI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISIS PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISOBOX TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISOCELL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISOCHEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISOFORM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISURFTV EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITALIMPIANTI Società Italiana Impianti P.a. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITM ENTREPRISES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITP EXACT 
2 COMPANY IT'S ACADEMCIC OF ILLINOIS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY IT'S ACADEMIC, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITT COMPOSANTS ET INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITT INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITV DIGITAL PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITW DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITW LITEC FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITW MIMA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITW PLASTIGLIDE EXACT 
2 COMPANY IWATT EXACT 
2 COMPANY IXIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY J. L. CLARK EXACT 
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2 COMPANY J. MULLER INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY JACOB DELAFON EXACT 
2 COMPANY JACQUES DUBOIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY JAEGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY JAICO EXACT 
2 COMPANY JALLATTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY JAPAN FINE CERAMICS CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY JARRET EXACT 
2 COMPANY JAY ELECTRONIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY JAYCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY JAZZMUTANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY JENRIN DISCOVERY EXACT 
2 COMPANY JET SERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY JEUMONT INDUSTRIE – JI EXACT 
2 COMPANY JH HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY JIM WALTER RESEARCH CORP., EXACT 
2 COMPANY JJG PARTENAIRES EURL EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOH. WINKLHOFER & SÖHNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOHANN WEISS MASCHINENBAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOHANNES HEIDENHAIN GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOHNS MANVILLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOMA-POLYTEC GMBH, 72411 BODELSHAUSEN, DE EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOMA-POLYTEC KUNSTSTOFFTECHNICK GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOUAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY JOUVEINAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY JPMORGAN CHASE BANK EXACT 
2 COMPANY JS TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY JULIUS CRONENBERG O.H. EXACT 
2 COMPANY JUST WHEELS & TIRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY K.K. UENO SEIYAKU OYO KENKYUJO EXACT 
2 COMPANY KABELWERKE BRUGG A.-G. EXACT 
2 COMPANY KABUSHKI KAISHA TOSHIBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY KAISER OPTICAL SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY KAMELEON EXACT 
2 COMPANY KANEKA BELGIUM N.N. EXACT 
2 COMPANY KANESHO SOIL TREATMENT SPRL/BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY KARBIX ESTABLISHMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY KARL F. RATH GES.M.B.H. KÄRNTNER FORSTBAUMSCHULEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY KARL STORZ ENDOVISION EXACT 
2 COMPANY KAROLON OY EXACT 
2 COMPANY KATOEN NATIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY KAWASAKI, STEEL CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY KAYSERSBERG EXACT 
2 COMPANY KELSEY HAYES EXACT 
2 COMPANY KELSEY-HAYES EXACT 
2 COMPANY KELTECH ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY KEMPER EXACT 
2 COMPANY KERLANE EXACT 
2 COMPANY KERMEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY KETT ELECTRIC LABORATORY EXACT 
2 COMPANY KEY PLASTICS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY KEYCORP EXACT 
2 COMPANY KEYES FIBRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY KHORIONYX EXACT 
2 COMPANY KIC THERMAL PROFILING EXACT 
2 COMPANY KIEFT SEED HOLLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY KIEFT SEEDS HOLLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY KIMBERLY-CLARK WORLDWIDE EXACT 
2 COMPANY KIRCHNER & WILHELM EXACT 
2 COMPANY KIRPY EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLA-TENCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLAUS F. MÜLLER PHARMAVERKAUFSBÜRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLAUSNER PATENT TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLEINBONGARTZ & KAISER EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLEMM & SOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLUDI-ARMATUREN PAUL SCHEFFER EXACT 
2 COMPANY KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS B.V. EXACT 
2 COMPANY KNAUF EXACT 
2 COMPANY KNIPEX-WERK C. GUSTAV PUTSCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY KOBATO POLYTECHNOLOGIE B. V. EXACT 
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2 COMPANY KOBATO POLYTECHNOLOGIE B.V. EXACT 
2 COMPANY KOC HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI EXACT 
2 COMPANY KODAK POLYCHROME GRAPHICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY KODAK-PATHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY KOMORI-CHAMBON EXACT 
2 COMPANY KONE OY EXACT 
2 COMPANY KONGSKILDE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY KONINKLIJKE COÖPERATIE COSUN U.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY KONOTECH S.R.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY KONSTRUKTORSKOE BJURO MASHINOSTROENIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY KONSUMEX KÜLKERESKEDELMI VßLLALAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY KOREA TELECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY KOSAN BIOSCIENCES EXACT 
2 COMPANY KOYO STEERING EUROPE (K.S.E.) EXACT 
2 COMPANY KÖZLEKEDÉSTUDOMÁNYI INTÉZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRAMPOUZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRANSCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRANSON INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRH THERMAL SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRIEG &  ZIVY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRKA, TOVARNA ZDRAVIL, D.D., NOVO MESTO EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRKA, TOVARNA ZDRAVIL, N.SOL.O EXACT 
2 COMPANY KROMBERG & SCHUBERT EXACT 
2 COMPANY KRONOSPAN ANSTALT EXACT 
2 COMPANY KT TRAVEL GEAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY KULITE SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY KUNSTSTOFF- & LACKFABRIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY KVAEGAVLSFORENINGEN DANSIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY L 'OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY L&L PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY L. PAYEN ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY L.R. ETANCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY L.V.M.H. RECHERCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA BOURGUIGNONNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA BROSSE ET DUPONT EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA BUVETTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA CALHENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA CELLULOSE DES ARDENNES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA CELLULOSE DU PIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA CONSTRUCTION SOUDEE EN ABRÉGÉ CS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA FRANCAISE DES JEUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA FRANCAISE METALLURGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA JOLLA PHARMACEUTICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA MONTRE HERMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA POSTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA RADIOTECHNIQUE PORTENSEIGNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA SOCIÉTÉ LESAFFRE ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA SOUDURE AUTOGENE FRANCAISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LA TELEMECANIQUE ELECTRIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LABCATAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY LABINAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY LAB-INTERLINK EXACT 
2 COMPANY LABORATOIRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHES ELECTRONIQUES 
AVANCEES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY LABORATOIRE L. LAFON EXACT 
2 COMPANY LABORATOIRES D'ELECTRONIQUE PHILIPS EXACT 
2 COMPANY L'AIR LIQUIDE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LAITERIES HUBERT TRIBALLAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY LANCY MIXJET EXACT 
2 COMPANY LAND ROVER EXACT 
2 COMPANY LANDQART EXACT 
2 COMPANY LANO VAPEN OCH FINMEKANIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY LANTERN COMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LAPERCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LAPEYRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LARENA EXACT 
2 COMPANY LARES RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY LASER CENTERS OF AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY LASERINK EXACT 
2 COMPANY LASERSCOPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LASERTEC INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY LATECOERE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LATOUR & FILS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LAU TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LE BOZEC ET GAUTIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY LE CARBONE LORRAINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LE CARBONE-LORRAINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LE MATERIEL TELEPHONIQUE THOMSON-CSF EXACT 
2 COMPANY LE METAL DEPLOYE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LE SILICIUM SEMICONDUCTEUR SSC EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEA ABC EXACT 
2 COMPANY LECELLIER.COM S.P.R.L EXACT 
2 COMPANY LECTRA SYSTEMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEEDS AND MICALLEF EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEGERITY EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEGLER - SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEGRAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEGRIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEISTER PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEK FARMACEVTSKA DRUZBA D.D. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEK PHARMACEUTICALS D.D. EXACT 
2 COMPANY L'ELECTROLYSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LERNOUT & HAUSPIE SPEECHPRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LES FONDERIES FRANCO-BELGES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LES LABORATOIRES SERVIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY LES LABORATORIES SERVIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY LES MITIGEURS ERAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY LESAFFRE ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEXICON EXACT 
2 COMPANY LEXIS-NEXIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LG ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIBBS FARMACEUTICA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIBERATE TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIBERTY DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIBERTY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIBRAGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIDAK PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIEBHERR-WERK NENZING GES.MBH. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIFE FITNESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIFETOUCH NATIONAL SCHOOL STUDIES INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIFETOUCH NATIONAL SCHOOL STUDIOS INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIFETOUCH NATIONAL SCHOOL STUDIOS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIGAND PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIGHTWAVE ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIGNES TELEGRAPHIQUES ET TELEPHONIQUES L.T.T. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINDAL FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY L'INDUSTRIELLE REGIONALE DU BATIMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINEAIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINÉAIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINEAR INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINFINITY MICROELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINK GROUP INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY LINPAC PISANI LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIPHA EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIPHA, LYONNAISE INDUSTRIELLE PHARMACEUTIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIPTON EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIR FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY Lisi Automotive Rapid EXACT 
2 COMPANY LITEL INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LITERIE DUVIVIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY LITTO EXACT 
2 COMPANY LITTON SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LIVBAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY LJUBERETSKOE NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE  OBIEDINENIE 
"SOJUZ" 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY LMD EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOC MANUTENTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOCKHEED MARTIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOCKHEED-MARTIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOGISTIQUE SPATIALE WALLONNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LONZA BIOLOGICS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOOK CYCLE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY LOQUENDO - SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY L'OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY L'ORÉAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOTOMIDIA SERVICOS LOTERICOS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOUIS GIBECK AB EXACT 
2 COMPANY LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY LPG SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY LS BEDDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY LSI LOGIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY LU FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LUCAS G EXACT 
2 COMPANY LUCAS INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LUCAS NOVASENSOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY LUMILOG EXACT 
2 COMPANY L'UNITE HERMETIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY LVMH RECHERCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY M C B EXACT 
2 COMPANY M C B M FOUR GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY M. KAINDL EXACT 
2 COMPANY M.C.B. EXACT 
2 COMPANY MACC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MACE HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY MACEF EXACT 
2 COMPANY MACHINES-OUTILS WIRTH & GRUFFAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MACO PHARMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MADINPACK EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGICAXESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGICCOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGINOT VASCULAR SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGNETEK CONTROLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGNETI MARELLI FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGOTTEAUX INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAGYAR ALUMINIUMIPARI TRÖSZT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAINELAB EXACT 
2 COMPANY MALLINCKRODT DEVELOPPEMENT FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MALLINCKRODT MEDICAL IMAGING-IRELAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAN GUTEHOFFNUNGSHUTTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAN ROLAND DRUCKMASCHINEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY MANCHESTER PLASTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MANITOU BF EXACT 
2 COMPANY MANNESMANN AKTIEGESELLSCHAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MANOIR INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MANULI AUTO FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MANURHIN DEFENSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAREL HF. EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARELLI AUTRONICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARKER INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARKETING DISPLAYS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARLEY PUMP EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARQUET ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARREL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARSHALL INDUSTRIES COMPOSITES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARTIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY MARWAL SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASCHINENBAU DIETER SCHMIDT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASCHINENFABRIK ALFRED SCHMERMUND EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASCHINENFABRIK GUSTAV EIRICH EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASCHINENFABRIK MAX GOLLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASCHINEN-MOHR INH.: HERMANN MOHR EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAS-HAMILTON GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASSEY FERGUSON GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRAENKTER 
HAFTUNG 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASTERFOODS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MASTRAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY MATERIEL POUR L'ARBORICULTURE FRUITIERE EXACT 
2 COMPANY Math Rizk EXACT 
2 COMPANY MATHESON TRI-GAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAVIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAX STEINHART GBMH PFLASTER- UND NATURSTEINBAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAXIM INTEGRATED PRODUCTS EXACT 
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2 COMPANY MBDA FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MBH+CO. EXACT 
2 COMPANY MC INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MCDONNELL DOUGLAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MCNC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MCNEIL-PPC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MDS SCIEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECAGIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECALAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECANIPLAST EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECANIQUE ENERGETIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECANROC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECAPLAST SAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECAPLASTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECATHERM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECELEC INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MECILEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDAFOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDGENIX DIAGNOSTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDIA GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDIALIVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDICAL COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDICAL MEDIA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDILATOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDINNOVA SF EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDINOV-AMP EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDINVENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDIPRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDTRONIC CARDIORHYTHM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDTRONIC SOFAMOR DANEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEDTRONIC VASCULAR CONNAUGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEIOSYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEJERISELSKABET DANMARK A.M.B.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY MELEXIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MELITTA-WERKE BENTZ & SOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY MELJAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEMSCAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY MENARD SOLTRAITEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERCEDES-BENZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERCK BIOMATERIAL FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERCK KGAA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERCK SANTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERCOBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERIAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MÉRIEUX ORAVAX EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERISTEM THERAPEUTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERLIN GERIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERLONI ELECTROMENAGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERRELL DOW PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERRILL LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER & SMITH EXACT 
2 COMPANY MESSER GRIESHEIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MESSIER BUGATTI EXACT 
2 COMPANY MESSIER-BUGATTI EXACT 
2 COMPANY MESSIER-HISPANO-BUGATTI EXACT 
2 COMPANY METAL INJECT EXACT 
2 COMPANY METAL PROCESS, SOCIÉTÉ À RESPONSABILITÉ LIMITEÉ: EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALLAMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALLURGIE HOBOKEN - OVERPELT EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALLURGIE HOBOKEN-OVERPELT EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALLUTGIE HOBOKEN-OVERPELT EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALLVERARBEITUNG O. KLAHR EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALTEX ITALIA S.PA. EXACT 
2 COMPANY METALURGICA ALBRAS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY METILINX EXACT 
2 COMPANY METRA INZENIRING D.O.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY METRAVIB R.D.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY METSÄLIITTO OSUUSKUNTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY METSO MINERALS (BRASIL) LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MEURA EXACT 
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2 COMPANY MEYER/GLASS DESIGN EXACT 
2 COMPANY MG GENERON EXACT 
2 COMPANY MG INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MGE-UPS SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MHB JOINT VENTURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MHM SALES & SERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MHS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MIC INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICAP PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICELL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICHELIN AVS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICHELIN RECHERCHE ET TECHNIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICRO SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICRO WEISS ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICROAIRE SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICROCOATING TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICRODIAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICROMODULE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICRON ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICRON TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICROSOFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MICROUNITY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY MIDWEST GRAIN PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MIKRON INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MILLENNIAL NET EXACT 
2 COMPANY MILLET MARIUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MILLIPORE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MINEMET RECHERCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MINIMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MINTEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY MIRADCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY MITCHELL SPORTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MITOKOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY MITSUBISHIKASEI POLYTEC CO. EXACT 
2 COMPANY MITSUI CHEMICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MITTAL STEEL GANDRANGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MITUBISI KASEI POLYTEC COMPANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY MIXT COMPOSITES RECYCLABLES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MMG AUTOMATIKA MUVEK RESZVENYTARSASAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOBIL OIL FRANCAISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOBILE HI-TECH WHEELS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOD'8 EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOELLER MARINE PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOFET ETZION EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOL MAGYAR OLAJ ES GAZIPARI RESZVENYTARSASAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOLECULAR DYNAMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOLECULAR ENGINES LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOLSON BREWERIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONETEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONGONET EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONNERET JOUETS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONOCROM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONOGRAM AEROSPACE FASTENERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONSANTO EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONSTER CABLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MONTRES PEQUIGNET EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOOD SCHOOL PTY LTD EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOORE BUSINESS FORMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY MORANCE SOUDURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY MORGAN STANLEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOTEURS LEROY-SOMER EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOTOROLA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOULAGE PLASTIQUE DE L'OUEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOULINEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY MÖVENPICK - HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOXTEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY MPO INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MSA GALLET EXACT 
2 COMPANY MSSA EXACT 
2 COMPANY MTU MOTOREN- UND TURBINEN-UNION EXACT 
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2 COMPANY MUHR UND BENDER EXACT 
2 COMPANY MULLER BEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY MULTI LEVEL MEMORY TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY MULTIDISC TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY Mundipharma CVA EXACT 
2 COMPANY Mundipharma Pharmaceuticals SL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MURE & PEYROT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MUTABILIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY N O W (NEW OPTION WOOD) EXACT 
2 COMPANY N. V. MICHEL VAN DE WIELE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NAAN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NADELLA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NAILITE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NALCO FUEL TECH EXACT 
2 COMPANY NANOC SDN. BHD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY NANOCORE BIOTECNOLOGIA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NANOGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY NANOLEDGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NATE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NATIONAL REFRIGERATION PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NATIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NATIONAL SCHOOL STUDIOS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY NATIONAL-OILWELL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NAUCHNO-INZHENERNY TSENTR  INFOMIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY NAXCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY NB INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEC CORPORAITON EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEGMA-LERADS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEIMAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEKTAR THERAPEUTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEMOPTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEOVACS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NERGECO EXACT 
2 COMPANY NESTE OY EXACT 
2 COMPANY NETCENTREX EXACT 
2 COMPANY NETQUARTZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY NETRA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEURO3D EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEW HIGH GLASS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEW SCHOOL TECHNOLOGIES, LLC EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEW WAVE RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEW YORK AIR BRAKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEW YORK GAS GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEWDEAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEWELL WINDOW FURNISHINGS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEWTEC INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEXGEN MICROSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEXO EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEXT LEVEL COMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NEXTER MUNITIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NFM TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NIGHT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NIKE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NIPPON HOSO KYOKAI EXACT 
2 COMPANY NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NISENE TECHNOLOGY GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY NISSEN SPORTS ACADEMY, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY NITOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY NITROKEMIA IPARTELEPEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY NITRUVID EXACT 
2 COMPANY NITTO EUROPE N.V EXACT 
2 COMPANY NIZO FOOD RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY NO TOUCH NORTH AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOBEL PLASTIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NODET-GOUGIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOKIA MOBILE PHONES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOKIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOKIA UNTERHALTUNGSELEKTRONIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOORD NATIE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY NORDAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORDISK INSULINLABORATORIUM EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORFERM DA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORINCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORMETEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORSK HYDRO A.S EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORSKE MEIERIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORTENE TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORTH CENTRAL PLASTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORTHCOAST TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORTHROP GRUMMAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORTHWEST ALUMINUM TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY NORTON DESMARQUEST FINE CERAMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVACARB EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVACEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVACEPT EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVALYST DISCOVERY EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVASEP EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVATEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVATEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVATOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVAZONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVEL EXPERIMENTAL TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVEMBAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVEXEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVOFERM FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY NOVOPLASTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY NPTV EXACT 
2 COMPANY NT FALCON LOCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY NTT MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK EXACT 
2 COMPANY NTZ INTERNATIONAL HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUANCE COMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUCLEICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUFERN EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUTRACEA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUTRIMED BIOTECH EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUTRITION 21 EXACT 
2 COMPANY NUVERA FUEL CELLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY NVB INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY NVIDIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY NYNEX SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY NYUGATMAGYARORSZAGI FAGAZDASAGI KOMBINAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY O PINOMAA KY EXACT 
2 COMPANY O.A.M.-SOCIETA PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY OAK TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY OBERG INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY OCCHIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY ODYSSOL EXACT 
2 COMPANY OENO CONCEPT EXACT 
2 COMPANY OFFICE TOGOLAIS DES PHOSPHATES EXACT 
2 COMPANY OFFICINE MECCANICHE DEFENDI S.R.L: EXACT 
2 COMPANY OKI SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY OKI TELECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY OLEO-MAC SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY OLEON EXACT 
2 COMPANY OLIBLOCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY OLITEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY OLIVO EXACT 
2 COMPANY OM PHARMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY OMS-OPTICAL MEASURING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONCOGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONCOMEMBRANE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONCORMED EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONCOSIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONDEO DEGREMONT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONDULINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONIRIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ONTARIO HYDRO EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ONYX PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY OOO  VYSOKIE TEKHNOLOGII EXACT 
2 COMPANY OOO "VYSOKIE TEKHNOLOGII" EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPSIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPSIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPSWARE EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTAREL EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTEWAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTIC 2000 EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTICAL STORAGE INTERNATIONAL HOLLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTICAL SYSTEM & RESEARCH FOR INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE 
OSYRIS 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTICORD EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTICS FOR RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTISCHE WERKE G. RODENSTOCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTISINVEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTIVA EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPTOGONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY OPUS SP. Z O.O EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORAL-D EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORAVAX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORBIDEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORDIPAT-S.A.R.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY OREGA ELECTRONIQUE & MECANIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORELIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORFEVRERIE CHRISTOFLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORGANIZE IT ALL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORIGIN MEDSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORIGNY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORION-YHTYMA OY EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORKLI S. COOP. EXACT 
2 COMPANY OROGIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORSAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORSAY PHYSICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORTHO ORGANIZERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORTHO-DENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORTHOFAB EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORTHOMED EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORTHO-TAIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORTOMEDIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ORYXE EXACT 
2 COMPANY OSAKA SANSO KOGYO KK EXACT 
2 COMPANY OSMOOZE EXACT 
2 COMPANY OSSUR HF EXACT 
2 COMPANY OSTEOMED EXACT 
2 COMPANY OTICO EXACT 
2 COMPANY OTIS ELEVATOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY OTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY OUEST ALU EXACT 
2 COMPANY OUTOKUMPU OYJ EXACT 
2 COMPANY OWENS CORNING EXACT 
2 COMPANY OWENS-CORNING EXACT 
2 COMPANY OWO CARTON DESIGN PRINT EXACT 
2 COMPANY OWOAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY OXADIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY OXAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY OXIPAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY OXYSYNTHESE EXACT 
2 COMPANY OY BIOTIE THERAPIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY OY HELVAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY P. T. MASPION EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAB EST EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACESETTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACIFIC BELL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACIFIC COAST LIGHTING EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACIFIC HANDY CUTTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACIFIC MONOLITHICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACIFIC RIM POLYTECH CORP. EXACT 
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2 COMPANY PACK SYNERGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACKARD BELL NEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACKART EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACKINOX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PACO RABANNE PARFUMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PALO ALTO DESIGN GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY PANACEA MEDICAL LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PANOCORP DISPLAY SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PANTECHNIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAPETERIES DE GASCOGNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAPETERIES DE JEAND'HEURS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAPETERIES SIBILLE STENAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAPIERS A PAVIOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARAGON TRADE BRANDS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARFUM INDIGO EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARK SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARKE-DAVIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARKEON EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARKER PEN PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARROT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARTEUROP DEVELOPPEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAR-WAY GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY PASTEUR SANOFI DIAGNOSTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PATRINOVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PATRIOT SENSORS AND CONTROLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAUL ECKE RANCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAUL PREDAULT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAULSTRA CRC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PAUMELLERIE ELECTRIQUE SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY PBL BIOMEDICAL LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PCM POMPES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PEAUDOUCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PEGUFORM FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PEIGNAGE AMEDEE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PELCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY PELLENC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PENRECO EXACT 
2 COMPANY PERFOREX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PERMACEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PERNOD RICARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY PERNOD-RICARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY PERPETUMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PERSTORP XYTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETER DISARIO-RPM PAINTING EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETER ZIMMER KEG EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETRO-CANADA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETROCHINA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETROLEUM ENERGY CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETROLIAM NASIONAL BERHAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PETZ ELECTRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY PFEIFER & LANGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY PFIZER HOLDING FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMAGENESIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMAGRAPHICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMA-MEDICA A-S EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMASEQ EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMEDIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMENA SP ZO.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHARMUKA LABORATOIRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHASE METRICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHC INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHENOMENEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHILIPS CARTES ET SYSTEMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHILIPS CIRCUITS IMPRIMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHILIPS COMMUNICATION D'ENTREPRISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHILIPS PHOTONIQUE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY PHILIPS SYSTEMES MEDICAUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHILOM BIOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHOTOGRAPHIC ART RESEARCH LABORATORY EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHOTOMEDEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHOTONECTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHOTONETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHOTONIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHS MEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHUSIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHYSIOL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHYSIOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY PHYTOGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY PICARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY PICOMETRICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PIERRE FABRE MEDICAMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PIETERS PLANT PRODUCTION, BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PILGRIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PIN DOT PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PINES MANUFACTURING EXACT 
2 COMPANY PINGUELY-HAULOTTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PIRELLI CABOS S/A EXACT 
2 COMPANY PITNEY BOWES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PIZZA INN EXACT 
2 COMPANY PIZZEYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLACOPLATRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANER PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANET WATTOHM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANET-WATTOHM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANHEAD-SILMAG PHS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANSEE SE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANT BIOLOGICAL DEFENCE SYSTEM LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLANT GENETIC SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASCO INJECTION SÀRL. EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASMA PLUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASMION EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASTIC OMNIUM AUTO INTERIERUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASTIMO EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASTOCHIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLASTRO GVAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLATRES KNAUF ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLATRES LAFARGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLOMBELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLURICHEMIE ANSTALT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PLYMOUTH FRANCAISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PNEU LAURENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLIAUTO ING. PIETRO PARIETTI & C. S. N. C. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLIGLAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLIMIROIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITEC GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITEC POLIMERI TECNICI S.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITEC POWER TOOLS (EUROPE) LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITEC S.R.L. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITECH, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITECNICA 80 S.P.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLITECNICA S.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYCONCEPT HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYMEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYMERIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYPLASTIFORM EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYRIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYSAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC AUTOMOTIVE GMBH & CO. KG EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC CO., LTD EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC COMPOSITES SWEDEN AB EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR ANALYSEN, MESS-& REGEL- 
TECHNIK MBH & CO. 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC GMBH & CO. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC HOLDING AG EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC INTERIOR GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTEC PACKAGING EXACT 
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2 COMPANY POLYTECH AB EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECH AMMUNITION COMPANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECH CO., LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECH INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECH KLEPSCH & CO. GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECH RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECH TECHNICAL SERVICES PTY. LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHENERGO LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHNIK GMBH, 8000 MUENCHEN, DE EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHNIQUES, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHNO CLEAN CO.,LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHS CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHS INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHS S.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POLYTECHS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POMPES SALMSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY PONT EMBALLAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PONTIAC COIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY POOLVERGNUEGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY PORGES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PORTENSEIGNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PORTER-CABLE/DELTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PORTESCAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY PORTSMOUTH POLYTECHNIC ENTEROPRISES LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY PORTSMOUTH POLYTECHNIC ENTERPRISE LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY Posco EXACT 
2 COMPANY POSEIDON EXACT 
2 COMPANY POTAIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY POWERBREAKER PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY POWERGEN PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY PPE INVEX PRODUTOS PADRONIZADOS E ESPECIAIS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PPG-SIPSY EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRAGMATIC NETWORK CREATIONS ETS. EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRANDA JEWELRY PUBLIC COMPAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRAXCELL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRECICARB EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRECILEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRECISION PROCESSES TEXTILES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PREFLEXIBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PREMIER TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRESCOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRIMANEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRIMARION EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRIMEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRIMTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRINCIPLE PLASTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRINTHERM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRINTING INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROBE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROCATALYSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRO-CATALYSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROCEDES PETROLIERS ET PETROCHIMIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROCEDES TECHNIQUES DE CONSTRUCTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRODEL HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRODUITS CHIMIQUES AUXILIAIRES ET DE SYNTHESE (P.C.A.S.) EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROENGIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROGRAMMABLE SILICON SOLUTIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROGRESS LIGHTING EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROGRESSIVE INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROJECT 21C EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROMECAM SISSON-LEHMANN EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROMILES EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROPIORGA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROPTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROPYLOX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROSEAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROSERNAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROSKELIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRO-TECHTOR INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY PROTECMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTECREA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTEE GROUPEMENT D'INTÉRÊT ECONOMIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTEGRITY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTEUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTON ENERGY SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROTON WORLD INTERNATIONAL EN ABRÉGÉ PWI EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROXEMICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRUFER EXACT 
2 COMPANY PRYOR PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PT PRIMA ALLOY STEEL UNIVERSAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PULMONX EXACT 
2 COMPANY PULPDENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY PULSE ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY PULSE MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PULSEPOINT COMMUNICATIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PUNTO QUIMICA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY PURATOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PURATOS NAAMZOZE VENNOOSCHAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY PURSUIT DYNAMICS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY PVBA VAN MULLEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY PYGMALYON EXACT 
2 COMPANY PZ HTL SPOLKA AKCYJNA EXACT 
2 COMPANY Q-RNA EXACT 
2 COMPANY Q-SENSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUADRAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUALICON EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUALIPAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUANTAFLOW EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUANTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUARTEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUEENSLAND RAIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUESTSTAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUIDEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUILLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUOMAK EXACT 
2 COMPANY QUORUM INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY QWERTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY R & B 21 EXACT 
2 COMPANY R. R. DONNELLEY & SONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY R.P. FIBER & RESIN INTERMEDIATES EXACT 
2 COMPANY RABEWERK HEINRICH CLAUSING EXACT 
2 COMPANY RADAR ENGINEERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RADIALL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RADIANT TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAFALE TECHNOLOGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAFFINERIE TIRLEMONTOISE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAHA-AUTOMAATTIYHDISTYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAHAN MERISTEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA EXACT 
2 COMPANY RALLY MANUFACTURING EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAMBAULT EXACT 
2 COMPANY RANCO INCORPORATED OF DELAWARE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RANDY HANGERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RANK ZEROX EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAPIDEX S.M. EXACT 
2 COMPANY RATIER-FIGEAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAVOYARD HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAYNOR GARAGE DOORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RDIH EXACT 
2 COMPANY READMARK EXACT 
2 COMPANY REALEYES3D EXACT 
2 COMPANY REANAL FINOMVEGYSZERGYAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY REBOUL-SMT EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECHERCHES ET DEVELOPPEMENTS DESAAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECKITT & COLMAN FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECKITT BENCKISER FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECTICEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECUPAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECUPYL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RECUTEC EXACT 
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2 COMPANY REDCOST EXACT 
2 COMPANY REDEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY REDUCT EXACT 
2 COMPANY REEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY REFLECTOLITE EXACT 
2 COMPANY REFLEXION PLUS EXACT 
2 COMPANY REGERO EXACT 
2 COMPANY REGIE AUTONOME DES TRANSPORTS PARISIENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RÉGIE AUTONOME DES TRANSPORTS PARISIENS EXACT 
2 COMPANY Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens RATP EXACT 
2 COMPANY REILLY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY REL-TEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY REL-TEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY REMOTE SOURCE LIGHTING INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY REMY LENFANT ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RENAULT, S.A.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY RESCUE ACADEMY INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY RESEARCH ORGANIZATION FOR CIRCUIT KNOWLEDGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RESILUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY RESINFORM EXACT 
2 COMPANY RETOTUB EXACT 
2 COMPANY REXAM DISPENSING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY REXAM REBOUL EXACT 
2 COMPANY REXROTH-SIGMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY REYDEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY REYNOLDS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RHEA EXACT 
2 COMPANY RHOBIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY RHODIA CHIMIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY RHODIANYL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RHONE MERIEUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY RHOVYL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIA ELECTRONIC ALBERT METZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIBOTARGETS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIESSELMANN & SOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIETER ICBT EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIETER PERFOJET EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIJNPLANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY RITM EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIVIERRE CASALIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RIVOIRE ET CARRET LUSTUCRU EXACT 
2 COMPANY RM MATERIAIS REFRATÁRIOS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY RMB EXACT 
2 COMPANY RMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROADWING EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBATEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBERT BOSCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBERT BOSCH GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBINSON & ROBINSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBOLIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBONEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBOT-COUPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBOTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBOTRON EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROBUD EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCAFIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCAMAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCHETTE CENPA ONDULE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKWELL COLLINS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKWELL LIGHT VEHICLE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKWELL SCIENCE CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKWELL-CIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCKY RESEARCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROCTOOL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROHM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROLLERBLADE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROLL-N-LOCK EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ROLM SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROLSOFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROMER EXACT 
2 COMPANY RONCHI MARIO S.P A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY RONIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROOF-FLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROQUETTE FRERES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROQUETTE FRÈRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROSET EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROSKAMP CHAMPION EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROTELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROTHSCHILD'S ORTHOPEDICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROTOBRUSH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROTPUNKT DR. ANSO ZIMMERMANN EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROUSSEAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROUSSEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROUSSEL UCLAF EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROUSSEL ULCAF EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROUSSEL-UCLAF EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROYAL CANADIAN MINT EXACT 
2 COMPANY RSA ENTGRAT-TECHNIK RAINER SCHMIDT EXACT 
2 COMPANY RS-REKLAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY RTC-COMPELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY RT-SET EXACT 
2 COMPANY RUAG AMMOTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY RUAG ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY RUAG MUNITION EXACT 
2 COMPANY RUGGIERI EXACT 
2 COMPANY RUMPLER-TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY RUSTICA PROGRAIN GENETIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY S O F A B EXACT 
2 COMPANY S. A. JEAN CASSEGRAIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY S. P. R. L. JOSEE CAMBIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.A CLAREL EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.C.A.I.M.E. EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.E.M.T. PIELSTICK EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.E.R.A.C. GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.E.S.R. - SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DE SEMI-REMORQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.M.F. INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.N.R. ROULEMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.T. DUPONT EXACT 
2 COMPANY S2F FLEXICO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SA ARNAUD FRERES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SA CELLIER GROUPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SA HYDROTECHNIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SA MARTIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SADACEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAECHSISCHES SERUMWERK DRESDEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAET EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAFELOCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAFELOGIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAFET EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAGADEV EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAGEM ALLUMAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAGEM DÉFENSE SÉCURITÉ EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAGEM MONETEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAGEM SÉCURITÉ EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAHINCO IND. COM. E REPRESENTAÇÕES LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAINT-GOBAIN VITRAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SALT WEEDS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SALTER LABS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SALUTAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAM OUTILLAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAMBRE ET MEUSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAMES TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAMSUNG INFORMATION SYSTEMS AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SANBRI EXACT 
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2 COMPANY SANCRO INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SANDVIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY Sanko Kaihatsu Kagaku Kenkyusho EXACT 
2 COMPANY SANOFI EXACT 
2 COMPANY SANOFI-SYNTHELABO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SANTA CRUZ INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SANTA'S BEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAPHYMO-STEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAPIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAPPEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SARCOS GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SARONG SOCIETA'PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY SARP INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SASKTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SATELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SÄUREFABRIK SCHWEIZERHALL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SAVOIE REFRACTAIRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SC BREVETS LEPELLETIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SC2N EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCA EMBALLAGE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCA MÖLNLYCKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCANLAN INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHAFFELHUBER ACADEMY GMBH EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHERING-PLOUGH EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHEUTEN GLASGROEP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHLEGEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHLEGEL BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHLUMBERGER INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHLUMBERGER SYSTEMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHLUMBERGER SYSTÈMES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHMID & WEZEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHNEIDER AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOOL SPECIALTY, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOOL SYSTEMS INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOOL ZONE PUBLISHING COMPANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOOLHILL HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING CO. LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOOLHILL HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOOLHOUSE ENTERPRISES LTD,US EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOT GLAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHOTT GLASWERKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHREDER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHUELKE & MAYR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCHWEIZERISCHE ISOLA-WERKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCICAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCI-CAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIENCE UNION ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIENTIFIC APPLIED RESEARCH (SAR) PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIENTIFIC DRILLING INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIENT'X EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCIMED LIFE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCOTSMAN ICE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCP GLOBAL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCROLL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SCS FRASSANITO ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEA GULL LIGHTING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEALED AIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEAQUIST CLOSURES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEB EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEBIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SECAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SECO/WARWICK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEDAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEDAC-MECOBEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEDAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEDEPRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEDERMA EXACT 




2 COMPANY SEISAN KAIHATSU KAGAKU KENKYUSHO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEIT (EURL) EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEL HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SELENIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEMICOA SEMICONDUCTORS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEMPERIT REIFEN GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H- EXACT 
2 COMPANY SENCORP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SENSITIVE OBJECT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEPAREX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEPEREF-TMP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERAC GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERBIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERCEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERFLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERIMER DASA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEROBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERTHEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERVICES PETROLIERS SCHLUMBERGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERVIMETAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERVOCAVI SOCIETÁ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY SERVOJET PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEVA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEVA, SOCIÉTÉ DITE, EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEVENTH KNIGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEVYLOR INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SEXTANT AVIONIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SFERNICE SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE L'ELECTRO-RESISTANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SFIM INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SFIM OPTRONIQUE POUR LA DEFENSE ET LE SPATIAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SFRI DIAGNOSTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SGB SERVICES PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHAMIR OPTICAL INDUSTRY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHARP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHARP LABORATORIES OF AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHERING-PLOUGH EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHINANO KENSHI KABUSHIKI KAISHA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHINHAN BANK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHISEIDO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHOCKWARE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SHOWA DENKO K K EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIA SYNCROSOFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIAMP CEDAP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SICA DU SILO DE LA ROCHELLE-PALLICE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SICAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIDEP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIERRA DESIGN GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIERRA SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIG SCHWEIZERISCHE INDUSTRIE-GESELLSCHAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIGHT UNSEEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIGHT'UP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIGMA KONCERN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIGMA PLASTIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIGMA TOOL & MACHINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SILICON LIGHT MACHINES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SILMAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIMMONDS PRECISION ENGINE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIMONIS PLASTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIMPLEX MAJOR SDN.BHD EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIMU EXACT 
2 COMPANY SINCROTRONE TRIESTE SOCIETÀ CONSORTILE PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY SINNOVEG EXACT 
2 COMPANY SINORITA SENDIRIAN BERHAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY SINTO AUTO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIP SOCIETÀ ITALIANA PER L'ESERCIZIO TELEFONICO P.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIRTI - SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY SITOUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIUICRE EIREANN CPT (IRISH SUGAR PLC) EXACT 
2 COMPANY SIVEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SKF CONDITION MONITORING EXACT 
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2 COMPANY SKF FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SKIS ROSSIGNOL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SKODA KONCERNOVY PODNIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SKW BIOSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SLOCOMB INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SLUMBERLAND FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMARTDISK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMARTFORCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMARTTOUCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMET F & C EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMET-F & C EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMITH & NEPHEW KINETEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMITH ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMITH KLINE - RIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMITH KLINE-RIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMITHKLINE-RIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMITHS INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SMV INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SNECMA MOTEURS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SNF EXACT 
2 COMPANY SNFA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SNR ROULEMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOARING MINDS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOBEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCADOUR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCAPEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIEDAD ANONIMA DAMM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETA ITALIANA PER IL GAS P.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETA' PER AZIONI CURTI - COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI SAMO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI TECNOGAS FABBRICA APPARECCHIATURE 
TERMO-ELETTRO-DOMESTICHE DI GIORGIO E GIANNI F.LLI 
CONTINI 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE ALPHACAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE ATOCHEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ AUTONOME DE VERRERIES SAVERGLASS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE BFB EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE BIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ BIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE BOURGUIGNONNE DE MECANIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CARBOCHIMIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CARBOCHIMIQUE EN ABREGE  CARBOCHIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CARBOCHIMIQUE EN ABRÉGÉ  CARBOCHIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CATTINAIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ CELES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ CHIMIQUE DES CHARBONNAGES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CIVILE BIOPROJET EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CIVILE ESSOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE CONTINENTALE PARKER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ CONTINENTALE PARKER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ CREA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'AMENAGEMENT URBAIN ET RURAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE COMPOSANTS ELECTRIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ DE COMPOSANTS ELECTRIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE PRODUCTION ET DE RECHERCHES APPLIQUEES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ DE PRODUCTION ET DE RECHERCHES APPLIQUÉES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE PROSPECTION ELECTRIQUE  SCHLUMBERGER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE TECHNOLOGIE MICHELIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTE DE TECHNOLOGIE MICHELIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ DE TECHNOLOGIE MICHELIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE TECHNOLOGIE MICHELIN STM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ DE TRANSFORMATION DES MATIÈRES PLASTIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE VENTE DE L'ALUMINIUM PECHINEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ELECTROMENAGER DU NORD SELNOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ D'ELECTROMENAGER DU NORD SELNOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ D'ENDUCTION ET DE FLOCKAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES ANCIENS ETABLISSEMENTS L. GEISMAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES AUTOROUTES DU NORD ET DE L'EST DE LA FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ DES BAGAGES HENRY PIERRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES CERAMIQUES TECHNIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES ELECTRODES ET REFRACTAIRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES FORGES DE FRESNES EXACT 
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2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES PROCEDES ET MACHINES SPECIALES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES TERRES REFRACTAIRES DU BOULONNAIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DES TUYAUX BONNA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ETUDE ET DE REALISATION MECANIQUES 
ENGENEERING EN TECHNOLOGIES AVANCEES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ETUDES ET DE CONSTRUCTIONS AERO-NAVALES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES BIOLOGIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ETUDES TECHNIQUES ET D'ENTREPRISES GENERALES 
SODETEG 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ETUDES, DE REALISATIONS ET D'APPLICATIONS 
TECHNIQUES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ETUDES, DE REALISATIONS ET D'APPLICATIONS 
TECHNIQUES (S.E.R.A.T.) 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'EXPLOITATION DES MACHINES DUBUIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ D'EXTRACTION DES PRINCIPES ACTIFS ( VINCIENCE SA) EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ D'EXTRUSION ET DE TRANSFORMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DIAGNOSTICA-STAGO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'INNOVATIONS TECHNIQUES SIT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ DISTRIGAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DITE: SOGEA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE ECA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ ECA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE EN COMMANDITE GAZ METROPOLITAIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE ETEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ ETEX DE RECHERCHES TECHNIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DE PROPULSION EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DE SYSTEMES OPTIQUES S.E.S.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DES PRODUITS REFRACTAIRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ EUROPÉENNE DES SATELLITES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FINANCIERE ET IMMOBILIERE SKF ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE D'AÉROSOLS ET DE BOUCHAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE DETECTEURS, INFRAROUGES- SOFRADIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANÇAISE DE STOCKAGE GEOLOGIQUE  GEOSTOCK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE THERMOLYSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANCAISE D'EQUIPEMENTS POUR LA NAVIGATION 
AERIENNE (S.F.E.N.A.) 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANCAISE DES AMORTISSEURS DE CARBON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DES PETROLES BP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANCAISE DES PRODUITS POUR CATALYSE PRO-
CATALYSE 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETÉ FRANÇAISE DU RADIOTÉLÉPHONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DU RADIOTÉLÉPHONE-SFR EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE FRANCAISE HOECHST EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE GENERALE DE FONDERIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE GENERALE DES EAUX MINERALES DE VITTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE BERTRAND FAURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE DE COMBUSTIBLE NUCLEAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE DE MATERIEL ELECTRIQUE SIMEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ J.G. ALLINQUANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE JEAN MICHEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE JOSEPH SAURON MATERIEL INDUSTRIEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE LES PILES WONDER EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE L'OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE LYONNAISE DES APPLICATIONS CATALYTIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE NOUVELLE DES ATELIERS DE VENISSIEUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE NOUVELLE DES ATELIERS ET CHANTIERS DU HAVRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE NOUVELLE D'EXPLOITATION DE LA CALHENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ NOUVELLE MERAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE NOUVELLE MILLET EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE NOUVELLE TRANSFIX TOULON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ POUR LA TRANSFORMATION DES MATIÈRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE POUR LES CONSTRUCTIONS MOBILES S.C.M. SÁRL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE POUR L'ETUDE ET LA FABRICATION DE CIRCUITS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE POUR L'ETUDE ET LA FABRICATION DE CIRCUITS 
INTEGRES SPECIAUX - E.F.C.I.S. 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE PROLABO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ PYROMECA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ S E R E L EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ SCHOLTES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE SIEBEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE TECHSPACE AERO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ TEXEL EXACT 
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2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ TOGUM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE VITREENNE D'ABATTAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIÉTÉ VYGON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE Y.T.O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SODECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFAME EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFRADIM PRODUCTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFRAGRAF INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFRESUD EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFRIGAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFTELL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFTLINK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOFTRAY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOGAL FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOGEFI FILTRATION DO BRASIL LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOGEPASS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOGESTA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOGREAH EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOISIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOITEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOLAIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOLARFORCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOLIOS CARBONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOLLAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOLYSTIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOMEFRAN SOCIÉTÉ D'EXPLOITATION DES BREVETS MEFRAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOMFY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SONDAGES INJECTIONS FORAGES "S.I.F." ENTREPRISE BACHY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SONOKINETICS GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPARIND EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPELEM-SOFRETEC, SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPHA MEDICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPHIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPHYSA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPLARIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOPRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SORELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOREMARTEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOUDAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOULE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOULE MATERIEL ELECTRIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOULE PROTECTION SURTENSIONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOURDILLON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOURIAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOURIAU ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOUSLIKOFF ET CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOVAM INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPA AND TUB MANUFACTURERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPAAS KAARSEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPACE SYSTEMS/LORAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPACE-IT-RITE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPAZIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPECTRANETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPECTRA-PHYSICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPECTRIAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPECTRUM K12 SCHOOL SOLUTIONS, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPI-BIO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPIE BATIGNOLLES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPIE-BATIGNOLLES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPINE NEXT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPITTLER LICHTTECHNIK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPITZER-EUROVRAC SÀRL EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPOFA SPOJENÉ PODNIKY PRO ZDRAVOTNICKOU VYROBU EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPOTISING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPRAGUE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPREAD SPECTRUM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SPT PUBLICOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SRI INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY STABILEX EXACT 
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2 COMPANY STAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY STAEDTLER & UHL EXACT 
2 COMPANY STAMPS.COM EXACT 
2 COMPANY STANDARD PRODUCTS INDUSTRIEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY STANDEX INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY STANLEY HOME AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY STANLEY MECHANICS TOOLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY STAUBLI FAVERGES EXACT 
2 COMPANY STÄUBLI FAVERGES EXACT 
2 COMPANY STAUBLI LYON EXACT 
2 COMPANY STE D'APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGIQUES DE L'IMAGERIE MICRO 
ONDES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY STE LOOK EXACT 
2 COMPANY STÉ. LOOK EXACT 
2 COMPANY STEELCASE STRAFOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY STEIN HEURTEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY STELRAD IDEAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY STEPAN EUROPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY STEPMIND EXACT 
2 COMPANY STERNGOLD EXACT 
2 COMPANY STFI EXACT 
2 COMPANY STIHL; ANDREAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY STMICROELECTRONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY STORE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC SHELF LABEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY STRASBAUGH EXACT 
2 COMPANY STRATAGENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY STRATEGIC WEATHER SERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY STRATGENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY STREAMCORE EXACT 
2 COMPANY STREAMEZZO EXACT 
2 COMPANY STREMLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY STRYKER INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY STRYKER SPINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY STURMAN INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY STYLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUEZ LYONNAISE DES EAUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUN MICROSYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUNAERO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUNBAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUNKISS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUN-MAID GROWERS OF CALIFORNIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUNSHINE FOLIAGE WORLD EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUNSMART EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUPERSKY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUPRADIAMANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUPREME CORQ EXACT 
2 COMPANY SURE TRAK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUREPACK EXACT 
2 COMPANY SURFCO HAWAII EXACT 
2 COMPANY SURGICAL-IOC EXACT 
2 COMPANY SURGIVIEW EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUTHERLAND EXACT 
2 COMPANY SUZHOU YANGZE DELTA ACADEMY OF BIO-X SCIENCE LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SVERIGES STÄRKELSEPRODUCENTER, FÖRENING UPA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SWALES AEROSPACE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SWISSPIPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SWITCH MANUFACTURING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYAGEN TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYBERMAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYEGON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYFX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYMBIOSIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYMBOL TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYMO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYMPHONIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYMYX TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYN X PHARMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNAROME EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNCHRONEURON EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNERGIA HOLDING EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNFINA-OLEOFINA EXACT 
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2 COMPANY SYNRAD EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNT:EM EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNTHELABO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNTHES (U.S.A.) EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNTHONICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYNTONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYPRIM AIR INDUSTRIE ENVIRONNEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYSPRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYSTEMIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYSTEMS BIO-INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY SYSTRA EXACT 
2 COMPANY SZAMITASTECHNIKAI KOORDINACIOS INTEZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY T P O "PHARMACHIM" EXACT 
2 COMPANY T.A.C. (TONGERESE AUTOMATEN CENTRALE) EXACT 
2 COMPANY T.I.R.U.- TRAITEMENT INDUSTRIEL DES RESIDUS URBAINS EXACT 
2 COMPANY T.R.T. TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADIOELECTRIQUES ET 
TELEPHONIQUES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY T/R SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TA TRIUMPH-ADLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TACOM LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TADONG POLYTECH CO., LTD EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAEMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAGSYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAI E INTERNATIONAL PATENT AND LAW OFFICE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAKEDA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TALC DE LUZENAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY TALIGENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAM INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAMA PLASTIC INDUSTRY EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAMARACK STORAGE DEVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAMINCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAMROCK OY EXACT 
2 COMPANY TANA-JYRÄ KY EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAPCO INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAPE INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TARAFLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY TARGET THERAPEUTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TARGUS GROUP INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TASTEMAKER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAUA BIOMATICA LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAURUS GUMIIPARI VALLALAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TAURUS GUMIIPARI VßLLALAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TDF EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEBRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHMER PM EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHMETAL PROMOTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNISCHES BÜRO ING. REINHARD GÖSCHL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOBIOCHIP EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOFAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOFILM EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOFIRST EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOGRAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOLIZENZ ESTABLISHMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOMED INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOMED MEDICAL SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOMESURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHNOPHARM EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECH-SEP EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECHSPACE AERO EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECNIVALOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECNOGEN S.C.P.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECNOGEN SOCIETÀ CONSORTILE PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECNOMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECNOTESSILE SOCIETÀ NAZIONALE DI RICERCA TECNOLOGICA 
R.L. 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECOPTIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECORE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECPHY EXACT 
2 COMPANY TECSIS TECNOLOGIA E SISTEMAS AVANCADOS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEFA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEGOMETALL  RUDOLF BOHNACKER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEINTURERIE DE CHAMPAGNE EXACT 
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2 COMPANY TEKELEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEKNION FURNITURE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEKTON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELCONTAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEDIFFUSION DE FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEDYNE MEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEDYNE WAH CHANG ALBANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFOANKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFONAKTEIBOLAGET LM ERICSSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFONAKTIEBOLGET LM ERICSSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFONGYAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFONKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFUNKEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEMECANIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEPLASTICS INDUSTRIES SA SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELESTO SP. Z O. O. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEVERKET EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELIC ALCATEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEMCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEMEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEMPO G EXACT 
2 COMPANY TENCOR INSTRUMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TENNANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TENNECO PACKAGING EXACT 
2 COMPANY TERGAL FIBRES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TERRAILLON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TERRAPLAS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TERREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TERROT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TESTUT-AEQUITAS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TETRA DEV-CO EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEVA GYOGYSZERGYAR RESZVENYTARSASAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEVA GYÓGYSZERGYÁR ZÁRTKÖRUEN MUKÖDO 
RÉSZVENYTARSASÁG 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEVA GYÓGYSZERGYÁR ZÁRTKÖRÜEN MÜKÖDÖ 
RÉSZVÉNYTÁRSASÁG 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEXAA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEXINFINE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEXTILE HI TEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEXTILES ET PLASTIQUES CHOMARAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TEXTRON LYCOMING EXACT 
2 COMPANY TFI TELEMARK EXACT 
2 COMPANY THALES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THATCHER TUBES LLC, EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE ANDERSONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE BURDICK GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE BURKE GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE FIRM HERMANN HEYE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE GARLAND GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE HOLMES GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE KENDALL COMPANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE MANITOBA TELEPHONE SYSTEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE NIVEN MARKETING GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE OLD SCHOOL LIMITED EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE PANDA PROJECT EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE PLASTEK GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE POST OFFICE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE PROCTER & GAMBLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE SHANE GROUP EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE SHARPER IMAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE TELEPHONE CONNECTION EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE TRANZONIC COMPANIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE UNIVERSITY COMPANY PTY. LTD. EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE WATT STOPPER EXACT 
2 COMPANY THE WEATHER CHANNEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY THERMAGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY THERMION SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY THERMO KING EXACT 
2 COMPANY THERMOCOAX EXACT 
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2 COMPANY THERMOCOMPACT EXACT 
2 COMPANY THERMODYN EXACT 
2 COMPANY THIBEAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY THIBIERGE ET COMAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY THIDE ENVIRONNEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY THIMON EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMAS & BETTS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMAS-CSF EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMCAST EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON – CSF EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON COMPOSANTS MICROONDES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON COMPOSANTS MILITAIRES ET SPATIAUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON CSF EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON CSF DETEXIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON GRAND PUBLIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON HYBRIDES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON HYBRIDES ET MICROONDES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON JEUMONT CABLES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON MULTIMEDIA EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON PLASMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON SEMICONDUCTEURS EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON TRT DEFENSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON TUBES ELECTRONIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-BRANDT EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-BRANDT ARMEMENTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-CGR EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-CSF EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-CSF SEMICONDUCTEURS SPECIFIQUES EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-CSF SEXTANT EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-CSF TELEPHONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-LCD EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOMSON-TRT DEFENSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THORN EUROPHANE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THOVADEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY THROMB-X EXACT 
2 COMPANY THUASNE EXACT 
2 COMPANY THURGAUER KANTONALBANK EXACT 
2 COMPANY TI GROUP AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIAMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TICKETMASTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIEDEMANNS-JOH. H. ANDRESEN ANS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIELIIKELAITOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIGERMARK EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIME SPORT INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIME WARNER CABLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TINE BA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TINE NORSKE MEIERIER BA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TIOGA TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TISSMETAL LIONEL-DUPONT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TLX TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOFASCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOKHEIM SERVICES FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOMECANIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY TONNA ELECTRONIQUE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TONNELLERIE BARON EXACT 
2 COMPANY TONNELLERIE RADOUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOP THAT PUBLISHING PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOPHEAD. COM EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOPOMETRIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY TORAY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TORF ESTABLISHMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TORNIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOTAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOTAL CONTAINMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOTAL IMMERSION EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOTAL PETROCHEMICALS RESEARCH FELUY EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOTALFINAELF FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOUTENKAMION EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOYTRONIX EXACT 
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2 COMPANY TRACKMOBILE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRADE SOURCE INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAFFICMASTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAFFIX DEVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAILIGAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSGENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSGRID EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSNUCLEAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSNUCLÉAIRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSRACK EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSROL EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRANSVALOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAVAUX DU SUD-OUEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAVENOL EUROPEAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CENTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAVENOL EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRAVENOL EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
(TERADEC) 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY TREDI EXACT 
2 COMPANY TREFICABLE PIRELLI EXACT 
2 COMPANY TREFIMETAUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY TREMAG EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIBOTECH EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIM-A-LAWN EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIMBLE NAVIGATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIMO D.D. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIPLE CROWN DOG ACADEMY INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIPLE CROWN DOG ACADEMY, INC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIPLEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRIUMF EXACT 
2 COMPANY TROPHOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY TROPHY RADIOLOGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRT LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRUS JOIST MACMILLAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY TRW AUTOMOTIVE U.S. EXACT 
2 COMPANY TSI PRIME EXACT 
2 COMPANY TUBAUTO SOCIÉTÉ DITE: EXACT 
2 COMPANY TUCKER HOUSEWARES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TUI INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY TURBO ENERGIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY TURBOMECA EXACT 
2 COMPANY TWECO EXACT 
2 COMPANY U C B EXACT 
2 COMPANY U.S. BANCORP EXACT 
2 COMPANY UAB VITTAMED EXACT 
2 COMPANY UCLAF; ROUSSEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY UDCAST EXACT 
2 COMPANY ULICE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ULIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ULTIMATE GAME CHAIR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ULTRAFLUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY ULTRAMET EXACT 
2 COMPANY ULTRASONS ANNEMASSE EXACT 
2 COMPANY UMAX DATA SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY UMICORE EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNDERWATER KINETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIGEM INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNILEVER PATENT HOLDINGS EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIMETAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNION SIDERURGIQUE DU NORD ET DE L'EST DE LA FRANCE par 
abréviation  USINOR 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIONTOOLS EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIQUE FUNCTIONAL PRODUCTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNISABI EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNISABI SPECIALITES ALIMENTAIRES POUR ANIMAUX EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES CAN COMPANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES ENRICHMENT CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES FILTER CORPORATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES MANUFACTURING COMPANY EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES SURGICAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNITED STATES SURGICAL CORPORATION EXACT 
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2 COMPANY UNITRON EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIVABLOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIVATION TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY UNIVERSAL VENTURES EXACT 
2 COMPANY UOP EXACT 
2 COMPANY UP SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY UPJOHN EXACT 
2 COMPANY UPSTARTS EXACT 
2 COMPANY URANIUM PECHINEY EXACT 
2 COMPANY UROGENE EXACT 
2 COMPANY U-SELECT-IT EXACT 
2 COMPANY USHIO DENKI EXACT 
2 COMPANY USINES CLAAS FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY V. MANE FILS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VACHETTE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VACHETTE YMOS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VAC-U-MAX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VADEM EXACT 
2 COMPANY VAI CLECIM EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALDUNES EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALEO EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALEO NEIMAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALEO SYSTEMES D'ESSUYAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALEO THERMIQUE HABITACLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALEO VISION EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALIDY EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALINOX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALIO MEIJERIEN KESKUSOSUUSLIIKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALKA EHF EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALKYRIE SCIENTIFIC PROPRIETARY, L.C. EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALLEY INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALLEYLAB EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALOIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALORISATION-RECHERCHE, SOCIÉTÉ EN COMMANDITE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VALTUBES EXACT 
2 COMPANY VAN DAM MACHINE B.V., EXACT 
2 COMPANY VAN LEER MAXEMBALL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VAN REMMEN UV TECHNIEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY VANATOME EXACT 
2 COMPANY VANGUARD INTERNATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY VARCO I/P EXACT 
2 COMPANY VASAMEDICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VASIPARI KUTATO INTEZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY VASOCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY VCST EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEAMO EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB  OTTO BUCHWITZ  STARKSTROM-ANLAGENBAU DRESDEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB ARZNEIMITTELWERK DRESDEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB BERLIN-CHEMIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB CARL ZEISS JENA EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB CHEMIEANLAGENBAUKOMBINAT LEIPZIG-GRIMMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB DRAHT- UND SEILWERK ROTHENBURG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB EDELSTAHLWERK 8. MAI 1945 FREITAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB ELEKTRONISCHE BAUELEMENTE  CARL VON OSSIETZKY  
TELTOW 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB ELEKTROPROJEKT UND ANLAGENBAU BERLIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB FORSCHUNG UND ENTWICKLUNG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB GREIKA GREIZ WEBEREI UND VEREDELUNG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB HOCHVAKUUM DRESDEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB INFRAROT-ANLAGEN ORANIENBURG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB INGENIEURTECHNIK HALLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB JENAPHARM EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT FEINMECHANISCHE WERKE HALLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT FORTSCHRITT LANDMASCHINEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT POLYGRAPH  WERNER LAMBERZ  LEIPZIG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT ROBOTRON EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT SPORTGERÄTE SCHMALKALDEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT TEXTIMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT UMFORMTECHNIK  HERBERT WARNKE  ERFURT EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB KOMBINAT WOLLE UND SEIDE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB LEUNA-WERKE  WALTER ULBRICHT EXACT 
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2 COMPANY VEB SPEZIALBAUKOMBINAT MAGDEBURG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB STARKSTROM-ANLAGENBAU LEIPZIG-HALLE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEB WAGGONBAU NIESKY EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEDALAB EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEGA AUTOMATION EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEGLA VEREINIGTE GLASWERKE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VENTRITEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERGOKAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERIDIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERITAS PHARMACEUTICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERMON EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERNET EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERRERIES POCHET ET DU COURVAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VERSEON EXACT 
2 COMPANY VESUVIUS FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VETIGEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VEUVE CLICQUOT PONSARDIN - MAISON FONDEE EN 1772 EXACT 
2 COMPANY VG EMBALLAGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIBRACHOC EXACT 
2 COMPANY VICARB EXACT 
2 COMPANY VICAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY VICTORINOX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIDADERM EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIDEOCHIP TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIDEOCOLOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIDEOTRONIC SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VILLAMOSENERGIAIPARI KUTATO INTEZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY VILLAMOSIPARI KUTATO INTEZET EXACT 
2 COMPANY VINCI CONSTRUCTION GRANDS PROJETS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIQUEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRAX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRBAC EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRCO BVBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRGINIO SCHIARETTI SOCIETA'PER AZIONI EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRSOL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRTUAL I/O EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIRTUAL VISION EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISA INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISCODRIVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISHAY-SILICONIX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISICABLE + EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISIONEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISION-PRO EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISIONTEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY VISTEON SYSTEMES INTERIEURS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VITAMEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY VITRAGES ISOLANTS DE L'OUEST EXACT 
2 COMPANY VIVALIS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VLSI TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY VMI EXACT 
2 COMPANY VOBHAG FINISHING SYSTEMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VODNI STAVBY PRAHA EXACT 
2 COMPANY VOICE-INSIGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY VOITH SULZER PAPIERMASCHINEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY VOLKSBANK REMSCHEID EG EXACT 
2 COMPANY VORTEX AIRCON EXACT 
2 COMPANY VOXEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY VOYAN TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
2 COMPANY VPI & SU EXACT 
2 COMPANY VPI&SU EXACT 
2 COMPANY VSL FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY VULCAN CHEMICALS EXACT 
2 COMPANY VULCANIC EXACT 
2 COMPANY VYGON EXACT 
2 COMPANY VYZKUMNY USTAV BAVLNßRSKY EXACT 
2 COMPANY W & B MOLD SP. Z.O.O EXACT 
2 COMPANY WADA VENTURES EXACT 
2 COMPANY WAGGONFABRIK TALBOT EXACT 
2 COMPANY WAGON AUTOMOTIVE EXACT 
2 COMPANY WALKER BRAILLON MAGNETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WALLAC OY EXACT 
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2 COMPANY WALLTALKERS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WALTER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WANGTEK EXACT 
2 COMPANY WARNER FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY WATLOW POLYMER TECHNOLOGIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY WATTECO EXACT 
2 COMPANY WATTEX EXACT 
2 COMPANY WAVECOM EXACT 
2 COMPANY WBA CONSULTORIA E VENDAS INTERNACIONAIS LTDA EXACT 
2 COMPANY WEBBER ELECTRO COMPONENTS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY WELCOME REAL TIME EXACT 
2 COMPANY WELLAND & TUXHORN EXACT 
2 COMPANY WERNER & PFLEIDERER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WESSER & DUEHOLM EXACT 
2 COMPANY WEST COAST INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY WEST PENN PLASTICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WESTAFLEX-AUTOMOBILE EXACT 
2 COMPANY WESTERN ARMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WESTERN ATLAS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY WESTERN DESIGN HOWDEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY WET DESIGN EXACT 
2 COMPANY WEYERHAEUSER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WHEATON INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY WHEELABRATOR-ALLEVARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY WHIRLPOOL FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY WICHARD EXACT 
2 COMPANY WIHA WERKZEUGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY WILLAT EXACT 
2 COMPANY WINDMOELLER & HOELSCHER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WINDMOLLER & HOLSCHER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WINDMÖLLER & HÖLSCHER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WINFIELD INDUSTRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY WINNER INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY WINNOV EXACT 
2 COMPANY WIRELESS ACCESS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WITA GMBH WITTMANN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
ANALYSIS OF BIOMOLECULES 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY WITA GMBH WITTMANN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
ANALYSIS OF BIOMOLECULES, 14513 TELTOW, DE 
EXACT 
2 COMPANY WITCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY WITH DESIGN IN MIND EXACT 
2 COMPANY WOBBEN, ALOYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WONDER EXACT 
2 COMPANY WOOD-SLIMP G.M.BH EXACT 
2 COMPANY WOODSYS EXACT 
2 COMPANY WOODWORKER'S SUPPLY EXACT 
2 COMPANY WORTHINGTON ARMSTRONG VENTURE EXACT 
2 COMPANY WOUND HEALING OF OKLAHOMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY WYETH EXACT 
2 COMPANY XEDA INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY XENCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY XENOCS EXACT 
2 COMPANY XERAM EXACT 
2 COMPANY X-ION EXACT 
2 COMPANY XIRING EXACT 
2 COMPANY YAKURIGAKU CHUO KENKYUSHO EXACT 
2 COMPANY YANO ENGINEERING EXACT 
2 COMPANY YAZAKI NORTH AMERICA EXACT 
2 COMPANY YE OLDE UPTON DELICATESSEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY YIELDUP INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY YMOS FRANCE EXACT 
2 COMPANY YORK FRANCE AIRCHAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY YORK NEIGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY YORKSHIRE CHEMICALS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY YUGEN KAISHA EXACT 
2 COMPANY YUUGENGAISHA NORTH TARGA EXACT 
2 COMPANY YUUGENGAISYA MAMA GREEN GOLF EXACT 
2 COMPANY YUUGENGAISYA MIKAZUKI BUNKAKAIKAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY YVES SAINT LAURENT PARFUMS EXACT 
2 COMPANY Z E F A L EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZAIDAN HOJIN BISEIBUTSU KAGAKU KENKYU KAI EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZAKLAD APARATURY POMIAROWEJ KWANT SP. Z O.O EXACT 
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2 COMPANY ZAKLAD URZADZEN GAZOWNICZYCH  GAZOMET EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO  ELOX-PROM EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZAMA JAPAN EXACT 
2 COMPANY Z-COIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZEDEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZEFAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZEHNDER GROUP SERVICES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZELMER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZENECA-PHARMA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZF MERITOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZIEPACK EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZIMMCO EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZIPPONI RUBINETTERIE DI NEMBER OSCAR EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZIRCOTUBE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZODIAC POOL CARE EUROPE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZOMED INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZOTEFOAMS PLC. EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZURFLUH FELLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZYMOGENETICS EXACT 
2 COMPANY ZZ WANCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY UCLAF EXACT 
2 COMPANY WARD/KRAFT EXACT 
2 COMPANY ADIR CIE EXACT 
2 COMPANY AMERICAN STEEL FOUNDRIES EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASEA EXACT 
2 COMPANY ASSORENI EXACT 
2 COMPANY BASF,DT EXACT 
2 COMPANY BOSCH EXACT 
2 COMPANY BROWN & BIGELOW EXACT 
2 COMPANY CGE EXACT 
2 COMPANY CIBA EXACT 
2 COMPANY CITROEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY DEUTSCHE GOLD UND SILBER EXACT 
2 COMPANY DIEHL EXACT 
2 COMPANY DU PONT EXACT 
2 COMPANY DYNAPOL EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRIEDMANN & MAIER EXACT 
2 COMPANY FRIEDRICH DECKEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEBRUEDER BUEHLER EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEBRUEDER MERTEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GEC US EXACT 
2 COMPANY GMC EXACT 
2 COMPANY GOULD & EBERHARDT EXACT 
2 COMPANY HOFFMANN LA ROCHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISEC EXACT 
2 COMPANY ISEKI AGRICULT MACH EXACT 
2 COMPANY ITT EXACT 
2 COMPANY JEUMONT-SCHNEIDER EXACT 
2 COMPANY KODAK PATHE EXACT 
2 COMPANY L' * OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY L OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY L' OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY LABAZ EXACT 
2 COMPANY MATTEL EXACT 
2 COMPANY MAUZ & PFEIFFER EXACT 
2 COMPANY MERLIN ET GERIN EXACT 
2 COMPANY MESSERSCHMITT BOLKOW EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOGILEVSKIJ MASH EXACT 
2 COMPANY MORGAN & WRIGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY MOTOREN TURBINEN UNION MUNCHEN EXACT 
2 COMPANY NCR EXACT 
2 COMPANY NIHON CEMENT EXACT 
2 COMPANY OREAL EXACT 
2 COMPANY OREAL (L') EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARCOR EXACT 
2 COMPANY PARSONS EXACT 
2 COMPANY PFAFF AND KENDALL EXACT 
2 COMPANY PROGIL EXACT 
2 COMPANY RAILWAY TECHNICAL RES INST EXACT 
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2 COMPANY RIST EXACT 
2 COMPANY ROUSSEL-UCLAF; EXACT 
2 COMPANY S.N.E.C.M.A. EXACT 
2 COMPANY SNAM PROGETTI EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE DE PARIS ET DU RHONE EXACT 
2 COMPANY SOCIETE D'ELECTRONIQUE ET D'AUTOMATISME EXACT 
2 COMPANY TELEFONBAU EXACT 
2 COMPANY TH. KIESERLING & ALBRIGHT EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOYO BOSEKI EXACT 
2 COMPANY TOYO COMMUNICATION EQUIP EXACT 
2 COMPANY UCB EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRAUN, AG. EXACT 
2 COMPANY BRAUN, A.G. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT "CENTRE D'ETUDE DE L'ENERGIE NUCLÉAIRE", "C.E.N." EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT "STUDIECENTRUM VOOR KERNENERGIE", "S.C.K." EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT A.R.M.I.N.E.S. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AGRACETUS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-FOOD CANADA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AGRI-FOOD CANADA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AGRO INDUSTRIE RECHERCHES ET DEVELOPPEMENTS (A.R.D.) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ALLOSOURCE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AMERICAN RED CROSS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AMERICAN REGISTRY OF PATHOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ARMINES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ARYA VAIDYA SALA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ASBL LISALISI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
ATR AUDITORY AND VISUAL PERCEPTION RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
ATR INTERPRETING TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT AUSTRALIAN FOOD INDUSTRY SCIENCE CENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT BAM BUNDESANSTALT FÜR MATERIALFORSCHUNG UND- 
PRÜFUNG 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT BIOQUEST EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT BUREAU OF SUGAR EXPERIMENT STATIONS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT C.I.R.T.E.M. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT C.N.R.S. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CAMBIA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CANCER RESEARCH FUND OF CONTRA COSTA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CEBELCOR A.S.B.L. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CEMAF EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENT. NATL. RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTER FOR MOLECULAR MEDICINE AND IMMUNOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRAL SYDNEY AREA HEALTH SERVICE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRE DE RECHERCHE INDUSTRIELLE DU QUEBEC EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRE DE RECHERCHE PUBLIC - GABRIEL LIPPMANN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES METALLURGIE-CENTRUM VOOR 
RESEARCH IN DE METALLURGIE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES METALLURQUES-CENTRUM VOOR 
RESEARCH IN DE METALLURGIE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES METALURGIQUES-CENTRUM VOOR 
RESEARCH IN DE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
CENTRE DE RESEARCHES METALLURGIQUES-CENTRUM VOOR 
RESEARCH IN DE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRE FOR TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH IN CANCER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRE RECH METALURGIQUE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRE TECHNIQUE CUIR CHAUSSURE MAROQUINERIE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO BIOTECNOLOGIE AVANZATE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO DE HISTOTERAPIA PLACENTARIA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO DE INGENIERIA GENETICA Y BIOTECNOLOGIA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO DE INGENIERIA GENETICA Y BIOTECNOLOGIA (CIGB) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO DE INMUNOLOGIA MOLECULAR EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION Y DE ESTUDIOS AVANZADOS DEL 
I.P.N. 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRO DE PESQUISAS DE ENERGIA ELETRICA - CEPEL EXACT 




3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRUM MECHANIZACJI GORNICTWA "KOMAG" EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CENTRUM VOOR ONDERZOEK IN DIERGENEESKUNDE EN 
AGROCHEMIE 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CEO CENTRO DI ECCELLENZA OPTRONICA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
CEWAC CENTRE D'ETUDES WALLON DE L'ASSEMBLAGE ET DU 
CONTROLE DES MATERIAUX EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
CEWAC CENTRE D'ETUDES WALLON DE L'ASSEMBLAGE ET DU 
CONTRÔLE DES MATERIAUX EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CHIBA-PREFECTURE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CNRS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT COLD SPRING HARBOR LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTÉS EUROPÉENNES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT COMMUNAUTÉ EUROPÉENNE (CE) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CONSEJO SUPERIOR DE INVESTIGACIONES CIENTIFICAS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CONSEJO SUPERIOR DE INVESTIGACIONES CIENTIFICAS (CSIC) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CONSEJO SUPERIOR INVESTIGACIONES CIENTIFICAS (CSIC) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT COOPERATIE COSUN U.A. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT CSIR EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEFENCE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ORGANISATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEFENSE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DELEGATION GENERALE POUR L'ARMEMENT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEUTSCHES ELEKTRONEN-SYNCHROTRON DESY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEUTSCHES KREBSFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEUTSCHES KREBSFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM (DKFZ) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DKFZ DEUTSCHES KREBSFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT DLR DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FÜR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT E.V. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
EIDGENÖSSISCHE MATERIALPRÜFUNGS- UND 
FORSCHUNGSANSTALT EMPA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ELECTRONICS RESEARCH & SERVICE ORGANIZATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EMBL EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EMBRAPA-EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE PESQUISA AGROPECUARIA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
EMPA EIDGENÖSSISCHE MATERIALPRÜFUNGS- UND 
FORSCHUNGSANSTALT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE PESQUISA AGROPECUARIA - EMBRAPA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ENEA ENTE PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ESTONIAN BIOCENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EURATOM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EUROPÄISCHES LABORATORIUM FÜR MOLEKULARBIOLOGIE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY E.E.C. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT EUROPEAN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FAMILY HEALTH INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FINANCIAL SERVICES TECHNOLOGY CONSORTIUM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CITRUS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDAZIONE ANDREA CESALPINO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDAZIONE PER ADROTERAPIA ONCOLOGICA - TERA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDAZIONE TELETHON EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDAZIONE UGO BORDONI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDEN TIL FREMME AF EKSPERIMENTEL CANCERFORSKNING EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDS D'ETUDES POUR LA SECURITE ROUTIERE  (A.S.B.L. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FONDS D'ETUDES POUR LA SECURITE ROUTIERE A.S.B.L. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FORFAS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FORFÀS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM BORSTEL EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM BORSTEL ZENTRUM FÜR MEDIZIN UND 
BIOWISSENSCHAFTEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FORSKNINGSCENTER RISO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FORSVARETS FORSKNINGSANSTALT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FÖRSVARETS FORSKNINGSANSTALT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FORSVARETS FORSKNINGSTJENESTE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FOX CHASE CANCER CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FRED HUTCHINSON CANCER RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT FUNDAÇÃO JOSÉ PELÚCIO FERREIRA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GALDERMA RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GECA EHF EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GENETHON EXACT 
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3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GENOPLANTE-VALOR EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GEOFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM POTSDAM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
GESELLSCHAFT FUER BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG MBH 
(GBF) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
GESELLSCHAFT FUR BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG MBH 
(GBF) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
GESELLSCHAFT FÜR BIOTECHNOLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG MBH 
(GBF) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
GESELLSCHAFT FÜR STRAHLEN- UND UMWELTFORSCHUNG MBH 
(GSF) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT GOUVERNEMENT DU QUEBEC EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT HARRINGTON ARTHRITIS RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT Hiroshima Industrial Promotion Organization EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT HOKKAIDO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT HOUSTON ADVANCED RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT I C P EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT IFP EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INDIAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INST. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INRIA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INSERM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INSTITUT JOZEF STEFAN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INSTYTUT CHEMII PRZEMYSLOWEJ EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INSTYTUT MECHANIKI PRECYZYJNEJ EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INSTYTUT OBROBKI PLASTYCZNEJ EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INTELLIGENT MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR GENETIC ENGINEERING AND 
BIOTECHNOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INTERNATIONAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY TECHNOLOGY CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS  SATELLITE 
ORGANIZATION 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT IPK GATERSLEBEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ISTITUTI ORTOPEDICI RIZZOLI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI FISICA NUCLEARE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ISTITUTO SUPERIORE DI SANITA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ISTITUTO SUPERIORE DI SANITÀ EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ISTITUTO TRENTINO DI CULTURA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT JAPAN AS REPRESENTED BY DIRECTOR GENERAL OF EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT JAPAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT JAPAN MARINE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT JAPAN SPACE FORUM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT KELDYSH RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT KOCHI INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT KONINKLIJKE NEDERLANDSE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT KÖZPONTI ELELMISZERIPARI KUTATO INTEZET EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT KROLL FAMILY TRUST EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LA JOLLA CANCER RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LA REGION WALLONE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LA REGION WALLONNE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LABORATOIRE CENTRAL DES PONTS ET CHAUSSEES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LABORATORY OF MOLECULAR BIOPHOTONICS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LAREGION WALLONE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LE REGION WALLONE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LIFENET EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT LOUISIANA CHILDREN'S MUSEUM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T. (ITALIAN MINISTRY FOR UNIVERSITIES AND 
SCIENTIFIC AND 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T. ITALIAN MINISTRY FOR UNIVERSITIES AND S EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T. ITALIAN MINISTRY FOR UNIVERSITIES AND SCIENTIFIC 
AND 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T. ITALIAN MINISTRY FOR UNIVERSITITES AND 
SCIENTIFIC AND 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T. ITALIAN MINISTRY FOR UNIVERSITY AND SCIENTIFIC 
AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T., ITALIAN MINISTRY FOR UNIVERSITIES AND EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MAGYAR ALLAMI EÖTVÖS LORßND GEOFIZIKAI INTEZET EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MATERIA NOVA A.S.B.L EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MATERIA NOVA A.S.B.L. EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MAX-DELBRUCK-CENTRUM FUR MOLEKULARE MEDIZIN EXACT 
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3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MAX-DELBRÜCK-CENTRUM FÜR MOLEKULARE MEDIZIN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MAX-DELBRÜCK-CENTRUM FÜR MOLEKULARE MEDIZIN (MDC) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MEAT & LIVESTOCK COMMISSION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MEFOS-STIFTELSEN FÖR METALLURGISK FORSKNING EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT METAL INDUSTRIES RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MICROELECTRONICS CENTER OF NORTH CAROLINA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MINISTEREO DELL'UNIVERSITA' E DELLA RICERCA SCIENTIFICA E 
TECHNOLOGICA 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MIYAGI KEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MIYAGIKEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MONELL CHEMICAL SENSES CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MORS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NACAM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NAGANOKEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NASA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMINISTRATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AEROSPACE LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANISATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANISATION (NARO) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION (NARO) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT National Agriculture and Bio-Orientated Research Organization EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL AGRICULTURE AND BIO-ORIENTED RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL CANCER CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING SCIENCES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT National Center for Scientific Research Demokritos EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASOCIATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NATURAL RESOURCES CANADA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NCSR  DEMOKRITOS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NCSR DEMOKRITOS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NEW YORK BLOOD CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NORSAR EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT OBSERVATOIRE CANTONAL DE NEUCHATEL EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT OFFICE OF THE STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE U.S. ARMY MEDICAL 
RESEARCH AND MATERIAL COMMAND 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ONEIDA INDIAN NATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ONERA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT OREGON REGIONAL PRIMATE RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ORGANISATION EUROPEENNE POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLEAIRE 
(CERN) 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT OSAKA INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION ORGANIZATION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT OSAKA PREFECTURE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ÖSTERREICHISCHE BUNDESBAHNEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PATH EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PETROLEUM ENERGY CENTER (PEC) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PHOTONICS RESEARCH ONTARIO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEI MINISTRI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PRESIDENZA DEL CONSIGLIO DEL MINISTRI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PROVIDENCE HEALTH SYSTEM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PROVINCIA AUTONOMA DI TRENTO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT PUBLIEKRECHTELIJK OVERHEIDSLICHAAM FELUA GROEP EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT RECHERCHES ET DEVELOPPMENTS DESSAR EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT REGION WALLONE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT REGION WALLONNE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT RÉGION WALLONNE REPRÉSENTÉE PAR L'EXÉCUTIF RÉGIONAL 
WALLON 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT RENNAT TRUST EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT RERUM COGNITIO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT RIKAGAKU KENKYUSHO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT RIKEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SAGAMI CHEMICAL RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SAN DIEGO REGIONAL CANCER CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SCK.CEN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SEIBUTSU KAGAKU KENKYUJO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SENTER FOR INDUSTRIFORSKNING EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SEQUOIA NURSERY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SIDNEY KIMMEL CANCER CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SINTEF EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SNIARICERCHE S.C.P.A. EXACT 
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3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SOREQ NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT STAZIONE ZOOLOGICA  ANTON DOHRN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
STIFTELSEN FOR INDUSTRIELL OG TEKNISK FORSKNING VED 
NTH, (SINTEF) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SUNNYBROOK HEALTH SCIENCE CENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SUOMEN PUNAINEN RISTI VERIPALVELU EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY RESEARCH LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT TEATR POLIFONICHESKOI DRAMY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH LABORATORIES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE AARON DIAMOND AIDS RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE CHARLES STARK DRAPER LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION OF NEW SOUTH WALES EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL RESEARCH EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE JACKSON LABORATORY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE JAPAN SPACE FORUM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE JOHN INNES CENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE MONELL CHEMICAL SENSES CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE THAILAND RESEARCH FUND EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT THE WASHINGTON TECHNOLOGY CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
TOKYO METROPOLITAN ORGANIZATION FOR MEDICAL 
RESEARCH EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT TREESEARCH EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT TUN ABDUL RAZAK RESEARCH CENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND MATERIAL COMMAND EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND MATERIEL COMMAND EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ULTRA PROPRE NUTRITION INDUSTRIE RECHERCHE (U.N.I.R.) EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND MATERIAL 
COMMAND 
EXACT 




USTAV MAKROMOLEKULARNI CHEMIE AKADEMIE VED CESKE 
REPUBLIKY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VALTION TEKNILLINEN TUTKIMUSKESKUS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VEHICLE INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
VERENIGING VOOR CHRISTELIJK WETENSCHAPPELIJK 
ONDERWIJS EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VITO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLISCH ONDERZOEK (VTO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VOLUNTEERS FOR MEDICAL ENGINEERING EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VTT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WAKAYAMA PREFECTURE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WATER RESEARCH CENTRE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WATER RESEARCH COMMISSION EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WATERSCHAP KROMME RIJN EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WETENSCHAPPELIJK EN TECHNISCH CENTRUM VAN DE BELGI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WETENSCHAPPELIJK EN TECHNISCH ONDERZOEKSCENTRUM VO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
WETENSCHAPPELIJK EN TECHNISCH ONDERZOEKSCENTRUM 
VOOR DIAMANT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT WETENSCHAPPELLJK EN TECHNISCH ONDERZOEKSCENTRUM 
VOOR DIAMANT INRICHTING ERKEND BIJ TOEPASSING VAN DE 
BESLUITWET VAN 30 JANUARI 1947 
EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ZAIDAN HOJIN HANDOTAI KENKYU SHINKOKAI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ZAIDAN HOJIN MINSEI KAGAKU KYOKAI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ZAIDAN HOJIN SEISAN KAIHATSU KAGAKU KENKYUSHO EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ZAIDAN HOZIN HANDOTAI KENKYU SHINKOKAI EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT 
ZENTRUM FÜR SONNENENERGIE- UND WASSERSTOFF-
FORSCHUNG BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT ARMY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT C.S.I.R.O EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT COMMISS ENERG ATOM EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT IND TECHNOL RES INST EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INST FRANCAIS DU PETROL EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT INST. FRANCAIS DU PETROLE EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT M.U.R.S.T.; EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT MOINZH-STR I IM.V.V. KUJBYSHEVA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT NAVY EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SAGAMI CHEM RES CENTER EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT SECR DEFENCE BRIT EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT UKAEA EXACT 
3 GOVERNMENT&NON-PROFIT VYZKUMNY USTAV BAVLNARSKY EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY AIC EXACT 
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4 UNIVERSITY AKADEMIA GORNICZO-HUTNICZA IM. STANISLAWA STASZICA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN DER DDR EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY BCIRA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY BLOORVIEW MACMILLAN CENTRE EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY BUDAPESTI MÜSZAKI EGYETEM EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY C.R.E.C.A. EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY CELTA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY CENTRO DE BIOACTIVOS QUIMICOS (CBQ) EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY CENTRUM VOOR PLANTENVEREDELINGS- EN 
REPRODUKTIEONDERZOEK (CPRO-DLO) 
EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY Ceskoslovenska akademie ved EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY CHEMISCH EN BIOCHEMISCH ONDERZOEKSCENTRUM (CBOK) EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY CLINIQUES SAINT-LUC A.S.B.L. EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY DANMARKS JORDBRUGSFORSKNING EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY ETH ZURICH EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY ETH ZÜRICH EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY FORSYTH DENTAL INFIRMARY FOR CHILDREN EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY GAKKOU HOUJIN KITASATO GAKUEN EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY HOUSTON AREA RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY IMEC EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR AGROBIOLOGY EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY INTERNIVERSITAIR MICROELEKTRONICA CENTRUM (IMEC) EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY INTERUNIVERISTAIR MICROELEKKTRONICA CENTRUM (IMEC) EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY INTERUNIVERSTAIR MICROELEKTRONICA CENTRUM EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY JOSLIN DIABETES CENTER EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY KANTONSSPITAL BASEL EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY KITASATO KENKYUSHO EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY KTH HOLDING AB EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY KTH, LLC EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY LAHDEN AMMATTIKORKEAKOULU EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY M.D. ANDERSON CANCER CENTER EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY MIT EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY OTLC EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY OULUN YLIOPISTO EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY RWTH AACHEN EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY S. N. F. EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY S.A.I.C. EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY SHAKESPEARE EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY SLOVENSKA AKADEMIA VIED EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY STC.UNM EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY SU "KLIMENT OHRIDSKI" EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY THE COOPER UNION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE AND 
ART 
EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY THE DOSHISHA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY TU ILMENAU EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UFFICIO BREVETTI EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UNIV LIEGE EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UNIV LIMBURG EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UNIVERDIDAD DE ALMERIA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, INC. EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UNIVERZITA KARLOVA PRAHA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY UNIWERSYTET WARSZAWSKI EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY USTAV ORGANICKE CHEMIE A BIOCHEMIE AKADEMIE VED CESKE 
REPUBLIKY 
EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY V M E I  LENIN EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VESZPREMI EGYETEM EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VETERINARY INFECTIOUS DISEASE ORGANIZATION EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VIB EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VIB VZM EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VIRGINIA TECH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VRIJE UNIRVERSITEIT BRUSSEL EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VRIJE UNIVERITEIT BRUSSEL EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VRIJE UNIVERSTEIT BRUSSEL EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY VUB EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY W. ALTON JONES CELL SCIENCE CENTER EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY WILLE MS L INST DR EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY WOJSKOWA AKADEMIA TECHNICZNA EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY WOJSKOWA AKADEMIA TECHNICZNA IM.  JAROSLAWA 
DABROWSKIEGO 
EXACT 
4 UNIVERSITY LE PONT I IM.M.I. KALININA EXACT 
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4 UNIVERSITY VYZKUMNY USTAV MATEMATICKYCH STROJU EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL ALBERT EINSTEIN HEALTHCARE NETWORK EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE - HÔPITAUX DE PARIS EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL CATHOLIC HEALTHCARE WEST EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL CITY OF HOPE EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL DEUTSCHES HERZZENTRUM BERLIN EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL FONDAZIONE CENTRO SAN RAFFAELE DEL MONTE TABOR EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL HENRY FORD HEALTH SYSTEM EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL LONDON HEALTH SCIENCES CENTRE EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL MASSACHUSETTS EYE & EAR INFIRMARY EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL MASSACHUSETTS EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL MELBOURNE HEALTH EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL MEMORIAL SLOAN KETTERING CANCER CENTER EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL NATIONAL JEWISH CENTER FOR IMMUNOLOGY AND 
RESPIRATORY MEDICINE 
EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL NATIONAL JEWISH MEDICAL AND RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL NORTHERN SYDNEY AREA HEALTH SERVICE EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL PROVIDENCE HEALTH SYSTEM-OREGON EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL THE METROHEALTH SYSTEM EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL THOMPSON CANCER SURVIVAL CENTER EXACT 
5 HOSPITAL VIRGINIA MASON RESEARCH CENTER EXACT 
 
 
